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For democracy to take hold

and

Nigerian citizens must gain the confidence

in Nigeria,

ability to effectively articulate their

needs

They must develop

in the political arena.

the skills necessary to participate in policymaking that impacts their lives and they must
learn to expect

and

to effectively

transparent behaviors.

among

Many

demand from

their elected leaders accountable

scholars agree that non-governmental organizations are

the actors best placed to foster these abilities at the grassroots level.

the extent to

and

which four Christian development

NGOs

implementing

I

explored

holistic,

participatory development programs in Middle Belt Nigeria help cultivate a democratic

culture at the grassroots.

Doing so required two

steps: assessing the

NGO’s

organizational capacities and determining their impact on democratization.

I

acquired the necessary data by conducting 120 interviews

community development

Hausa with

participants (in fifty percent of the communities in

four organizations work); by conducting interviews in English with

leaders and

in

community development

officers;

vii

all

which

of the

by studying written records

the

NGOs'

in the

NGOs’

archives; and

by spending a

substantial

amount of time observing

the various day-to-day

activities of the

NGOs,

communities.

also observed and participated in staff meetings and
strategic planning,

I

including the

community development

officers’ activities in their

monitoring, and evaluation exercises.

I

studied the activities of four holistic, community-based
development

organizations based

in the

and conducted interviews
the

Hausa-speaking Middle
in

over 135 villages

in

Belt.

In

two years

I

visited,

nine states in Hausa speaking parts of

Middle Belt and the North with twenty-five community development

one hundred percent of the development organizations’
in their

assigned area for more than two years.

viii

observed

field staff that

officers

—

that is

have been working
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1

INTRODUCTION AND THEORETICAL FOUNDATION

In Nigeria, the devastation

military rule,

is

clear.

runs rampant through

Even
all

caused by years of increasingly corrupt and oppressive

six years after Nigeria’s transition to

levels

democracy, corruption

and branches of government, including

military and police. Crosscutting ethnic, religious and regional conflicts

below the surface often erupting

into violent confrontation.

A decrepit

ranks of the

all

simmer just

infrastructure, a

depressed economy and consequent crippling poverty, and rising violent crime distract

almost everyone to focus uniquely on their survival.

At
night,

and

best,

one might argue

that with

that the dividends of

time Nigeria’s leaders

may

find

democracy cannot materialize over

ways

to address all of these

overwhelming challenges. At worst, and more accurately, one might argue
political elite that neglects the well

and

political interests

remains

being of the populace while pursuing

in control.

It

its

that a

own

personal

has consistently stymied Obasanjo’s genuine

attempts to find solutions to these overwhelming problems and has succeeded in dragging

—
Party —

him

the leader of the incredibly powerful but itself corrupt People’s Democratic

into the mire of

seemingly intractable corruption.

Ordinary Nigerian citizens, especially those

problems through the

They

suffer

political

in rural areas,

cannot redress these

mechanisms associated with Western-style democracy.

from a very low sense of political

inclination to participate actively in politics.

1

efficacy, lacking the skills,

knowledge and

This passivity

is

evident, for example, in the circumstances surrounding

Obasanjo’s use of a “state of emergency” to remove Plateau
State’s governor Joshua
Dariye

in

May 2004

and the local reaction

international observers

— viewed Dariye’

s

to

it.

Local participants

— along with most

election and the post-election tribunal that

labeled the election “free and fair” as rigged but local participants
did not express their
beliefs through

mass

They were too

protest.

Obasanjo removed Dariye from

office,

fearful of military reprisal. Thus,

even though the measures he took

extra-constitutional, the people of Plateau did not complain. Since they

to

when

do so were

had never

supported his election, they were happy to see him removed from office, even

if

he was

removed by undemocratic means.
In Northern Nigeria, the phrases “ Sai

yi hakuri ”

(We have

adducT (Only prayer can help) and “ Sai mu

to exercise patience), are often heard,

indicate the general attitude that “There

is

nothing

and

we can do

in a political context,

about

it.”

Any

attempts to

address these concerns through public protest are squelched quickly by an army ready to

shoot protesters before they can

start a riot.

about these issues

when

in private

but

public arena, their conclusion

To make

is

Some

they seek a

most often

“fir/

people

way

may complain

energetically

of expressing their frustration

hanya ” (There

matters worse, corruption has trickled

down

is

no way

to

do

in a

so).

into Nigerian society

and

people often take the same resigned attitude in face of corrupt church leaders and
dishonest

community

help.” In

many

association leaders that they take with politicians; “only prayer can

cases, they participate in corrupt behaviors themselves. Corruption

around. Public transportation drivers must pay their bribe

check point; receipts,

if

a

merchant gives one out

2

at all,

at

is all

every police and military

are left blank so that the shopper

may complete them
come

with any amount he/she wishes and those

to the front of the fuel queue.

ways and, “everybody does

who

There are daily opportunities

can afford to pay

to flout the

law

small

in

it.”

For democracy to take a real and permanent hold, a majority of Nigerian
citizens,
especially in the disenfranchised rural North and Middle Belt, must gain the will,
the

confidence and the ability to effectively articulate their needs
especial ly at the level of local

effort to see those

government

needs met. They must

— and

insist

see elected officials

on the

right

arena-

in the political

make

a

good

faith

behavior of their leaders (no
1

matter

how

rich or powerful)

and expect the same behaviors of themselves and

their

neighbors. Democratization in Nigeria today requires not only strengthening democratic
institutions

and fighting corruption

in all

branches of Nigerian government, but also

cultivating a participatory democratic culture at the grassroots level.

The

Political

and Economic Conditions of Post-Independence Nigeria

Nobody would argue about
is

richly

the fact that Nigeria has great

endowed with mineral wealth

natural gas

— and with

tropical forests

—

tin,

columbite, coal, and most notably

—cocoa, peanuts, palm

oils,

hides and skin. With a population of between 45 and 55 million

120

to

potential.

oil

It

and

and savannah capable of sustaining a wide variety

of crops and other agricultural products

to

economic

in

rubber, sisal, cotton,

1960

that has

grown

140 million today, Nigeria has always had ample human resources as well.^

These figures are based on information from the 1963 Census, which was hotly debated. The official
figure eventually endorsed by the federal government was 55.6 million but the actual population at the time
has been estimated by demographers to be closer to 45 million (Library of Congress Country Study).
1

2

Except where otherwise cited,
on "The Economy and Poverty’’

account of the political and economic history of Nigeria draws heavily
International IDEA’S Democracy in Nigeria (2000), pp 151-60.

this
in

3

In the

post-independence Nigeria of the 1960s, that wealth translated

average growth iate of 6

%

and attorded substantial development

in the

to

an

areas of education

and health care services, energy production, and communications and transportation

However, despite healthy economic growth

infrastructures.

that

could have been used to

ensure the development of the entire country, the leaders of the First Republic took

advantage of the high degree of

state control that they

many post-independence development

address the

supply social services and economic opportunities
tor the polarization

between north and south was

enjoyed— arguably necessary

challenges that Nigeria faced
to those they favored.

struggle for

power between regions and

to

The foundation

laid here since less priority

on the economic and educational development of the North. Of course,

—

to

was placed

this fostered a

ethnic groups with ethnic and regional cleavages

corresponding with the regional lines drawn by the colonial power, Britain.

(1960-1966) could be characterized as

Politics during the First Republic

winner-takes-all

that

power

game

corruptly.

Nigeria was ripe for

in

which

politicians obtained

Mismanagement of
its first

power by any means and then used

the state’s resources

attempted secession of Biafra.

When

a counter-coup, and then the civil

the civil

war ended

in

the early years of independence

civil war.

The

boom
oil

that

boom

was

war over

the

January 1970, Nigeria

needed psychological healing and economic recovery. Much

oil

became widespread.

coup.

The coup of 1966 was followed by

An

a

that

had been gained during

lost.

brought with

it

the potential for

economic recovery followed

the

also brought an opportunity for “worsening corruption,

mismanagement... conspicuous consumption and

4

illicit,

private self-enrichment” on the

pait ot Nigeiia s political leaders.

They took advantage of this opportunity and stymied

Nigeria's chances for economic recovery.

skyrocketed,

oil,

As

the price of oil on the international market

accounting for 90 percent of exports, became Nigeria’s main
revenue

base (Ake 1996). This transformation to a completely oil-dependent

economy

'

increased

Nigeria’s economic vulnerability to external shocks.

Public expenditure quadrupled between 1973 and 1975 and by 1976 public

expenditure had increased so

much

that Nigeria

had begun

increasing expenditure and a depreciating naira, Nigeria

(Ake 1996). Coincident with changes
their

peak of over $40 a barrel

income

Economic

grown

to less than

oil

in

$10 a

1979

to

market created a severe budgetary

of

which

fell

from

barrel in 1984, per capita

250

dollars in 1985.

The

deficit for Nigeria.

Stabilization Act,

While

it

to

it

which introduced austerity measures

brought about a significant drop

did nothing to slow economic and social decline.

some 12% of Nigeria’s GNP. Various

to alleviate

in the availability

economic

and quality of public

By 1983 Nigerian

debt had

interest groups’ rejections of the

government’s economic reforms paved the way for the collapse,
the

oil

1982 the Second Republic’s National Assembly adopted the National

In

services,

1979-80

With

became more and more indebted

in the international price

Nigeria plummeted from 1000 dollars

in

collapse of the world

crisis.

in

to run a deficit.

December 1983, of

in

Second Republic.

On

the heals of the

Second Republic came

notably by Babangida’s implementation of the

15

more years of

military rule,

marked

1986— International Monetary Fund

75.9% of total federal revenue and by 1980 was
contributing only 2.4% whereas oil was contributing 2.7% in 1965, 74.7% in 1971, and 96.10 in 1980
oil
(49). According to a PRI report on Nigeria’s economy on The World aired December 19, 2004,
revenue.
federal
Nigeria’s
revenues still account for over 90 percent of
'

Ake 1996

reports that in 1965 agriculture accounted for

5

(IMF) and World Bank recommended— Structural Adjustment Program.
Contrary
promise of a restored

level of

economic growth,

the

SAP was

to the

largely responsible for

further decline as increasing levels of corrupt and oppressive behavior
also contributed to

worsening economic
traditional

Lewis explains

that

economic reforms

led to a curtailing of

avenues of public patronage. Government contracts, subsidies, grants and

employment were
elites

crisis.

substantially diminished, affecting the dispersal of resources

and popular sectors.

among

consequence, the distribution of rents changed
substantially. Direct disbursals and administrative favors were increasingly supplanted
by politically influenced arbitrage in a variety of domestic markets (318).
In

As Babangida and Abacha began

to sanction

an expanding realm of

illegality,

malfeasance increased dramatically, the debt burden grew and relations with external
creditors worsened.

Increasing economic

mismanagement under Babangida and Abacha

occurred simultaneously with an increasing personalization of power by the office of the
president,

shifts in

which Lewis

calls the “Zaireanization” of Nigerian politics.

economic management were accompanied by a

shift

In other

words,

from “decentralized

patrimonial rule” to “predatory dictatorship” as “economic oversight by state elites

shifted

from a system of dispersed clientelism under

public institutions, to

more

arbitrary

relatively stable

—

if

ineffectual

and debilitating control by a single ruler” (304).

Since Abacha’ s death, the Nigerian government has been quick

to criticize

Abacha’s looting of the public treasury and has openly pressured foreign banks
the

moneys held

in his

personal bank accounts to the public coffers.

A

to return

September 2000

Associated Press article cites a report issued by the Swiss Federal Banking Commission

(SFBC)

that

670 million

dollars

were

at that

time being held

including Credit Suisse. In the same report the

banks of being involved

in the

same kind of

SFBC

in at least six

also accused

UK

transactions with Abacha.

6

Swiss Banks

and American

The Nigerian

government claims

that

moneys and

may have removed up

that

he

banks

in

Belgium, Germany, and France are also holding his
to

4 million dollars

in total.

However

the

Nigerian government has not been so quick to publish the report of the committee
to investigate

government corruption

that likely implicates

political office as well as politically influential

holding political offices

in the future

Abacha’s unexpected death

many

others

persons like Babangida

(PRI The World December

in

who
who

are

set

up

still in

aspire to

19, 2004).

June 1998, brought an opening for renewed

democratic and economic reform under Abdulsalam Abubakar,
transition to the Fourth Republic in 1998

who oversaw

the

and 1999. This renewed opening for democracy

under the Fourth Republic came none too soon. Nigeria has experienced corruption and

mismanagement of

many

years,

and

it

its

political institutions, public services,

will take

many more of participatory democracy Adedeji

well-targeted economic reforms to get Nigeria back on

its feet.

Nigerian government to release the report on corruption

may

the task at hand

Constant

political

in the

governments were

is

just

(1997) and

The reluctance of the
one sign of how

difficult

be.

upheaval

has led to frequent changes

number, and

and national resources for

manner
first

in the

post-Independence period

in the structure

in

which

local

and function of

government

local

at

the national level,

governments,

officials are chosen.

put in place in Nigeria in 1952, prior to Nigeria

s

in their

Local

independence

in

with a three-tiered
1960, to replace the former colonial system of Native Authorities

system of divisional,

district

and local governments. This system remained

in

place until

both periods of military rule,
the first period of military rule, beginning in 1966. In
military leaders appointed local administrators. In his

7

first

term

in oltice,

Obasanjo

appointed professional
local

civil servants to

local

governments and held elections

government councils. Then there were appointed

under militaiy rule

local

for

government administrators

1988 when the non-partisan election of local councils was part of

until

the return to civil rule.

The next phase of

the transition in 1989 included partisan

on a “U.S. model,” with an elected executive (chairperson) and elected

elections,

legislatures (counselors).

in

head

The U.S. model

1993.

Babangida replaced those elected councils with appointed ones
that

Abacha had

in

place

is

the one used today, although in

2003, state governments were asked to appoint interim local governments
preside over the local governments until

new

elections could be held.

that

would

The Abacha

regime then conducted new elections for local council chairmen and councilors

in

1996

(Aborisade and Mundt 2002).

Over

the course of the

same

period, local

government has shared varying degrees

of power and influence with traditional leaders. Prior to 1952,

indirect rule, traditional leaders

the

coup

in

structure.

local

colonial system of

governance. Beginning with

1966, traditional leaders were not formally part of the local government

Obasanjo

traditional chiefs.

leaders.

were responsible for

in the

set

up

a local

government system included an advisory council of

Babangida system gave no particularly

In early 2004, these local

have arguably been designed

influential role to traditional

government elections were

held.

Local governments

to mitigate the influence of traditional rulers

by replacing

diverse regionally and ethnically specific traditional political institutions with one
universal system with communities assigned to local governments without regard for

boundaries of their chiefdoms or for the boundaries between ethnic and religious groups.

8

NGOs, The Magic

Civil Societ y and

During the

last

two decades,

the

Bullet; Participation, the

amount of development funding

Panacea

sent directly to

non-governmental organizations (NGOs) increased drastically (See Edwards and
Hulme
2003a). Not too surprisingly over the same period of time, the number of

NGOs

both

in

the developed North and in the developing South increased drastically as well.
These

increases are due in large part to the fact that, having lost faith in the state, scholars
aid agencies

(World Bank 1991,

OECD (DAC)

1995, Hansen

1996-USAID

4

and

report))

identified a vibrant civil society as a crucial building block of democratic culture in the

face of states unfriendly to democracy.

They saw

NGOs

could be fired from the aid agency gun, guaranteed

as a kind of

“magic

bullet” that

to hit the target, strengthening civil

society and bringing about democratic change from the bottom up.

Agencies
civil society

like the

World Bank and IMF pinned hopes

and assumed

political role”

that

NGOs

— supplementing

relatively ineffective political parties as

an “educational role”-

democratic citizenship, stimulating

“watchdog role”

— protecting

“good governance” on

could support thriving democracies by playing “a

through which citizens could identify and articulate their

make demands on government;

for

interests,

mechanisms

meet

local

needs and

— providing training about

political participation

and educating the public, and a

citizens against the state (Korten 1990,

CIVICUS

Scholars thought that since they had smaller constituencies than

states,

1994).

NGOs

could operate more expediently than government and experiment with more innovative
solutions (Korton 1990 99, Clark 1991

).

They posited

that

NGOs

could

facilitate a

more

effective distribution of aid because of their connectedness to the grassroots and their

Keane 1988, Bratton 1989, Korten 1990, Chazan, Mortimer, Ravenhill and Rothchild 1992, Woods 1992,
Skocpol 1992, Robinson 1993, Moore 1993, Harbeson. Robinson and Chazan 1994, Diamond 1994, Stepan
1998, and Keane 1998.
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capacities for efficient service delivery.

between aid agencies and

was assumed

that,

local

In this vision,

communities

— and

NGOs figured

as intermediaries

these communities’ associations.

where there were no community associations

in place,

NGOs

It

would

mobilize community members to form them (Whaites 2000, Edwards
and Hulme 2003a).

For many, the connection between aid for

growth of community associations

is

civil society

building and fostering the

rooted in a definition of democracy which equates

with multi-party liberal democracy as practiced

western model of liberal democracy...”

in the

(USAID

USA

quoted

of civil society within the liberal democratic model

is

in

it

or in Europe, a “conventional

Kasfir 1998).

to build interest

The function

groups

that will

serve as the “organizational foundation for multiparty politics” (Chazan 1992 in Kasfir,
125).

For others,

NGOs

are

meant

to play the intermediary role

between aid agencies

and fledgling community associations, accelerating the creation of such associations and
then strengthening and expanding them and fostering linkages between them so that

eventually this proliferation of grassroots organizations can, as a larger Frierean

“people’s movement,” increase citizens ability to participate

(Uphoff 1986

in

tissue

NGO work

is

between

civil society building,

also intimately connected with

capital, “the trusted, reciprocal relationships

and even soccer clubs and

community

associations and

Putnam’s notion of

social

between individuals, groups, communities

and other forms of human association (guilds, mutual aid

politics

arena

Edwards and Hulme 2003b).

The connective
development

in the political

societies, cooperatives, unions

literary societies) at local, regional,

and national levels

and economy” (1993). Putnam's discussion of Northern

10

ol

Italy’s tradition ot rural

networks of social and economic obligation” (Silverman quoted
neighbors engage

in

exchange ot services and

works projects (Clark

in

activities for

Putnam 140) evokes images of the

in

mutual

Putnam 142) where

aid, including public

activities of

community-based

development programs the world over.
In the participatory

development model, communities and community

associations are the sites where social capital

participatory democratic learning occurs.

is

cultivated and

Community members

participation in decision-making, and marginalized

equals

—

where Rousseauean

members of

learn the value of

society

— now

find and develop a voice to express their views. This vision of

based organizations as
“participatory

sites

democracy”

—

governance (Pateman 1970

development

NGOs

of rich participation
a bottom-up

in Kasfir).

would be

rebuilds relationships of trust

is

treated as

community-

consistent with Pateman’s

democracy

in

which the grassroots controls

In situations like that

of Nigeria, the task of

to strive to cultivate the kind of social transformation that

— increases

social capital a la

Putnam— and

strengthens

citizens’ confidence to participate responsibly in the political arena, using participatory

democratic means a

la

Rousseau and

J

S Mill (See Pateman 1970).

The Evolution of Empowerment

The connection between development NGOs’
should also be understood

in relation to

activities

and democracy building

a concurrent evolution in the international aid and

humanitarian relief community’s understanding of poverty. This new understanding of
poverty

came

to its full fruition in a post-Cold

War

think in terms of poverty alleviation and citizen’s

setting

where

it

became

empowerment going hand

understanding of poverty evolved from one focused exclusively on access

possible to

in

hand. The

to inadequate

supplies of food, through one which included the notion
of “quality of life”

some of

the intangible things that

make

life

covering

better— to one which embracing

that people’s lives are obviously qualitatively better

when

the belief

they are capable of fulfilling

valuable functions within society,” on their own. Implicit to this
understanding of

poverty was the notion that people need to have both access to and control
over
education, good health, social standing and security.” Finally, Western development

agencies connected the extent to which citizens enjoy control over tangible and intangible

commodities
distributed.

power

to their

The

to influence the

international

way

these commodities are generated and

development community thus turned

empowerment of people (Fowler 2000) and assumed

that

strive for social transformation as well as infrastructural

say out loud that poverty

is

is

development.

practitioner puts

it,

who

as apathy, anger and a

weakening of the

new understanding

"Poverty

isn't just the lack

paradigm

shift

infrastructural

5

part of a

“new orthodoxy”

development as a means

—

to

Howes

Cohen and Uphoff 1980, Cernea

to these things.

It

that manifests itself

2003 317).

of poverty, along with the principles of participatory

away from modernization theory

developed world

One could now

of material goods.

civic culture” (Ritchey-Vance

development: “empowerment,” “participation,” “handing over the

up planning,” have become

NGOs could

denied citizens their access

from decision-making and a sense of being devalued

also distance

This

development

not caused simply by poor access to drinking water, markets,

or education, but by corrupt governments

As one development

attention to the

its

stick,”

for development.

5

and “bottom-

They mark

— which emphasized economic and

for the Third

World

to catch

up with the

theory of “extended participation” which emphasizes the

1985, Poulton and Harris 1988, Oakely et al 1991, Chambers 1997.
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a

need tor the general population

to participate fully in the

development process (Roche

2002 ).

Empowerment, on
accomplish tasks or
That

b

is

one hand,

the

to attain goals

power does not

civil society organization’s

Understanding “power to”

“power over.” Feminists argue

involves cultivating the “power to”

on one’s own, which

to say that an increase in a's

— or increasing a

initially

is

that

easier

most

if

not a zero-sum kind of power.

is

necessarily diminish the

power does not decrease

we go back

often,

men

power of

the state’s power.

to feminist interpretations of

wield both visible and invisible

“power over” other men or men wield power over women or “dominant

social, political,

economic, or cultural groups” wield power over the marginalized (Rowlands 1995). This

“Power over” no longer needs

to be

wielded overtly when the marginalized or the

dominated internalize the messages they have received about
status

and make no

their subordinate/powerless

effort to act for themselves.

Like feminist theory then, participatory development theory assumes
abilities ascribed to a particular set of

Empowerment

people are to a large degree socially constructed.”

thus involves undoing negative social constructions, so that marginalized

groups and persons come
to

that “the

to see

themselves as having the capacity and the

right to act

and

have influence. Cultivating the “power to” involves changing the way marginalized

individuals and groups “perceive themselves and their ability to act and influence the

world around them” (87). The marginalized not only need access

to

decision-making but

they also need to develop the conviction that they are able to play a part

making. With empowerment

development practitioners

—understood

as promoting

strive to facilitate a process
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“power

whereby

to”

—

in

decision-

participatory

target beneficiaries

"become aware of their own
paiticipate

interests

and how these

trom a position of greater strength

influence decisions

relate to those

decision-making and actually

in

especially regarding resource allocation.

cultivated, tor example, in an interaction

of others, to

“Power

to

to” can be

between a group of community members who

are sharing details of their everyday experiences and practice and a

community

development officer who provides a “more distanced sociological imagination” (Hymes
1972

Nelson and Wright 1997). As both community and development officer question

in

their learned social realities, “...both transform their understanding (Freire
1972, Fals

Bord 1988). Out of

this interaction, the

aim

is

to find

‘more spaces of control (Giddens

1984), where, although never powerless to start with, by developing confidence and

changing attitudes and behaviors, they can

alter the

power

differentials in their relations’”

(Nelson and Wright 1997, 8-9)

On

the other hand, while “a” and “b”

supportive “power to,” once “a”

choose

to resist

is

may

simply be able to enjoy mutually

aware of her “power to” she may

in

some cases

and challenge “b's” “power over.” Empowerment may ultimately

involve a zero-sum kind of “power over” whereby a possesses power to the extent that

that

a

is

able to get b to do something against b

empowerment
changes

in

is all

about

—a

This

is

what Frierean

struggle to transform structures of subordination through

is

related to notions of civil society building and citizens, as a social

movement, gaining more power
is

s will.

law and the institutions of society (Cleaver 227). This aspect of

empowerment

over”

'

vis-a-vis a state that gives

located in the distribution of resources and

up some of

employment

its

power. "Power

opportunities, in

all

forms of social service provision. Communities, community members and marginalized
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groups within communities gain “power over”
decision-making process about

Rowlands argues
levels:

that

how

to the extent that gain access to the

resources are distributed (Rowlands 1995).

empowerment occurs

“First, the personal level involves

in a

progression on three different

developing confidence and

undoing the effects of internalized oppression)” (Rowlands
8).

At the “personal”

interests), a

level, the individual

in

abilities (including

Nelson and Wright 1997

develops a sense of self (and personal

sense of self-confidence and self-reliance (Rowlands 1995). “Second,

ability to negotiate

is

the

and influence close relationships,” between members of the household

and/or between other community

members (Rowlands

in

Nelson and Wright 1997

8).

At

the level of “close relationships” individuals develop the ability to shape the nature of
their relationships

level involves

and participate

in

“working collectively

At the collective

level individuals

decisions

to

made

within those relationships. The third

have greater impact than each could have alone.”

work together

to achieve a

more extensive impact than

each could have had alone. This might include the community’s involvement
structures, but

the

might also cover collective action within the community for the benefit of

community (Rowlands

1995). At this third level, 'power

model of power.” (power over)” (Rowlands
Fowler (2000) breaks empowerment

empowerment (changes
attitudes about

in attitude

about

and behaviors towards

in

into

self)

in

one individual, an

The changes she

entire

to’

overlaps with the next

Nelson and Wright 1997

two

and relational empowerment (changes

others). This

is

in

also a useful conceptualization

at

the “personal" level can

group within a community, or

in a

whole community.

identifies as being at the collective level can include

15

8).

categories: psychosocial

because the changes that Rowlands describes as occurring
occur

in political

changes

in the

collective self (psychosocial

empowerment)

or changes in the

manner

in

which the

collective relates to others in the broader political
and social spheres (relational

empowerment).
In participatory

development empowerment can come

“power over” and “power
involved

in all

to.” If the intended beneficiaries of

aspects of their

own development, and

in the

form of cultivating

development

initiatives get

they gain the necessary self-

reliance to paiticipate effectively in decision-making about the
development of their

community, they may also develop

the self-confidence to effectively

political leaders with a posture that is not a

They may
that this

can restore levels of

begging posture (Nelson and Wright 1997).

trust

the

and build social

capital.

Magic Bullet” (and

the (handed over) “stick”)

Like most big institutions, aid agencies change slowly.
considerable optimism about

To

NGOs

the extent that their enthusiasm has faded at

directly to Southern

development

However many
agencies about the role

They wonder whether
grassroots

if

NGOs

scholars have

civil society

NGOs can

Many

continue to show

as a vehicle for achieving their civil society building

adopting a strategy of skipping the “middle-man”

at the

their

also learn simply to appreciate the value of organization, unity and cooperation

“Beyond

goals.

engage

—

all,

the Northern

(Edwards 2003,

really be

in

NGO — and sending aid

32).

become considerably

can play

they have begun to talk about

less optimistic than

most aid

building in democratization processes.

good vehicles

for strengthening democracies

they are not held accountable, not as closely linked to the grassroots as

they were supposed to be, not as efficient

at

doing service provision, and/or not as

innovative as the optimists initially thought they would be (Hilhorst 2003). Kasfir
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wonders

if

strengthening civil society organizations

democracies

weak

in the first

is

the right

place since strengthening civil societies

way

to consolidate

may weaken

already

states (1998).

Aid agencies also continue
participation though

many

to

buy

scholars have

into the language of

become

empowerment and

quite critical of the participatory

development approach. Nicholls 1998 and 2002, Cleaver 2003, Cooke and Kothari
2001 sharply
approaches.

critics

criticize the theoretical

et al

and conceptual limitations of participatory

Cooke and Kothari and Cleaver both

insist that there are

two schools of

of participatory development, those like themselves that are concerned about the

weaknesses and inconsistencies

in the

theory and those

techniques right.” They argue that there

technique

if

the theory

is

is

no point

in

who

focus on “getting the

focusing on perfecting the

fundamentally flawed.

In general, Cleaver argues,

“community” without thinking

development organization

critically

toss

around the word

about the nature of the communities

in

which

they work. Not only do they tend to ignore the fact that communities are typically

up of different

class, gender, age,

made

and sometimes ethnic and religious groups who enjoy

varying degrees of power and influence-such that increasing the power of some of them

might diminish others’ power (229), but they also

communities can be the

community, there

will

site

be shifting alliances between various subgroups and power

boundaries that overlap and

specific

development

grasp the concept that

of both solidarity and conflict and that within one

structures for various purposes (232).

fluid

fail to

initiative at

shift

Development organizations’ “communities” have
depending on many external

hand (23

1

).
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factors, including the

Without a clear understanding of how

power works within

this

dynamic “community,”

empower one sub-group
members of

the

within the

community

community hijacking

to

or end up with the

power

likely to

more powerful

structures that already exist

point out that while development organizations aspire to

promote self-help and self-reliance—
by building on indigenous

knowledge and by involving

participants in defining their

own way

— what intended

is

is

).

Cooke and Kothari

empower and

development organization

the decisions taken by the group so that

“participatory decisions” end up reinforcing the

(Cooke and Kothari 2001

the

of addressing

them

own

needs and developing their

beneficiaries try to pass off as “local needs”

often heavily influenced by their perceptions of what the development organizations

can do (or are

known

for doing) to help

community members tend
hear, ordinary

interests,

its

(8).

Moreover, they also

will prioritize the interests of the

inconsistent with their norms. In this case

their

to

development

Northern (overseas) development partner instead of their

allowing empowerment to be defined

community members, or

assert that because

what they think the development organization wants

community members

organization and indirectly

own

to say

them

power

government, but

is

in

Western terms

not so

in the

much

that are

in the

completely

hands of the

dominant Western discourse

that

shapes their perceptions and actions.

Although these critiques ring

development discourse

in this

manner does not mean

methods cannot yield beneficial
interfaces” helps explain

true, the fact that

results to the

how communities

power operates through

that participatory

development

community. Hilhorst’s notion of

“social

can experience beneficial results from

18

participatory

development programs despite the

participatory

development language seems

to

fact that at first glance at least,

impose some Western norms.

Hilhorst explains that “social interfaces” occur at sites where
different, and oftenconflicting worldviews or discourses meet. In the case of a

development organization, community members

community

will use a particular

interacting with a

language

to

describe their development needs based upon their perception of the community
worker

and his/her organization and the type of assistance his/her organization can

CDO

may

bring a different language to the table or use

with different meanings attached. (Similarly, Southern

some of

lend.

The

same language, but

the

NGOs may

define their vision,

goals and objectives with participatory language only to discover that their overseas

donors attach an entirely different meaning

language or use a slightly different

community members, CDOs, managers, overseas donors

language.) In the end,

become

to the

interface experts to the extent that they are able to adapt their language to the

actor they are interacting with

Hilhorst insists that

at

the

moment.

community members become

“interface experts,”

who,

in

face of these different discourses can use different language at different times without

losing their voice

—or

losing sight of their

own

goals.

In the interplay of cultures

and

discourses that occurs, Western values are interwoven with local ones and an
“appropriation and transformation” of language occurs so that the meanings of

development concepts,

like

empowerment and

local context (Hilhorst 2003, 10,

member

will

participation are renegotiated within the

drawing on Arce and Long 2000).

speak of participation and empowerment and think

accommodates

his/her

own

goals and aspirations quite nicely.
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it

As

A

community

means one thing

that

participation occurs

s/he will try to

the

same time

make

sure that “participation” continues to yield
his/her desired goals. At

to the extent that the

CDO

is

able to convince

him or her of

the merits of

attaching a slightly different connotation to “participation"
or “empowerment,” s/he

may

adjust his/her goals accordingly.

Hilhorst agrees with Cleaver,

Cooke and Kothari on

community, individuals enjoy agency— that

is,

the point that within any

the ability to react to social experience as

they feel inclined on the basis of their world view and their values which
have been

shaped by

their personal experience

that a geographical

and one

set

and by the social pressures applied on

“community does

not necessarily have one unified

them— and

mind or

voice,

of driving motivations and priorities. She wisely reminds us that the same

applies to the staff of

NGOs

because they too are made up of multiple social actors

have different ideas about what the

by any number of

factors:

NGO

is,

wants and does and who
,

may

who

be motivated

narrow-self interest, devotion to participatory development

principles, a partner church organizations’ politics, politics within the organization or any

number of other
change

Furthermore, any staff member, because s/he has agency

factors.

his or her reactions

The

and behaviors as experience

better donors, managers, field staff,

concerned actors get
the real world in

this part

which

dictates.

community members and

other

of the theory right, the better they will be able to perform

NGOs

function. Given that organizations are

made up

among

managers and

field staff

field staff

and management

staff.

The

relevant question

is,

NGO

“How

(and other stakeholders, including overseas donors) get to a

“coherence of practice” given these multiple realities?” (Hilhorst 217).

j)
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in

of a

diverse set of actors, there will always be a diverse set of ideas about “what the

should be”

may

can

Hilhorst

development

s

conclusions that each individual community

NGO staff member— has agency,

interface expert

in his or his

own

right

and

that

I

underscores the fact that the

think, that

and

each can become a “social

between “getting the techniques right” and “getting the theory
Rather, Hilhorst suggests, rightly

member

right”

critics’ distinction

is

overplayed.

though Cleaver, Cooke and Kothari make

valid criticisms, “getting the techniques right” merely
depends

upon understanding and

addressing these possible weaknesses and challenges within the theory.
“actors in and around

NGOs”

Hilhorst proposes, each can

more

come

understand his/her

to

own

role in shaping

outcome

that

everyone can agree upon. Here,

Northern (or developed world) non-governmental organizations
role to play in

working closely enough with

would

(NNGOs) have

an

their partner southern (or

developing world) non-governmental organizations (SNGOs)
social interface that

development

Then, the more various actors work together,

roles.

likely they will be to negotiate an

enormous

of the

rethink the theory along these (albeit messy) lines that

language practice as well as others'
the

If all

to facilitate the kind of

foster shared understanding this kind of shared understanding

of participatory language and practice.

The

NNGO

role in “getting the techniques right” brings us

of thinking “beyond the magic bullet”

magic bullet”

s1

in the 21

Hulme and Edwards

century does not

back

et al (1996).

mean moving beyond

NGOs

to

our discussion

“Beyond

as agents of civil

society building and strengthening democratization processes (Edwards and

Whaites 2000, and Fowler 2000). Rather,
personnel have a

lot

of work to do

performance possible by

NGOs

if

it

signifies that aid agencies

the

and

Hulme 2002,

NNGO

they are to do their part in fostering the best

in the

developing world, especially
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in Africa.

NNGOs

will

have

to

work closely enough with

their partner

SNGOs

so that together they can

address effectively the criticisms of participatory
development theory discussed
section.

Good

participatory development practice requires a

in this

much more thorough

understanding of theories of power and empowerment on
the part of community

development officers
their partner

SNGOs

in the field

than

is

currently the case and

NNGOs

will

need

get the training they need to understand these theories
and

to help

how

to

be

“interface experts.”

NNGOs
African partners

have a significant role

will also

in

other areas

if

every

SNGO

to play in building the capacity of their

is

to put his/her best foot

“gets the techniques right.” Overseas donors must participate in

planning activities guiding
to planning, training staff

SNGOs

in the direction

and monitoring progress.

enough time and resources

to

SNGO

forward and
visioning and

of allotting adequate funds and time

NNGOs

will

need to

set aside

send their personnel regularly and frequently to participate

actively in every phase of their partner organization’s activities.
s1

In short, in the 21

century overseas donor partners cannot hope to support

democratization processes and strengthen
partners without taking the time to get to

their priorities

that

civil societies

know

through their developing world

their partners well

enough

and needs, as well as the dynamics within and without

shape behavior and performance. As Hilhorst puts

it,

NNGOs

to understand

their organization

s1

in the 21

century

must become “trustworthy partners.”

Going “beyond

the

magic bullet”

will also necessitate

developing qualitative

instruments for assessing impact, monitoring and evaluating performance (Ritchey Vance
2003), and putting them to use within the context of long-term relationships between
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NNGO and SNGO

partners.

The

empowering

fact that

participants, strengthening civil

society organizations and fostering democratic
political culture takes time, and that
any

would be

results in these areas

part of a long-term impact, not the short-term

development interventions for which most

NNGOs

outcomes of

usually ask underscores the need for

long term relationships.

My

iesearch

is

Nigerian development

an effort to promote this process by assessing the impact
of four

NGOs’ programs

to

determine whether and to what extent their

use of participatory development strategies promotes a participatory
culture and

democracy

at

the grassroots level over time.

claims about what they have achieved

development theory

and the

Where

— and

reality that

I

the gap

is

wide between the NGOs’

the claims of proponents of participatory

saw on ground,

I

searched for the reasons

why.

I

aim

to

answer these two questions.

(

1

)

How

programs cultivate participatory and/or democratic

communities

in

which they work?

(2)

What

determinants to their varied rates of success
of organizational capacity

make some

and how much do the four NGOs’

political culture within the

characteristics figure as significant

in

doing so? Put another way, what aspects

organizations better than others

at

putting the

“participation” into participatory development?

The Context

in

which

I

Conducted

First of all, although, there is

much

my

Research:

debate about

delineate Nigeria’s North and Middle Belt regions.

however

that

some do

It is

A

how

Village, in the Middle Belt

best to

do

so,

important to keep

not recognize the existence of a Middle Belt

at all,

I

in

will

mind

dividing the

country instead into North, Southeast, South Central and Southwest, and Middle Belters
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with the North; and that different people define
the term Middle Belt differently-

according to their

In

own

interests.

Kwara and Kogi,

the “Fulani/Yoruba” have direct historical,
ethnic and

leligious ties with the Islamic North and

not as part of the Middle Belt.

and Wase, the Gbagyi
a

Middle Belt

in

many

The Kambari

think of themselves as part of the North,

in Lafia, the

Nassarawa and Niger

Hausa

state share the

same

identity because they attach to the notion of the

and minority ethnic

status.

have a sense of being

They

are

more comfortable with

in the “religious majority.”

Borno, Bauchi, Gombe, Yobe and

Adamawa

in Keffi, Jos,

They

attitude.

reject

Middle Belt Christianity

a larger North

The Muslim

Mangu,

where they

inhabitants of the states of

also take this view.

Christian and non-Hausa ethnic nationalities in the minority areas of the North

define the Middle Belt in terms of religious and ethnic marginalization and extend

boundary

to include all the ethnic minorities in the

Taraba, Southern Kaduna,
large population of

identity.

As

They

are

North (including those

Gombe, Kebe, Yobe and Borno, and

non-Hausa Muslims

Muslims and so

in the

in

its

Adamawa,

Bauchi). There

is

also a

Middle Belt who have a kind of double

are united with the far North on the grounds of faith.

minorities however, they are sometimes treated as inferior to Hausa/Fulanis.

Christian minority groups in

Gombe, Bauchi, Adamawa and Borno

states

and the

peoples of Plateau, Nassarawa and Southern Kaduna identify closely with each other but
not so closely with the Tiv and the ethnic groups of

Plateau, Nassarawa,

Adamawa

and Taraba have

despite the fact that the battling peoples are

Birom man of Plateau

will greet

all

all

Kwara and Kogi. Ethnic groups from
battled over farmlands with the Tiv

Christians and not Hausas. (Whereas the

and do business with the Bachama man of
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Adamawa

in

Hausa; as one Tiv

man I know

are cursing at him.

I

like

He would

IDEA

s

puts

it,

rather

definition of

“when you

greet a Tiv

you not greet him

Middle Belt

man

in

Hausa,

Kebbi,

state, the

states

you

Gombe,

Bomo,

My research assumes this definition of Middle Belt, but focuses only on

My study does not include,

part of the

if

where indigenous ethnic groups outnumber

those parts of the Middle Belt in which Hausa
franca.

as

that attaches the label to a region

Federal Capital Territory, Abuja, and certain parts of

Adamawa, Bauchi and Yobe

Hausa/Fulani.

is

at all.”

including Kogi, Kwara, Niger, Benue, Plateau, Nasarawa,
Taraba, parts of

Southern Kaduna

it

Middle

Belt.

See Figure

is

the primary language used as the lingua

Kogi and Kwara or Benue though they

are seen to be

1.

Research Area

Figure

1:

Map
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of Nigeria

Middle Belt Region

Although there

is

great variation

between communities

and another and between one ethnic group and another,
in

which the development organizations included

in

my

I

in

one geographical area

will describe the general context

research work.

I

will also

describe the dominant aspects of political culture that
shape the power structures that

operate within villages and between communities and
their local government.

Throughout the

dissertation,

community development

officers

I

describe communities as the units with which

work

despite Cleaver’s valid point that development

organizations tend to treat communities as
within a set ot tixed borders.

I

homogenous groupings of people who

also use the

word settlements

geographically distinct sub- units within a community.

to refer to a particular set of

A community may

one settlement or more than one separated by a short walking distance.

community
but

s

borders

many would be

may correspond

lived

A

be made up of
larger

with a “ward,’ a sub-unit of the local government

smaller than a ward so that several communities are situated within

one ward, and several wards would make up a local government. Again, returning

to

Cleaver’s argument, within a “community” in which a development organization works,
there

here

may

— and

entire

be geographically distinct sub-groups

—

the settlements that

I

have mentioned

also identity-based sub-groups spread across given settlements and/or the

community: Christians, Muslims,

two or more

distinct ethnic groups;

members of

practitioners of traditional religion;

men and women,

youth and elders, wealthier and

poor, and traditional leaders and/or ward heads and other elders/advisors and

citizens/subjects with no particular political

office.

Religious groups and

concentrated

in distinct

power

members of different

geographical settlements.
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that

comes from holding

ethnic groups

may

political

also be

A community may
particular,

may

look roughly like Figure

that

research tend to

work

community members

which

in

some

are located

the

distance from main, tarred roads. That

usually walk from their

car or truck belonging to a wealthier

wealthiei

community

01

two motorcycles

A

that

belong

community member. On market

to their

farm or

to a

in

means
nearby

few communities may have one

community member and

neaiby community, public transportation
oi

in

development organizations included

market, clinic or church in a neighboring community.

may have one

though housing structures,

vary from ethnic group to ethnic group
and geographical features will

obviously also vary. Communities

my

2,

quite a

to the pastor in the

few communities

community

or to a

day, in a community, or a market day in a

—

either in the

form of four-wheel drive trucks

small motorcycles, depending on the condition of the bush road
connecting the

community

to other

surrounding communities and main roads

bush road transporting people
advantage of these days

if

to

—

will

go up and down the

and trom the market. Community members

try to take

they need to travel or take someone to a health clinic or

hospital.

A

community may

or

may

not have access to a well like the ones in Figure

Community members may walk some
pond. In a few, relatively

one or more settlements

some

rare, cases,

in the

2.

distance to fetch their water from a river, stream or

communities may have hand pump bore holes

community

or they

may have

in

a water catchment system of

kind.

They may have
center, or a

a primary school, a clinic/maternity/dispensary, a

market place

built

by the community, by

development organization or charitable

institution.
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local

In a

community

government or by some other

very few cases, they

may have

Figure

2:

An Example

of a Rural Middle Belt

Community From Birom Land

“Mafeng Community: has three settlements. Settlement A: There is a shade tree for
community gatherings being used as a makeshift classroom with students sitting on the
ground; a small three-classroom school; a well; and three households in view with more
off the bottom of the picture. Settlement B: There is a shade tree used for a small market
once a week, a well and four households in view and more households off the left of the
Settlement C: This settlement

picture.

church

down

wide enough
outside.

farm

It is

at the

the

hill.

The settlements

for a car to pass through.

is

located a good five minutes walk from the

are separated

There

is

by

fields

and connected by footpaths

a small clinic with

someone

sitting

dry season and a few cows that belong to nomadic Fulani are grazing on a

edge of the community.
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one of the above
climes,

etc.,

built

by

state or federal

tend to be built

also have one or

communities closer

in

more churches and/or a mosque

Although there

of

what was, under

to the

built

a great degree of variation

is

another, the ethnic groups that inhabit

edge

government, although

my

state

by the community.

between one ethnic group and

research area, the Middle

communities.

men

share

Beit— the

southern

British colonial rule, the Northern region, primarily
inhabited by

which the organizations included

group— do

A community may

main road.

— and some small
my research work — inhabited by

non-Hausa, largely non-Muslim ethnic groups

ethnic

and federal schools,

some

in

cultural attributes that affect

In particular, these ethnic

holding higher positions

parts of the North in

in the

younger community members,

power

the majority

Hausa

relations within rural

groups each have very hierarchical cultures with

hierarchy than

women,

elders higher positions than

rich and/or politically influential higher positions than

poor and politically powerless, higher academic degree holders higher positions than
primary school certificate holders, and pastors and imams higher positions than lay
persons. There are
“

Hausa

titles like “ ranka

dade ” (May your

babba ” and “mamma” (Father and mother); body language,

life

like

ones gaze; and physical practices

like using both right

something from someone

used across the ethnic groups

above you

that are

in the hierarchy.

Those lower

to those higher in the hierarchy.

Nigerians confirm

my

in the

and

left

be prolonged) and

bowing and lowering

hand
to

to

hand

show

to or receive

respect to those

hierarchy tend to defer decision making

Aborisade and Mundt (2002) say

that southern

characterization of the cultures of the North. Northern Nigerians

are perceived as “obsequiously deferential to authority, easily accepting of a centralized,

authoritarian state, and thus ill-prepared to participate in democratic institutions” (55).
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While they may be “ill-prepared,”
for/taught to

my

make good use of democratic

community development
practice of the

research suggests that they can be prepared

institutions.

However, there

officers are to incorporate democratic

communities

in

which they work, they

will

norms

have to

is

no doubt

that if

into the cultural

strike a delicate

balance between respecting (some) cultural norms, and challenging
others. Otherwise,
they will never succeed persuading community

members

to treat all participants as

equally valuable contributors to the development decision-making
process. Given the

norm of deference

to authority figures, equality of voice is not valued highly;

women's, young people’s, and poor people’s

participation in decision-making

valued. In Northern Nigeria, implementing participatory approaches

The
based on a

Middle Belt and Northern Nigeria,

fact that, in

is

is

not

a tricky task.

political allegiances are often

system also shapes power structures

clientelistic

and

in a

way

that potentially runs

counter to participatory development and democratic principles. Clientelism

is

defined

by James C. Scott as a relationship “in which an individual of higher socioeconomic

own

status (patron) uses his

influence and resources to provide protection or benefits or

both, tor a person of lower status (client) who, for his part, reciprocates by offering

general support and assistance, including personal services to the patron” (in Aborisade

and Mundt 2002). This cultural norm, predates colonial
parts of Nigeria, according to Aborisade and

relate to their local

ethnicity.

government within

from

their ethnic

their

group

will

own

and

is

prevalent in most

Mundt. Community members typically

the confines of a clientelistic system based on

During elections, they are more

and chairpersons from

rule

likely to vote for local

government counselors

ethnic group because they assume that a political leader

be more likely to give them client-status. They are
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less

likely to select their preferred candidate

on the basis of his/her personal merits or

allegiance to a particular party platform, but rather on
the basis of his/her membership in
a particular ethnic group, or, in
not share the

same

Community members
community
The

to

much more

are

most

government.

likely to look to the traditional leaders of their

history of local governments and local

empower communities;

to

from

local

government performance

community development

empowerment of communities
part cut off

local

are unlikely to be

provide services to them than to local government.

development programs

the

community members do

government leadership, they

development work financed by the

sets the stage for a challenge to

relational

cases, religious group. If

ethnicity as the local

the beneficiaries of any

ethnic

some

in this

that

Nigeria

officers’ use of participatory

case they struggle to promote

vis-a-vis their local

governments

in

governments who

are, for

do not provide any particularly useful

services to local communities. If communities look to anyone for leadership and social
service provision,

it

is

more

likely to be their local traditional leader not the local

government.

There are a few contributing factors

community needs
for local

that local

to the

degree of unresponsiveness to

governments demonstrate. Civil service personnel

governments by Local Government Service Commissions

government

employment

level.

for

This means that local governments cannot use

community members unless

connected with someone
addition, the

who

a particular local

serves on the Local

Revenue Allocation Formula awards

governments but

local

the state

civil service to

government

provide

officer

is

Government Service Committee.

well

In

ten percent of federal revenues to local

governments have no means of
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at

are hired

raising revenue for themselves.

It

is

state

own

governments

that collect

who

vehicles and those

At various points
the creation of

more

local

sell

some

relatively small taxes

goods

in the

from citizens-those who

market.

Nigeria’s post-Independence history the latter has
prompted

in

hundreds ot new local governments on the erroneous
assumption

governments

in

that

a concentrated area could draw a greater proportion
of the

revenue allocation and that a new local government would mean
“a government
headquarters with more localized services and a nucleus for expanded
infrastructure.”

This has not proved to be the case for two reasons:

1

)

what resources

allocated are exhausted in overhead expenses with very

and 2) as Aborisade and Mundt put

it

little

that

have been

available for capital projects

“corruption,” a direct result of local governments

receiving their funding from the revenue allocation system, instead of raising the

resources locally, “has debilitated

many LGAs” who have

failed to see capital projects

successfully completed in communities. “If funds are provided by the federal

government, and corruption enters into the discretion with which the funds are spent,
local citizens are not likely to

demand

accountability, because the expenditures are not

supported by locally collected taxes” (114).
In the areas

North

included

— northern Borno

positions of

state,

my

and Plateau

state,

research that would be better categorized as part of the

northern

power and Christians

hierarchy than Muslims. In

state

in

many

are

Kaduna

state,

Katsina state

viewed by some

to hold a

— Muslims hold most

lower position

areas in the Middle Belt, especially southern

Christians traditionally held positions of

sometimes treated Muslims who have

in the

Kaduna

power and have

settled in these areas as foreigners without rights.
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Muslims and Christians

in

Inter-religious relations in the North and

the

Middle RHt

Middle Belt are a

lot

more complicated

than the standard analysis of Christian-Muslim relations
in Nigeria suggests.

(1997) points out, there
Nigerian politics as
analysis

is

is

a tendency on the part of

influenced, no doubt, by the related tendency on the part of

Nigerians as

il

all

— and others

in the

in the international

Nigerian Muslims were Hausa/Fulani

Northerners were Muslims and

groups

social scientists to write about

Nigeria consisted of two political blocks, north and south.
This

it

especially in times of conflict

all

some

As Paden

all

who

many Nigerians

arena too, to view

live in the

Southerners Christians.

In reality,

North and as

many

Middle Belt and North have both Christian and Muslim members

if

ethnic

(e.g.

Gbagyi, Cham, Waja, Bura, Kilbe).
Christians and

Hausa

in

Kaduna and Katsina

— who

—

same

ethnicity

typically live,

—

—except

work and play

in the

in the

case of the

(attend celebrations)

North, Middle Belt or South

find themselves face to face with co-ethnic Muslims, identify closely with

them, thinking

Muslims

States

the

The majority of Christians

together peaceably.

West

Muslims who share

in the

first

of the ethnicity they share. The same applies for the majority of

same

areas.

They

often identify

more closely with co-ethnic Christians

than they do with Hausa/Fulani Muslims.

The notable exception
Christians

— who

to this analysis in

are concentrated in northern

aware of

Hausa Christians

are keenly

governments and

in their states.

certain local

my

research area

is

the

Hausa

Kaduna and southern Katsina

States.

their status as second-class citizens in their local

In the political arena, despite their

government areas (LGAs), they

are
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majority status in

dominated by Hausa Muslims because

the minority

Muslims

in these

few

LGAs

are nevertheless able to join forces with
the

everywhere-else-more-numerous Hausa Muslims
This

politics.

is

to maintain control of local

well illustrated by one community’s account of

allowed to register for voting during the period running up

When

a nearby

community decided

government counselor who was guaranteed
and

fail

1

y (since he

would

get

all

voter registration materials

removed from

win

to

if

consistently denies

As
arena,

carried out freely

all

the Christians in his predominantly

local

government counselors simply had

the

community from which

the

the candidate

LGA. Of course,

ignore them the rest of the time too.

them

all

staff for schools

The

local

if

the

government

forms of development assistance: connections

Nigerian Electric Power Authority

and

elections.

not vote, they could not elect a Christian. Since they have no influence

in elections politicians

clinics

2003

was

the election

hailed as well as from other Christian communities in the

community could

to the

they were not

to field a Christian candidate for local

the votes of

Hausa Chiistian LGA), incumbent Muslim

how

government

and

(NEPA)

to the

grid roads to their communities, schools,

clinics.

a result of the discrimination they experience in the larger social and political

Hausa Christians

development

initiatives.

Hausa Christians

are

are reticent about cooperating with

Consequently, the two

CDOs

working

numerous, have had almost no success

participate in their activities.

successfully gotten Hausa

Of the seven communities

Muslims involved

Hausa Muslims on

I

in

these areas in which

in getting

Hausa Muslims

interviewed, the

in their activities in

CDOs

to

had not

any single community.

For many years, Christians and Muslims lived together peaceably even when they

were not members of the same ethnic group.

In the past
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twenty years however, the

occurrence of conflict has increased— in part because
of the influx of more conservative
versions ot Islam from Saudi Arabia and

people

in part

because of the increasing extent to which

facing sever economic challenges and scarce
resources most often allocated

thiough a patronage political system along ethno-religious
lines

themselves to be manipulated by politicians
religious identity for their

own

political gain.

several Northern states in 1999 and

to stir

who

stir

— have allowed

up conflict about ethnic and

The implementation of

2000 has played

Shari’ a law in

hands of those who wanted

into the

up conflict between Muslims and Christians. Nigerian Christians complained

Northern Muslims had never pushed for the implementation of Shari’ a law
level

when

the country

was

led by a

Shari' a as a direct effort to derail

at

that

the state

Muslim. They interpreted the implementation of

democracy and

to challenge the authority of Obasanjo,

a Christian southerner.

Plateau State

is

symptomatic of a

Hausa/Fulani Muslims and
In the past, Christian

member

shift in relationships

between ethnic

of predominantly Christian minority-ethnic groups.

indigenes and Hausa/Fulani Muslims managed to live together

peaceably. Plateau indigenes sold and rented land to Hausa

settlers.

In

2001, four days

before the attack on the World Trade Center, deathly riots between Muslims and
Christians broke out in Jos, Nigeria. This heightened tensions between Muslims and

Christians across the state and has resulted in successive fights between Hausa-Fulani and

various indigenous ethnic groups ever since.

When

I

conducted

Fulani indicated that

community. The

my

interview in 2002, only one

Birom and Fulani work together

CDO explained that

in

community of Birom and

for the

development of

their

Plateau State, there had been a history of
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cooperation between them with some Birom

Fulam able
that

to

women

speak the Birom language. However,

community entered

into

marrying Fulani men and with some
in late

2002, the Birom and Fulani

war with each other—eventually

away. Now, where Fulani have not run away, they

all

in

of the Fulani were ran

live in separate wards.

CDOs

regulaily tieat these all-Muslim or all-Christian
settlements as separate communities.

CDOs

tend to work with these settlements separately expediting
the development

process, but eschewing a valuable opportunity to promote peace
and cooperation between

groups

might otherwise be

that

become involved

in conflicts

Now CDOs
Muslim ward, but
I

at

war. Since 2002, Christians have increasingly often

with Hausa/Fulani and Fulani herders.

work together with

rarely with both.

interviewed, 8 communities were

populations and

development

at

present, in

make

In the fourteen

ward

in the

community

POD communities on

Christian

none of them do Muslims and Christians work together on

CDOs

ot each of the organizations included in

my

a serious effort to persuade otherwise conflicted settlements of

technically part of one community. Probably, the

They

the Plateau that

made up both of Muslim populations and

settlements of Christians to work together for their mutual development

so.

CDOs

perceive too

research

Muslims and

—even

much

if

foment open conflict between the groups, the greater

The organizations have done

little

risk of

to guide their

endangering their

CDOs

in

how

they are

risk in

face the lesser risk of undermining their success in the community, and

situations.

or a

activities.

Unfortunately, the

rarely

either a Christian

if

own

doing
they

lives.

to deal with these

Clearly given the diversity from area to area, the organizations are wise

largely to take each case on an individual basis. But whatever they do, they should give
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their

CDOs more

groups when

it

is

guidance

how

in

to

do

their best to

possible.

My
I

promote cooperation between ethnic

conducted

my

December 2003. The

Role as a Researcher

research over a period of two years, from

first

research period, from

November 2001

November 2001

to July

to

2002 was

funded with a small grant from the Linville Foundation and the
second research period,

from January 2003
designed

my

to

December 2003 was funded with

research prospectus while

November 1998

to

taught English in

I

September 2000. During

travel to Plateau state

where

I

became

a

a Fulbright-hays grant.

that period,

member

I

Adamawa
used

my

NGOs,

vacation time to

of the Christian Rural and Urban

development practice among

its

NGOs

in

Northern Nigeria

who had

Northern communities and

in rural

development methodologies.
four organizations visiting

In

2000,

some of

the

I

POD

of

ECWA in

The Program Officer of

POD

me

I

a history of doing development

attempted to use participatory

communities

2000 and

helped

CRUDAN

conducted some preliminary research with

conducting group and individual interviews
closely with

who had

NGO

membership of

churches, and individuals. With the guidance of the leaders of

selected development

work

holistic

in

from

State, Nigeria,

Development Association of Nigeria. This organization was an umbrella
promoting participatory and

I

in

all

which they worked and

those communities.

I

worked especially

participated in their end of phase evaluation.

to

arrange

my

research program with four

organizations.

By

the time

organizations

I

I

returned to Nigeria in

selected for

my

November 2001 each
,

research had agreed to allow
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me

of the four

to evaluate their work.

By January

2002,

schedule

place and

have

me

me

in

had

I

my

questionnaire translated into Middle Belt
Hausa, an interview

was conducting

their organizations.

organization.

included

in

I

my

I

The organizations were

interviews.

evaluate their programs because they saw

and for

intei

1

agreed that

I

it

willing to

as a learning opportunity for both

would share

my

findings with each

did not offer any financial compensation to the
organizations that

research and

views, neither was

This said,

I

am

I

did not pay any interviewees to participate in

I

in

my

paid to work for any of the four organizations.

not an unbiased researcher. Having seen cases

community members were very happy with POD's work
which the benefits

I

in their

in

2000

in

which

communities and

in

terms of psychosocial empowerment were clear; and having worked

closely with the various staff

members of these

organizations, riding with them on their

motorcycles and working along side them day after day, staying

in their

homes,

interacting with their families during meal times in the evenings, even attending their

family weddings and funerals;

member

I

have become quite close

of their development community/family.

I

am

can to strengthen the capacity of the organizations and

to

them and think of myself as a

quite committed to doing what

to

I

support their successful

implementation of their programs.

I

I

also explored the possibility of including

in

my

conducted a number of preliminary interviews with Muslim opinion leaders

Adamawa, Borno and
I

Muslim organizations

Plateau states

attended conferences organized by

—

al

quadi (judges), scholars, and

Muslim groups and by

I

was

affiliated with a

in

civil servants

— and

Christian groups on Muslim-

Christian relations in Nigeria and on the implementation of Shari' a law.

that since

research.

I

determined

church organization during a period of high politicization
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of religion,

data,

and

I

by focusing

was a

my

development work.

I

single, white female,

would

I

decided to focus

my

verifiable research

research then, on this one particular area of

on democratization and

Development NGOs,

in

participatory democracy.

civil society.

Northern Nigeria

organizations in the best position to cultivate,

at

in particular, are

among

those

the grassroots level, this culture of

Because they are faith-based organizations, they

rich, traditional associational life attributed to

On

more

lesearch on Christian organizations engaged in participatory

religious groups’ impact

(1998).

get better,

are rooted in a

Africa by scholars like Nelson Kasfir

the negative side, traditional religious and ethnic associational

may have

life

the potential to be fractious and thus have a negative impact on democratic nation

building; but on the positive side, these religious institutions with which the development

organizations are associated have had a presence

in rural

Northern Nigeria for over

fifty

years and the rural development programs of the churches have been in place since the

sixties

and seventies. With

they are

in

this

long-standing relationship with rural Northern Nigerians,

an excellent position to incorporate participatory democratic values, civic

education and community mobilization into their largely agriculture-, health- and water
technologies-based programs.

The four organizations included
Middle Belt region of Nigeria and

in

my

study are Christian

NGOs

affiliated respectively with the Evangelical

Interior

Church

The Peace churches

called

the

American peace church

6

in the

— a church founded by an American evangelical group
Nigeria (EYN) — founded by an
Brethren
Church of
Mission,

West Africa (ECWA)
Sudan

based

in the

6

called the

the

in

Church of

the Brethren, the

Church of Christ

in

US— the Mennonites, Quakers and Brethren— are notably different than

mainline Protestant churches

in their strict insistence

on a doctrine of pacifism.
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1

he three churches

in

Nigeria

(COCIN)— a

mainline Protestant church founded by the English Reform
Church,

and the Catholic Diocese of

Catholic— are supported
of the

in their

German government’s

A

The four organizations

Jos.

development

efforts

—

three protestant and one

by the Protestant and Catholic arms

aid agency respectively.

study of four Christian organizations and no secular or Islamic organizations

may appear

to

my

be biased. The primary reason for

development organizations are the only ones
development work

in the

region

— and

that

is

that these Christian

have a long history of doing

again, for an impact study, the

been running long enough for participants and others
Several secular organizations have set up shop

essentially after the transition to

choice

democracy

in

in

to assess its

program must have

long-term effects.

Northern Nigeria much more recently

mid- 1998

— and do not have

access to rural Northern Nigerians. The Christian organizations included

have carried out development work
even older mission boards

that

in the region for

in

the

same

my

research

20-30 years and are connected with

have been addressing issues of poverty and access

to

primary education and health care since the early 1900s. With the exception of one or

two women’s groups

in

Bauchi which focus primarily on teaching

women income

generating skills and running micro-credit loan schemes, there are no Islamic
organizations, or secular organizations, doing the

in the

same kind of work

in rural

communities

North and Middle Belt.

According
Integrated

to their

names (People Oriented Development of

ECWA, EYN

Community-Based Development Program and COCIN Community-Based

Development Program) and

their stated goals, three of the

development programs

and were
mission boards have traditionally been quite progressive in their social justice-oriented programs
outreach.
mission
their
ol
part
as
transformation
peace-making/conflict
among the first to focus on
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included

my

in

approach

in

research endeavor to use a holistic, participatory,
and community-based

implementing

their

development

initiatives.

The

fourth organization,

which

serves as a “control,” had not employed participatory
methodologies and or aimed to

make

its

development interventions either community-based or

CARUDEP has

2002. The primary goal of

development

To

My

been to promote a particular

I

strove to visit and interview a large

primai y methods of data collection

in the field

number of communities

development projects— with questions open enough

interviews visiting approximately

fifty

lasted approximately

to

my

one

to

7

Thus

I

— and

s

project area for five years.

I

visit the
I

units

full

CDO who had
7

Interviews

and management

used

staff

CDO

in the interview,

my

interviews against

I

in

crosschecked the respondents’

archival information in the form of

in culturally

did not

to

field

in these

During these community interviews,

organization since

enough

—

make my

conducted 99

questions against the opinions of other participating

interviews with key informants

engaged

in their

one and a half hours.

crosschecked the information gathered

expatriates

I

to

percent of the communities of each

been working for their organization and

125

included group interviews with

of analysis individuals, households and entire communities.

reports.

of sustainable

set

assess the oveiall impact of these four organizations in
the communities in

participants in the

answers

October

practices.

which they work,
all.

holistic before

and

I

direct observations,

members and

associated

reports and evaluation

my Hausa

as

much

as possible and

appropriate behaviors. This adaptation to the culture (along with

communities of

wanted

to assess

CDOs

impact

in

newly assigned

to their area or

communities where the

CDOs

CDO had

recently hired by the

been working long

have an impact.

Prior to beginning this research,

was already

fairly familiar

I

spent two years living and working in the same region of Nigeria

with cultural norms and behaviors

contexts of this research program.
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—

this

enabled

me

—and

to be a better observer in all

my

my

communities together with the

visiting

m

acce P tanc e

members

the

CDO assigned

community and helped

expectations about

my coming

might otherwise have

that

community),

in a position to

me

felt that

I

to give

something back

was asking

help ot the

assist

me

community development

officer

who accompanied me

with translation where needed throughout the interviews.

Group interviews allowed me
communities and

to

to ask questions of the

them with
to the

much

for too

without giving anything—except an impact assessment—
in return.

facilitated

lower community

as the wealthy outsider to assist

substantial financial contributions and helped

communities

me

put

to the

I

of their time

also relied on the

to the

community

9

be more sensitive to power relations within the

powerful and the powerless.

If

men,

the

for

example, made one statement about the community’s experience working with the
then

I

asked the

women

if

I

interviewed

opportunities to speak freely without the (powerful)

a

if

community

community members

CDO.

they agreed, and gave them opportunities to give examples to

support their response. In a few cases,

Likewise,

to

women
men

leader answered a question,

to agree or disagree

I

separately to give

them

to hear their responses.

deliberately invited other

and prompted for examples.

Since none of the four organizations have consistently gathered baseline
information,

I

formulated

my

interview so that

community members would

establish the

9

The organizations that I researched with felt strongly about sending the CDO who works in the
community with me to the community (to help me have access to community members and also I
ensure that

I

Since most of the communities were too remote to be accessed by car,

by motorcycle. Since
the

CDOs

at the

my

on one edge of

CDO station,

with limits on
serving as

think to

not undermine the organizations’ efforts to discourage dependency on outside assistance).

my

my

I

I

needed

to reach the

communities

research area was very wide with a distance of approximately 10 hours between

my

research area and the other,

traveled thus to

my communities

1

needed a car

with the

to

reach the

CDO on their

CDOs’

research budget) precluded taking an additional person to translate.

research assistant did

make

stations.

A

university student

a transcription and a second translation of these interviews.
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Once

motorcycle. This (combined

baseline by asking them to compare their situation
before and after they began working

with their

CDO.

Rather than interview control groups that had never
received any intervention

from a development organization
to subject

very difficult

it

themselves to an hour and a half interview with an outsider/ “
baturiya ” (lady of

European descent)

employ

— such communities would have found

interviewed the communities of one organization that does
not

I

participatory tools

interview— to see

if

there

— these communities were

was

willing to participate in an

still

a significant difference in that organization’s participants’

responses.

At the same time

that

I

aimed

for breadth to

answer the

doing a relatively large number of community interviews,
participant observation of the four organizations

research question.

the

CDOs

activities

answer

I

aimed

— necessary

to

research question by

for depth in

my

answer the second

spent significant time as a participant observer working alongside

in the field,

attending staff meetings, evaluations and strategic planning

along with the field and management

my

I

first

staffs.

My

methods of data collection

second research question included participant observation

that

I

to

crosschecked

against interviews with key informants and other outside observers and against written
1(1

reports.

In

Chapter 3

with participants,
learned from their

I

I

discuss the results of

invited

Crosschecking

interventions on

is

CDO. They had ample

necessary since

real life to

group interviews.

community members

projects as well as other skills and

10

my

il

is

to tell

me

opportunity to

In the

group interviews

about things that they had

name completed development

knowledge they might have obtained. They were

also

clearly impossible in impact assessment of development

determine causality

—

a combination of several factors

situation.
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is

likely to affect

any

invited to describe the process they go through
during a meeting.
to talk

about changes they perceived

development
with the

initiatives

CDO.

I

their experience

—changes

asked them

to

own

in their

ability to organize

that they attributed to the

compare

They were encouraged

their experience

and carry out

work they had done together

working with

their

CDO to

doing community work without any external intervention
and

their

experience with government’s efforts to contribute to the development
of their

communities.

and

ability of

I

noted whether or not the

community members

development aims.

I

CDO

had been able

to increase the willingness

work together cooperatively

to

explored whether or not the

to

achieve

NGO had cultivated their ability to

organize and mobilize themselves to effect change.

noted whether or not they had

I

formed new community development committees under

the guidance of the

whether or not ordinary members of the community had taken leadership

development planning.

I

asked them

community development committee

to tell

if

me

a

little

I

roles in

about the history of their

they had one set up, the people

about the duties the organization carries out.

CDO and

delved for changes

who

serve on

in attitude, skills

acquired, and a sense of self confidence and/or self-reliance augmented. In addition,

asked them whether they had the confidence and the

and

it

ability to share

I

what they had

learned with other communities and whether they had done so.

I

to

asked communities

work they had done

as a

to

compare

their experience

community without

community development work

that

government. This question tended

NGO

the help of any outside agent, and with

had been done

to

working with the subject

in their

community by

the local

provoke comparisons and contrasts between the

impact of programs administered with conventional institutional development
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methodologies and programs administered with
participatory methodologies. Through
these questions,

I

was

also able to explore with

interactions with, local

government area

them

officials,

their attitudes towards,

and

to look for

changes

in

and
these

attitudes that might indicate an increased or
decreased confidence in relating to local

government.

Because Northern Nigerian women are generally among

members of their communities,
gave an increased voice

to

the relationships between

done with

their

CDO.

I

I

I

as a result of

also took into account the

in

which

CDOs

involved

in the

in

both the planning

discussion. In

conducted

assessments and mapping exercises to assess to what extent
initial

in

number of women who

also factored in the

which they participated

manner

activities

community development work

women were

asked whether or not

I

NGOs’

explored whether or not changes had occurred

men and women

the meeting and the extent to

most marginalized

paid particular attention to whether the

women.

and implementation of projects.

the

their

attended

some

cases,

I

community needs

women

participated in the

decision-making process.

I

determine the extent to which community members’ attitudes towards

tried to

minority religious groups

done together with
within the

extent

their

in the

CDO.

community attended

members of groups

the discussion.

I

community had changed
I

as a result of the

noted whether members of different groups living

the meeting at

which

I

did

my

not constituting the majority in the

interview and to what

community

participated in

also asked both minority and majority ethnic/religious groups to discuss

the history of the minority groups' involvement in the development

subject

work they had

NGO.
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work done with

the

Chapters

In

4, 5,

and 6 and

7,

1

my

discuss

findings concerning the four

oiganizations capacity to effectively carry out
the development plans they have put

empower

place to

the rural poor. In

two years spent

time over an even longer period spent participating
evaluations and planning sessions and

in the field

in the

performance between organizations

workshops—through

that

teams leadeiship styles and the extent
within the organization,

how

assessed the extent to which

I

to

observed.

I

CDOs

and extensive

four organizations’ meetings,

observation and interview—

determine the factors which contributed to the variance

tiied to

with

in

in

studied the

capacity and

NGO

management

which they cultivated a participatory culture

they related to field

management and

staff,

donors and partner churches.

field staff exhibited transparent

I

and

accountable behavior and what kind of monitoring system and evaluation system
the

NGO had

in place.

I

explored the impact of staffs level of education and of training on

capacity and performance.

assessed the nature and the quality of the planning that the

I

organizations carry out.

I

and

their

studied the

NGO

CDOs’

leaders,

participants.

NGOs

I

— looking

at their internal

and external

written reports, minutes from long range, strategic planning meetings

maps and

other participatory rural appraisal tools generated by program

attended program evaluations and training workshops run by

wherever possible.

observed

archives focusing primarily on their habits of reports keeping

systems of monitoring and evaluation

evaluations,

of

NGOs'

CDOs

I

accompanied

as they conducted

PRA

CDOs
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subject

during their village entry process and

activities, other training

programs and community meetings.

my

and educational

In

Chapter

8, 1

democracy education
In

Chapter 9

I

assess the (very limited) extent to which
the organizations take on

directly

that this

work has on community members.

offer conclusions relevant to the theoretical
debates about the

potential of participatory

to organizations

and the impact

development for strengthening democratic cultures
and relevant

seeking to play such a role

in light

of 21

st

century challenges and

opportunities tor the international development community.
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CHAPTER

2

THE ORGANIZATIONS INCLUDED

In this chapter,

I

IN

THE STUDY

will introduce the four organizations included
in

the conditions in which they

work and then

I

will discuss the

and Middle Belt Nigerians address the challenges they face
their experience with assistance

from government and

manner

—

their

in

my research

and

which Northern

community

efforts,

their experience seeking/receiving

assistance from development organizations.

People Oriented Development (POD) of Evangelical Church of West Africa ('ECWA')

POD is a Protestant church-based organization with headquarters
State.

It is

Plateau

in Jos,

an outreach program of the Evangelical Church of West Africa (ECWA), an

evangelical church founded by the Sudan Interior Mission (SIM), a multi-denominational

ministry founded by a Baptist and based in Charlotte,

Nigeria since 1893 and the

Through
(in rural

its

ECWA church was formed under that name in

integrated/holistic

communities)

NC. SIM has been working

to help

development program,

POD

1956.

aims to “help people

themselves” by promoting a range of sustainable

development practices including agricultural and preventative health
digging, and school and clinic building.

and other

in

It

practices, well

occasionally also liaises between communities

ECWA programs, like the Community Health Program (CHP), the Rural

Development (RD) and the Evangelical Mission Society (EMS)

to help

communities

to

meet other specific needs outside of POD’s areas of expertise.

POD

initially

placed

CDOs

in rural

communities within 20 of ECWA’ s

Church Councils (DCCs) but since has reduced the number of DCCs
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it

District

serves to 17.

The

current

DCCs

has had three

none placed

work
state

CDOs

which

Kwara and Kogi

(including

POD

to

CDOs

are assigned are

ECWA’s DCCs

in the southeast region.)

into four zones:

Zone

and southern Kaduna

1

located in Northern and Middle
Belt

(ECWA

states) Nigeria.

placed in

all

POD had

is

Zone

and Zone 4 covered Bauchi and

3

Gombe

grouped the

DCCs

states;

(In

in

which the

CDOs

Zone 2 covered Plateau

covered northern Kaduna
states.

August 2003,

state

and Niger

state

POD decided to

reorganize their zones creating a three-zone structure since the
overall number of
in the field

and

in the Southeast. Currently, there
are

covered Kwara and Kogi

state;

a church with national spread

CDOs

has gone down.)

A CDO’s

communities are selected with input from three

Secretary or the Chairman, the

EMS

coordinator, and the

be within a fifty-kilometer radius of the

CDO’s

demonstrate need of development assistance

from any outside body

DCC officers, either the

POD CDO.

station (in the

—determined by

Communities must

DCC), and must
the absence of assistance

either governmental or non-governmental.

After communities are selected

at the

DCC

level,

CDOs

begin the community

entry process, working through traditional (political) and/or religious leaders in the

community. During
all

the leaders of the

that entry process, the

community.

of the community’s development

economic

work with

forces, and

the

initiatives, their traditions

power dynamics within

community.

If

herself and

POD

introduces

him

or herself and

POD to

Ideally, s/he uses the entry process to learn the history

the

the leaders accept

plan a larger community meeting. In the

him or

CDO

first

and culture, driving

community

POD

and the

that

CDO,

community meeting

again to the whole community. Then the
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may

affect his or her

then together they

the

CDO

introduces

CDO asks the

community

community

to

to

members

to decide

work together with

development goals.

If

the

whether they are willing

POD

to

move forward

community members express

in

to permit all

members of the

achieving the community’s
then the

interest,

CDO arranges

another community-wide meeting to undertake
the preliminary activities described

below. Over time,

POD CDOs

facilitate a

process whereby the community discusses
the

causes and consequences of problems they face in
the community and explores possible
viable actions that might be taken to improve the
conditions of the community. Based on
the needs that the

trainings

community chooses

to address,

on preventative health care and attend

POD CDOs

to the training

facilitate

community-wide

of Voluntary Health

Workers (VHWs) and Traditional Birth Attendants (TBAs), teach communities
how
dig wells, and

work together with them

in the

to

process of planning and implementing

other projects (markets, schools, health clinics, religious worship centers),
share other
technical skills, attend to the gradual institutionalization of the participatory
development

process through the evolution of development leadership committees

from Project Implementation Committees (PICs)

Development Committees (CDCs), and
conflict

management and advocacy

POD

staff

all

some

trained to avoid conducting meetings in churches

members of the community
and men

(except in cases where the community’s

Muslim

are also trained to involve

gathering of

men and women

Community

rare cases facilitate discussions related to

women

They

community

issues.

members have been

or other religious sites so that

in

to well-trained

in the

in the initial

feel

welcome

to participate.

community meetings

population, does not

deem

a public

appropriate) and to insure that their meetings are not held

only with the leaders of the community but with
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all

members of the community.

Little

attention

seems

have been given

to

to

CDOs

including or not including

all

the settlements

within a community in their development
work.

POD
et

staff

d’Appui pour

1'

were

initially trained to

use (and

Autopromotion Paysanne

do use) the Groupe de Recherche

still

(GRAAP)

methodology. They were also

trained to use Learning-centered, Problem-posing,
Self-discovery and Action-oriented

(LePSA) development
by a Catholic

priest in

strategies but

do so anymore.

“see,” “reflect,” and then “act.”

on visual learning through picture

stories to

to

GRAAP,

developed

Burkina Faso, emphasizes three elements of
problem-solving;

community members must
relies

do not seem

series.

LePSA

GRAAP targets adults and

uses songs, drama, role-plays and

guide community members through the same process of seeing,
reflecting and

then acting.

CDOs

also use

some

Participatory Rural Appraisal

(PRA)

tools, especially

needs ranking and village mapping. In theory, some of them do seasonal
diagrams,
village transects

and venn diagrams; and some of them also use Appreciative Inquiry.

Thiough group discussions. Appreciative Inquiry builds on people
encouraging them to use experience from the past
for their

them

in

positive experiences,

envisioning future goals

community.

CDOs
community

in

are allowed to use the

which they

methods they think are best

are working, or the

training officers

a year at their zonal workshops.

and zonal

facilitators

feel the

new methods and

using the ones they have already learned arise yearly

two or three times

for the particular

method which they

comfortable using. Opportunities for staff to learn
skills

to aid

s

at

to practice their

the national workshop, and

Intermediary level managers

—supervise CDOs’ performance
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most

in the field as

well, periodically visiting their

observing them

POD

ECWA

s

the 70s)

when

was formed

were no longer able

to

work and

1989 when economic conditions created a situation

in

Rural Development (RD) and

how

their

they are carrying out their animation
activities.

originally set out to serve.

farmers

communities with them and checking

modernize

in

which

Community Health Program (CHP) (founded

to target the underprivileged rural
population that they

RD

agricultural extensionists

their

had been trained

in

had

to teach rural

farming techniques and were encouraging the use of

costly chemical fertilizers and equipment that only the
privileged could afford. Likewise
the

CHP clinics

and medical dispensaries had become too expensive

Nigerians unable to purchase medicines or services. In response,
serve

RD

ECWA’s

economically privileged population. RD,

commercial agricultural venture today.
lends

its

financial support to

Since
Central

its

Agency

The

POD,

was formed

to

inception,

for

that

in particular,

RD

and

CHP

now

served a more

continues to function as a viable

are supported

by

ECWA and RD

POD.

POD has

been primarily funded by the German Protestant

Development Aid (EZE)

Entwicklungsdienst (EED) in 2001
with

POD

original intended target population, the underprivileged rural
poor; while

CHP continued to operate their own programs

and

to run with rural

.

— which changed

In order for

EED

its

name

to Evangelischer

to enter into a funding relationship

ECWA had to agree to contribute a certain portion of the POD annual budget.

ECWA leadership agreed on a contribution of 25% of POD’s total budget, and EED

agreed to pay the remaining 75%.

From

the beginning

ECWA decided that RD and CHP

should thus both contribute 12.5%. This was relatively easy for RD, a viable commercial
agro-business but not so manageable for

CHP which
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was already struggling

to

keep

its

program financially

Development

POD’s

support

POD

s

in

POD

viable.

approached Interchurch Fund for International

Canada (ICFID), now Interchurch Action (ICA)
and they agreed

health

programming

to the level of

ICA and

inception until 2000,

ICCO

to

it

will

EED

must contribute 44%,

no longer support

their contributions,

POD

operating budget for the

from

POD

— and

and

Nigeria— it

since neither

is

EED

ECWA

it

nor

fifth

funding,

following

its

“POD

make

its

wide for POD.

In 2002, the

over

its

proposed

to cultivate increased support

level

To

that end,

and for the leadership of

POD organized

ECWA;

in

2001

church

to collect

set aside

they also

ECWA to look after POD’s long-term

an offering

in

POD. An

collected in every church on the following Sunday. Initially,

POD

all

offering

ECWA’s

ECWA
was

week appeared

necessary contribution above RD’s share. In 2002,
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to

ECWA churches nation-

an entire week during which

congregations had nightly activities to educate them about

ECWA’s

all

ECWA seems ready to increase

increased contribution.

Church Council

Sunday”

stated that

partnerships

That committee made recommendations which eventually led

sustainability.

EED

phase.

suggested that a committee be formed within

provide

in the

has either to find other donor partners or to reduce

can

trainings at the District

set to

its

19%. ICCO has

reducing

management teams have worked hard

ECWA so that

organizing a

was shared between

ICCO 37%

partners in

its

Africa and the Middle-East

Both

assigned to

pay ICA’s 12.5% and some of EED’s 75%. Throughout

the fourth phase, ending in 2003, the funding

manner:

When, ICA withdrew

From

an organization that was willing to take on Nigerian
development

They agreed

organizations.

overall budget.

RD continued to contribute the 25%

ECWA and EED contributed the remaining 75%.
approached

12.5% of POD’s

to

to

be

POD Week

raised

more than

4%

3 million naira (about

decreased each year since then with

of their total budget) but the number
has

last year’s

contribution bringing in just over 2

million naira (3 percent) and 2004’s contribution
bringing in only 90,000 naira (far less

than

1

percent).

support of

A

Given these

figures,

ECWA will clearly not be able to increase

POD by collecting offerings

alone.

Supervisory Committee whose members are chosen by,
and which

accountable

to, the

Two POD CDOs

ECWA Executive, governs POD.

are

on

this

board gives approval on

management team

is

its

It

is

directly

serves as a board of directors.

board as well as the Director and the Program Officer. This

major policy decisions made by the management. The

all

made up of the

Director, the

Program

Officer, the Accountant, the

Training Officers and the Zonal Facilitators. The Director supervises the
Accountant and
the Internal Auditor.

Program Officer who supervises

the Training Officers in

Construction, Health and Sustainable Agriculture and the Zonal Facilitators. Zonal

CDOs

Facilitators supervise the

(and a Learning

structure provides a clear chain of

intermediary managers, PO,

staff

and other support

up through the zonal
contributions that

1

staff.

command

TOs and Zonal
CDO’s

affect policy

familiar to

Program Officer and one zonal

transferred to another of

ECWA’s

Zonal Health Supervisors were
position.

with

new

Due
staff.

Facilitators

let

1

management

to cuts in support

Two

from

of the zones have

(The other zone

is

who

and an ample number of

are accessible to field

—

field staff

members

filter

also offer

CDOs. Between 2000 and 2002, the former Chief
The Administrative Secretary was

facilitator resigned.

One of the
their

staff

organizational

and operational decisions during annual meetings.

programs and four
go.

all

Facilitators

Until 2002, there were four zonal coordinators and 20

Officer, the

The

Officer).

opinions on operational and policy matters can

facilitators to the

may

Farm

CDOs

were

let

go. In addition,

all

but one of the four

zonal facilitators was promoted to the Program Officer's

donor EZE, they have not replaced the two zonal

CDOs who

do

their

CDO work as

currently without a Zonal Facilitator.).
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facilitators

well as acting as Zonal

E khsiyar Yanuwa

ICBDP
Adamawa

is

State.

a Nigeria (E YN) Integrated

Community-Based Development Progra m
(ICBDP)

a Protestant church-based organization with
headquarters in Garkida,
It is

an outreach program of the

EYN,

Nigeria, a church founded in 1976 under that name, in
the Brethren

(COB),

a peace church akin to the

who had been working

in

development program,

ICBDP

reliant

and able

own

to cater for their

needs

members
it

tries to

promote the participation of

At the end of 2002, 12 ICBDP
rural

in

State).

which they

ICBDP CDOs

will work.

They

in

by the Church of

becoming more

ICBDP CDOs

work together

US

self-

facilitate a

to dig wells, build clinics,

build good leaders within the communities.

women

CDOs

had

communities within 17 Local Governments

Bomo

in

integrated/holistic

its

holistically.

learn to

State,

Quakers and Mennonites, from the

aims to support communities

schools and roads and attempts to
also strives to

Adamawa

Nigeria since 1923. Through

process by which community

The Church of the Brethren

or

development process.

in the

development

initiated

in

two

It

states (9 in

activities in

Adamawa
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State and 8

are largely responsible for selecting the communities in

are asked to select remote

communities

that

have limited

access to basic health care, primary education, clean drinking water and food; in which

no other development

NGO is working;

community development

They

carry out a

and where there

community entry process

ICBDP’ s work and

agreement

that

communities

not already a well organized

association working.

traditional leaders and/or religious leaders in the

nature of

is

the

that involves getting to

community and exploring with them

community’s willingness

would be based on

the understanding that

to help themselves.
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know

to

comply with

ICBDP

a

working

encourages

the

Then

its

CDOs

arrange for a community-wide meeting
during which the

learns something about the

community— the

who? what? where? why? (and how?).
community- wide meeting
initiatives,

forces in the community.

face.

During the

approach

initial

ICBDP

CDO may use a series of “W” questions:

Ideally, the

CDO tries to use this first

to learn the history of the

something about

their traditions

CDOs

CDO

community’s previous development

and culture, and about driving economic

also try to find out

community meeting,

the

what challenges the communities

CDO also offers

an explanation of the

takes to development, emphasized by the community’s
participation in

learning activities and dramas that illustrate the philosophy
of the program, for example.

ICBDP CDOs were
Appraisal

(PRA)

initially trained to

activities including

use a variety of Participatory Rural

needs ranking, village mapping, seasonal diagrams,

and venn diagrams; and they have had subsequent training on

village tiansects

of different kinds of ranking activities.

From my

a needs ranking activity either at the first

community have gotten

to

know each

a variety

observations, they most often carry out

community meeting

after the

CDO

and

other through the activities mentioned above, or in

immediately subsequent meetings. They quickly encourage the community
project, they discuss the process of project implementation with the

to select a

community and

set

up a Project Implementation Committee (PIC) or Community Development Committee

(CDC)

to supervise the project

In subsequent

community-wide

and organize the implementation.

community meetings, ICBDP

trainings

CDOs

organize and help to

on herbal medicine and teach communities how

and work together with them

in the process of

to dig wells,

planning and implementing other projects

(markets, schools, health clinics, religious worship centers).
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facilitate

Where they can

they also

share other technical

To make

skills.

the development process that they
promote

sustainable, they also hold leadership trainings,
sometimes one, sometimes

These trainings are designed
skills

and

other religious

have been trained

They

sites.

CDC

in cases

a public gathering of

members

to

CDOs

their

year.

develop leadership

to avoid

conducting meetings in churches or

women

and

men

in the initial

where the community’s Muslim population, does

men and women

appropriate) and to insure that their

meetings are not held only with the leaders of the community but with

community.

two per

development process.

are also trained to involve

community meetings (except

deem

encourage PIC and

to better understand the participatory

ICBDP CDOs

not

to

more

are not required to include

all

all

the settlements within a

members of the
community

in

development work. They may work with the individual settlements one on one
(and

count them as separate communities).
Opportunities for staff to learn

new methods

arise at three to four training events

organized and facilitated by the management (and sometimes consultants) each year and
at

formerly monthly,

now

quarterly staff meetings at which

reports about the progress they have

Ideally,

management

in the field.

They

staff

made during

members conduct

monitor

communities.

CDOs’ performance

take advantage of the opportunity field supervision provides to do

received more regular field visits than others

to

share their progress

that quarter with their

field visits to

additional training and troubleshooting with the

on proximity

CDOs

—

CDOs.

visits.
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some CDOs have

the frequency of field visits has depended

management team members who had

stamina to conduct such

In reality,

the time, willingness and physical

ICBDP

formally began

its

integrated

community development program

February 1998. Though before that time, since 1978,

Digging Program

initially

in

EYN had operated a Self Help Well

supported by the (American) Church of the Brethren and

funded (from 1979) by EED, then EZE. The former well digging
program constructed

more than 5,000

wells, providing clean available drinking water for an estimated

number

of 140,000 beneficiaries, representing about six percent of the estimated
population
within the operational area. In 1998, with pressure from

community-based program,
service of

its

integration,

more or

less

EYN

integrated

its

EED

to

form a

holistic,

well digging program with the extension

Rural Development Program and the Rural Health Program. Despite the

however, the community development arm of
autonomously. Only

integrating the

work of the

in

ICBDP begin

2003 did

three arms. For the purposes of

only on the community-based development arm of the
entire dissertation,

ICBDP

ICBDP

refers to the

continued to operate

to turn

my

ICBDP

its

attention to

research, then,

I

focused

program. Throughout the

community development branch of ICBDP;

it is

too early to assess the impact of the integrated program.

EYN's
from

well digging program

EZE/EED from

operation, the

into

ICBDP

—has enjoyed funding

the beginning with the following exceptions. In the

Church of the Brethren funded

inception, the Rural

the running of

— which evolved

the well-digging program. Since

Development Program has been expected

ICBDP

(The assumption was

first

that

RD

to contribute

ICBDP’s

something

to

and the Rural Health Program would

be fully self supporting and would thus be able to contribute.)

RD

and

RHP are currently

struggling to gain financial viability and do not contribute to the running of
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year of

ICBDP.

Neither the

EYN

church nor

financial sustainability of

EED

has always contributed

contribute in 1998.

To my

EYN

show

agreed upon

it

its

the agreed

ICBDP

is

upon contribution

and

agreed contribution to the

ICBDP

make

will not

make

that they are able to

partnership agreement.

made

(through the

understanding, however,

2003, that for future phases,

partners

ever

to the

12

ICBDP.

everything above the amount

in

RD has

their

its

RD

EED has

budget—that

is,

section) agreed to

informed

all

of

its

partners,

agreed upon contribution until

contribution— as agreed upon

under increased pressure to find ways

its

in the initial

to generate the

EYN contribution.

EYN ICBDP (the combined RD, RHP and community development arm) is
currently supervised by an Executive Director

church’s headquarters. In late 2002,

program, a

when

who

is

based in Kwarhi

EYN

at the

the church appointed a director for the

new management team was formed

for the three branches of the

which consisted of the Director of the program, the three deputy
the program) and their assistants, the consultant and a

ICBDP

program

directors (of each

program accountant

arm of

as well as

deputy accountant for the three arms. All operational decisions and most policy decisions
are

still

made

decisions are

each of the three arms of the program, but some policy

internally, within

made

subject to approval

at the level

of the

by the board

ICBDP management

that supervises the entire

without a board from 2000 to 2003

when

EYN

a real supervisory role in the period during

12

appointed

which

I

team. All policy decisions are

ICBDP
its

program. (ICBDP was

members.

carried out

my

It

has not played

research).

EYN has also failed from time to time to support ICBDP in other agreed upon ways. For example, from
to 2002, EYN church leadership failed to select an executive director and during the same period,

2000

they failed to appoint a board of directors for the program.
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Since 1998, the Deputy director of
consultant, supplied

2002

an informal

ICBDP

has also worked together with a

by the Swiss Basil Mission. This consultant
was-until December

member and

now

is

a formal

member

of the

ICBDP management

team. The Consultant has played a very influential
role in shaping the

ICBDP program

though he makes an effort to leave planning and program
design

program’s other

to the

management team members.
The Deputy
program

the one

director administrates the

on which

I

focused

— from

community development arm of the
its

own

headquarters

at

Garkida. (From

1998 to 2002, the program was either without an Executive Director or
with one

that

was

posted to government work elsewhere— during that period the Deputy
Director of the

community development arm was

RHP were

and the

still

the de facto leader of

secretary. Currently there are 14

a

CDOs

posts in

CDOs

CDO assigned to them since

stations in January

that period,

RD

largely treated as separate entities. This de facto director

supervised the five originally hired

have had

ICBDP. During

2002 and 4 more

December 2002. One of the

place and one of the originally hired

and had also on his

EYN

working for
1998. 6

ICBDP,

new CDOs were

relatively recently trained

originally hired

CDOs

staff

CDOs

was appointed

an accountant and a
but only five stations

assigned to their

were assigned

to their

resigned and another took his

to serve as the assistant to the

deputy director.

When
director

the

management was

was appointed and he and

CDO stations.

This

is

restructured in late 2002, an assistant to the deputy

the consultant have conducted regular field visits to

ICBDP’ s primary form of field-level

Field staff can influence

ICBDP

decision-making
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at

training and supervision.

quarterly meetings and between

quarterly meetings tend to address concerns
to either the Assistant to the
Deputy Director

or the Consultant.

13

Church Of Christ

CCDP
headquarters

whose

is

in

Nig eria CQCIN) Community Development Program

In

(

a non-governmental, Protestant church-based
organization with

Panyam, Plateau

State.

aftiliated with the

Support of the church
United Mission

in

the

It is

roots go back to the efforts of the

(CUMP)

tempi

development arm of COCIN. a church

Cambridge University Missionary Party

Anglican Church Missionary Society (CMS)

in

1911.

Nigeria was handed over to the English branch of the Sudan

(SUM)— now

based development program,

called Action

CCDP aims

Partners— in 1930. Through

to

empower communities

implementing a range of development projects including school and
digging, and HIV/Aids and reproductive health education.

Transformation Training Programs” with

COCIN

its

community-

to escape poverty

by

clinic building, well

CCDP also conducts

“Value

Local Church Congregations (LCCs)

and Regional Church Councils (RCCs) Women’s Fellowship groups and other groups of
pastors, church leaders

and parishioners. These training programs are designed

educate

COCIN

holistic

community development work

leaders and parishioners about the

CCDP currently targets
Councils (PCCs).

13

14

rural

the importance of

form of Christian outreach.

communities within four of

Most of COCIN's PCCs

its

six Provincial

are located in Plateau state

Church

— although

there

*

During 2003, there was an

assist the

intern, sent

ICBDP management

team.

He

management team member which whom
14

as a

work of CCDP and

to

COCIN's

structure has one General

by the same mission board that sent the Consultant, assigned to
also conducted extensive field visits and served as an intermediary
the

CDOs

had frequent contact

in

between quarterly meetings.

Church Council (GCC). headquartered

at Jos,

supervising six

Provincial Church Councils (PCCs) which together supervise 33 Regional Church Councils (RCCs) each of

which supervise a number of Local Church Councils (LCCs). Originally, CCDP hired one live CDOs and
tried to spread them out over the PCCs. It later hired five additional CDOs, making 10 all total. Currently
two are on leave from their work to do university studies and another has no means of transportation to get
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is

PCC whose

one

Maiduguri

(a

congregations extend into Bauchi

COCIN

mission field

in

Borno

assigned to one Regional Church Council

some

In

Chairman and pastors

in the

RCC. CCDP does

communities can be located from

RCC

are

made on

church leadership

have continued

the basis of

in the

its

cases,

within the

in

church

community, approaches

CDOs

CCDP’s

is

their

in

is

working with

offered and during which

CCDP

some kind of

carried out and a needs assessment

to her

communities and has
in

Currently,

in

the

RCC

selection process (or directly by

then the

CDO

know

community.

is

PRA

political

If

the

arranges for a community-

activities

CCDP

mapping exercise or a drama

done. After the needs assessment

is

done

is

— most

working more of the time with an Aids education program at
program to go into politics. The remaining five are working in 5 RCCs out
4 PCCs. To some extent, because CCDP assigned the newer hired CDOs to work along side

headquarters.

of the 33

as lack of access

for help with a particular project.

begin the community entry process, working to get to

interested in

CDOs

CCDP

— perhaps a women’s group— or a group within

CCDP

within the

which the

etc.

wide meeting during which an explanation of the kind of development
does

made

RCC

need— defined

leaders, traditional (political) leaders or religious leaders in the

community

distance

decision to involve the

one or two cases

their

RCC

a pastor, a church leader, another group

After communities are selected through the

CDOs),

maximum

primary health care, good roads,

when

actually

with input from the

communities without consulting

are also selected

located in

is

Ideally selections

Prior to

communities on the basis of

communities

COCIN

station.

— and

CDOs

not designate a

community need.

to clean sources of drinking water,

many

CDO's

selection process

to select their

definitely selected

the

PCC

sub-group of the PCC).

(a

communities are selected by the

cases,

and one

CCDP CDO

Each

state).

(RCC)

state,

One

the older ones, they

has

left

started

the

have been able

to replace those older
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ones

who

left for

school and politics.

often at the

same meeting—the

CDO encourages the community to select a Community

Development Committee (CDC)
Then, the

CDO sets a time to

meet again with the

implementation.

CCDP

implementation.

CCDP gives

reasonable effort to

uses

make

to supervise the

PRA

their

work they

CDC

will

do together with CCDP.

to organize the project

methodologies as a tool for organizing project

out substantial subsidies to most communities

own

who show

a

contribution (in the form of finance, materials
and

labor) to their development.

In

cases

in

which community

communities or groups from
particular project,

COCIN

entry, as suggested above, occurs as the
result of

churches approach

sometimes a needs assessment

is

done

CCDP seeking assistance on
to see if the

community

wants help with the project for which they have requested assistance.

community determines
discusses with them

committee

that they really

how

In addition to project

implementation, some

CCDP CDOs

to holistic

development.

rights

CCDP CDOs

and

do not

responsibilities,

train

do because they have not received training

in

new

skill at

The organization
by Peter Bachelor, an

etc. as

some of

CDOs

to

a monthly staff meeting.

that exists today has its roots in Faith

SUM

communities

in these areas

themselves. Occasionally, the management organizes an opportunity for
receive training

CDO

have also carried out

on well digging or preventative health care education, herbal medicines,
the other organizations

the

work.

community on HIV awareness, democratic

and other topics related

that project the

really

they can implement the project, encourages them to select a

that will supervise the

trainings in their

do want assistance on

When

a

missionary.

and Farm founded

The organization evolved
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into

COCIN

in

1958

Rural

Development Program (CRDP) over time and,

CRDP was supervised

Rural Health Program.
with

management appointed by
In the years since

the

COCIN

program

the

Bachelor's departure

at

by a

was

COCIN

a separate entity from the

appointed board of governors

leadership.

degrees of effort and attention, depending on

was leading

until 1994,

in the mid-eighties,

how much

CRDP gave

funding was available and

work (with

who

the time, to carrying out agricultural extension
work,

providing veterinary services, doing health and nutrition
education and

development

varying

staff

seconded by Plateau

“women

in

promoting the use of grain

state),

storage and better marketing strategies for grain (funded by

EZE/EED), and promoting

sustainable agro-forestry and animal husbandry (funded by ICCO).

Changes came about
leader of

CCDP

ICCO. When
funding.

to court

the issue

EZE,

after a

shake-up

was

resolved, the leader

willing to step in and provide

series of

meetings held

“Participatory Planning Seminar,”

would be hired and

COCIN

took the then

in

it

RHP
1994

was

fired

and

ICCO

withdrew

and

CRDP

integrated

programs.

that included a “mini-evaluation”

was decided

that

its

by mid- 1995, five new

and a

CDOs

trained to use participatory development strategies for rural

at least partially

aspects of the agricultural program

for the first time, field staffs

two months

which

more funding, favored an

community development. Gradually over time
programs have been

in

accusing him of embezzling moneys given to the program by

approach and urged the merging of the

At a

1993

in

the health and rural

integrated into

now

from SSS,

CCDP

development

with the income generating

called Self Sustaining Services (SSS). In 2003

RHP

and

to further coordinate their efforts.
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CCDP

began meeting together every

There are dual management structures

in

CCDP.

First, at the headquarters,
the

Director of the Integrated Health and Rural
Development program supervises
activities,

CCDP,

community development

and the SSS. The Assistant Director of

and an Administrative Secretary (position vacant
since the middle of 2003) and

an Accountant are also based

management
until the

of the

in

structure.

CCDP

(and

Molai

work

in the field.

PCC

are

They do

now

CCDP does

headquarters.

at

staff to supervise

end ot 2003)

management
rest

activities

not

integrated

program chairs

come

to

meetings

every two months, the

COCIN

at

not have an intermediary level

CDOs

is

(one

at

RHP)

Panyam

CCDP
staff.

is

programs,

rural

school

Molai

In

RD

and

RHP

but the Director of the

directly answerable to the

RD

GCC,

and RHP’s

activities.

General Church

church, headquartered in nearby Jos.

CARUDEP is a church-based organization
It

in

headquarters with the

Catholic Archdiocesan Rural and Urban Development Program

State.

who was

the supervision of a different

the board that supervises the Molai

Panyam's management

Council of the

The two

however under

programs run independent of the management

CCDP

RHP

(CARUDEPt

with headquarters in Kuril, Plateau

an outreach program of the Catholic Archdiocese of Jos. Through

CARUDEP aims to

communities with access

promote sustainable agricultural practices and
to clean

:

its

to assist

and reliable sources of drinking water and, where

feasible, access to water for dry season farming.

CARUDEP targets the
15

Jos.

15

For most of

The Catholic

its

rural population in the four deaneries of the diocese of

water projects, interested communities, small groups or individuals

structure in the area, though complicated, consists of the

Arch Diocese of Jos (which

includes the dioceses of Jos, Jalingo and Yola). Until 2003, the Justice, Development and Peace structure

of the Archdiocese of Jos, however, has only worked in the diocese of Jos.

expanding some parts

— namely

the water

In

and agricultural development parts
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2003, the Archdiocese began

—of

the

JDP

to other

(depending on (he size of the project) can
apply for assistance from the program
and
addition. Catholic churches or other
Catholic institutions

can apply for assistance for water projects.
intentionally trying to involve

ot the

community may

single farmer

In the

may

all

anywhere

CARUDEP does

members of a community.

participate, in other cases a small

in the

In

some

group of

cases, all

women

or

members

men

or a

participate.

case of

its

agricultural programs,

CDOs work

with selected individuals,

part of the

deanery. The water program carries out development
initiatives promoting

sustainable water technologies in

communities outside the two
deaneiy) or

may

four deaneries

not have a policy of

groups and communities within two target areas, Daffo
and Mangu, both

Mangu

in

in a

community

all

four deaneries. Individuals, small groups and

target areas that are either in the pilot area (the Jos/Bukuru

in

which the program has already carried out water projects

also apply for assistance with sustainable agricultural projects; and
in 2003, the

agricultural

program branched out

CARUDEP's

into the

approach has been

Shendam deanery.

to introduce

and

agricultural and water technologies in rural communities.

to

promote sustainable

The water program aims

build wells, rainwater catchments, VIP-latrines, footpaths, culverts, bridges and

response to what the program believes

is

the greatest need in

its

target area,

supplies of clean drinking water and water for dry season farming. After a

to

dams

in

ample

community

applies for assistance from the program for a particular water project, the application has

been accepted, and the organization and the community agree on the terms and conditions

The Jos diocese is made up of four deaneries in which CARUDEP works, but the program
name "Archdiocesan" because the funding goes directly to the Archdiocesan Bishop. The

dioceses.
the

organizational structure

is

not only confusing to outside observers but creates a

between indigenous (and expatriate managers) of various
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parts of

it.

good deal of tension

bears

ot the project, a field staff

soil conditions.

member does

The program provides

trains the local well diggers or

three to four laborers

catchment

later on.

who

an appraisal of the availability of
water and the

the needed

equipment and the supervisor who

catchment laborers. The communities have

to provide

are expected to be in charge of the
maintenance of the well or

In addition, the

community must make

a contribution of local

materials (sand, stones etc), a moderate cash contribution
and must feed and lodge the
pioject supervisor from the program. Implementing
water projects serves as an excellent
‘entry point’ for

CDOs

to initiate other

development

activities (Kayit,

Chomock and

Fischer 2003).

The

program aims

agricultural

agriculture practices in the context ot

to

encourage farmers

dramatic

topsoil loss

Current farming practices are exploiting the

quality.

The

matter.

agricultural

program promotes

to

soil

adopt sustainable

and degradation of

soil

without replacing organic

the use of “organic

management

practices

without inorganic fertilizers,” including: tree planting, green manure, natural pest
control, and seed distribution, through “on-farm trials”.

program

relies primarily

financial subsidy.

on

training,

The

agricultural

development

workshops, and extension work, with relatively

CARUDEP has also experimented

projects designed to familiarize targeted

little

with carrying out erosion control

community members with

appropriate measures

to protect against erosion.

The

agriculture

season water

pump

program also supports two income generating

activities:

dry-

rent-to-owns and livestock management programs and the program

has a separate income generating section which

in its pilot

generating activities unrelated to agriculture. Field staff
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area supervises other income

members assigned

to

work

in the

agricultural section give farmers advice on
maintaining and using their water

which farmers groups pay

They

pumps

for in three instalments (over three
years) at market price.

also teach interested groups about poultry,
pig and rabbit rearing, including disease

prevention, feed formulation, marketing and the
operation of revolving funds schemes to

pay for them. Consistent with the overall strategy of the
program, they promote the use
of local feedstuffs and local breeds of hens introducing
only a hybrid breed-rooster. The

ptogram also receives “applications from (women’s) groups who

food processing/cake making, soap and pomade making,

training

basket making, and weaving and knitting
train

them

in

aimed

at

those

At

first,

who want them

the

first

rent to

members work

formal training. Based on

Germany

did a

encouraged
agencies

CARUDEP leaves a community.

sold

few years or

my

are taught

in

The

agricultural

off dependence on

subsequent years

for dry season farming.

how

to maintain

them so

at

Now,
that they

rental are finished.

specialized areas of development for which they have had

in

observations, the directors sent by

the job training as well. Staff

to participate in relevant

In

subsidized rates and

own them and

good deal of on

in Nigeria.

at

program rented water pumps

will not malfunction after the

Staff

links the applicants with facilitators to

weaning communities, groups and individuals

the program. (Ex. Seeds are

rates.

and dye and batik,

promotion of sustainable agricultural approaches, most of the programs

projects are replicable even after

projects are

— and

tie

these skills.

In their

market

are interested in crafts

2002 under

AGEH

(see below)

members were

from

also

workshops organized by other development

the

new manager,
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the entire staff received training in

the use ot

new

PRA

methodologies and the new manager intends

to

continue giving the staff

training in the use of participatory methodologies.

CARUDEP is a program

evolved as part of the Justice Development and

that

Peace Commission ot the Archdiocese of Jos' programs.
to support a particular set of

farm that

all tell

It

had

its

origins in a

program

water technologies and agricultural practices and
a learning

under the development arm of

JDP and

in a

program called DELLIS

based on the Training For Transformation literature— which
raised awareness among
paiticipants

(members

Catholic and larger Christian community) about social

ot the

justice issues. Originally the

Reverend Father who headed JDP supervised

program, the learning farm and the animation team
water development program grew
agricultural and watei

nascent

DELLIS

By now,

activities

—

that

development program.
directors of the

the

CARUDEP

to be

2002, the

program and
receives

the

program. As the

MISEREOR-sent

staff persons to serve as director

program had evolved away from

had come

In

two

sent

DELLIS

sent a staff person to supervise

When

development program.

CARUDEP left, AGEH

tor the program.

MISEREOR

that ran the

managed under

AGEH

the water

staff

the

director of the

and accountant

the animation and

JDP

but separate of the rural

persons resigned their position as

the first indigenous director took over.

much

of

its

funding from

KZE/MISEREOR.

Substantial

supplementary funding, particularly for the water program, comes from MISSIO.
Arbeitsgemeinschaft fuer Entwicklungshilfe
expatriate development experts to

Overseas Development
purification

measures

(CAFOD)

(AGEH)

work with

the

has funded two long-term

program and

the Catholic

Agency

has funded rainwater catchments and water

(for Catholic parishes).
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for

One

director supervises

CARUDEP.

Within the program, there

is

a

Water

Technologies Manager and an Agricultural Development
Manager. These two
intermediary management staff
within their branch.

Manager and

the

members

supervise

community development

The Water Technologies Manager,

CDOs

all

the Agricultural

have specific areas of expertise

husbandry, erosion control or water technologies. There

income generating

ot

of other support staff

activities

at

and there

headquarters.

basis to teach courses on

animal

also a staff person in charge

an assistant director/accountant and a number

is

An

Development

in agriculture,

is

officers

additional

income generating

woman

activities

is

and the

employed on an ad hoc

utilization of corn

and

soybean preparation.
In

the

mid 2003,

work of

included

in

the

new

director also hired animators

the technical experts with participatory

my

ECWA, EYN

Integrated,

staff

not

Development Program, People Oriented Development

Community-Based Development Program

have chosen

development approaches

— “people-oriented” and “community-based.”

CDOs

use, they will

If

you ask a

mention either Participatory Rural Appraisal

tools or Participatory Learning and Action

strongly reinforced by the donor,

financial support.

all

person from any of the three organizations what development

methodologies their

(PRA)

is

Participation

hint at the organizations’ intentions to adopt

which are participatory

management

to support

impact study.

COCIN Community-Based

names which

is

animation— there work

The Four Organizations and

of

whose purpose

EED

(PLA)

EED, from which

all

activities.

This orientation

is

three get the largest part of their

explicitly links “participation” and civil society building and
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endeavors to support development partners
stiategies to insure

community members'

who employ

participation in the analysis of development

needs and the planning and implementation of
projects.
participation

their

own

means

rights”

(EED 2001

in the exeicise.

is

CARUDEP’s evaluation

For

PLA

communities and

methodologies

in different

CARUDEP,

destiny and represent

at least

in

January 2003,

it

became evident

contexts and for different people

one thing no one would debate

CARUDEP’s

all

is

that

members of the community

programs are aimed

prior to 2003,

CARUDEP

at

in the

applicant groups, not

has not used any of the

PRA

or

all

regardless of age, gender, ethnic identity or religious creed. This

CARUDEP applicants are

women may

own

that the other three organizations use to insure participation of

community members,
said,

meanings

not defined in terms of including

development process because
entire

believes that “People’s

).

that participation held different

participation

EED

that individuals are responsible for their

During the course of

involved

participatory development

apply for any

not rejected on the basis of gender

CARUDEP program.

1

would argue

—

that,

either

men

or

although the report

asserts that the projects supported

by the program do not exclude anyone on the basis of

socio-economic

many

status, the cost

of

of their water projects and a few of their

agricultural projects, prohibit the poorest

communities from

participating.

means, prior

workshop

to the

targeted beneficiaries

making

in

When

I

communities and the poorest individuals
asked

late-2002, they

their

own

CARUDEP staff what
would most often say

in

participation

that

it

involves

in-cash, in-kind and labor contribution to the

implementation of an approved project.
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T he Development Contex
The tour organizations included

t

in

which the Organizations Work

in

my

work primarily

research

peopled by some of the hundreds of non-Hausa/Fulani,

who

live in the

medium and

Middle Belt and the North. Most of the

rural

in

communities

small ethnic groups

dwelling members of these

minority ethnic groups face poverty and malnutrition,
and have limited access to

education or employment other than subsistence farm work.
It

is

difficult to get reliable

Nigeria, not least because there

included

is

and comprehensive

statistics

about Middle Belt

no agreement on which areas of Nigeria should be

research on the Middle Belt. But

we can

begin to understand the extent to

which poverty shapes Middle Belt Nigerians’

lives if

we

available from a study by International

of the Northeast (which overlaps

in

IDEA

geographically with the definition of the Middle Belt
(which,

in

IDEA'S

The

life

report, covers

areas that

Borno

are high; and, although there

states.

is

highest in the Northeast (267).

and of lack of access

is

Life expectancy

chronic malnutrition

The prevalence of

to clean drinking water,

all

households

5

1

is

all

.5

in

my

years, but only 37 years for

low wherever malnutrition
over Nigeria, the incidence

is

also highest

all

among

households

Middle Belt have access

in the

study).

rates

is

diarrhea, an indicator both of unhealthy

North and Middle Belt. Only twenty-three percent of
twenty-nine percent of

have adopted) and the Middle Belt

do not include

I

expectancy of an average Nigerian

citizens of Bauchi and

diet

some

I

piece together statistics

children in the

in the

Northeast and

to clean drinking

water (157).

The people of Northern and Middle

Belt Nigeria also suffer from inadequate

access to health care. According to the 1996

UNDP Human Development
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Report the

population per doctor

in the

Northeast

is

over 44 thousand per one doctor and

Middle Belt 9000 people per one doctor. Thirty-three
percent of
population does not have access to health services

(IDEA

with which the four development organizations
included
located in the Northeast or the Middle Belt

—

157).

in

my

in the

the entire Nigerian

Most of the communities
research

work— whether

are too remote to have access to hospitals

with doctors. They struggle to get their sick to the
nearest basic primary health clinics.

Middle Belt and Northern Nigerians lack adequate access

to education.

Although

there are no official figures for literacy or for enrollment
in primary and tertiary

education for the Middle Belt, access to education
parts of the North including the

and North
all

will be

Nigerians

at

Middle

Belt.

Thus

South

for adult

women and 68.5%

the rate of literacy in remote areas in the North

in

men, 67.3% (362),

is

IDEA

for adult

higher than

in all

Middle Belt

puts the literacy rates of

ICBDP

estimates that

considerably lower. Total combined

but, again, enrollment will likely

ICBDP

much

men.

education (primary to tertiary) for Nigerian

Belt, than in the South.

is

the literacy rates for the

lower then, than the figures for Nigeria.

50.8%

gross enrollment

in the

be lower

women

in the

points out that primary schools in

is

47.3% and

for

North and Middle

its

operational area are

“in a very pathetic condition." There are inadequate school facilities and textbooks for

the children

well.

2001a), and teachers have inadequate access to teaching materials as

Since teachers’ working (and often living) conditions are challenging and they are

underpaid

work.

(ICBDP

—or not paid

On many, many

at all

— teachers often

occasions

when

I

fail

visited

to devote

themselves fully

communities during school hours,

teachers were not present and children were playing, unsupervised.
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to their

when

In the past,

employment

in the city

the

economy was

and more

stronger and there

was more

payment of civil servant’s

reliable

gainful

salaries,

many

of the

indigenes of the region had taken jobs in civil service,
leaving behind farming as their

primary source ot income. Now, however, many
(including some who are supposed

to

be teaching) have returned to farming. Since the
majority of the Middle Belt and

Northern population engage

worth taking a closer look

in

subsistence level farming as their means of livelihood,

at the

conditions

in

which they eke out

Scarcity ot farmland, aggravated not only by increased

in

They believe

that they

demand

but also by soil

can no longer afford

to leave

all

of

farmlands

tallow or to practice crop rotation because that would cause an immediate
(short-term)

reduction in the amount of grain they are able to produce annually. The problem
vicious cycle since

cooking fuels

like

demand

for farmland

maintain the

most of
once

fertility

its fertility,

did.

expensive and

little

down

the

few remaining

trees.

In the past trees

of topsoil, prevented erosion and attracted rains. The

soil quality creates a

rule, corrupt politicians

Now,

the relatively high cost of

soil

helped

has

lost

so the Middle Belt’s farmland no longer produces the crop yields

The poor

supporters.

combined with

a

is

kerosene also harms long-term agricultural productivity, pushing the

people of the Middle Belt to cut

is

is

their living.

degradation and large scale erosion, leave farmers in the position
of cultivating
their land all ot the time.

it

in

need for chemical

used the distribution of

most places,

difficult for

fertilizer is

fertilizers.

During military

fertilizer to return favors to political

more

readily available on the market but

indigenous farmers to obtain. Because,

in

Nigeria, there

access to any credit facility and farmers’ co-operatives are rare, farmers go

Obtaining large farm equipment

is

it

impossible and farmers are highly vulnerable to
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it

it

is

alone.

fluctuations in market prices of

produce they take

When,
sell

Hausa

in

all

farm products (including invaluable

fertilizers

and the

to the market).

days past, farmlands were

settlers land to farm.

in less

demand, indigenes had been willing

Hausas took advantage of

highly lucrative dry season farming and

moved

this

opportunity to engage

in relatively large

As farming populations have grown however, demand

numbers

for land has also

to

in

into the area.

grown along with

tensions between settler Hausas and indigenous groups.

Now some
playing

field,

indigenes of the Middle Belt complain of competing on
an unfair

with a relatively few well-connected “settlers”

dominance over

the

most lucrative parts of the

farmers have difficulty making
state

and

local

maximum

governments have

to those

profit

harvest time and then

what they were able

sell

to

from

their

it

trucks.

at

produce

in the

failed to maintain the region's roads.

who

Indigenous

market because

The region’s

can afford large, rugged trucks can

Indigenes are thus forced to

few who can afford

enjoy relative

agricultural industry (288).

roads have deteriorated so badly that only those
transport goods to market.

who

sell their

The buyers purchase

the grain

the end of the rainy season

keep for the purpose of feeding

produce

when

cheap prices

at

it

is

cheap

at

when indigenes have exhausted

their families.

Poverty and the nearly insurmountable challenges brought by neglected
infrastructure as well an increasing

demand

for land by

all

ethnic groups in the region

create conditions under which tension between ethnic groups emerges. Put simply,

poverty and underdevelopment aggravate conflict and conflict,

in turn,

breeds poverty

and underdevelopment. The pressures of poverty aggravate tensions between

settler

and

indigenes, and between indigenous groups, over the use of scarce farmlands as well as
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over lucrative political appointments. As
a

communal

result,

conflicts have

become more

and more common.
Unfortunately, from access to education, health
care clean drinking water to
conflicts over land

and power, an “insensitive and

more concerned with

its

parasitic’' political class

(IDEA

personal enrichment than with improving the
regional

economy

and the infrastructure of the region or with promoting
peace has turned a blind eye
needs ot the rural population altogether. Greed and
corruption on the part of the
elite

has been institutionalized to a point where the people
expect nothing from

268),

to the

political

all

levels

of their government but disappointment. Northern
Nigerians seem to have simply

accepted the fact that as they continue sliding deeper into poverty
a tiny minority of
politically well-placed people enjoys great wealth.

When

asked

if local,

state or federal

kind of community development work

government had ever

in their

,

(how?!),

"Habbar (my

them

to

do any

communities, many respondents cried out

disgusted tones with explanations of shock, “ Kai babul ”

in

assisted

(Wow! no

way), “InaV."

goodness!). Thirty-three percent of the communities said that

government had never assisted them with any development intervention whatsoever (See
Figure

we

One community expressed what many

3).

feel,

“government does not even know

exist.”

For those
positive.

with

all

who have had some

Ten percent of

forms of help

interaction with government,

the respondents to

that they

particular has the reputation

all

my

it

has rarely been

group interviews expressed dissatisfaction

had received from government. Local government

in

over the country of making and then breaking promises

to

provide assistance. Time and time again, community members explained that a politician
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had promised

to dig

them a well

if

they voted for him but

when they

did vote for him, he

never completed the well. Worse, more
than one community related the
following
their local

government promised

them a marketplace or a well or a school

to build

gathered together certain materials but

when they had

preparations, the government failed to carry out

(and finance) were wasted.

A

its

few communities also complained

government had done nothing of the

foi

at all.

in their

that

if

they

the necessary

efforts

government had

communities. In

reality, the

sort.

third of all respondents reported never

government

making

end of the bargain. Their own

publicly lied about completing development projects

One

finished

story:

having received any assistance from

Communities reported having made repeated requests

assistance without getting any response at

all.

One community

experience of writing their local government five years

in a

row

to

government

related their

to request for assistance

with building a dam. They reckoned that each year, their local government
counselor had

simply thrown

it

in the

communities complain

do the work
often

it

dustbin.

that

Of course, even when

government

— they never followed up

does

to

officials only

make

governments agrees

local

go as

sure the

far as contracting

work

to help,

someone

actually got done.

to

Most

not.

Communities were

also disappointed because the

them often enough. Twenty percent of

the

government had not

assisted

communities interviewed reported receiving

assistance with only one project ever; they were not necessarily dissatisfied with the

government’s assistance
felt that

they deserved

in that

case but

more government

many of them expressed

frustration because they

attention to their needs.

An
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old

man

in

one

community complained
government had

Many

that

last lent

had been over twenty-five years since the

it

them any

assistance.

of the communities that reported having received
some kind of assistance

from the government, were sorely

dissatisfied with the quality of the assistance.

communities were disappointed, because
functioning,

some because

because the worker did not

moneys

that should

complained

the

its

know how

have been used

to properly administer

government.

that they
16

many

Although

consistently try to raise the

work

in

the

coming, others

medicines or mishandled

after

I

strike.

prompted them

staff for a school or clinic that the

directly about staff, said

community had

built

on

of the communities were not happy with the performance of

this varies

money

the clinic because they

same time

was no longer

had received no other kind of development assistance from

Again,

that staff person.

quit

Some

purchase additional drugs. Other communities

to

government workers are always on

that

government did ptovide

own, but

their well, school or clinic

government health worker had

Twenty-one percent, usually only
that

local

to

know

from area

to area,

pay a member of
that their

own

community can provide employment

communities

their

in

some

own community

areas

to teach

and

perform better— at the

staff will

for one of their

own

youth;

in

other

areas communities tend to rely on assistance from local government.

Only nine percent reported receiving

from government on more

satisfactory help

than one development project over the past couple of decades.

K
’

Politicians like to appoint staff because they derive their prestige, in part, from their ability to provide

employment to some of their constituents. Staff for schools and
that a community will receive from government.
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clinics

is

the

most

likely

form of assistance

Never Received Help

Unhappy

with Help

Received

Only Received Help
with

One

Project

Government Provides
Staff Only for a

Community

Project

Government has
Assisted with Multiple
Projects

Figure

Furthermore,
satisfaction with

it

is

3:

Assistance from Government

important to note, of course, that a community’s expression of

one development intervention

the overall performance of government.

indicated that they have

their

needs

asked

if

in a

some

in

no way signifies

Less than five percent of

political influence

government performance,

CDO could

assist

all

it

is

satisfied with

respondents

and have seen government respond

(somewhat) satisfactory manner. (Four percent of

they thought that their

that

them

all

respondents,

to

when

to address disappointing

said that they already enjoyed political influence and/or

suggested that they had some higher level of satisfaction with government performance.)

Having resigned themselves
fall

back on

their

infrastructure,

no roads

to get

own

to

disappointment from their government, the people

resources to face the challenges that arise from having no

no opportunity for education, no industry, no opportunity
farm produce

for

employment,

to market, stiff competition for fairly unproductive
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I

farmland, and no political influence or economic
buying power. Not unlike the

Northern

Italian populations of the late

1800s and early 1900s described

Northern Nigerians have a tradition of engaging
called aikin gaiya

-for their mutual benefit.

groups of the region, community labor

Community

is

To varying degrees

types of work are assigned to

One
when

a

of the most

community

maintained

tar road,

is

some

and which

common community

be

to

among

variation

women

in different

to

men— and

done— come

labor projects

annual maintenance most often

to get to

main roads and thus

to get their

to

—or

is

public transportation hubs, hospitals, etc.

women

work together

out to

road rehabilitation. Except

state

falls to the

farm products

towns with

sometimes

men.)

government

members of

communities situated on the roads. Community members put high

them

ethnic

ethnic groups as to which particular

located on a federal government

maintaining roads that enable them

activities

a normal part of the cultural practice.

and children, depending on the nature of the work
is

Putnam 1993.

community development

in

leaders organize labor days on which

on specific projects. (There

in

rural

to the

priority

the

on

market and enable

larger markets for specialized goods,

Road maintenance

activities include dry-season

digging out of roadside ditches to control rainy-season road erosion, cutting and trimming
obstructing trees and plants, building small culverts of cement or local materials, clearing

out clogged culverts and areas under bridges and filling

washed away

the road.

believe that only

men

Most

men

places where erosion has

ethnic groups in the Middle Belt and Northern Nigeria

are capable of digging.

local leaders will call the

in

to

come

So

if

road repairs necessitate digging, the

out to do the work.
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Women

might be called out

to

carry the stones or sand needed to build
a culvert or bridge, but most
often they prepare

food and drink for the community

Community farm work
by

many of the communities

ways.

A

I

to eat together

another

is

when

common form

farmer’s lands for planting, then

s

farm plot

work

is

finished.

of community labor, engaged

interviewed. This work can be organized

group of farmers might organize themselves

on to another

the

move

until all the

to

to another’s plot

in a variety

in

of

work together on preparing one

doing

it

together before

moving

farms have been prepared for planting. The
same

might be organized for weeding or harvesting.

In other cases,

farmers might organize

themselves to assist community members with special needs
as they

A

arise.

group of

farmers might, for example, prepare for planting, weed or
harvest a sick person’s farm.
In addition a

group of farmers might organize themselves

otter their farming services for hire to raise

like building a school or a clinic.

men,

all

women,

money

to

work

as a

to apply to another

team and then

community

project

These farming cooperatives might be made up of

or a mixture of both.

Sometimes, communities also build school and

clinic buildings as a

community

labor activity, using local bricks that they have

made themselves. Men and women

work on

the digging and

Men

and

the brick

women

making

together,

men doing

carry bricks to the building

site

between the bricks and build the building while
needed materials

to the

work

site.

In

some

experienced frustration with government

worker and/or teachers.

A

women

women

bringing water.

bring water, sand and other

cases, often after the

staff,

community has

community members

may

also take on the

also be built for the

few communities also build police posts
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often

and then men mix the mortar for

responsibility of paying clinic staff and/or teachers. Housing

clinic

all

in their

community and

hire security personnel to stay in
their

also have a system of building houses
together as a

together to put a

new

community. Some communities

community

roof on one person’s house or to build a

then the next year, they will

all

work together

to

do a

different

project.

They

all

work

new room one year and
community member’s roof

or building.

Very tew

Where

local

rural

Northern Nigerian communities have access

government has not come and dug a well or borehole

to pipe

in the

borne water.

community, and

there are no rivers or streams nearby, well-digging
using local tools and technologies

often

becomes a community-wide
Christian

effort.

community members

also include construction of church buildings
and

parsonages tor their pastors among their community labor projects
and Muslims build

mosques

for their communities.

Some communities
activity.

also engage in sanitation activities as a

Sanitation labor days might consist of cutting

community

that could harbor snakes,

corn stalks or other remains

at the

a

grasses around the

fallen leaves, discarded rubbish

organize their search for firewood, for their

form of community

week or once every two weeks,

tall

labor

and

end of harvest and burning them.

Some communities’ women
families’ use, as a

sweeping up

down

community

for

They

labor.

all

the

women

own

specify a particular day, perhaps once

to

go out

to the

bush together as a

group. This helps to ensure their safety and allows them to help and encourage each
other while they work. In

some cases they

also collect firewood to sell as a

generating income for a community project. In
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some communities,

means of

especially where

trees are in short supply

women go

and securing wood requires going

out for one organized

Though

there

is

community

labor,

the value of

engaging

some

community

far

from home, men and

tree cutting per year.

variation in the extent to

which communities engage

in

appears that for the most part rural communities
are already aware of

it

in

some activities— farm work, road

worship and houses— together as a team. Furthermore,

communities are able

to

do on

their

own almost

as

repairs, building places of

at first

glance,

appears that

it

much, sometimes more, than they

are

able to do together with the assistance of a development
organization. While, out of the
entire 109

communities

that

I

asked, only

1

1

had successfully

built schools or

classrooms

with the help of the development organizations, forty
communities said they had built

schools or classrooms on their own. Forty communities had built
or repaired a well with
the help of a

development organization, but twenty-four had dug

and the same number of communities, sixteen, had

built clinics

local wells

on

their

own

on

their

as had

own;

done

so with the help of a development organization.

the peoples of Northern and

It

together as a

work on

community and they have
own,

their

it

seems

it

is

are already inclined to

carried out substantial

natural to ask then,

with a development organization

First,

Middle Belt Nigeria

why

community development

they have any incentive to work

at all.

important to remember that communities built their schools, roads,

wells and clinics over a period of decades whereas the longest period that any

worked

in

one of his or her communities

Second,
Nigerian

it

work

is

economy

is

10 years.

important to remember that

—

in the oil

boom

CDO has

in the

days of the 70s
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context of a

much

—communities had

stronger

significantly

more economic power.

more

contribute

to

In less difficult

development

times the average community

efforts in the

community and

there

members could

was

also a

much

bigger chance that a community had a
successful '‘son of the soil” from their
community

with a good job either with the military,
the civil service or

private industry

in

who

could

and would lend his village some kind of
development assistance.

When

I

asked one community what kinds of community
projects they had carried

own

out on their

before their

CDO

started visiting their

borehole. Since boreholes require a

water tank

to operate,

I

verified

lot

of expensive equipment to

from the community

them with

the drilling of the borehole and that they

borehole.

They

was

in fact a

said that they had built

borehole.

When

it

community development organization

if

that the

why

drill,

and a

pump and

government had not

assisted

were not simply calling a well a

completely on their

asked them

I

community they mentioned a

they

own

now need

initiative

and

that

it

assistance from a

they were able to build a borehole without any

assistance, they explained that they no longer have the financial
strength to engage in

expensive development projects

The
an

oil rich

state

was

like that one.

also a better provider of Nigerian citizens needs in the early days of

economy, providing

better quality,

more highly subsidized educational

opportunities along with better healthcare facilities, roads, wells and other forms of

development. With many basic needs met more adequately by the
could give their attention and their resources
addition,

if

a

community did

government providing

staff

to

state,

implementing additional

communities
projects.

In

build a school or a clinic, they could count on the local

and furniture for the school or

clinic.
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staff

and medicines for the

After years of decline under earlier
dictators, Abacha’s regime
marked the

total

degradation of the state’s management of
the economy. Abacha and a few
loyal

to

looted the treasury with no care for public
service provision whatsoever.
Under

Abacha

infrastructure collapsed completely.

during the early days of the

oil

economy

no longer competently equipped or
on a regular basis (they

The

governments also maintained roads
wide enough for two cars are now

vast majority of those schools and
clinics built
that

in

stand, have

if

more than

community

state

is

of the

option. If a

its

communities have either

initiatives with their

community

is

own

down and

they are staffed, workers do not

The worst of

are

come

the roads that were once

a rough single track only an agile

make

it

on these roads.

the current political climate,

lucky enough to see one of

political position,

development

economy and

but fallen

drivable for the biggest trucks but the cars that

still

small farmers could possibly afford to hire, cannot

The

all

and otherwise simply do not come). Local

those days.

little

motorcyclist can navigate. Others are

still

Even

staffed.

strike frequently

him

to

sons of the

soil'

mean

that unless a

elected to a prominent

maintain or to replace the government’s

projects.

Development

lucky enough to find an

NGOs

are the only other

NGO willing to help, they can

provide

communities with the best outside assistance they can find anywhere.
It is

not surprising then, that

community members’ answers

which kind of development intervention they prefer
the ones with

government

—

to

my

the ones that they

question about

do on

their

own,

which a development organization helps them, or the ones with which

assists

them

—

reveal a genuine preference for the assistance of development

organizations over what they are able to do to help themselves and over what government

is

willing to do. Generally, they

welcome

assistance from just about anyone
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who can

own

bolster their

efforts to

develop their communities,

but, not at all surprisingly,
almost

every community that has ever
benefited from the efforts of
development organizations
assist

communities, prefers

that experience to that

of working with non-responsive

to

local

governments. They also tend to prefer the
assistance Ihey received from
organizations

have been around— known

that

to

know

their needs.

to the

communities— long enough

This ordering of preference

is

to earn their trust

and

clear in the data gathered during

group interviews (see below) and can be
triangulated with informal discussions
with key
informants, frequent print-media criticisms of
government service provision, other

secondary sources

Out
satisfaction

with

theii

they liked

of

IDEA

like

NGO

development
three

CDO

projects later on.

their

their

all

that in fact

development goals accomplished equally

their satisfaction with the quality of

new

As

skills that they

skills

work they

well.

are able to

to the quality

to carry out additional

development

a result of skills learned, they feel confident that they can initiate

activities

make them both

CDOs

can use

involve them

even when the organization

self-confident and self-reliant.

in the

members of

the

is

not there to assist

Communities

like the

decision-making process about development

community. They frequently point out

involve

efforts together

and appreciated the CDO's personal contribution

and implement development

fact that their

community development

reasonable

of the work they were able to accomplish. Communities like the fact
that

they have acquiied

them. Their

at least

though fourteen of those communities indicated

ways of getting

do together with the
reliability

direct observations.

practice of engaging in

Communities expressed

and

my

92 respondents, 86 expressed a preference for— or

with— the

all

and

that

CDOs,

community, including
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the

unlike government bodies,

women

and the children,

in

in

decisions about what might be helpful
for their community.

community members

several respondents explained that
the

As

a result of involving

CDO

had fostered a

all

spirit

of

cooperation between community members
that extends beyond the
particular

development intervention

to an

improved relationship between community
members.

Out of the 92, only two communities'
members indicated
government’s assistance (and/or working on

NGO.

There were also two communities

included

in the

92) whose

that they did not

view

members

their

since the interview climate

issue,

like

I

that

own)

to

working with the development

did not ask this question (thus not

I

indicated vehemently in answers to other
questions

work with

development organization

their

was tense and they had already indicated

in a positive light-

their

view on the

did not ask them the question. (Three out of these
four communities

working with

CDO.)

their

that they preferred

In

their

who

development organization were communities assigned

did not

to the

two of the four communities the government had recently provided
some

sophisticated development assistance to the

had clearly neglected

community and

in the

other two, the

same
fairly

CDO

work, not visiting the communities regularly and not carrying

his

through with the promises he made to the community.

Out

ot the

working with
their

own

92 communities only four communities indicated no preference for

their

CDO

and these four had no

interest in

or with the help of government either.

assigned to the

One

CDO who

One

doing development work on

of these four was also a community

had blatantly neglected his work.

of these had been assigned to a string of less effective

time had worked with a Catholic organization that had provided

necessary to build the community a

clinic.

Members

87

CDOs

all

and

at the

same

the resources

of that community quite naturally

preferred working with the Catholics,
since they had
tree handout,

and they never had a chance

to fully

known

the pleasure of receiving
a

experience the benefits of learning
to

help themselves.

The other two communities who did
communities
wete not able
initiatives

on

that

had so much conflict between subgroups
of the community

to cooperate to

their

work with an organization or

lie to

to carry out

that they

development

own.

Clearly, there are only a

work or

not prefer any of the three
possibilities were

few exceptional cases— CDOs who

flatly neglect their

or break promises with their communities, highly
subsidized assistance

fiom government or another organization, intra-community
conflict or intercommunity
conflict— in which communities do not willingly work with
her efforts to assistance from government.

With communities ready

to

their

CDO and

prefer his or

17

embrace

just about

any kind of assistance

that they

can get from any source, the development organizations included

in

my

quite intentional about the kind of assistance that they will render

if

they want to achieve

the implied

aims

ot participatory

study, must be

development. Being the preferred service provider

is

not enough. If development organizations want to use participatory development

methods

to cultivate a participatory culture in their target

strive for a goal

beyond

communities, then they must

the goal of communities’ simply willingly receiving development

assistance.

17

It is

worth noting of course that given the current economic constraints that rural-dwelling Northern
may still seek government’s assistance and continue to accept its offers to assist, even

Nigerians face, they

when

they

know

that

government

the attitude that “it is worth a try”

officials are highly unlikely to fulfill their

even

if

promises

they doubt the likelihood of success.
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to assist.

So do take

Furthermore, as discussed above,
communities already

degrees— an ethos of working

together to meet

Community development

needs.

group

that participates in

it,

organizations must harness this aspect
of Northern and

some community members

Chapter Three, the extent
(ot fail to)

to

to

enhance

to

is

much more

and expand the bounds

work together

to participatory

to dig a well.

which the organizations included

promote a culture of

it,

challenging assumptions about the ability
of

marginalized groups to participate. There
than getting

to varying

some of the community’s development

Middle Belt Nigerian communities, and then
work
of the

have— albeit

participation that

empowers

in

my

I

development
will explore, in

research are able to

individuals, sub-groups

within communities, and communities as a whole,
to participate in development decision-

making

in

ways

that better

equip them for their role

consolidation of democracy.
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in

a civil society that supports

CHAPTER

3

IMPACT ASSESSMENT

As

discussed

I

in the

previous chapter,

CDOs

Belt Nigerians with an offer that
they cannot refuse.
life

of subsistence farming and extreme
poverty

They may

see their basic needs met; or they

NGOs

that, if

they are lucky,

help them with

communities

some

highly insecure environment with

in a

with them on

choice

may

may

assist

them

to set

making

the choice.

up a school or a
in their

The

community development
is

initiatives.

unresponsive and their

beyond the dependency-mindset

We

embrace

will take

in all

own

efforts are not

it;

members of

development

prompts them

it,

and thus they

to say

“Come and

to offer...” to a

2) the inclusion of

the

1

)

3)

this

self

help us with a

initiative

were involved

and are willing and

it

it

is

not necessarily

confidence and self reliance

communities who are able

90

move

sustainable development

ownership for

sense of

to

mindset that enables them

decision-making, so that

all in

who develop

community;

feel

enough.

community members

because the beneficiaries of the development

only the traditionally powerful

all

that

any help you are willing

aspects of implementing

able to maintain

but

difficult task for the

the ultimate ends of participatory development:

that is sustainable

community. Few

Powerless rural dwellers have no

Instead, the difficult task involves helping the

project.

clinic, or dig a well

not in getting communities to embrace the
idea of working together

lies

government

accept the help offered them by
development

other form of development

will hesitate in

organization then

to

either continue to live a

access to primary health care and education
and no one but themselves to strive to

little

01

present rural Northern and
Middle

to

do more for

themselves because they have

come

to appreciate the value of
unity,

cooperation and

organization to development; and
4) self-confident and self-reliant
communities that

approach others, including

political actors,

with a posture that

is

not a begging posture

(Nelson and Wright 1997).

To

the extent that the organizations
included in

and community empowerment
and have made a commitment
the

minimum

in

my

one form or another as

research have set participation

part of their

development goals

to use participatory tools to achieve
those goals, achieving

level of cooperation

from communities necessary

not enough. Theorists like Nelson and Wright

to

implement projects

would expect these organizations

towards achieving these end goals of participatory
development). Moreover,
logically follow that organizations

which

their

programs ensure

would evaluate themselves

that those

in

it

to

is

work

would

terms of the extent

to

ends obtain.

Nevertheless, across the developing world,

few— neither Northern

nor Southern development organizations— have made efforts

aid agencies

to assess the extent to

which development programs achieve the supposed ends of participatory
development.
Instead,

programs are almost always evaluated solely

much more
number of

easily quantifiable goals

training sessions held.

exceptions to the

rule.

—

for

in

terms of their ability to achieve

example, number of projects completed or

The organizations included

None of them has ever conducted

attempt to assess the extent to which

empowerment of

in

my

research are not

an impact study that

made any

the poor and full-participation had

been achieved.

In this chapter,

I

discuss the results of

organizations included in

my

my

attempt to assess the extent to which the

research facilitate psychosocial
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empowerment

transformation ol an individual or a
group of individuals— and relational

empowerment-transformation

in the

way

individuals or groups of individuals
relate to

other individuals and groups (Fowler
2000).

Psychosocial an d Relational

To

my

study

first

Empowerment

begin assessing the extent to which the
development organizations included

empower

in

communities or individual community members
they work with.

the

asked the following very simple

set

of questions

that

I

gave participants an

opportunity to evaluate the impact of participatory
development programs on them.
1)

-

2)

"What kind of projects have you done together

3)

“

What new

“

What have been

4)

What do you together with

skills

the negative

they have completed or are

their

way

gather the

their

still

and positive aspects of working

to these questions

working on with

CDO conducts

men and women

here on the benches, the

their

CDO.

list

of projects that

For most communities

CDO. They

also occasionally

together for a meeting under the tamarind tree; the

women

sit

this

meetings with them when s/he comes (for example,

men

sit

on these stones and the children are here; s/he invites

things they have learned during sessions in which their

GRAAP series or demonstrated

new income generating

with him/her?”

always include a

our opinions about what our problems are as a community.)

health issues using a

”

with him/her?”

primary way of assessing their relationship with the

describe the

we

CDO when Ite/she comes to your community

have you learned from him/her? ”

Communities' responses

is

the

skill.
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a

In

many

cases, they

list

the

CDO discussed preventative
new

agricultural technique or a

Mos,

relevant to

and relationships
the

CDO. These

empowerment,

that

my

research, they spoke of changes
in their attitudes,
behaviors

had come about as a

reflected

some changes

individual and

of self-reliance and

of the work they had done
together with

in their attitudes

community

empowerment, household and community
level

result

in their ability to

level)

level),

about themselves (psychosocial

and about each other

and changes

(relational

in their skill level

take the initiative to

and their

do development work

without significant externa] monetary
and/or technical assistance (psychosocial

empowerment

individual and

community

level).

Based on respondents’ own assessment of the
manner
as a result of

working together with the

CDO, which

I

in

which they had changed

crosschecked during the interview

against other respondents reactions to the responses,
against other interviewees responses,

and against

my

informants);

I

direct observations (and

I

possible against interviews with key

developed a rating system for comparing the community
development

organizations' success in

1

when

empowering

their

communities.

18

gave each community a rating from 0-3. 0=nothing gained changed as a result of working with the
communities list at least one way in which working with the CDO has made them feel more self-

CDO.

I

confident, self-reliant, willing to cooperate, better able to carry out communal work. 2=communities list
two or three ways in which working with the
has made them experience some kind of psychosocial

CDO

empowerment. 3=communities list more than three examples of changes in
empowerment. I deducted a point when, in addition to empowering lessons
in their

answers

to the

same questions

their

psychosocial

learned, respondents revealed

a high level of dependency on the program or

indicated a high level of dependency on the

CDO and the organization.
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my

direct observation

significant

<1

c&

<1

change

fairly significant

cf

change

small change

no change

Figuie 4. Psychosocial and Relational
Clearly,

organization

is

whole, have as

if

Empowerment

community members’ own assessments of

an indicator, then the organizations included

much impact

as proponents of participatory

might have hoped on social transformation

in the

the impact of the

in

my

study, do not, on the

development and aid agencies

community.

All four organizations have a higher percentage of
communities in which

respondents mentioned no change

in their

community

(or in

which respondents only

mentioned a pioject they had accomplished) than the percentage of communities
discussed other kinds of changes related to
significant, that they

POD

certainly

percentage and

its

had seen as a

it

was

showed

result of

communities included

the best results.

to significant

POD communities

working with

working with

POD

or participation, small or

the organization.

had the lowest “no change”

the only one of the four organizations to have a small percentage of

respondents that attested

percent of

result of

empowerment

that

POD

reported four or five

that reflect

in this

empowering change
ways

in

empowerment. To

in their

communities. Ten

which they had changed

as a

take an example, one of the

category reported that community members had learned
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new

skills,

members

had come

to achieve their

They were confident
added

to appreciate the

that other

value of cooperating with other
community

development aims and had developed a
sense of

that they

communities

community development and

could do work without the
in the

that

CDO

present.

self-reliance.

They proudly

area look to them as a model for
successful

from

their

CDO

they-a Muslim community-have

learned the value of sending their children
to school. They have clearly
seen that the

community has experienced changes
completed

the

communities

significant changes.

communities

I

Of the

that reported

combined

compared

come from

a

project.

None of

when

well beyond the practical benefits
that

all

the

that to those

In the

case ot

in

which the other three organizations work reported

other three,

ICBDP

some empowering change.

far the highest

In fact,

number of

ICBDP's achievements,

communities who reported any empowering change and

who

reported no change

CCDP and CARUDEP,

are largely locused, despite

as

ample participatory

implementing heavily subsidized projects.

The one exception
community meeting.

had by

to this analysis

is

some

at all are

I

comparable

will discuss

rhetoric

to

POD’s

results.

below, the organizations

on the part of

CCDP, on

19

CCDP CDO’s
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use of

PRA

tools (needs assessment) at the

first

Figuie

Psychosocial and Relational Empowerment,

5:

Some Change, and No

Change
Both

POD

and

ICBDP

communities. However,
had learned
in their

how

answer

to

in the

have had an impact on a similar percentage of
case of

many ICBDP

respondents, they reported that they

cooperate to carry out development work on their

to the

same

own

but then said

question, that they were expecting or hoping for
substantial

assistance from the organization to complete their project.
This second response, to a
large extent, negated the

first.

CCDP and CARUDEP’s percentages
much

higher. In the case of

has not set as one of

its

CARUDEP,

of communities reporting no change are

this is hardly surprising since the organization

goals to affect social change or to

somewhat

surprising, however, that the percentage of

no change

is

when we

actually higher than the percentage of

take into account that

CCDP

sets as

its

empower communities.

CCDP communities

It is

that reported

CARUDEP communities that did

so

goal to focus on holistic development.

This high number of respondents that reported no empowering change, apart from a

completed project

reflects the affect of

CCDP’s
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subsidy-driven program. The more the

community focuses on receiving assistance-in
other expensive building material-the
less the
possibilities of deriving

It

is

the

form of medicines, concrete,
or some

community

feels motivated to explore
the

any other kinds of benefits from the
relationship with the CDO.

POD and ICBDP produce

not a coincidence that

more communities

that

report changes related to the ends of
participatory development, discussed
above.

achieve any of those ends,
that

CDOs

must develop a relationship of

in the

way communities understand

in the

in

way

the

various marginalized

CDO and community that

Chaplet Eight,

communities

POD

and

in large part

ICBDP

this trust, all require a

takes time to develop.

CDOs

To continue

with the example ot the

changes also spoke of the

activities with

that permit the fostering

POD community discussed

listed a significant

trust that

community

to

number

more

detail

in their

visits to the

of trusting

when

above, the same

of qualitative and

had developed between them and

said that in the past,

sent workers to their

will discuss in

CDO and community.

all-Muslim community that

“POD.” They

I

deep relationship

have made the kind of regular

same communities over an extended period of time,
relationships between

As

contribute to the

have achieved more empowering changes

because their

change

the developmental challenges they
face,

community members

community’s development. These changes,
between

change-

the causes of their underdevelopment,

way communities understand and address

and change

call

with communities

permits an opening of their minds to his or
her nudging them towards

change

in

trust

To

empowering

their

CDO

who

they

other organizations or the government had

do immunizations or carry out other development

them, they had not allowed them access to their homes. Consequently

these development workers had not been able to target
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women

(and children) with their

programs.

Now,

as a result of years of

appreciate the love and care he has

worker

working with “POD," they have
come

shown them, though

for a Christian organization.

“POD"

they are Muslims, and he
a

concern for then, has convinced
them

’s

Christians can be kind and loving,
trustworthy and good to

they not only open their

come
come

to

to

homes

them from other

to

“POD,”

institutions.

know and

learn from.

that

Now,

hut also to other development
workers that

They

are

even willing

to listen

when

Christians

evangelize and they have decided that they
do not mind giving their daughters
to

marry Christian men, since they have seen

Given

to

that Christians

the current level of mistrust in
Northern Nigeria,

this level of trust is particularly

POD’s CDOs
of the thiee

noteworthy.

results are better than

organizations striving to use

because POD’s

CDOs

have received the

and m-the-field training and monitoring.
of facilitation skills necessary to

piojects, but they

with communities

birth attendants

can be as good as “POD.”

between Muslims and Christians,
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ICBDP’s, and CCDP’s

PRA

tools to

best,

and the most regular, in-workshop training

POD

empower

has taught

its

nudge communities beyond

have also taught
in the areas of

their

results are the lowest

CDOs

entire

CDOs

not only a full range

the urge to

implement

a range of other skills that they can share

preventative health care and hygiene, training traditional

(TBAs), building firewood saving stoves, soak-aways

bathing areas, and

communities,

CDOs

pit toilets, etc.

must have valuable

skills

for dish areas

and knowledge

and

to

20

As always however, there are other possible contributing factors to this higher level of trust. The
community in question is peopled by members of the Cham ethnic group. The Cham can be Muslims or
Christians and Muslim Cham have a history of cooperation and peaceful coexistence with Christian
Cham.
Ethnicity trumps religious identity
political

appointee

in the first

among them. Also, the chief of the community in question had been a
four years of the latest democratic regime and had lost his office when a new

governor was elected. In the political arena
and personal connections trumped religious
21

in

which he had

risen to

power and

fallen, political affiliation

identity.

•

I

I

his

argument puts me squarely

in the

camp

of the “get the techniques right”
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camp (Cleaver

2003).

.hare with

tai

community members

nting season.

POD CDOs also

community involved

in

the labor.

If

the

they are to get their attention,
especially during the

use these areas of training to
get everyone

POD activities.

leaders can feasibly plan

do

if

it

If there is just

in the

a project to implement, a few

and a few men (or women, depending
on the task

CDO is doing a training activity on

however, s/he must involve everyone

in the

hand) can

at

preventative health care,

community, even the children and

the

elderly.

Before

I

discuss in more detail the possible reasons
for the higher impact of

ICBDP CDOs

and

on their communities,

occurred and on the degree
their

want

to elaborate

on the kinds of changes

which each organization saw particular changes
occur

that

in

communities.
Pai ticipation
22

communities,
efficiently

process

may mean

different things to different organizations and
to

but in every case, even

completing a project and

which case

in

cooperation

that

to

I

POD

is

it

is

if

participation

confined just

makes a development

is

treated as a

to the

means

to the

end of

implementation part of the

initiative less costly to

complete

necessary. Naturally, then, one of the most frequently mentioned
changes

respondents indicate they have experienced as a result of work done together with
the

organization

is

an increased appreciation of the value of cooperation and unity for

accomplishing development

initiatives.

more done by cooperating than

Community members

as individuals.

As Putnam

realize that they can get

suggests, there

is

additional

value in tackling challenges to the community, as a team, with an eye to the well being of

“

I

have considered the possibility

cooperation

that some communities might have been referring not only to
themselves, but also to cooperation between their community and the development
the latter is the kind of cooperation that they had come to appreciate, it is not necessarily

among

organization.

If

an evidence of psychosocial empowerment; rather,

it

might rather be evidence of dependency.
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all.

When

people solve shared problems and
satisfy economic,

spiritual, recreational

other needs together as a trusting
group, then the group’s ability
to regulate

democratically

is

is

enhanced and the group’s prosperity

the precondition of healthy

Putnam 1993

in

is

its

and

affairs

likely to increase. Social
capital

democracy and economic development

(see discussions of

Ritchey-Vance 2003 and Fowler 2000), and
cooperation

is

key

to

building social capital.

40 percent of POD's communities

attested to the fact that through

learned the value of cooperating as a group
of

development tasks

that

need

to be

community members

One community

accomplished.

not been so enthusiastic about doing development

seemed only

CDO came

they had really

come

all

of them,

One community explained

instead of

built three wells

that they

the

for

when he

the current

work together

community

started building toilets.

POD that

their

development

could be more successful when they tackled them as an entire
community

making individual

community explained
left

CDO

members, but when

what cooperation

had learned from

efforts.

(While one person alone had not been able

the funds to build a well for his house, the

was

reported that they had

their first

and they had

had

achieve the

ECWA members and Catholics, to

to appreciate the benefits of

development could bring— they

activities

ECWA church

to be reaching out to the

and encouraged

work with

to

POD they

that the

community accomplished

only to the men. After

community was

community agreed
pressure on the

community was

POD

able to do so.) Another

less

got the youth and the

when development work

woman

able to do more. In another community, the

that

it

was only when

men of the community

to

the

women came

involved

in the effort,

men and women

of the

together and applied unified

cooperate with the
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to raise

CDO

that the

development

work began

CDO,

to progress.

community

the

When

the

men were

finally

convinced

work together with

to

built a bridge that enables
vehicles to reach their

community so

the

that

they can get their farm products
to market without carrying
them on their heads across a

Two

river.

other communities stressed the fact
that they had not only

the value ot cooperating as a

development work

them— men

and

whole community

to

to appreciate

do development work, but

that they did together with their

women— so that

come

CDO cemented

that the

relationships between

was now more cooperation between them
within

there

their family units as well.

Sixty-two percent of ICBDP’s communities
attested

CDO had
combine
this

improved

their individual efforts

way,

all in

their ability to

CDO taught

our

discussion” because

community emphasized

women

in the

to the extent to

which

their

accomplish development tasks by encouraging
them

and cooperate with each another. One community
put

to

it

us to listen to each other and to work together
and to involve

when

there

is

unity and cooperation

we

achieve more. Another

the importance, in particular, of encouraging the
participation of

community’s cooperative

effort to

accomplish any goals

that they

had

set

out to achieve.

Only twenty-one percent of CCDP’s communities had come
value of community-wide cooperation

in

This percentage

to either

is

quite low

many of what COCIN
members
others

of the

who

involved.

calls

community.

compared

accomplishing community development work.

POD

community development
In these cases,

others are involved,

it

is

or

ICBDP

efforts

in part

primarily
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in

I

think because

do not actually involve

only a select number of

enlist the organization’s assistance to

If

to appreciate the

all

COCIN members

complete a particular project are
the celebration of/launching of the

or

con, pie, ed project.

On

the day of the

community members came ou,

many ways

a separate

launching_or groundbreakmg-of

to celebrate.

Even opinion

community of their own

are,

old

that

I

COCIN

attended, for example, the clinic
that

for the project.

organized, not a full-community, project.
leaders in the

community attended

announce the

On

the

in

one notable case, a

members

Some

that, at first

Christians

s

would make

CCDP CDO

and staying outside the
into the

church building

to the clinic.

traditional religion significantly. That

CDO

ot the practitioners of traditional religion in the

they had decided to build

community explained

only the Christians had seen the importance of building a school
and only the

community members

the connections

appointments

sent their children to school there. Gradually however,

CDO,

the traditional worshippers began to see

between education and power, and acknowledged

at the local

government

level

have earned

their

that those

who

hold

secondary school

Gradually, they began to send their children to the school and generally

became more supportive of the development work
the

in

did enhance the cooperation

said that after discussions with the

thiough ongoing conversations with the

certificate.

an

day of the launching, the Muslim

the launching (arriving late)

between Christians and practitioners of

a school.

built in

a previous visit) a church-leaders

financial contribution that they

This said,

community

speak

one

was being launched had been

church building. Instead of entering, they sent a
representative
to

In

to

church building and was clearly (given the
responses of the interviewees

community and my own observations on

all

leaders of groups that are in

on launching day, invited

and to pledge their financial and
opinion-leaders’ support
launching

the project,

CDO. Over

that the

community engaged

in

with

time, the traditional worshippers began to participate in development
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projects with the Christians, joining

first in

adding classrooms to the school
and then on

other projects.

Only one

m

CARUDEP community

reported that the

members who had

the groups applying for, securing,
and repaying loans to acquire the

participated

pumps

for dry

season farming had learned the value
of working together as a group
cooperatively. This
is

not surprising since

certain

CARUDEP invites small

development interventions and some cases, there

people allowed to apply for a
entire

groups and even individuals

community could

on the community
In

s

program— like

not apply even

working together

if

the water

hiring

to.

scheme— so

There

is

CARUDEP

where a development organization

tractor— working with the entire community

no emphasis put

is

is less

2002, he explained his

in

promoting the use of a particular

—

like a

effective than

water pump, or a

working with a small

group. His argument was that a large group or an entire
community

is

likely to pass the

buck with every member of the community leaving maintenance and
repair of

the

to other

community members and no one

members of a small group

are

more

taking care of

participatory one that focuses less on the

more on

it

in the

end.

the tractor

He argued

likely to hold each other accountable

their responsibilities. This highlights the contrast

particular project and

that the

as a unified group.

development technology which involves expensive machinery

up

apply for

maximum number of

even a

pump

everyone wanted

a discussion with the former director of

belie! that in cases

is

to

and

between such an approach and a

outcome of successfully implementing

the personal growth of those

process.
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to

who

a

participate in the

that

meet

Though

am

I

not convinced that

of the leaders of the other three
organizations

all

could succinctly articulate this
principle, their programs-targeting
the participation of
entire

communities

strengthening of

in all aspects

CDCs

(or

of the development process and
making the

CBOs)

will continue in the eventual

a secondary goal that ensures the
development process

absence of the

community members— indeed,

all

citizens,

CDO-do so

intentionally to teach

one community

at a

time— the

all

value of unity

and cooperation.
Skills acquisition:

It

seems safe

to

assume

that

empowering community members— and helping them

among

other things, be designed to include a

by community members.

I

lot

thus expected every

development aimed
to help

at

themselves-would,

of facilitating the learning of

community

development organizations was working actively

in

new

skills

which one of the

to report that they

had acquired new

skills.

Often however, for one or more reasons, communities did
not report having done

so.

community members do

1

)

not consider acquired

hygiene as “skills." They identify

having acquired new
oi

skills

skills unless they

knowledge about health and

with projects and do not assess themselves as

have completed a project; 2)

ganizations do not teach the communities

new

CDOs

skills but instead give

and their

them resources

(a

subsidy) to enhance their ability to implement projects with the skills they already
have.
3)

The community

forgets to mention the skill they have learned, focusing exclusively on

project-related benefits.

A
skills

third of

POD communities

interviewed reported that they had learned

while working together with their

communities,

1

8%

of

CDO compared to

19%

of

all

ICBDP

CARUDEP communities and 7% of CCDP communities.
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new

Since

whether tackling larger projects,

like wells

VIP

or

toilets,

or simpler ones like firewood

saving and smokeless stoves, dish racks,
soak-aways and hygiene-improved
bathing
areas,

on

POD CDOs teach

their

own,

implemented

I

community members

the skills necessary to replicate
the projects

can say with certainty, based on

projects, that

even more communities

acquired skills from their work together with

done so during

my

my own

POD

interviewed had dug a well with their

the materials

will

it.

2
'

and interviewed have

than the ones that reported having

POD

incorporates community-wide

community
and done

is

all

CDO.

involved

in

Typically,

when

implementation.

the planning, then the

POD

that

POD communities dig

When

POD CDO

communities

they have gathered

of the

the children

often fetch

make

—

men

participate in the digging

all ol

the sand and gravel needed to

the rings and also, of course,

and

all

all

to

do

women— sometimes

The women (and

mix with

a

children) most

the concrete and the water to

do the cooking for the whole community and the men

do the mixing and shoveling. Clearly,
to participate,

and the men and the

participate in the forming of the rings.

I

brings the equipment they

need for making the rings and digging the well and teaches the
community how

Many

new

visited

I

project implementation process. Half of the

its

well, the entire

that

interviews.

Wells provide a good example of the way
learning into

observations of successfully

of those involved

this

involved process gives

in the crafting

all

ample opportunities

of the rings the opportunity to learn

skills.

Based on

my

observations and interviews,

interviewed had learned

new

fifty

percent of

well digging skills. Forty percent of

Community members raise the money they need to make cement
make the area around the well more hygienic. They also gather the
available materials they will

mix with

the cement.
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all

POD communities

POD

communities had

rings to line the well and an “apron” to

stones and sand and other locally

either learned to build

ways

that they

practices.

I

pit toilets

or bath areas and sixty-four
percent had learned

might improve the health of

do not have accurate figures

and had trained

them have

VIP or

their family

for

healthy

how many POD communities have

VHWs and/or TBAs-respondents

sent volunteers for

members by adopting

VHW and/or TBA

selected

indicate that twenty-one percent
of
training and these are

working

in their

communities.

It

apply the same logic to

I

community members

in

any

acquired well building skills

members of thirty-eight
Typically,

skills.

—

that at least

ICBDP community

—

then, based

percent of

ICBDP

1CBDP

all

on

that has

my

some number of (male)
completed a well

will

have

observations and interviews,

some

ICBDP communities

have learned well-digging

puts less emphasis on ensuring that the entire

paiticipates in implementation

however so women may not have developed new

Only one ICBDP community had learned how
and fourteen percent had learned

do preventative health training

skills related to

By

contrast,

CCDP CDOs

in their

improving sanitation

Two

in their

trained one or

do not have the well digging equipment

of the communities that

I

visited

and dig the wells because neither they nor

decided

to try

hit

VHWs

were

at their

community members how

in the

their

CDO

to dig

process of either planning for or

digging a well. Both communities hired persons from outside the community

communities’ diggers

two

communities.

disposal or the training that they would need to teach
wells.

skills.

to build a pit toilet (that is five percent)

community. Twenty-three percent of ICBDP communities had
to

community

knew how. (One of

the

to

come

two

rock and the well was never completed, the other finally

digging themselves after having paid diggers
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who absconded

with their

money
.ha,

I

twice.)

No CCDP community

was interviewing them. One

that

I

interviewed had completed a
well

CCDP community

repo, led having learned

at the

how

point

to

build a pit toilet and twenty-nine
percent had learned skills related
to improving
sanitation in their

community.

CARUDEP also does
construction.

It

the agricultural

set

up sand

not train

VHWs.

not train

VHWs and

it

has not actively promoted

has a huge water technologies section

section— that helps communities

filtration

seven percent of the
with

CCDP does

CARUDEP but

in its

CARUDEP communities that
in these

I

build a dam.

Some members

had been assisted

to set

interviewed had learned to dig wells

One

is

made

to teach

community

as a

out of eleven communities had been assisted
to

assisted to build a very large water catchment
system and one

up a water

filtration

system. In these three cases, however, the

expertise typically remains with the water technologies
section staff

attempt

of twenty

communities only a few community members actually

skills.

One had been

to

water catchments and

participated in the implementation of the
well digging project, so the

whole did not develop the

toilet

organization-in addition

to dig wells, build

systems for purifying drinking water.

VIP

community members how

to

members and

little

implement the same kind of

projects again.

On

average, the four organizations carry out the following

sessions (unrelated to these larger projects) per

community with

of communities reporting having received no training from their
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number of training

the indicated percentage

CDO.

TaWe

he avera 8 e number of trainings
held per community by each
organization
, 'a
u
reported
by the
community) and the percentage of comnunuJs

tUX^d

J

Oiganization

Average

POD

CCDP
CARUDEP
53 communities

In

66%

-50

1

ICBDP

Percentage

0.05

5%

0.57

29%

4.90

100%

POD CDOs

have

facilitated

80 training sessions on

constructing dish racks, making, soap and
pomade/hand cream, constructing soak-aways,

building firewood saving stoves, controlling
erosion, processing soybean, various
income

generating activities, filtering water, constructing
culvert and bridge, using herbal

medicines or rearing animals.

According
facilitated

to the responses of

only one training session

well-digging.

The

rest

of

20

in

ICBDP

communities,

ICBDP CDOs

have

one of those communities on any topic other than

ICBDP's respondents suggested

that they

had participated

in

needs assessment activities and discussions regarding project
implementation and had
only received how-to training when they elected to engage

A
and

discussion

CDOs

at

an

undeiscoies the

ICBDP

tact that

of empowering

its

CDOs

should not only

that they

staff

meeting

ICBDP

make

this

recommendation shows

ot time in their communities.

meeting held three months

that the

His suggestion

earlier

September 2003 between consultant

1

ls-trai n ing as

a

means

that meeting, the consultant advised the

communities when community members were

planning and implementing a project but also
to

well-digging exercise.

has not prioritized ski

community members. At
visit their

in

in a

in

between times. The

CDOs
came

he needed

are not spending significant

in

amounts

response to a decision taken

by the Deputy Director and the
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fact that

CDOs

that

at the

CDOs

should no, endeavor to mee, with
the communities as frequently
during the rainy season
as they

do during the dry season months
because communities do not
engage

community

projects

a, that

restrict their visits to

Fridays and Sundays

Christians respectively

expenses for

time of year, but work on their farms.

at

travel to the

home

when

instead of on their farms.

community being wasted

are typically

them

in a

period

I

more

when

financial resources

think, that the

CDOs

should go

as during the dry season

willing to meet as a group with the

CDO. The

consultant pointed out that, during these visits in
the farming period.

could

tarmers one-on-one on their farms and discuss
sustainable agricultural

visit

practices with them.

with communities

il

Of course,
the

in

CDO only

addition to that,

visits

to

He was concerned about

communities as much during heavy farming periods

months when community members

instructed

they were likely to mee, Muslims
and

were very limited. The consultant suggested,
correctly
to their

He

in

it

is difficult to

them once a month,

CDO

maintain relationships

for six

months out of

the

year.

This one-on-one agricultural training conducted

CARUDEP does

very, very well. (See a brief discussion below.)

helpful to the farmers in

on

that convei sation,

making

the

in the field is

it

It

would

ICBDP’s (and POD’s and CCDP’s) program

was

fairly clear that the

most of opportunities

CDOs

to visit with their

something

that

certainly be

area as well. Based

did not have a regular habit of

communities

at

times

when they were

not carrying out a project. Fortunately, based on the suggestion the Consultant gave
the

September meeting,

such

in

it

is

likely that

ICBDP

the field training sessions in the future.
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will give

more

at

attention to facilitating

In

another discussion

some of the
members

CDOs

balk

at

the

revealed that they feel inclined
to drop communities

coming together

at

same meeting about CDOs’ dropping
communities,

to

make

when community

the necessary decisions or
to gather the

necessary resources to implement a
project. Clearly there will be
a low occurrence of
skdls training

if

CDOs

visit their

communities are not engaged

in

communities

less frequently,

or not

at all,

when

the

planning or implementing a project.

Although sometimes, communities do not
have the willingness and/or the
resources to implement a project, they
are

from a

CDO

who

is

prepared to

still

highly likely to be open to receiving
a

facilitate trainings for

them on a range of topics— perhaps on an individual

CDOs

and greet them.

should pay regular

(unless rainy season roads

on

their motorcycles.)

It

make

farm— or

basis on the

simply to

visit

communities throughout the year

community impossible

CDOs

for the

they do not, the message will be clear that the
only valid form

of community development
this then

them, to share knowledge with

visits to their

the journey to the

visit

is

project implementation.

they are highly likely to miss

many

If

CDOs

and communities believe

other opportunities to be

empowered

through other aspects of the development process.
In 14

communities

CDO ol

CCDP communities,
in

which he

the tour, has

important to note

CDOs

is

one

engaged

engaged

that, at the

in

in

CDO carried out

community development work and one

one training session

same time

that they

are training various groups within the

church leaders

involvement

in the

PCC

in holistic

or

RCC

well.

in

one of

do work

COCIN

structure, etc.

development as

7 training sessions with the

in their

communities.

communities,

church structure

— about

There

his

is

other

It

is

CCDP

— women’s groups,

the importance of the church’s

no direct connection, however,

between these trainings and the work the

members
The

are not in

anyway guaranteed

CDOs do

to benefit

CDO who carried out 7 training exercises (in

interviewed) said that

it

in their

communities, and community

from trainings held

church groups.

for

the six of his communities in
that

was an organizational policy

that all

CDOs

I

do training exercises

with their communities before launching
into needs assessment and project

implementation— but

that in

admitted that this was true

It is

many
many

in

important to note

two years

in

that

I

at this point, that

communities

that

CDOs

in

lists that

went theie

activity with

some

communities

that they

me

me

an

I

went with a

the meeting did not

HIV

were

they presented to

larger

me

CDOs

list

in

to

throughout the

could only name
in” as

1

was

in

which

told that the

that they

the

had visited once, even

if

they only

I

think that

if

CDOs

actually had

regular relationship with, they would have listed them for

name

CDO

know

— during the evaluation,

of

training session or a Value Transformation Training

them. Because

named, they were forced
occasion,

communities

particular church group.

to visit

much

of more than 30 communities. Perhaps, for the purpose of the

the

all

to carry out

and taken

in a

had visited on a regular (monthly or yearly) basis and

in a list

evaluation, they listed

observations.

which they were working— I defined “working

one community meeting had been held

CDO turned

my

CDOs

2004 interview with a key informant

conducted research with them. Whereas, for me

communities

same

a

CCDP CDOs turned

which they work, than the

three or four

at least

did not do so. Other

cases and this was consistent with

revealed that during a 2004 evaluation,

communities

CDOs

cases, the other

to a

I

was willing

to visit every

a lot less communities.

community only

CDO,

that the

CDO

Even

so,

to find out that

did not

know

community

that they

on more than one

many

of the people

at

basic information about

Ihe

development history of the community,
or

decision makers in the community.

supposed

to be

working, planning

when he

to find,

did not

talking about or the

show up on

name of

long time.

time, that no one in the

his organization,

I

also visited several

first

CDO only

project (and a subsidy

communities often enough apply

I

community meeting, only

community knew who

another occasion,

I

discover that he did not

to

was

the

CDO

here.

If

it

CCDP communities

its

know how

CARUDEP CDOs have carried out
communities including

in a

very

not visiting their

want

to

empower

are carried out and, generally, at

disposal, carry out on

made an

had not visited since

has moie to otter than a subsidy on a project that a
community would,

financial resources at

was

more regular and substantive

will take a lot

communities during which trainings

I

given).

made about ICBDP’s CDOs’

communities and community members,

more

CCDP. On

CCDP communities which

All of the observations that

CCDP

for a

CDO was

a

road to the community; clearly, he had
not visited that community

they completed their

visits to

community where

CDO there

meet the

attempt to travel to a community with a
to find the

he did not know the names
of the key

also arrived at one

I

to

that

its

if

it

had

own.

more than 54

agricultural training activities

which

training sessions in the

on topics related

1

to sustainable

agriculture-green manure, striga (a parasitic weed) prevention, natural crop
protection,

animal rearing and soybean processing (38 of these training sessions were on topics other
than agricultural).

CARUDEP's number of training

sessions per

because they have multiple

CDOs

agricultural practices in the

same communities. Their

community members

community

is

higher

promoting specific water technologies and sustainable

to use these technologies.

sole focus has been on training

The

chart

below shows the percentage of
communities

organizations has carried out trainings
but no major project.

percentage by

communities
tot

far.

I

It

visited

must be noted

by the

that

I

agriculturalist

assistance with and were participating

programs.

If

I

was introduced

had visited communities

visited to assist with water catchments

in

CDO-all

in at least

to

which each of the

in

CARUDEP has
all

1

1

the highest

CARUDEP

of these communities had applied

one of

CARUDEP a»riicultural

which only the water technologies crew
had

and wells,

I

would have met

less reports

of

participation in training on topics not
connected with major projects. Nevertheless,

generally safe to say that

percentage of

its total

CARUDEP does trainings on

communities

Figure

24

Note

6:

24

that all of these training sessions are

a variety of topics in a larger

than any of the other three organizations.

Trainings but

done upon

No Major

Projects

the request of the
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it

community.

is

For these

skills to

have any relevance

members though, community members
have
them and

may

or

recognize

to

may

in

with their

not be willing to

sessions and

go hand

that,

do

for them.

community members’

hand with frequent

new

to the

to

empowerment of community

recognize the value of having
obtained

skills,

they can do for themselves
wha, others

The process of facilitating

skills training

recognition of the value of skills
acquired necessarily

visits

from CDOs. This takes time and
depends on

the

simultaneous healthy development of an
ever-deepening relationship between
community

and

CDO.

happy

If

community members value

to receive

and make time to meet with the

words, frequent trainings and consequent

CDO to

the skills that they are being taught,
they will be

CDO on

a

skills acquisition

more regular

basis.

In

other

keep the door open for the

keep coming back to the community. This
provides the

CDO with

(he

oppoitunity s/he needs to build strong, trusting
relationships.

Communities
to use typically

that

come

to realize that they

develop more confidence

have acquired

in their ability to

skills that

address development

challenges on their own. After years of expecting either
the government

independence period or missionaries
the like,

it

is

Initially

to

meet

their

when communities discover ways

to

provide for

own.

community members assume

their needs.

in the pre-

provide them with schools, hospitals, wells and

not a small accomplishment

some of these needs on

way

to

they can put

They assume

that carrying out big projects is the best

that they

need a hospital and/or a dispensary and

they are willing to look to any development organization that comes along to build

them.

A CDO

members

has

that they

made

a big accomplishment then,

if

s/he persuades

it

community

can best tackle their health challenges by adopting more hygienic

for

cooking and household cleaning
practices, by building soak-aways
and dish racks

to

eliminate standing water, and by
disciplining themselves no, to
and preventing their
children from defecating wherever
they please

More

CDO
It

often than not,

25
.

community members-even when open

to

any training the

offer about preventative health
care-still hope to get assistance with
a clinic.

takes time for

of them, or a significant enough
majority of them, to adopt

all

new

preventative practices so that they can begin
to see the positive effects-healthier
children

who do

Twenty

eight percent of

sufficiency in

some

work on

own

their

developed the
without the

only

all

came

example

that

needs and

POD

now

as before.

respondents said that they had developed
that they

without the help of either their

self-

can do some types of development

CDO or government or that

they had

necessary to replicate particular development
projects with or

presence.

in

One community
in their

said that they had always believed that the

community was when government

and helped them. Now, thanks

they could do on their

Ten percent

trips to the hospital

They had learned

way development might occur

much

their

areas.

skills

CDO’s

organization

foi

many

not require as

of

from

to plan

own

ICBDP
their

s

to

POD,

they had realized

or another

how

to help themselves.

communities said the same. One community explained

CDO they had

and implement

learned

how

projects. This

to organize

themselves

to assess

group of respondents insisted

that

they could repeat the process of planning and implementation, even without his
urging or

guidance.

"

This involves teaching community members that over 80% of
of relatively easily preventable water-borne diseases.

result

all

illnesses that they deal with are the

None

ol

CCDP's communities

reliance as a result of the

they had learned that
likely to

come

in

Only one

if

work they did with

how

learned

CARUDEP

as a

s

their

own,

CARUDEP community reported a fairly
community reported

to dig a well

It

them had demonstrated some

community

CDO. (A

couple of them did say that

that

government would be more

and help.)

service basis in other communities.

a few of

their

some work on

they did

sufficiency. Respondents in that

members had

reported having experienced a higher
level of self-

whole had shown no

small increase

that three of

and were now able

is

worth noting too

to

that

do

community

its

this

in self-

work on

though

community

in this

level of self-sufficiency in well digging, the

self-reliance in the area of erosion control.

Without

help, they could not have completed the original
erosion control work, and

they had not developed the skills necessary to replicate the
work elsewhere

had developed the

skills, the task

community, the youth asked me
that a

community

—even

if

they

would have been beyond most communities’ means

without financial assistance from an outside source like

something

a fee for

to

buy a

that has

CARUDEP. When

I

visited the

relatively inexpensive football for them. This

embraced

the value of self-sufficiency

is

might not

have asked.
Self-reliance

is

perhaps the most crucial value to impart

development work. Without

it,

in participatory

communities simply become dependent on something

new. Instead of depending on inputs of capital and materials, they may become

dependent on the organizer-mobilizer/expert information sharer.

member

if his

or her

community could

dig a well again

the organization and they laugh and say “no way,” then
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now

If

you ask a community

that they

you know

have done one with

that

what they got out

Of their interaction with the
have," then you

know

CDO was a well.

what they got was

that

of confidence necessary for a
community

can do

this

on our own"

very high.

is

It

If

they say -yes

skills training

to say,

takes a

“we do

lot

time spent together with the community
to ensure
their

newly acquired

raise the funds

do

it

needed

to

to

always have the expectation

in fact,

for

we

CDO

not need our

to help us;

I

that

we

of

lot

time and time again, they can put

to dig a well

government

already

and confidence. The degree

of ski Is-training and again, a

buy the necessary materials

Without the willingness

can;

and of course, convincing communities

by themselves, instead ol waiting

effort.

will

skills to use;

we

do

to

on

that they

their

own and

can
then

takes a lot of time and

it

spend time with a community, community members

that the

development organization should provide

the

expensive materials for them.

A
with

own

theii

tew communities, when asked what the positive aspects of
working together

CDO

weie, said specifically that they had developed more confidence

ability to contribute positively to the

become proud

ot

new

had been boosted by

their

Nineteen percent of
attested to the tact that their

that they

were well known

that signified to

work with

their

that is

community, or had

in

in

which

their confidence

CDO.
a response.

town was so much cleaner now

women

said that before

Two communities

— one of them assuring me

other nearby villages as “clean village”

about the merits ot adopting hygienic practices

—

them a way

ECWA respondents gave such

language. Another community’s

“somehow”

their

habits adopted and development achieved. In other cases, they

spoke of some particular event
level

development of

in their

POD

in the

Waja

had come and taught them

in the kitchens, their

kitchens had looked

Nigerian English for "not so acceptable by our socio-cultural
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Now

standards."

their kitchens, they said, are
clean.

Another community’s

women

expressed the same sentiment about their
personal hygiene (for the purposes
of
section

am

I

beginning of

only including data culled from
answers to the questions
this section,

teel as a result ot

answers

however, many other

section.)

I

and men

will discuss their

answers

changes

in the relationship

to those questions in

more

ot

my

cleanliness, in their

between men and
detail in a

subsequent

another community’s response.

to

That community reported that as a result of the development
theii

they

These prideful comments about bearing the name
“clean town" and about

houses no longer being “somehow," are closely related

with

listed at the

attest to the pride

improved standards of personal and household

to other questions related to

women.

women

this sub-

CDO that

they

years working

fit

at the

second-year students,

who

better into " lokacin

seminary

in

zamani ” (modern

Adamawa

were, for the

first

initiatives they

state during

times).

which

I

had taken

(I

am reminded

observed

that

time, allowed to bring their wives and

families to the school, were sometimes ridiculed by their thirdand fourth-year students

because they were seen by their seniors as “bush men” and
that is to say that they

were not up

still

what longer term residents

piactices appropriate tor “educated,

to those

modern

folks.

who have gone

Most

In three

make them more

or four notable cases,

in

I

at

women”

rural

are

etc.) that

the seminary defined as

dwelling interviewees

off to the city to be to

aware of themselves as “bush men and women,” and they
innovations that will

wives “bush

maintained some practices (of hygiene, dress, speech,

to the standards of

have had enough exposure

their

open

to

some

extent

“development”

tune with modern times.

observed an increased self-confidence, the

believe of the community’s working together with

POD.

In

one case,

a

group of

result,

women

I

who had

achieved considerable success with
several income generating

been “weaned” altogether by the
activities

on their

CDO,

own now and had

women

conversed with

socio-economic level

me

that

I

a highly lucrative concrete
slab-used for toilets and

in the

freely in a

in

same

way

have known

done, coming and spending time

in

my

my

to

my

women

of their educational and

stay with them, these

four years of living in Nigeria have
not

me

as their equal. During an

women

They were even

rarely

member

staff— who had collected a product sample of a new income
generating

women
to

show

had embarked on with the intention of buying

pay for

it.

The

vast majority of respondents

it

to

of the

activity the

but had never brought the

do not show

speak

willing to speak honestly

about a disappointing experience they had had
interacting with a senior

POD

conducted

my

fellowship and treating

questions.

I

During

area.

that other

hostesses while

interview with their group, they demonstrated
a willingness

up and give honest answers

had

since they were able to meet,
plan and carry on,

bathing areas-business underway.
They acted as
interviews with other communities

activities

this

money

degree of willingness to

speak critically ot any negative experiences they might have had
working with the
organization.

Another community

I

they had believed that there was an evil
not able to repair

time, the

it.

They did

water. Another

try.

They

community

that prior to

spirit in their

They were doing without

CDO encouraged them

help them.

me

interviewed told

working with

their

collapsed well and that they were

a reliable source of drinking water. Over-

to try to repair the well, assuring

them

that

he would

repaired the well successfully and currently enjoy

that has

never enjoyed

developed the confidence from the success of

CDO.

their

much

its

influence with their chief

OD-trained

TBAs

and their

clinic to

stand up to their chief, and to the
local government officials

when they

tried to take the

clinic over.

One

Christian ethnic-Hausa

community

indicated that increased confidence

in

then ability to help themselves
enabled them to deflect challenges to
their autonomous
control over their

community development

projects

their chief, tried to take

over the clinic that they had

community,

Hausa community,

members

a Christian

when

the local government, and
later

built together with

built a large clinic

to receive

They

RHP's

also

worked out an arrangement with

ECWA's

assistance with medicines for their clinic.

Once

running quite successfully, the local government
tried to buy

They wanted

to

community

change

its

name,

feared, build a

staff

it

mosque

employment opportunities

it

Rural Health Program,
the clinic

was up and

from the community.

with local government (Muslim) appointees
and,

there.

thieatened by the possibility of having a
lose the

and sent some community

for preventative health training and
others for training as Traditional Birth

Attendants.

the

POD, This

The community refused

mosque

the offer.

They

community, and did not want

in the

the clinic provided to their

own

manage

the clinic and

some money

to assist

them

in

running

politely accepted his offering of advice but declined the

money

it.

to

youth and women.

Next, the chief approached the community offering to give them
some advice about
to

felt

how

The community

in fear that

he too would

eventually try to take over the clinic. Their confidence grew, vis-a-vis the chief and the
local

government

become

the

of the local

as they realized that they had built

envy of the

entire local

government

government, they had proved

to

area.

on

their

In face

own

of the longstanding neglect

themselves and to the

they could help themselves.
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a clinic that had

rest

of the area that

Another community
proud that their work with
their

a Muslim ethnic-Chan,

POD

has brought them a

community. Other communities

some of

the surrounding

They added

community-said

lot

that they are

of attention from people
outside

are impressed with

what they have learned and

communities have asked them for assistance
with well digging.

that together with

POD,

they built a

community

school;

now many more

are

able to read (two other communities
also appreciated the extent to which
increased

opportunities for education, thanks to

help themselves. This

community

POD, had

also

increased their pride in their ability to

evoked the notion of a modernized community

saying that “before, they were using the
same water source for themselves and their
animals, but

now

somce of water

they have upgraded to a system whereby they
have their

lor themselves.

Also, due to awareness creation by their

decided to cover the well so that their children
cannot

might considei a modernized

(I

would add,

fall in

less fatalistic)

—

own

clean

CDO.

this too reflects

they

view of children by

what they
their

parents.

Like
visitor

from

To any

this

far

Cham community who

also expressed their contentment in having a

away, most communities

guest that visits your

home

that

I

visit

receive

me

as a highly

honored guest.

or community, culture dictates that you provide them

with something to eat or drink. At the very least any guest would be offered
drinking

water upon their

arrival.

In

my

water was clean enough to give

case however, most communities did not feel that their

me

— since

1

was a

visitor

from the

US— they favored

instead the idea of buying a malted drink or “a mineral” (Coca Cola or Fanta) for me.

found

it

striking thus

when one community brought me water from
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their

newly

I

built well.

They wanted me
enough

to give

to

drink their water because they

even

changed behaviors

quality

was high

to an important visitor.

my own

Ot course,

felt that the its

observations only provide a kind of
anecdotal evidence of

communities and

in the

it

is

quite difficult to prove absolute
causal

connection between their attitudes and the
work that they did together with POD,
Nevertheless, similar behaviors were not
as evident

in

most other communities

on the contrary, a high level of dependency
was quite palpable

in

No

worked expressed

same kind of confidence and

seen

in their

the

community

CDOs

and

in

community

as a result of the

Interviewee’s responses,
especially

other

my

in

visited;

many of them.

believe that they deserve mention as part
of the evidence that suggests that

have some influence.

I

POD

I

does

which any of the three other organizations
pride regarding the changes they had

work they did together with

their

CDO.

observations and interviews with key informants—

some

cases,

management team members

— confirm my

observations.

Though

critics

accuse proponents of participatory development methodologies
of

being too quick to embrace the importance of (vague notions of) social
capital

development, pride and self-confidence

on

my

observations, clearly key tor

in

development

initiatives

empowering communities.

to

accomplished

In a

is,

based

world where finding

oneself on a lower level in the hierarchy leaves one with no voice to express
criticism nor
to offer directives to those above,

confidence

it

it

is

crucial that

communities develop

a high level of

they are to find ways of addressing with those above them on the hierarchy

(including local government officials) the issues that affect them.
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In addition to their direct
testimonies to

another

way

in

which

I

assessed communities’ level of
confidence

demonstrating a degree of willingness and
that they

an increased level of self-reliance,

have learned from their

ability to teach other

CDO. When

I

is

by

their

communities the things

asked the question “Have you
shared

something you learned with members of
another community?” the four
organizations’

communities responded
Table

2:

Habits

in

in the

26

following way:

sharing what they have learned with
other communities.

POD EYN CCDP CARUDEP
yes

28

48

29

73

no

58

52

43

27

didn't ask

13

0

29

0

Here, approximately one

in

two

ot

POD's and one

said that they had already shared something
that they had learned

another community.

ot

POD’s number might be

of

in three

EYN’s

from

their

respondents

CDO

with

a lot higher except for the fact that four out

seven Christian Hausa communities said that they were
surrounded by communities of

Muslims
like

POD

that

do not take an

interest in learning anything

from a Christian organization

or from Christian Hausa. Another group of Christian settlers
to

also said the

same thing about

their

Muslim Kanuri

settler neighbors.

Christians and they are Muslims, they do not take an interest

in

Gombe

state

Because we are

anything they might learn

from us or from POD. Of the other two Christian Hausa communities with which

POD

works, one shared what they had learned with another Christian Hausa community and
the other did in fact share

that if

what they had learned with Fulani

one of these Christian communities can succeed

with a Muslim community, then one wonders
"6

Those communities

that

I

if

in

in the
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area.

I

must say

sharing what they have learned

the others could not

did not ask were communities that had already

not learned anything.

same

made

do so
it

also.

Perhaps,

quite clear that they had

due

to their

area, they

own

prejudices and frustrations relating
to Hausa and Fulani
Muslims in the

have not

tried to

do

so.

I

will discuss this

phenomenon

further in a subsequent

section, hut this unwillingness for
Christians to take what they have learned
and share

with the Muslims around them
certainly underscores the scale of change
with
able to achieve.

relational

To

a significant extent,

empowerment

within

its

POD

it

works

directly and the

is

able to achieve psychosocial and

is

communities, but

it

has significantly less success

promoting relational empowerment between
communities of one

which

POD

it

in

identity category with

members of neighboring communities of other

identity

categories.

The

tact that

CARUDEP has the

share what they have learned should not
ot the

program

mouth.

is

best results in getting

come

the spreading of sustainable

as a surprise since

as are willing to participate, and then

have learned with other members of

growing season, more farmers

their

it

participants to

one of the foundations

The

as

many

farmers

encourages them

own community.

will participate.

program

development practices through word of

CARUDEP pilots organic farming strategies with

community

its

in a

to share

what they

Ideally, the following

agricultural arm’s technologies are

highly susceptible to being spread by word of mouth. In the case of programs
run by the

water technologies arm
wells

— interviewees

—erosion

control technologies, dams, water catchments and

typically did not feel confident about their abilities to train others to

implement the projects they had completed with

CARUDEP (either because CARUDEP

had directed the implementation for the community

members unable

to replicate

it

or because

in a

way

that left

community members
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community

did not possess the

necessary equipment for replicating
the project) but

were communities

in

which the sustainable agricultural

Empowerment
The formation of functioning
individual

them

community members

throu gh

CDCs may

and

may

communities

staff

CD C

once the

visited

had worked.

Forrrmtinn

activities.

If

using a

CDC to coordinate

completing more development work, then
once again, these
its

ability to carry out

additional development activities without
external intervention.

that

I

help communities get more
organized

increase the community’s confidence
about

building, functioning

that

boost the self-confidence level
of

may

it

about planning and implementing
development
efforts leads to successfully

the

elected to or chosen for these
committees by helping

to cultivate their leadership
skills

successes

all

CDCs can

institutionalize the participatory

CDO completes his or her work

have a group of leaders within

it

who

Beyond confidence
development process so

with the community, the community will

can continue to guide the community through
the

process over and over again (Shah 1997).

More
the

research would certainly be necessary before the value
of

empowerment of these communities could be

CDC

means

CDO and

little to

the

development process

if

CDC

is

merely formed

a

to satisfy the

his/her organization and not to satisfy a perceived-need by the
participants in

the program.

I

have observed some cases

in

which the

CDC

obseived other cases where a large committee was elected,

CDO,

formation to

The mere formation of

assessed.

the

CDC

but then only a small fraction of the committee

leaders/decision-makers— met without the

rest

—

never meets.

at the

I

have

encouragement of the

the traditional opinion

of the committee and made

all

the

decisions on their own. In the latter case, traditional decision makers are unlikely to
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encourage a decision-making process
and development planning and
implementation
process lhat ensures the full-participation
of

most

likely to

a

CDC

that institutionalizes the

process that the organizations included

in

my

clearly going to serve a different

is

empowerment— than

kind of participatory development

research, especially

a project implementation

committee (PIC) which

paittcipatory principles, to carry out this role.

which

it

The extent

empowerment of the community,

(I

will discuss

CDC

Fifty three percent of

then

to

is

in a

is

concerned

would have

to be trained

manner consistent with

which a

CDC

makes any

clearly related to the extent to

training further in a subsequent chapter.)

POD communities

that

formation indicated that they decided to form a

with their

place.

are trying to

has been prepared to do the job of facilitating
the participatory development

process.

CDC

A CDC

development using participatory methodologies,

differences to the

POD,

function-promoting participation and

primarily with the efficient implementation
of projects.
to facilitate

they are

simply maintain the status quo
(which they dominate).

In theory,

promote,

community members-clearly,

all

POD CDO.

Forty-four percent of

POD

Fi

ICBDP

working together with

had been much improved since
five percent already

CDC as a result of working together

at

the point

when

I

CDCs

in

conducted

my

CDC.

tty-two percent of

as a result of

to the question regarding

respondents already had

Only two percent of POD's communities had,

interviews, not formed a

responded

respondents said that they formed their current
their

their

CDO or that their existing CDCs

CDO

had a functioning

started

CDC

performance

working together with them. Thirty-

in place.
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CDC

Eighteen percent of

ICBDP

respondents reported having not
yet formed a

CDC at the

lime

when

I

my

conducted

interview.

Thirty-three percent of

CDC

as a result of

working together with

committee had changed

for the better

communities already had a

CARUDEP’s
organizations’

CARUDEP
community

CCDP communities said that either they formed

in this

CDC

area of

initiative typical

in a

CCDP CDO or the performance of the
CDO's

direction. All of

CCDP’s

other

in place.

CDC

is

markedly different from

formation. Although

CDCs

place— due

in

of the peoples of

its

all

the other three

of the communities

to a relatively high level

project

area— CARUDEP

in

which

of

decides to

community, on the basis of applications submitted
by small groups

and individuals and does not concern
It

under the

approach, once again,

works already have

come and work

their

their

itself

with whether there

does not work with the community through the

CDC

is

a

CDC

in

place or not.

but rather works directly with

applicants.

Again, the mere formation of a

CDC

does not guarantee a change

members’ or committee members’ self-confidence
committee members’ leadership

skills or

levels,

nor does

community members’

it

in

community

necessarily

augment

abilities to actively

paiticipate in the participatory process of development.

Rather, in reality,

many communities form committees

that

accurately be called Pioject Implementation Committee (PICs).

PIC

is

CDOs

concerned only with

facilitating the

encourage the community

conducted an

initial

to set

As

would more
the

name

indicates, a

implementation of a project. In many cases,

up a CDC/PIC immediately

community meeting and

a
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after s/he has

needs assessment. In the short term,

this

might seem easier to the
people

where

PIC

is set

making sure

into

since s/he will

now have

planning for the implementation
of the

in

a

CDO

up

in this

that the

manner

committee

work with

first project.

for these reasons,

will

to

little

Unfortunately, in cases

conscious effort ever goes

do more than see one

project or another

implemented. Such committees are never
given the opportunity
lead the

community

skills

The

The

CDO must

to

develop the

whole through a participatory development
process

as a

manner— analysis-planning^
does.

a smaller group of

ability to

in the

same

implementation^evaluation and analysis— that
the

facilitate the

CDC

members’ developing

CDO

participatory leadership

and becoming comfortable with using
participatory development methodologies.

CDC

must know when

to

make

decisions as a committee and

community-wide meetings. The committee must
demonstrates

trustworthiness and

its

its

also perform

ability to give

its

when

to hold

duties in a

account about

its

manner

that

decisions and

handling of community moneys.

This means that development organizations must
give significant attention
piocess ot building strong and effective
effectively facilitate

CDC

institutionalized by these

training and to

CDC

EYN
theii iepoit

it

members

also has a

fiom

POD

and they must prepare

model the kind of behavior

CDCs. They must

happen. Of the tout organizations
exercise for

CDCs

their

CDOs

that they

also set aside necessary funds and

to the

to

want

to see

make

it

has developed the most comprehensive training

than either ot the other organizations.

leadership-training” program but, based on

this training session

—

that,

I

must

say,

I

my assessment

have not observed for myself

appears to be significantly less comprehensive than POD’s. All members of

not attend the training. Each

community may send two community members
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of

CDCs

for the

do

formerly bi-annual,

be designed

now

annual meeting. The content of the
meeting does not appear

to facilitate a

process by which a

could take over the work of the

ICBDP
in

any

training

s

programs

ICBDP community

in

that

CDO.

CDC,

(There

could

'

wean"

the

in participatory

a fuller description of the both

is

Chapter Four.) More importantly,
I

visited that the

CDO had

through community meetings and meetings
with
that sfbe

well trained

the

methods,

POD

and

did not see evidence

reached the point of ensuring-

CDC or through

community and expect

I

to

leadership training

CDC a to continue

facilitating the

participatory development process without
the organization's continued partnership.

Without proper development,

CDCs

stand to contribute very

little

to

making

participatory

development sustainable.

Empowering

A
members

the Marginalized

key component of participatory development
in the

completed

process

activities

—

in

is

involving

community

decision-making, implementation, and evaluation of

and the process by which they were carried

lends to psychosocial

all

empowerment

the

same way learning

out.

skills

Participation itself

does— it

increases self-

confidence levels of individual community members, of people groups within
the

community, and of the community

as a

whole as they and others

realize that they are

capable of making a positive contribution to the process. Participation also increase
relational

come

empowerment

to expect of

at

the

community

level as

community members who

themselves and of each other certain behaviors and characteristics

truthfulness, trust and trustworthiness, and reliability

may

then

participate

become a

basis for the behaviors that

governments may expect as well from elected

(Putnam 1993). These behaviors

community members

officials.
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I

as citizens of local

will discuss the extent to

which

community members develop
political leaders in

For their

and roads-and
projects.

a zeal for and ability to

part,

communities already know what they need—
wells, schools,

will accept

almost any external assistance they can
find

They need more persuasion however,

to

all, this

make

groups-in

to be

all

on

convinced of the need

to include

aspects of the development process.

sure that marginalized groups’ involvement

their

their

development challenges,

involvement through the

initial

clinics

complete

to

requires a fundamental change in attitude
and cultural practice. For

communities tackle
insisting

these qualities of their

Chapter Eight.

women— and other marginalized
After

demand

becomes

CDOs

CDOs

a regular part of the

have

to

be

in the

way

community,

stages in which communities agree to

partner with the organization, through the analysis
that leads to a desired course of action

and thiough the planning and implementation processes
of any projects or
are proposed.

implemented

Only when projects and other

— perhaps only

activities

after multiple projects

activities that

have been successfully

and

activities

have been completed

and community members have seen not only the benefits of the completed
projects or
activities but also the

members might

When

they

changes

come

in attitudes

between individuals and groups of community

to appreciate the value of involving

everyone

in the

process.

organizations enter communities to expeditiously carry out (and possibly

subsidize) physical development projects and then leave, they are likely to achieve

nothing

at all in the

way

of behavioral change,

much

less in the areas of increased

cooperation, trust and respect for marginalized groups.

In theory,

ensuring the participation of

all

means

not excluding anyone on the

basis of gender, race, or religious affiliation from any aspect of the development process.
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In practice, for the

CDOs

working for the three organizations
(of the four included

research that prioritize participation),
this primarily

involved

in

necessary

decision-making.

skills to

ensure that

Nevertheless,
surprising

Some CDOs have

I

women

means making sure

women

that

dare say every development worker

number of trendy Nigerian English speakers

to

gender issues

Western donors. This

is

in

are

are included.

other language). These terms reflect
an,

been given

my

been poorly trained and lack
the

all

over Nigeria— in

fact, a

across the boards-hottnce
around

the term “gender sensitive” and
“gender balanced” (in English of course,
not in
in

in

at least lip service, attention

Hausa or

which has long

development by development organizations
funded by

not surprising since the discourse
on

“empowerment” evolved

in

feminist theory.

In contrast, children’s rights

have not made

it

into the lexicon of Nigerian English

speakers nor has consciously ensuring the
participation of younger members of

communities

in the

decision making process

organizations with which

I

oiganizations included

my

ages

in the

process

—children

community members

CDOs

in

work

it

into the

(or that of their donors).

study

make no

it

The

effort to include

CDOs

and the

community members of all

make

all

religious groups are

sure various religious groups participate.

they live in separate settlements of the community,

each settlement as a separate community and work with the separately.
after the first meeting,

few elderly

participate.

also have far less success in ensuring, that

decide that

agendas of the development

are typically excluded altogether and only a

involved. Otten, they do not really try to

CDOs

made

CDOs

it

In

is

easier to treat

many

cases

tend to work with whichever group responds positively to

their

in

community

which

all

entry process rather than
consciously trying to cultivate
an environment

can participate. They take the
easy road-and achieve

other marginalized groups' inclusion
in the development
process.
is

Some CDOs

understandable.

difficult to

Based on preliminary research and on
studies

that the

in

Ecuador discussed

in

between religious and ethnic groups as

no matter what

a great extent, this

in

my

I

to

a meeting.

my

initial

of

hypothesis was

research would probably improve

CDOs encouraged

their ethnicity or religious affiliation,
to

development needs. On the ground, however,

come

like the pilot study

Richey-Vance (2003)

programs of the organizations included

relations

To

face deep-seeded conflicts between
groups that are

dismantle overnight simply by calling
everyone to

COMUNIDEC

ensuring any

little in

community members,

work together

found very

little

to

meet shared

to support this

hypothesis.

Despite the tact that tensions between Muslim and
Christian

piobably done more

to destabilize

observed, who,

far, to

in theory,

research

should be striving

identity

studied have largely missed their

to bring these

groups together

community) often

fail to

do

CDOs

to

work

that

in

so.

— involving regularly observing each CDOs’ community

meetings— would be required

to see just

ensure that Muslims and Christians
the

I

use their programs to improve that situation. The

unity for the development of their (shared

More

North have

democracy than tensions between any other

groups, the development organizations that
opportunities, thus

in the

how much

in a particular

effort individual

community

CDOs make

— sometimes members of

same ethnic groups, sometimes members of different ones— participate
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to

in the

I

development process and work together
peacefully and cooperatively.

my

assessment on the observations

for the purpose of

Because

my

I

was able

to

m my questionnaire

asked each community

but

I

come

forgot to invite

if

there were

them

but they just did not

to

come

come

community meeting, suggests

As
all

I

to

to the

that

call their first

members

to

members of one group

Once

me

the

same day,

In
live

CDOs make

elect not to

come

to a

as a unified

considerably less effort to involve members of

CDOs

community

in their

that

— a place
CDO

community members suggest meeting

community, the church, and

most communities where they are present

community

interest rather than a lack

meetings then they are

have completed their entry process and they are ready

the

tackles alongside their

may

CDO

to

or

may

that is neither

church nor

meets with the whole

in the

biggest gathering place

argue; or the

CDO

of traditional religions interact freely and
not take an interest in the development

but if they

do not

participate,

of cooperation with the members of other religious groups.
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to

encourage community

CDO does not

at all, practitioners

peaceably with Christians and/or Muslims. They

initiatives that the

community

two groups do not work together

that the

choose a neutral place for the meeting

available in their

in the

forgot to invite the others or

entire-community meeting, they are supposed

community— is

community meeting. Many

“There are Muslims

mosque. What happens more often than not— when a

27

the

basis.

suggested above

to do.

at

I

meeting today,” or “The Muslims usually

religious and ethnic groups present in the

supposed

a Christian development
organization.

Muslims present

members of one group would, on

group on a regular

communities

today." Again, further research would
have to be done

to verify, bu, the very fact that the

that all the

visits to

ca „ only base

included a question about Muslim
community

community members would respond

we

I

interview.

members’ feelings about working together
with

times,

make during my

»

it

reflects a lack

of

insists

less

upon conducting the

firs,

community meeting

in a neutral place bu,
then

about where community members
decide to conduct subsequent
meetings.

Meeting
meeting

is

a particular church involves two
risks: Muslims

in

for Christian

community members only and

only for the members of the church

excluded or they

process-since

An

may

it

interview with

CDC

process

ICBDP

which

owned by

POD's former Program

team member also revealed

Clearly, the less often the

has of loitifying

PRA

which

chance

have tended

to

to contribute to the

that,

many POD

all

development

CDOs— in

the

past—

meeting only with the PIC or

members of the community

community, the

POD CDOs,

community. Nevertheless,

have encountered settlements

work with them

For the most

either feel

Officer and a discussion with another

activities with the entire

ot uniting the

to cooperate for the

mean,

at least,

in the

facilitates

chance he/she

less

POD

and

ICBDP

are well equipped to

topics other than project implementation techniques,
then they have

in

POD CDOs

They may

CDO holds community meetings and

spend more time with their communities and

a better

held.

between groups within the community. Since

ties

tram communities

is

CDOs— at present— quickly gravitate to

tiainings and various

Christian

a particular group of which they
are not a part.

and thus do not worry about including

at all.

feel like the

feel like the activity is

the meeting

exonerated of responsibility

a project

is

ICBDP management
and many

feel

in

may

members of other

the

denominations whose church building
are not used may

the

wotries

in

many of the communities

that did not

want

separately, instead of encouraging

development of
part, all four

their

to

work

them

to

in

together, they

meet together

community.

organizations have

made

forging peaceful relations between Muslims and Christians
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relatively

little

in conflict.

progress

Where

in

there are

Muslims and Christians

that already

community development
and Christians are
very

to

little

in

activities initiated

conflict

change the

Although none

worked well

when

the

Christians by

work together well on

by the organization as well.
Where Muslims

CDO

meets them, the

CDO

is

usually able to

do

situation.

ot the four organizations has

nudging unwilling Christians and Muslims
initiatives, in a

together, they

few cases

CDOs

to

work together

have contributed

to a

Muslim community members and by

have done so by effectively

been particularly successful

more

entirely

facilitating the participatory

in

carrying out development

in

positive perception about

Muslim communities. They

development process themselves

and by so doing they have cultivated a deep
relationship of

trust that reflects well that

bolsters peace.

In

one community

completing

that

I

visited both in

their first project, a well, with their

2000— when

they were in (he process of

POD CDO— and

then again

in late

2003,

witnessed the development ot a deep and trusting
relationship between the Muslim

community members and

their Christian

CDO

that attested to the possibility

of peace

between Muslims and Christians.
In

2003,

in

a climate of fear and mistrust

among many Muslim

Northerners, of

Western ideas— witness for example the case of some Northern Nigerian
the administration of the Bill and Linda Gates Polio Eradication

community

told

me

a markedly different kind of story.

only been open to the help their
digging.

They were

in

CDO

was willing

They

to give

Program— this

said that initially, they had

them

in the

area of well-

need of water and were grateful for his help. But,

time, there were other health organizations

coming
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to

states rejecting

them from the

at the

same

state capital city

of

Gombe

them immunizations. They refused
those people, because they
did not

to give

know them and them

they did not trust them because
they

knew

they were Christians and

they were not willing to allow them
to interact with their wives and
children for fear of
conversion. Gradually, they said, as they
continued to work together closely
with their

CDO— who struggled, on his motorcycle, to come and seem them even
made

season

the roads very difficult to

helping them to learn

how

kind of hidden agenda

and

to

at all.

develop their

own community and

Through him, they

said, they

is

better too.

Remarkably, they added

that they

daughters to marry Christians because they have

Christians are good.

I

was committed

that he did not

came

to

have any

to trust other Christians,

Christian.

culture.

On

were even willing now

come

to allow a

the contrary, stories of

female

member

Muslims refusing

that

allow

to

to the conclusion that

have never heard a Northern Muslim male

any other time, express willingness

but no

realized that he

the rainy

allow the health workers to enter their homes.
As a result the health of their

families

theii

to

navigate— they

when

in

any other context,

at

of his family to marry a

abound

in

Middle Belt

Christians often complain that their girls marry Muslims and
convert to Islam,

Muslim ever allows

his daughter to

then have to convert to her husband

situation at a Islamic conference

not applicable across the boards

Muslims, there

is

lines than in cases

testimony of the

—

where religious
and respect

Christian organization(s)

is

s religion.

attended

I

in

I

into a Christian family since she

to allow

lines

that

striking

would

have heard Muslims discuss the same

2000

as well.

clearly in ethnic groups

more willingness

trust

marry

(These stories are certainly

made up of both

Christians and

female children to marry across religious

and ethnic

lines fall together).

Nevertheless, this

grew over time between Muslim community and

and points
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to the

primary way

in

which

I

believe

organizations

MIGHT build

peaceful relations between religious
groups. Obviously, on

the whole, at this point, they
have

My

made

little

effort to

do

so.

assessment of the impact of the four
development organizations’ programs
on

participation primarily focuses on
the participation of

women,

since there

is little to

say

about missed opportunities to impact
the participation of and relationship
between
marginalized religious or age groups. In
questions ot marginalized group

Except
their

in

homes— so

common, CDOs

who were

Muslim communities

may

that they

many

in

cases,

it

was impossible

community and church

leaders with

to invite

community meetings. One of my community

was

to

do some

PRA

visits

activities

oiiginally scheduled meeting, however, only the

CDO explained
asked the

men

gently that

if

it

was important

men and women

meeting

I

two weeks

to

initial

come. The men agreed and

community meetings

women

projects that the

should be involved

in the

community may decide

project implementation

they

to

community with which
earlier.

to

On

the

a

day of the

meet with him. The
in the activity

when

would be convenient

it

and

day of the community

men and women

held by

whom

women

the

in

attendance for the

CCDP and ICBDP and CDOs

obseived also included the active participation of men and
Ideally,

at all.

men and women

men had come

to include the

attended there were equal numbers of

meeting. The

to a

they could reschedule a meeting for later

tor both

interviews

to ask

only be seen by their husbands (brothers
and fathers)— is

typically encourage

had wanted

me

which the practice of keeping women inside

have interacted during the community entry
process

POD CDO

my

not represented in

for

women

in large

that

I

numbers.

analysis that leads to decision-making about

to undertake.

Women

— though, women's involvement
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in the

should also be involved

work

that their

husbands

in

and fathers dictate
participation

is

a

more normal

anyway and

the evaluation of

part of the traditional gendered
division of

thus needs less encouragement
from the

work accomplished. PICs and

and female members and both men and
Thirty six percent of the
require the entire

community’s

women

CDCs

CDO to obtain-and

should be made up of both
male

should train as

POD communities that

VHWs.

have taken on projects

Twenty-six percent were planned by men only
and eight percent by
Twenty-six percent, including one case

in

important to note that

is

It

which the

entire population

Twenty percent of
project with their

the

is

POD

(CDC

works

or PIC)

was chiefly involved

CDO had advised them

in a

in the figure

with the men. In addition, several

POD

of

while they are not Muslim

men and women

in

various types of

should primarily involve themselves

Forty-eight percent of

28

POD

in the

on what project

to

in

above— that have

initiated a

in

ICBDP

in

which the

CDO works only

communities are peopled by Christian ethnic-

— tend

to share

some values regarding

community work. They

believe that

the roles

women

giving advice and verbal encouragement

privacy of their homes) and cooking food for the men.

involved

planning.

requires planning (as opposed to carrying out
hygiene or

Muslim communities

who

in

the

than the other organizations do.

preventative health training)— are

Hausa,

only.

higher percentage of communities

made up of Muslims

communities included

CDO that

women

which a group of church leaders made

Five percent of respondents also said that
the
do.

that

were planned jointly by men and women.

efforts,

decision, said that a small committee

in

(in the

2S

respondents said that

men and women were

decision-making process. Forty-three percent of

ICBDP

respondents said

,

communities where a female works among Christian ethnic Hausa communities, only the
The Hausa men assume that any Nigerian woman that comes to their community could
only have something useful to offer to the women.
In

women

s

participate.
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that

men had been

development

the chief planners.

initiatives

it

wanted the community

relatively high percentage of

planning. However, to

women were
only

involved

men were

CDOs

to get

Adamawa

CCD?
making. This

allow

is

is

planned the

ICBDP’s

project area has a

which only the men were involved

credit, the percentage

of communities

in

in the

which men and

communities

which

in

almost surely due to the conscious
efforts of

ICBDP

state, if

ICBDP CDOs do

women

to participate, then they are not
likely participate.

not actively

has no communities that reported that
only

work

persuade

to

men were

involved

in

decision-

not surprising given that the ethnic
groups of the Plateau cultures

typically involve

women

respondents said that
In

to take on.

CDC

involved. Given the cultural norms
of the ethnic groups of

and Borno
to

in

said that a

slightly higher than the percentage
of

involved. This

women

communities

communities

ICBDP's

is

Ten percent

in

community development. Seventy-five

men and women were

percent of

CCDP

participant in the decision-making process.

one community (8% ot respondents), both men and

women

agreed that the

women

had

been the chief planners ot and the driving force behind
the community development

There the

activities.

beginning.

and plant
farming
clinic.

it

it.

They

started

really felt the

need

by taxing themselves

with cassava. They then got the

When

When

clinic, they

women

to build the clinic the

to gather the

men

still

money needed

it

taxed themselves again. This time, the

men
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money

to

also contributed

CCDP respondents

committee.

buy a

field

for a profit began building the

did not have enough

personal resources. Seventeen percent of

to

involved by asking them to help them

the cassava had grown, they sold

they iealized that they

most from the

complete the

from

their

reported planning by a

in

CARUDEP has
making about which

make no

no specific goal of ensuring

projects groups or

particular attempt to get

typically reserved for male

that

women

be involved in decision

communities might wan,

women

involved

in the

members of the community.

to

engage

and they

in

types of development
activities

CARUDEP

more focused on

is

promoting certain sustainable technologies
within the existing gendered
parameters of

Middle Bell
ol

Whoever

culture.

is

interested

eleven of CARUDEP’s communities
that

und carrying out

community had applied
activities in

which the

participated in 35 of

involved

in 11,

one development

at least

men

1

pump

for a water

1

may
I

apply. This said,

interviewed were involved

initiative

and the

women from

in

communities had participated with
either alone or together with the

alone

in 14.)

the eleventh

CARUDEP, women

men (women

saw

women

readily got involved in other activities with

CARUDEP, some

women

might not otherwise have shown

not already successfully

with the organization

In

some

mobilization

worked on

in the

initially

assistance with a water

CARUDEP

men had begun

to

had

good relationship

method

ot

community

be less inclusive.

A

group of five or seven men may apply for

pump

initially

interest if they

the poultry project and developed a

without involving

women

entry and

in the

implementation of the development intervention. However,

wheie

the

process.

cases, the Catholics

may

had

alone were

started with poultry rearing and, because
they quickly

which,

ou,

applying fo-

benefits of the program, the

in

in ten

but had not yet been approved.
Out of 49

them

One community

some women

community

decision-making or

in the

four communities

began working only with men's water pump groups, once the

enjoy the benefits of the water
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pump

— which they received

in the first

year and paid for over three
years-and they had seen the value
of the additional (raining
^
they received from CARUDEP
on how to maintain and repair
their pump,
then other

community members (male and female)

started investigating the
possibilities of getting

water pumps for themselves. Water
pumps are used for dry season farming-a

predominantly male dominated endeavor

most ethnic groups,

women

involved

in

the opportunity to

women

make

in rainy

some cases

in

to earn a

make a

hampered by

would
a

CDC

(which

It is

interest

own

women

involved; they

the

work

the household.

made

was no need

their

own

for the

to

that their

women

that

choices about the

women were

in

no way
the

men's

I

of the organizations’

indicated above, rural Northern and Middle Belt Nigerians

doing physical labor and

husband

all

participated in the implementation stage of the

directs

them

women

to this situation is in

are expected (and ready) to help

to do, especially

household. The Christian tradition dictates that

obvious exception

CDO

be made up only of men).

development process. As

accustomed

that there

and benefit them. Furthermore,

not surprising that a larger percentage of

aie

in

or by the need to have their desired activity approved
and promoted

may

communities reported

get

gives them

community-wide needs assessment process which might favor

needs over their

by a

pump schemes

To

In

also applied for other types of
assistance that appealed to them

special effort to get

activities that

for the family.

season food production.

higher status

and got involved when they were ready. This
meant
to

income

a bigger contribution to and to
have control over a part of the

women

and

more involved

dry season farming through these
water

household income and

Men

are

that generates extra

women

when

it

will benefit their

should obey their husbands. The

Muslim communities where women
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do

are not

allowed to be seen outside the household.
participate in

are away.

In

any

Even

in the latter case, the

women

held in another

CDO must be

women's

that they did the

together to cook food for

Some female

power

in the

relations

which work

woman’s house and

that

tasks were different.

women were

Men

them— in

heavy physical labor while the

fell to

the

women

women
fit

and men.

In every case,

my

cement mixing, and

in

some

women worked

men

verbal encouragement

view, women's

within the range of typical

fell to

the

communities

women

to the building site to be

POD

respondents reported that

primarily by cooking for the men. Eighteen percent of the

POD

men, the

to

do

used for

site.

men and women worked

POD

women

had helped

respondents reported that

projects without the participation of the

are entirely

in

me

work they might be asked

together in the implementation process and fifteen percent more that

their

told

ethnic groups carrying sand and stones to the building

Sixty-eight percent of

POD

did the digging and

when communities

and children and which work

on a daily basis; for example, carrying buckets of water

of

not stromt

implementation of projects does not necessarily indicate a change

were assigned tasks which

20%

men

these latter cases, they did not consider
cooking

respondents also considered giving the

between

men implemented

the

a female.

as pait ol theii conti ibution to the work.
Consequently, in

involvement

rarely

fetched water and sand and sometimes
carried stones. In several cases,

men emphasized

“work.”

is

women

do the work. The women did not argue.
Even where both men and

to

did the labor, men's and

building;

the

activity unless the event

communities,

some communities male respondents explained

enough or able

women

In these

women.

Muslim communities, and eighteen

(Note:

percent,

though Christian, are ethnic-Hausa (heavily influenced by Islamic culture) communities.
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Eighty-five percent of

together on

ICBDP

projects,

ICBDP

and

cooked. Ten percent reported

five percent that

that

other eight percent specified that the
of

CARUDEP,

men

that the

CCDP respondents said

percent ot

respondents reported that

men

did the

did the “work’' and

work on

men and women

women cooked

the figures are exactly the

same

men and women worked

their

did the

while the

women

own. Ninety-two

work together and

men "worked.”

the

In the

case

for planning as for implementation
since

only applicants implement.

Respondents’ answers

to the question

men and women

relationship between

as a result of the

community development organization?”
place

in the

power

structure might have

communities did with

women were
members

to

was only

intei

29

viewing men,

I

if

there

work

result of the

my

changes

were any.

In

men

that the

“yes,

community

men’s and women’s

attitude

wholly Islamic communities where

said about the issue

me

this

how women’s

Beyond saying

research.

in

in the

you have done with

did not ask the question, because the

created a rating system to help

.

that

think, a better indicator of

changed as a

into detail about very specific

present to confirm that what the

I

I

work

or “no, they were not,” this question allowed

about themselves and each other

I

are,

the organizations included in

involved,

go

“Have you experienced changes

sort out their

was

women were

not

true.

answers

to the question

29
.

.

gave a rating ot 0

communities reported that there has been no change (this could be due to an
ongoing good or bad relationship), a rating of if they said there has been a change in the relationship but
only mentioned things learned/projects completed with the organization as examples of changes, saying
I

il

I

that these

made

either the

men

or the

increased cooperation” or “there

is

women

happier with the others,

increased respect.”

I

OR

if

gave a rating of 2

they only said “There

if

beyond “increased

cooperation” or “increased respect,” they cited an examples of significant change.
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is

Figure

7:

Changes

in

Relationships Between

Done Together
Ot the lour organizations,
percentage of communities.

community. The women
had working with

their

and

in that

community

in the

change

highest

one

in

they had earned the respect of their husbands.

Where

Now

their

before, they said, they had to ask

men

their children,

respect us more.

“Now

We

that

we

no longer

them. They give freely.”

appreciated their wives’

in

two

POD communities

new found

through income generating

activities.

In

two

cases, the

men

hoes and cleaned up the yards by hoeing out
(This sort of yard work

brought up the fact that they really

ability to contribute to the resources of the

wives' cleaner housekeeping had prompted the

the yards.

Work

said that as a result of the success they had

to cooperate with them.

Male respondents

their

significant

husband for everything they needed for themselves and

to ask

as a Result of the

has achieved significant change

contribute to the development of our community, the

have

Women

CDO

CARUDEP has also achieved

CARUDEP,

husbands are willing

POD

Men

with the

is

men’s

satisfaction with their

to join in the effort.

all

the

little

household

weeds

that

They had taken
had grown up

an extension of "house cleaning" and would
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in

normally be

left to

in their

commitment

joint

wives or not done

Both husbands and wives had
grown closer

at all.)

to keeping their

households

tidy.

The

net result of these

improvements was increased mutual respect
between men and women and a
willingness
on the part of both men and
In three cases,

women

adopt practices taught by

to

female respondents

quality time with them, sleeping

same

the

in

in

hours together with them as well. The
same

and intimacy they

felt in

the relations

they had learned from

POD communities said

POD about child

that

men

spent

more

hut with them, and spending
more waking

women

reported that the improved respect

between themselves and

to their fighting less with their husbands.

POD.

One community

their

husbands contributed

also said that due to lessons

spacing, or family planning,

men

give more

sexual attention to their wives during
pregnancy and during the year after pregnancy.

They did

not engage in sexual activities with other

men and women
ielations

agreed that

this

had contributed

women

to better,

during those periods. Both

more loving and

between husbands and wives (and decreased the likelihood
of

respectful

STD

transmission.)

It

we

look

less significant)

organizations

at

the percentages of each organization that reported

changes” again

CDOs

POD

and

CARUDEP come out on

top.

Both

spend time, year after year with the same communities

the likelihood of changes in attitudes and behavior

beyond project implementation
contribution to their

“some (perhaps

to train

community and

community, respondents explained
learned to cook something that the

women

to their

that the

— and both organizations’ CDOs go

in skills that

enable them to

household. In almost every

men were happy

men enjoyed
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— increasing

with the

make

a

CARUDEP

women who

eating, or that they had learned to

had

some income

contribute

to the family

economy. Enthusiasm about
women's cooking

contributes to healthy and positive
relations between husbands
and wives, but this change

does not

reflect a significant shift in

community;
the focus

rather,

it

community work.
do.

When

community

unity between them.

women

between men and

in the

CARUDEP they built a great dam,

said that first he

together on a farm plot using

way

saw another husband and wife

some of

in

one community

them with any

to assist

complained about what the men asked
them

the technologies

to

then everyone (including the

the value of cooperating and working
together.

he was inspired-by the

women

The male respondents

of their community never wanted

Instead, they always

together with

women) saw

relations

helps maintain traditional gender
roles. In the other
communities,

was on increased

said that before the

power

A man

in the

in

another

community working

promoted by the

CARUDEP.

and

they were working together peacefully
(and constructively) to

the mutual benefit of their family-to

work on improving

the relations between he and his

wife.

Only

communities reported changes

three

iesult of the satisfaction both

men and women

that

feel

to

relations as a

about their completed development

piojects and/or increased enthusiasm on the part of
the

wives had learned

went beyond good

men about

the food that their

cook with soybeans. Enthusiasm about women’s cooking

contributes to healthy and positive relations between husbands
and wives, but this change

does not

ieflect a significant shift in

community;

rather,

In the other

male respondents

it

power

relations

between men and

women

in the

helps maintain traditional gender roles.

communities, the focus was on increased unity between them. The

in

one community said

that before the
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women

of their community

never wanted to assist them
With any community work.
That they always
complained
about what the

men asked them

CARUDEP and got
working together.
and wife

the

in

a great

A man

dam

in

to do; but that

built, then

when

everyone saw the value of
cooperating and

another community said that

community working together on

technologies promoted by the

CARUDEP,

POD

In

s

the relations

didn

is

training.

1

know how

to

women now

now

“Everybody

like the following:

men

homes

“Now

our

in the

as a result of

women

keep

order and that makes us happy,”
“Before, they

for the babies and

now

they

eating a balanced diet, and

make Tom Brown which

we

are grateful,”

it,”

“The

“Now, men have

women

are also helping with

that “they

like:

“The community makes more progress

community development

initiatives.”

during the process of putting new farming

One

strategies,

had learned from POD, into practice, they had started helping each
other on

each othei
(This

in

respondents gave answers

husband and wife said
that they

is

that the

for their wives.”

POD

that the

mutual benefit of their family-,

keep the bathing area clean and we are happy about

more respect
Oi,

to the

levels of cleanliness in their

They gave answers

make good food

healthy and good,

some of the

and he was inspired-by the way
they were

communities, respondents frequently reported

cooking utensils and implements

their

he saw another husband

between he and his wife.

community were happy with increased

POD's hygiene

firs,

a farm plot using

working together peacefully (and
constructively)

work on improving

they did the project
together with the

was

s

farm plots and

in a

that this increased the level

of cooperation between them.”

Hausa community where husbands and wives

typically farm separate plots

instead of working together on one.) Another respondent reported that
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men have

started

assisting their wives on

Sunday with chores and childcare
so

that they

can

all

go

to

church on time.

A
change”
the

htgh percentage of

in the relationship

work

that they

ICBDP communities

between men and

had done together with

women

their

nature of the changes in relationship
that the

also reported experiencing

in their

CDO. When we

ICBCP

we

can say that the changes achieved by

look

as a result of

at the specific

respondents mentioned

they are quite different than those
reported by higher scoring

hand,

communities

we

see that

POD communities. On one

ICBDP CDOs do

level of significance in terms of
demonstrating shifts in

“some

power

not reflect the

same

relations within the

household and/or community.

One ICBDP community

said that

do, they assign responsibilities to the
theii

CDO

they

came

to

work

that they will

said, that

through

understand the value of working cooperatively with
women.

community development
generally.

the

women. Another community

one or two cases, the communities said

more

now, when the men plan

activities

When prompted

that increased

involvement of

women

had improved relations between men and

however, they were not able

In

in

women

to give specific

examples

of improvements.
Since the baseline level of power enjoyed by

geographical aiea
the area in

which

in

which

POD

area), ten out of the 16

ot their

ICBDP (Adamawa

works (and

in

women

vis-a-vis

and Borno States)

much of CCDP’s and

all

of

communities mentioned including women

development projects

(in the physical labor) in their

In this context, their willingness to

involve

women
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in the

is

men

in the

lower than much of

CARUDEP's
in the

community

project

implementation
for the

planning process

is

first

time.

remarkable.

As one respondent

front a

Adantawa, “If the men

community

in the

“no change had occurred”
put

that said

community make

a decision, the

women

it.

in

will support

it.

I,

has always been that way.”

CCDP scores

were generally lower than POD’s
and ICBDP’s with over half
of

CCD? respondents (57%)
change.

None of

that there

communities reported

the

was cooperation

did report changes

reporting no change and forty-two
percent reporting small

before, but that

the relations

in

significant changes.

had increased

it

between men and

development work they had done with

their

changes had occurred even when prompted.

with or without

CCDP CDOs

men and women

in

is

that

community

about what kind of

the fact that levels of

CCDP's

project area are higher

working with them.

the fact that

is

Communities

contributing factors to the

Probably the more important factor that contributes
to
experiencing change

respondents said

as a result of the

little detail

One of the

higher percentage ot communities reporting
no change

cooperation (and respect) between

slightly.

women

CDO offered

Some

CCDP CDOs

CCDP's communities’

do not spend time with

not

their

communities.

To

illustrate

my

point,

I

will take a closer look at the

example of one community

discussed above, the one that reported that relations had improved
between husbands and

wives
In that

in the

community

community,

After they learned

10

Generally,

the

how

since the

CDO
to dig

first

CDO

had helped them see the benefits of child spacing.

came and helped community members

one well, they began

when respondents were unable

to dig other

to give specific

to dig a well.

ones on their own. They

examples of the type of changes that had
answer they thought that I wanted to hear,
yes, there were changes. If they could give specific examples and I was able to crosscheck these
answers
against other respondents’ reactions and answers to my questions, then I had a better sense that “yes" had
substance behind it.
occurred,

I

concluded

that they

were

just trying to give

me

'
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the

would gather
the

all

the necessary

CDO to assist them with

dig the wells together as a

Overtime, the

was

a long drive over

CDO arranged with
carried

it

out.

community along with

CDO also learned

women

in the

issues with the

in visits to the

his organization to

do such

CDO

to

TBAs

should build a clinic

CDO and

to birth

more healthy

began

to tell

clinic, the

like

community and they

skills

were so appreciated

she work together

babies, the

own community and employ

and discussing the issues ot health and hygiene
needed a

would

community. The

to discuss a variety

Meanwhile, having interacted quite closely with

that they

.ha, they

to train other

do the same work.

had had an opportunity

in their

their

a training for his

community, and having had great success both

using their skills as

TBAs

communities

one woman. This woman's

that they requested that the

the

CDO.

bad roads and an even longer walk
from

community

By now,

the

would

to act as traditional birth
attendants since the nearest
clinic

Initially they trained

by the community

materials together and then
they would call

the forms necessary to
build the rings and then they

community members

to train

moneys and

women

him about some of

their

digging wells and

community decided

a person to

their

that

in

of other health

work

CDO both

in

that they

in the clinic.

in training the

brought them to the conclusion

got very comfortable talking with the

CDO. They

concerns regarding their relationships with

husbands. They admitted that their husband sometimes sleep with other

women

their

during

the long periods that they are unwilling to have sexual relations
with their husband after a

piegnancy. The
to

do what they

some of

the

CDO discussed
call “child

women

with them the possibilities ot using birth control devices

spacing.”

As

a result of their use of “child spacing” drugs,

reported having better relationships with their husbands.
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Women
they were

also reported that as a result
of the hygiene training that
they received

more physically

attractive,

and their huts were eleaner and
more

attractive to

then husbands, and that this too
had improved relations between
their husbands and

themselves.

In other

spare time.

households,

They were encouraged

some money and

a

this time, the

permanent

reported that they had taken up knitting
during their

to

do

this

contribute something to the

were knitting baby clothes

By

women

CDC that

that they

CDO

could

by

their

CDO

economy of

sell in the

would meet on

and another

their

own

had also encouraged the community

woman who

household. They

to think

CDC

is

that

made

up,

among

had subsequently been trained as a TBA. These

women who

has learned to do the knitting— have developed a key voice

all

nevei taken place

their first well.

the

who works

it

the

changes

CDO

to a quite

in the clinic

in the

in the

own

to

place of

of the

in the

women

in the

community would have

if

after they

dug

he had not continued to meet with

explore their development challenges and

desire to carry out significant projects with discussions that led

honest discussion of some of the barriers

women

wife— one

community.

They could have never taken place

their

and the pastor’s

had stopped working with the community

community encouraging them

supplementing

and

of these

to plan the

other people, of the

as well as the girl

Clearly,

about forming

had been formed

two women,

development decision-making process

make

a regular basis to continue addressing
the

implementation of the clinic project. This

TBA

order that they might

market.

development concerns of the community out of the PIC

oiiginal

in

within the household.
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to

good relationships between men

Communities do

not

regarding sexual relations

have developed significant

embrace

significant cultural changes
in their practices

the drop of (he hat.

a,

trust in their

coming back every other week

to the

CDO. when,

regularly

to

work with

the

them and

they report, that “after

our problems, he

for a meettng, he has helped
us in so

practices he discusses with

only when community
members
all,”

he keeps

community, he makes himself a,
home with us

our houses, he drinks our water,
he listens

do no, show up

1, is

new

learn the

same communities over

is

patient with us

many ways”

skills

in

when we

that they adopt the

he teaches.

new

When CDOs

a long period of time and

do

their jobs

well however, trainings and
projects are followed, gradually
by the kind of relational

empowerment— changes
community

This

level.

is

in

men’s

attitudes about

a form of relational

women

at

empowerment

the household and the

that

should no, be ignored.

At the level of household and community,
these organizations have the
foster psychosocial

empowerment,

long-lasting relationships with

ICBDP, and
in all

communities— as

to the extent that they

in the

case of

promote the participation of

deep and

ot an organization,

whose

relationships with communities;

empowerment, except during
Neveitheless,

expectations, they

empowerment
and

it

all

at least, builds

lesser extent

community members

CARUDEP

is

an

long-term

does not however encourage participation or

prioritize

the project implementation.

the organizations are to live up to their overseas
donors’

would have

within the

political

it

arm

agricultural

trusting,

POD and to a

stages of the development process. Both
conditions have to hold.

example

social

to the extent that they cultivate

ability to

to

have a much more significant impact both on levels of

community and on

environment.

In

Chapter

the

6,
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I

community’s empowerment
will discuss in

more

in the larger

detail the extent to

WhiCh

ei* Ch

0r ^ni Z a t ion-s

CDOs

are able to incorporate
participatory practice into
every

stage in the development
process.

improvement

in the

believe that each organization
has a

I

area of enabling

its

CDOs

to

lo,

of

room

do participatory development

for

well.

Until they get the technique
right, their success in
promoting participation and

empowerment

To
involving

will necessarily be limited.

the extent that the organizations’

women, my

participation of

empowerment

have invested substantial energy

in

findings suggest that organizations
can foster greater levels of

women

vis-a-vis

organizations do not,

CDOs

in

in the

men

development process and increase women’s
household and community

at the

every case,

make

level.

relational

Since the

a concerted effort to encourage (or
avoid

discouraging) the participation of Muslims
by ensuring an environment for community

meetings which
to

is

completely disassociated with the church;

which participatory methods,

if

it

in

which

CDOs

foster very close relationships with

benefit of trust between the

two

maximum

Muslim-Christian relations
techniques light

enough

CDOs

Muslims

Muslim communities,

few

to the

potential in this area. Clearly, before drawing

potential impact of participatory

Nigeria, the organizations

and actually make their best effort

to involve

happen, the

in

fact that there are a

religious groups, suggest that participatory
development

methods might have some untapped
conclusions about the

hard to assess the extent

they were used to their fullest potential,
would have on

cementing relationships between Muslims and Christians.
The
cases

is

to

development on

would have

to “get their

do participatory development well

fully in the benefits of their programs.

Before

this

can

need more in-the-field training and better systems of monitoring

performance. In the following chapters,

I

their

will explore the organizations planning, staff-
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training and monitoring and
evaluation practices as well as
other aspects of

organizational capacity that affect
the organizations' ability
to
in

empower

the

communities

which they work.

Donors expect development

NGOs

to contribute to civil society
building

empowering marginalized communities
of the
policy

making and resource allocatton-at

altects their lives.

little in this

area

(I

What my

poor to participate more

least at the local

findings suggest

will discuss their limited

direct confrontation

rural

is that, at

by

fully in

government level— that

present, the organizations
achieve

achievements more fully

in

Chapter Eight) of

between communities and government.
What the development

organizations have been able to achieve

however, where their

CDOs

in the

area of participatory democracy
building

have done a good job building the deep
relationships

necessary to bring about significant change

is in

fostering relationships of trust within
the

community. As Putnam argues these relationships of

trust within

groups— his

social

capital— are the bedrock of the democratization
process. As more than one respondent
put

it,

Whether we

are

Muslims or

Christians,

we need

clean drinking water for our

families and adequate water for our animals.” All
communities; indeed,

communities— whether male
di

or female,

Muslim

or Christian,

new

organizations of civil society

education promoting organizations,

democi acy building than
included

in

my

etc.

—

are

more

— human

is

probably wrong when

rights organizations, civic

likely to successfully

the traditional associations.

It

individuals in

Hausa or Birom— need

inking watei, schools and primary health care. Gyimah-Boadi

he suggests that the

all

promote

the Christian organizations

research learn to do participatory development better, perhaps they can
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capitalize

on these respondents' sentiments
and promote cooperation,
unity and

relationship of trust to the
benefit of society's seeing
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its

needs met.

CHAPTER

4

PARTICIPATORY ORGANIZATIONAL
CULTURE AND PLANNING

Three of the four organizations
their

emphasis on

I

selected for

participation. Integrated

Development Program and People-Oriented

Development. These names alone, however,
do not
which the organizations

study have names that suggest

Community-Rased Development

COCIN Co mmunity-Based

Organization.

my

tell

us

much about

the extent to

prioritize participation within
their organizations, in their

planning of goals and activities or

in their

work

in

communities. One thing

is certain,

the

hierarchical nature of the societal
structures of the ethnic groups of
Northern Nigeria and
the evolution ol the area's Christian
organizations'

development

efforts

from

intensive, social service provision to
fund-it-yourself “self help” programs,

participatory culture will not spring up
spontaneously as a result of the

organizations field staffs carry out

organizations’ conscious efforts to nurture
In this

live

up

chapter

to their

I

will

communities without

in their

mean

work

that

the

development

it.

examine, then, how well the four development
organizations

names by consciously, and

effectively, incorporating participatory

elements into their organizational structures and into
identified a degree of variation

about social transformation.

the

capital

their plans.

between the organizations

In this

chapter

I

will discuss

variation exists.
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in

The previous chapter

terms of their ability to bring

some of

the reasons

why

that

Pat ticipation
In his

that

ithin the

Organization

study of Catholic and Protestant
Churches

in

Uganda, Kassimir concludes

organizations with more hierarchical
structures (the Ugandan
Catholic church) are

better able to

impose democratic change from the
top down than are more
democratically

structured organizations

participation of

women

(Ugandan Protestant Churches). He took

the Protestant church, rank

women

in

It

as his example, the

leadership and decision-making
within the church structure.

in

Catholic leaders dictated that

m

W

women
and

file

be given the opportunity to participate

members of the

fully

while

organization elected not to put

leadership positions or to give them
any say.

is

highly possible that similar research

in

Northern Nigeria would produce

similar results since characteristics of the
cultures of the ethnic groups of Northern
and

Middle Belt Nigeria include a
of

power

aspects ot

level of

(see Hofstede’s five cultural dimensions
cited in Fowler 2000, 70). In most
life in

Northern Nigeria, people relate to each other

is

in

comfort with hierarchical power structures based on
age,

wealth, gender, and in

theie

relatively high level of “acceptance
of unequal distribution

100 m for them

many

cases, religion and ethnicity.

at all,

children

given the least comfortable
dare to speak or

make any

seats.

noise.

sit

They

ways

that reflect a high

level of education

and

Inside the church building,

if

quietly on the floor, eager to participate but
are regularly flogged by nearby adults

“An angry mother

or father

may

if

they

be heard loudly

whispering the warning “I will beat you, oh!” Outside the church building—
or anywhere
else

where they are

left

unsupervised by adults,

same exact tone and delivery may be heard
are beneath

them

however— “I

will beat you, oh!” with the

as older children flog the

in the hierarchy.
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younger ones who

ether the hierarchy
social status or gender,

male of

my same

since he

the

is

same

will no,

male and

age, but

speak

any other

If

when

a, all.

topic.

am

I

He

in

a particular context, based
on age, level of education,

determines

i,

may

age

is,

who

is

free to speak

express his opinions freely to

female when

we

will

me

about a variety of issues

more senior

staff

will neither express his
opinion about

NGOs

present, he

is

activities or about

speak only when his elder speaks
to him.

organization, they might succeed in
ensuring that organization

in

member

Western-educated leaders could impose
certain behaviors within

participatory practices.

A

silent.

are alone or together with
other colleagues of

a an older brother or a

He

and who must keep

their

members adopt

The development organizations included

in

my

certain

research function

a very different context, however,
and cannot impose behaviors on the
communities in

which they work. They send

members who
force

are in

CDOs

into

communities

no way connected with the

community members

NGO. CDOs

adopt any particular

to

to interact with

set

community

cannot and do not

of values. The job of the

try to

CDO

is

develop a relationship with the community
members comfortable and familiar enough
cieate openings for sharing of knowledge.
During this process, a
the trust of

community members can model democratic

members may

gradually

come

to

values,

adopt just as they adopt

CDO

who

to

has earned

which community

new behaviors

to

improve water

sanitation 01 the sustainability of agricultural practice.

Since managers and
of the rural

communities

tolerance for hierarchical

in

CDOs

are also products of the

same

culture as the

which they work, one may expect them

power

participatory values then they

structures.

If

managers wish

must create an environment
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in

to

their

which

members

to exhibit the

CDOs
CDOs

to

same

promote

can learn

how

to

do

To

so.

subordinate
hierarchy

learned.

this

CDOs

in their

If

end, managers must model
participatory values

when

so that

communities, they

same

below them

Managers must

same

(in the

CDOs

CDOs

their

meetings

in

in

a

which younger and

less senior staff

talk

down

them and

to

any and every opportunity

have

insult

them,

that arises to

which they work).

way

leader/expert role and lectures to
everyone else.
instead, in

find themselves at the
top of the

CDOs,

to seize

communities

facilitate

with their

will put into practice the
values that they

managers do nothing but flog

then they can expect those
flog those

the

in relations

that ensures that

no one takes the

Managers must create an environment,

members

feel free to share their

about program goals and activities and
in which they are allowed to

opinions

facilitate discussions.

This means treating junior staff as
equals and showing them respect.
This means
involving

all

staff— whenever possible— in decision-making.

Managers’

ability to foster participatory values

considerably on the level of

trust that exists

among

staff also

between them. Trust

is

depends

directly correlated to

the degree ot transparency in the
organization’s decision-making processes as
well as in
the handling ot funds and other responsibilities
related to the work.

exhibit honesty and openness in decision-making
and

not do so,

CDOs

will not trust them.

Where

there

is

Managers must

management of money.

no

trust,

If

they do

junior staff will not

paiticipate tieely in the decision-making process for
fear of punishment or subtler forms

of mistreatment (related to decision making that affects
field staff assignments or
distribution of funds ).

It

managers do handle decision-making and money management

ol exhibiting the

and

31

in their

same behaviors

in their

transparently,

handling of decisions and moneys both

communities.
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CDOs

at the

will learn the value

organizational level

Furthermore,

if junior staff

members

see senior staff

members

untrustworthiness and secrecy, they
are likely to do the same.

If

exhibiting

they exhibit secretive

and untrustworthy behaviors
however managers win limit the
extent

to

which they give

them decision-making power.
The openness of the decision-making
process then
directly correlated both to
the degree of trust that
obtains
field staff

and upwards from

field staff to

managers.

If

is

downwards from managers

to

those participating in planning

create a reliable system of
performance monitoring including
frequent field visits by

managers and good record keeping by
transparency

augment

field staff, they

the level of trust

In addition to dispelling

decision-making,

between managers and

if

trust

by

field staff.

facilitating a participatory planning
process.

managers and

field staff share a clear vision
of

its

programs, and

that vision, then the level of trust is
likely to be higher.

members do

not share a

manager may make

their

common

if

what

they share a

commitment

to

field

vision and where they do not trust each
other, a

the decisions without consulting any
other staff
trust

their

Where management and

makes

it

member. Like

a

hard for managers to share decision-making

and exclusion from the decision-making process
makes

field staff mistrust

management.
Although

to

all

absence of

spiral,

responsibility,

and increase

any suspicions about sneaky,
under-the-table or back-room

organization intends to accomplish with

downward

trust

especially upwards from field
staff to management. This
can significantly

Managers can also augment

staff

can augment

managers as

out, in the "real

I

I

try to

make some

observed them,

it

is

generalizations about field staff members’ reactions
crucial to

remember

that as Hilhorst (2003) points

world of NGOs,” organizations are made up of
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real people.

Each

manager and

staff person has his/her

own worldview,

shape their behavior and
performance. This
important.

If all staff interact

is

set

of experiences and motives
that

why openness and

frequently (especially in-the-field),
meet, and

operational and policy-making
decisions together, then there

understanding between

Managers who

transparency are so

is

more

likelihood of

staff.

are well-schooled in participatory

development methodologies-and who are
committed

to

management and

both-may

participatory

be eager and willing

to cultivate a participatory culture
within their organizations, to ensure
that

same

in their

communities, and to make sure

approaches into

all

In

do

the

aspects of their organization's development
activities. Unfortunately,
in

my

research

fall

neatly into

32

some unfortunate

cases,

managers engage

in

development work

for their

own

They may be concerned with ensuring continuation of
a comfortable job

personal gain.

that provides,

CDOs

that they incorporate participatory

none of the current managers of the organizations
included
that category.

make

it

not an air-conditioned office,

at least

a respectable vehicle. Or, they

enjoy the prestige of their relatively high status position—
the material benefits

that

may

go

along with most jobs funded by overseas donors tend to
correspond with those enjoyed

by persons of higher social

status.

for the organizations included in

although there

is

no doubt

managerial positions

Only
and

in

the former

in

Fortunately, on the whole, most of the people working

my

research,

that there is a certain

Program Ollicer from

in the

fall

neatly into this category either;

amount of importance attached

to the

these organizations.

POD

had

participatory development methodologies.

and education

do not

this

(I

kind oh background

will discuss

next chapter)
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in

managers and

participatory

management

field staff's level of training

Probably, where most of the
managers do tend to
these two extremes.

They

more

to

self-interested

personal purposes

away

in

takmg advantage of the

somewhere

in

between

are often no, as well versed
in participatory
development

approaches as they should be
well as for

fall is

that

do participatory development
well and

for this reason as

reasons-using the organizations
vehicles

for their

own

underscores their importance-,
hey sometimes end up by

fact that

donors do not monitor

their organization’s

performance

very closely. In the end. some of
them do a less than thorough job
of participatory

development. They

talk the participatory talk well

enough

to

keep the funding gates

open, but they do no, walk the walk of
integrating participatory principles
into

all

aspects

of their program. For those directors
that do not adopt a participatory
management

do not promote within
interest in

wha,

their field staff are

necessary skills to

be some room

their organizations a participatory
culture,

to

in

the field and

facilitate the participatory

and do not take a clear

making sure

development process

doubt their trustworthiness, their concern for
the

commitment

to the vision

performance

is

To

doing

bound

style,

that they

have the

well, there will always

field staff,

and

their

and mission of the organization; and of course
organizational

to suffer.

assess the aspects of organizational culture discussed
here: decision-making

processes and general relations between management and
field

downwards transparency and

many organization-wide

accountability and trust;

activities

I

staff,

upwards and

interviewed staff and observed

over a two year period.

POD
All

POD CDOs

explain the manner

in

are familiar with

which the various

POD's decision-making

process and can readily

parties involved in that process
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—church

leaders,

donors, management staff and field
staff-influence decision-making.

members

POD

field staff

typically attest to a high level
of regular participation in
decision-making and

planning and are able to

list

opportunities afforded them to offer
their

concerns about program goal setting
and

own

opinions and

activities.

At monthly management meetings—
attended by managers and zonal
facilitators— the zonal facilitators represent
the

CDOs

inform

bring their

of decisions made

own

at these

perspectives about

proposed

supervises

at

a

of

ECWA

representatives from the field staff.

CDOs

meetings.

leaders,

The

is

it

POD

concerns

in

and seem

at

director

be

made

in

management
If

a major change

staff

members and two

sends representatives to

members communicate with each
of their representatives

to voice their

those forums.

When new managers were
gioup

facilitators

then brought to the board that

field staff also

satisfied with the ability

Zonal

are also given opportunities
to

management

evaluation strategic planning exercises. Field
staff
othei frequently

to

their zone.

that brings all the staff together.

management or annual meeting,

POD-made up

from

upcoming decisions

meetings during the annual workshop
is

CDOs

appointed

in

2001, staff members reported

that, as

a

an annual meeting, they openly raised their concerns about
the incoming
s

manner

ot relating to them.

They informed him

behaviors during his tenure as a junior management staff

make him

difficult to

acknowledged
to be able to

that

make

work with

some of

as the director.

their criticisms

He

that he

member

had exhibited
that they felt

would

listened to their concerns,

might be valid and asked them

to

pray for him

appropriate adjustments. Clearly, this level of honesty between field
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and management

members and

staff

the field staff cultivates trust
and

Both

CDOs,

in the

respect on the part of the
director for the opinions
of

good

will

between

context of formal interviews and

their

other discussions with most

management's performance record and other
aspects of

demonstrates both that they have taken the
time
relationship,

enough

When

asked

range of responses.

to formulate an opinion,

if

management

Many

to actively assess for

and

POD

management had taken
of their suggestions.

getting

happy

some of

their

one instance, could

POD

to

in particular,

members

that

bit

trained as traditional birth attendants

any interested communities could

Staff meetings, like the annual workshop, that involve
a paiticipatoiy

gave a
to

about their

when

having expressed his communities’

the

manner with various

staff

TBA

interest

person he

training into the

train their

all staff,

own TBAs.

are typically run in

leading segments, and ample opportunities for

paiticipation by and the contributions of field staff.

Former management

staff interacted

with junior staff as absolute equals, dressing the same, eating the same foods, sitting
the

same

chairs in the

of respect

same place with

between management and

all

result

(TBAs) was

to recruit the

do the training and subsequently incorporated

program so

a

cite other instances

and proud of himself— when the management decided

had recommended

CDOs

feedback very seriously and modified the program
as a

One CDO,

their

in

it.

management was very open

who complained

This

themselves the

takes field staffs opinions seriously,

said that they felt that the

advice not being taken seriously,

their job.

that they feel free to express

hearing the field staffs point of view. Even
those

regular

in

they did not hesitate to express
their opinion about their
relationship with the

management,

in

staff in the organization.

all

the other staff.

field staff.
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At present, there

However,

is

in

a high level

the current director takes a

slightly less participatory

(more authoritative/expert) leadership

organization. Consequently, based
on

my

observations, there

decision-making on the part of the current
management

management makes more
they have less trust

participation in

in the

some

POD CDOs

staff

decision on their own. Field staff
current

management, but

it

is

role within the

is less

transparency of

because the senior

members do

not indicate that

clear that the degree of

aspects of the decision-making
process has decreased.

expectations for democracy and
participation within their

organization are not unlike those of most
Nigerians for democracy

in the country.

Nigerian citizens expect certain “democracy
dividends“-a strengthened economy and

more employment opportunities, an end
physical development projects in their

guaranteed

When

(at the

very

fuel subsidies,

in reality, are not the

term) byproducts of democratic transition.

they do not get what they want, immediately,
they lose trust in their newly elected

them of

members sometimes have

like within

POD. They may

all

kinds of undemocratic behaviors. Similarly.

unrealistic expectations of

say that the organization

given a piivilege that they request

POD

and continued

communities— that,

least, not in the short

leaders and begin to accuse

stall

to fuel scarcity

is

POD

what democracy should look

not democratic

if

they are not

a raise, a promotion, a loan, or permission to use a

vehicle for personal business.

During interviews, some

management hoarded

CDOs

discussed their view that the (former)

opportunities for education and (the current management) loans

instead ot letting field staff take advantage of them.

multiple times to the

management

A

few

CDOs

complained of bringing

a request to pursue further education without getting

any response. Another complained of repeatedly requesting a loan and then watching
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management
Several

staff give

CDOs

themselves loans while denying
the

complained of the

state

CDO a chance to get

his

own.

of “staff-welfare" packages,
including hazard and

feeding allowances (under both
managements).

Sometimes CDOs' suggestions
"democracy dividends, or

that

POD

is

that

POD has denied

"participatory in

them

name

their rightful

only," are unfounded or

based on a perceived neglect of their
narrow self interest-when there
was a clear and
perfectly legitimate reason for the
"neglect." Sometimes, however,
their concerns are
valid.

The

fact that the

very open about

how

discrepancies in the

former holds

they

make

true,

underscores the acute need for managers
to be

decisions regarding staff welfare; and
since

way managers

distribute incentives can, at light
speed, give rise to

frustration, jealousy,

and other negative attitudes

POD

to

managers have

(Fowler 2000). The
evidenced by

this

make

sure they are as fair as they possibly
can be

POD

fact that

that interfere with staff performance,

has not remained

CDO’s comment, “Our managers

immune
sit

to these

all

the time

dangers

is

comfortably working everyday

at

headquarters and they have become unsympathetic
to our needs and unappreciative of our

hard work

in the field.”

worked hard enough
raises,

promotions,

choices are

to

Especially in this time of budget cuts,

completely transparent so that everyone understands how

made and no one

believes that they have been discriminated against.

the following

POD

staff welfare very seriously; their field staff certainly does.

Most Nigerians, including those working
leseaich, define

not

ensure that their processes for choosing recipients for
loans,

etc. are

mangers must also take

POD’s managers have

democracy

POD CDO

in

does,

terms of majority

when

for the organizations included in

rule.

They

are thus prone to complain as

the desires of the majority of the staff are not
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my

carried

out-even

provide.

the

One

if

staff

the majority wants something
that the organization
simply cannot

member

recounted that

management was considering

when

the organization faced
budget cuts and

possible measures to deal with
the problem, they asked

the entire staff for input.
After the field staff had
the

telt

management disregarded

all

made

number of recommendations,

a

of them and took a different
approach. The

discouraged since the management's
decision was

field staff

to lay off several staff.

On one

hand, learning that participating within
a democratic system does not
always mean
getting what you want might help

other hand, field staff
possible.

Even

if

POD CDOs trust their management team more.

members need

there are

to

some cases

be involved

which

in

decision-making to produce consensus— cases

management

why

some

decisions for the

to participate in others, then field staff
are

decision-making
All in

is

the degree of distrust

all,

I

employed monitoring system so
performance.

a

l' tt le

bit

left

staff— if an organization's

management team and

among

likely to understand

enough

to

that

promote the

know

invite the field staff

when

participatory

staff

was

fairly

low

relative to the

a clearly defined and regularly

is

managers have a reasonably clear picture of

trust

in the

organization

of field staff

hard to compare performances because
pertains to

POD

worked. There

The decision-making process

running the show as

CO

expect participatory

not used and a high level of trust can be maintained
(Fowler 2000).

other organizations with which

11 is

is difficult to

like laying off

more

the

decision making whenever

cultivates a culture of honesty and transparency
and lets field staff

they will reserve

participatory

it

in

On

in the

in their

current

transparent and

is still

managers

management,

staff

as well.

the

CO

is

CDOs

definitely

policy and operational decisions. In the former management team, the
a lot ol policy and operational decisions to the Program Officer, who, one might argue, ran
that

show, especially as
then the current

CO

it

it

all

related to one-on-one interactions

to the

the field than the current

former

PO

s

performance,

I

between management and field staff. If I compare
that the former PO spent a lot more time in

can say

CO does.
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can freely express their feelings
about these issues

at staff

wtth the management. In
generai. during interviews,

meetings and address them

CDOs, though

they might complain

about one specific instance,
typically focused more on the
positive aspects of the
relationship between staff

members.

(In the

case of one of the

not initially gotten permission
to pursue further education,

management had agreed

CDO should

that the

CDOs who

when

I

followed up

pursue the course. That

satisfaction with the opportunity for
education

had sought and

CDO

later,

the

indicated

and indicated having developed a

better

understanding of the schedule by which
the management makes continuing
education
decisions.)

In general, field staff

second year of
to the

my

complained

research than they did

in

new management’s approach-which
The new management

participatory

the former

decision-making process becomes
welfare

is

neglected in the

the

about the

first

is less

new management

in the

because they had grown more used

transparent and less participatory.

should not take the good will promoted
by years of

staff

management (under

less

management)

less transparent

name of budgetary

for granted, however.

and more hierarchical and

As

the

staff

reductions staff members’ enthusiasm and

performance may wane.

POD

field staff

themselves. There

management
job.

In

seemed

staff

is,

members

can make sure

that the field staff

staff’s use

a

number of operational

level

members

were reporting

managers

I

decisions

POD

are doing a reasonably

of reporting instruments, the management

CDOs

confident that the

manageis and intermediary
their

make

however, an adequate monitoring system, by which the

terms of the field

fairly

are allowed to

their activities honestly.

good

staff

The

interviewed indicated their confidence that

monitoring system (including both the reports and
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visits

by zonal

facilitators,

TOs

and the PO) ensured

CDO’s

honest performance.

I

observed the work of two

CDOs who

perhaps exaggerate the amount
of daily activities that they
do on the monthly reporting
sheet.

In

one of those two eases, a

revealed to the

that

management team

by the Programs Officer and the
Zonal

CDO

that the

was

management,
that the

at least

CDO was not

two

cases,

I

either.

the issue. In the case of the
other

during the period
visiting his

I

In his case, the

CDO, am
I

conducted

my

CDOs

at all,

that did not

not sure that the

research, ever realized

communities as much as he claimed

also encountered

of them, does not keep records

which

in

Facilitator

not where he said he would
be and

he was not doing what he said he
would be doing

management addressed

least

visit

to

be doing. In

keep their records up

despite regular admonitions from the

at

One

to date.

management

staff.

Though

the field staff did have

management handling of

some complaints (mentioned above) about

issues related to “staff welfare” and the
meting out of loans,

promotions and education opportunities, the depth of
received loans, the promotion process,
financial

management of

etc. indicate a

the organization.

give a complete account of exactly

Although

how much

of funds donated by various sources (EED,

understanding ot

the

how moneys come

in

a

their

high level of transparency
field staff

POD

ICCO

knowledge about who had

and

in the

were not always able

to

spends and the precise percentage

ECWA),

they had a clear

and out of the organization.)

ICBDP
On

paper, the organization

is

structured so that

power and decision-making

delegated from top to bottom, with a board appointed by ICBDP’s partner

EYN

granted the

linal

is

church—

say about the management team’s decisions, and power to make
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decisions regarding policy issues
shared with the

process

is

from soon

acting Executive Director.

development arm, made

arms continued

to

The

all

after

its

beginning

One manager,

the

1998

in

until late

Deputy Director

2002,

for the

decisions that affected that arm of
the

any decision-making, and, as

is

was almost no transparency and no

rule,” there

in

my

interviews with field staff

decision-making process

at all,

extent to which other staff

program-the

often the case

team

and

who

in the

there

if

decisions.

It

was
last

really

were a group

was only

point out that the

Director.

Even

who were

members were unwilling

at the

of

people

unable

to describe the

end of the evaluation

management team was

really

in

left

up

tell
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any kind of

“management

making managerial

one of the

staff got

up the nerve

person, the Deputy

the external facilitator that there

to the

Deputy Director,

put on the spot, one of the other supposed managers

speak up.

finances.

external evaluation in

made up of only one

the very decision whether or not to

when

ICBDP's

involved

that

ICBDP's

to participate in

facilitator referred to a

who were

no management team was almost

minute,

context of “one

also regularly complained of the lack
of

Throughout the evaluation, the external
as

other

participation in the decision-making

discussion about the organization was also
evidenced by

.

had no

community-based

transparency, particularly regarding the Deputy
Director’s handling of

2001

ICBDP

lack of participation in and transparency
of the decision-making process

was evidenced

The

decision-making

operate more or less autonomously.
There was no participation on
the

part of field staff in

process.

In reality, the

quite different.

First ot all,

man

CDOs.

until, at the

was forced

to

to

ICBDP

that sta c e in

making process,
missions

in

was

i,

own

influence on

the

power

American missionaries do,

consulting

my own

late as

BASIL

was another key player

now

mission,

in the decision-

EYN’s

called Mission 21

partner

According

.

observations, however, he has
always consciously

structure that

management decisions

Even as

there

description of his role as a
support staff person for the

organization, confirmed by

work within

it

the consultant to the
program sen, by one of

Switzerland, then called

to the consultant's

tried to

s history,

to take

that

was

in place.

Therefore, he did no. have the

he might have, had he elected,
as many

over leadership of the organization.

2003, the Deputy Director continued
to make decisions without

members of a much more

clearly structured

management team (by

an Executive Director had been
appointed and integration had started

this time,

to take hold.

In

early 2003, the deputy director
decided to transfer staff, without
consulting the Director

of ICBDP,

«

the foreign consultant or any other
staff

member.

significant decisions on the spot at staff
meetings and enacts

In

some

cases, he

makes

them immediately.

This lack of a formalized leadership structure
and a formalized decision-makino
o
process makes

CDOs

though they attend

clam

statt

up.

During

my

interviews,

meetings they rarely

operational and policy decisions.

Two

feel free to

or three staff

working and

regularly reported that

express their opinions about

members expressed

the absence ot opportunities for frank
discussion with
specifically affect their

CDOs

living conditions.

management about
They believed

frustration with

policies that

that if they

addressed these issues directly, they might annoy the
management and they claimed

have been threatened

This occurred

in

in the past

to

with being fired.

2003, after a larger management team, with an Executive Director had been put
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in place.

By my
process

observations, their primary opportunity
for input into the
decision-making

an oral accounting of the
progress they are making

is

corresponds with a written report that
they are required

As each

CDO gives his or her oral

report, there

is

CDOs

take the opportunity to voice their
opinions

in this

as one

CDO explained,

policy or to give

I

over time,

much concern

observed,

policy

this

meeting

at a staff

part ot staff to risk speaking freely

consultant and the

number of

issues at hand.

many hotus
adjourned

management

of

first

To my

Diiectoi

s

in the

some of them,
unofficially

that

(now

EYN

officially)

who

sat silently

staff to

members were
when

too tired after

the meeting

There,

in

CDOs

the

was

suddenly

Deputy

of the same issues that had been

feel left out

are posted in

while the

same apparently weary

many

on the

financial officer discussed a

late into the night.

ICBDP CDOs

especially those

that this unwillingness

CDOs

day when they had said nothing.

At the same time

whole

initiative to give input into

surprise, however,

absence, they energetically discussed

discussed earlier

CDOs’

field staff

day, those

organized an additional meeting that went

for the

the organization. Unfortunately,

September 2003,

as well as a visiting

on the

staff meetings.

adopted during the oral report period.

had not changed.

at all.

most

context, that the decisions that
they

has killed the

appeared that the

It

meeting to speak

late in the night

in

a,

communities-, his

maintain though that even when
they

making within

to policies

submit

some opportunity

discuss organizational policy together.
The

make never have any bearing on

to

in their

35

of the policy making process;

what has

until recently

been

been designated the Deputy Director’s area of supervision

The stall meeting, held during the way, was held in English due to the presence of a newly arrived intern
from Switzerland who did not speak Hausa at the time, but the night time, informal meeting, was held in
Hausa. Some of the CDOs may be a little more courageous about speaking out in Hausa, but I confirmed
with a key informant that this was not the primary reason
meeting..
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why

they did not speak freely during the regular

frequently indicate that they receive
no supervision of their work

in the field.

In essence,

they are given no guidance in
their decision making process.
In one case, one of the

more vocal

members complained

staff

at a staff

meeting

that, in violation

of the cultural

norm, their supervisor does not even stop
and greet when he passes through
the towns

which the

CDO is stationed.

Based on

operational decisions on their

CDOs

observations,

insufficient guidance

CDOs

basically

because the managers do not come

work and do not give them feedback on

at

in their

own

my own

from the management

staff

their performance.

on

how

to

in

make most

observe the

They

get

they might improve their work

communities.

Any

discussion of carrying out field supervision

management’s

is

not treated as a

assisting field staff to perform better and to

make

means of the

better operational

decisions. Rather, field visits are treated as
punishments that should be carried out on an

unannounced

basis, so that supervisors

well, or not doing

it

can catch

CDOs

in the act

of not doing their work

at all.

This lack of in-the-field supervision, combined with the harsh
criticism of their

performance

that

CDOs

When CDOs

betrayed.

often receive

feel that the

unnecessary abuse, they are unlikely

The CDOs'
Director

s

mistrust of

at staff

meetings makes the

management
to

treating

go out on a limb

management

lack of training, and interest

is

in,

is

them

CDOs
to

feel insulted

what they view

as

to trust.

likely in part

caused by the Deputy

the use of participatory

development approaches, and the resulting lack of transparency

management and

in his

decision-making

processes and the resulting willingness on his part to display his position and personal

wealth

in

ways

that set

him

apart

from the other
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staff.

and

The CDOs’

CDOs,

is

ICBDP

mistrust of management,
and indeed, the management’s
mistrust of

also fueled by the
perception of each that the
other (allegedly)

resources. Throughout the
period that

I

conducted

my

research,

mismanages

many

with,,, the

organization, though without
offering proof, claimed
that funds for the
program were no,

handled honestly. Financial
records are said

to

be correct, since there

proper receipts for everything
spent, and yet some of the
paper

amounts spent on vehicle
an outside researcher,

I

repairs does no,

damning speech

ICBDP

ICBDP

staff

ICBDP's

me

Though, as

this topic myself,

I

was

to give a

about financial abuses (largely
by the

records with

with

trail

staff against the analysis
of the financial

and against the analysis of an
independent auditor
able to discuss

staff.

EYN church-who came to the September staff
meeting
to the

a paper

pertaining to total

program

to

found no opening to delve deeply
into

able to crosscheck the claims
of
secretary of the

seem believable

trail

is

who

also

made

it

field

staff)—

clear that he

was

freely but said generally, that
there were

discrepancies on the part of both
management and field staff but that

not

some

ICBDP’s case was

not the worst that he had ever seen.
Clearly, whether substantiated or
unsubstantiated, the widely held belief on
the
part of staff

members

level of mistrust.

that the

When

staff

management engages

members were given

in

dishonest practices has bred a high

the opportunity to speak freely (in

private, with the external facilitator of the
evaluation), the fundamental lack of trust

between

field staff

and management

staff

was palpable. While

field staff

members

are

obviously extremely hesitant to speak openly and
publicly about their Deputy Directors
alleged financial abuses, the Deputy Director does not
hesitate to accuse them of using
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their

1CBDP

motorcycles and funds given them
from the fueling and repairing
of their

motorcycles between staff meetings
for personal use.

Some

CDOs

ol the

seem

to interpret

every interaction with the man;
management with

mistrust; and not surprisingly,
they link their lack of trust
to thei r perception that
the

management

is

unconcerned with

allowances. There

staff welfare.

no opportunity

is

Salaries are small and there
are no

to get a loan.

Requests regarding

posted close to their families are not
considered. The

lists

CDOs’

being

of complaints go on and on.

Unfortunately, as one field staff person
admitted, as a result of this lack
of trust on
the part of the

CDOs

of their management, the

dishonest behaviors. That particular
of his

CDOs

“retaliate”

CDO admitted that

expenditures and work schedule.

In

by exhibiting similarly

he often keeps dishonest records

other cases, the

CDOs’

intentions are

benign, but they nevertheless circumvent
correct procedure. For example,

more

at a staff

meeting, the consultant challenged the field
staff about mathematical inconsistencies
their written accounts of

community members’

in

contributions, as well as other groups and

individuals’ contributions, to the projects they
had helped their communities to carry out.
In this case,

it

appears

that, as a

matter of expediency,

occasions when they had forgotten

to bring the contributions

on occasions when they had forgotten
forms with

their best

arrival at the

in reality,

own

to collect the

form

to the

needed information

on

community and

—completing

the

guesses once they were back to their station, sometimes on their

monthly

In the end,

some of the CDOs were

staff meeting.

because the decision-making process and account management have.

been highly centralized and not

at all transparent,

they see no reason

why

account keeping should be participatory or transparent. Management needs
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to

their

model

the behaviors they expect the

does not work

in this

CDOs

to adopt.

"Do what

I

say, not

what

do,”

I

context of trying to gradually modify
cultural practices by modeling

new, participatory behaviors.

CCDP
In the

their role in

CCDP,

case of

as in the case of

CDOs

hesitate, not

because they simply do not know

who

paiticipate in

is

CDOs

little

to say

how

to

my

freely, but

part to play

and which

is,

even for those

all

and

that

not a democratic organization.

Some have

staff reported that

a

which

CDOs

play a role in the decision-making process

good deal of influence while others have none

he feels his opinions are highly valued and that he

headquarters, whenever he needs

to, to

is

at all.

One

CDO’s

opinion.

Two

other

CDOs

field

give his input about the program. Clearly,

report,

by contrast,

that

when

is

free to report to

one-to-one context or during the meetings that do take place, the management
this

about

answer questions about a decision-making

are not included in the policy-making process
at

In ieality, the extent to

irregular.

have

not very clearly laid out. During an interview,
one manager stated

it,

point blank that the

CCDP

CDOs

because they are afraid to speak

which they are not given a regular

in

the

decision-making and their relationship with
management. Based on

observations however,

process

EYN,

in a

staff values

they bring

suggestions and concerns to the management, these concerns are not addressed. Another

CDO regularly skips meetings all

together— when he did attend a

Deputy Director dressed him down
Although
progress of the

CCDP formally

CDOs

in their

staff meeting, the

publicly.

plans a staff meeting each month, to check on the

communities,

in reality, the entire
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management team

is

rarely present for these
meetings;

some of the

progress-report-format for the meeting

no meeting

some

at all.

CDOs

meeting

is

In this latter case, the

regularly

held

is

at all.

iegulai meetings, but

fail to

hand

often superceded by

CDOs come

in their

During interviews,

my

staff regularly absent
themselves;

to

reports-and

observations suggest that this

Services, the Rural Health

Program and

meet together very infrequently. The

the

is

work together

to

make

members

program— including

said that they have

Self-Sustaining-

little

other.

of

how

They do

the health

on a

not.

operational decisions or to do their work.

policy decisions, none of them, in either the

and no

Community-Based Development Program-

members understand

staff

written repo„s-al, hough

not true.

and community-development programs might
support each
regular basis,

in

other program or by

to collect their salaries

the field staff

all

Until 2003, the staff of the integrated

hand

some

and the

As

for

community development arm of the

integrated program, or the health arm, had any say
in the decision-making process
that
led to their integration in the first place

if

it

and for the most

part,

they continue to operate as

never happened.
Pait of the

different

CCDP field

managers)

staff actually

in the relatively distant

phone

lines, there is little

CDOs

were once involved

easy

way

for

in training

work under a separate board (and under
northeastern state of

Panyam

to

Borno— and

communicate with Borno. These

programs organized by Panyam but were handed

ovei to the director of the hospital run by the Rural Health Program

missionary

who works

without

in

Borno and one

with the Rural Development program headquartered on that

Communication between

the Molai board of directors and

infrequent and the Molai board does not relate
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its

management

own programs

site.

at the hospital is

very closely to

CCDP

Panyam’s. The
res,

of the field

CDOs
staff.

assigned to the Borno area,
need the benefit of meeting
with the

Al, of the field staff need
regular meetings where they
ean do

reporting about progress

in their

communities.

Relationships vary greatly between
one

does the amount of attention the
activity.

In

some

headquarters,

the

cases,

where

management

communities-, he ones

CDOs

areas.

In

some

cases, there

and some of the

is

so

visits

one case,

CDOs

receive their salaries.

did

little

while

the other

CCDP said

eventually,

EZE

it

make

in

if

CCDP
some of

by four-wheel drive vehicle-in
which the
that are

interaction

only accessible by

member

to the

more

distant

between management team members
nor mistrust; rather, there

is

simply a

suggested that there might be a lack of

36
.

reference to a period during which they
did not
that the

management had

failed to turn in

some

donor had withheld CCDP’s funding. One management

hand explained

had not received

that

it... all

“EZE

thought that

the while, salaries

it

had sent the money

were not being

paid...

realized they hadn’t paid and rectified the situation.”
Again, whether or

not there were issues of mishandling of funds or poor
reporting of
the donor,

another, as

any kind of monitoring

fairly regular basis a.
leas,

communities

management

They believed

financial reports and that the

member on

on a

field staff, that there is neither
trust,

accountability on the part of the

staff

work gets

management and

communities of CDOs assigned

very distant relationship. Only one
staff

In

visit

that are accessible

visits the

the

are assigned to areas closer
to the

members

work. The management never

motorcycle and only rarely

CDO and

CDOs assigned

CDOs

staff

some

the staff does not

know why

CCDP's

they are not being paid, they

finances to

may assume

that

36

This person suggested that the accountant was transferred and the
administrative secretary resigned
because of a lack of accountability somewhere within the management, but I do
not have any other

data

which backs up

this claim.
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it

i

S

due

a failing on ihe pan of the
management. Unfortunately,
suspected financial

,0

mismanagement has
as

much

the potential to

undermine

trust

between

proven financial mismanagement;
and again, since there

as

decision-making when a change

post-then everyone assumes

is

that

made-like
it

is

and prompt others

kill trust

because of reasons relating

may

confirm

this

less willing to

interactions between

about their level of

Based on
the

my own

CCDP

speak their opinions freely and

rumor. Perhaps

it

is

trust for their

completely unversed

that the best

a

make

Perhaps as a

true.

field staff

management

this is

skills.

ways

or

may

in

at least

participatory

Again,

it

to eliminate

is

not be true, but

members,

staff

field staff

why

result

and me, they

was not

I

able to

of fairly limited

the staff simply has less to say

because they know them

managers are primarily over extended with management

development

to lack of

observations and an interview with a key informant,

multiple organizations and duties

to

simply not

management and

no transparency of

is

to exhibit untrustworthy
behaviors.

Perhaps as a result of a lower level of
comfort between the

were simply

and management

the Administrative Secretary
resigning his

accountability and trustworthiness on
the part of others. This

suspicious

field staff

I

less well.

would argue

that

responsibilities in

one nearby medical center and almost

management

skills as well as participatory

very important for the management team to remember

any rumors and mistrust

that

might be floating around are

the decision-making and planning process as transparent
as possible, to develop

good system of monitoring and evaluation— including regular

management team commit

to attending

— and

getting

methodologies.
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more

staff

meetings which the

training in participatory

CARUDEP
The pre-2002

CARUDEP

leadership .rusted field staff with
numerous operational

decisions pertaining to the specifics of
carrying out their

did not regularly involve them

own

daily responsibilities but

decision-making regarding policy issues
or

in

in

the

shaping of the organization's overall vision
and approach and the setting of visionspecific goals.

The

field staff also exhibited a high level
of trust in the

program. The

by the

field staff

members’

tact that the first leaders

generally place a

lot

of trust

in

of

on time,

moneys

that they will

relatively high level of trust can be in
part explained

CARUDEP were expatriates.

turawa (Europeans) and hold

entire set of cultural stereotypes.

pre-2002 directors of the

They assume,

Northern Nigerians

to be true about

for example, that

Turawa

handle moneys honestly and according to a

set aside for particular

purposes against use

in the short

strict

them an

will

always be

budget protecting

term for other needs,

that

they will take impeccable care of any properties for which they
might be responsible, that
they will never

tell

a

lie

and

that they will

two successive German managers of
staff perceived

them

always keep their promises.

In the

case of the

the program, the field staff expected no less.

as being reliable, trustworthy with finance.

The

They perceived them

to

iun the organization in a transparent manner. If there were problems between

management and

field staff,

very open and honest
with the field

staff,

(if

they usually manifested themselves with the managers being

a great deal

more emotive than average Northern Nigerians)

so that the problem

was

dealt with quickly

and then

set aside.

were no long standing grudges, no feelings of mistrust between management and
staff.
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There

field

In

2002 when a Nigerian iook over
as Director of

.ha, the organization as a

whole needed

tor the organization so that

responsibilities

fit

to

the program, she
determined

spend time forming a

everyone would be able

how

to see

into a larger organization-wide
set of goals

clear,

their

and shared, vision

own day

to

day

and vision. She took active

steps to involve the entire staff in
the process of defining an
overall mission, vision and

philosophy for the program. Since she
also

work towards adopting
to arrange a

more

to lead the stall as a

a first step in enabling the staff

members

to

work together toward achieving

attitude

to circulate that

were also rumors

new management would

staff

meetings

to

mean

that she

program

to

facilitator well versed in
participatory

emerged. Rumors began

management. Some

for the

staff

their

for development.

At the same time, however, a new

the former

was important

whole through a process of planning. This
meeting

newly articulated (participatory) vision

that the

it

participatory approach to development,
she acted quickly

two-week meeting with an outside

methodologies

was

a

felt that

between

field staff

and director

non-Catholic personnel might be sacked. There

members

blacklist those

who were

interpreted the director’s

too close to

comments

at

one

was accusing them of using vehicles unwisely and

sabotaging vehicles so that they would require more maintenance.
They reacted with fear

and aveision

to hei (iepoited) use of negative incentives to discourage
undesired

behaviors. She allegedly threatened to suspend staffs use of
force

them

to take public transportation to the

vehicles break

staff

members

down when
that

communities

in

CARUDEP

vehicles and to

which they work,

they are using them and she allegedly threatened to

do not see eye

to

eye with

her.
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if

fire field

Mistrust spilled over into various
staff’s thinki ng about the
overall vision of the
organization. Debate arose as to
whether the program should pul

more emphasis on

animation or on the promotion of
specific sustainable development
technologies. A. the

.cmuuuo,,
on the

feeling

part of other staff that the

icam,

sem oy

management was

tne donor. This too brought
a

not concerned about the long-

term healthy relationship between the
organization and the donors.

The

lack of trust

fact that the

between

new management

field staff

has not spent

and new management was aggravated
by the

much time

other positions under the former
management) or

program.

When

the

public transportation

tails to

theii

new
if

plummeted

According

new

to the

that they are supervising the

communities

to discussions with current

this is not surprising.

in

In this

moment

becomes suspicious

how

observations of Northern Nigerian culture,

Nigerian history, there

of

how

where the system follows

resources only with those

who

are

new

is

a culture of mistrust in

person acquires power. The

the leaders obtained their position of

leaders might use this power.

as in other contexts

which they carry out

and past managers from numerous

both political and organizational contexts each time that

fearful about

in

director, the first Nigerian to hold the post,
took over.

my own

file

they held

of trust between management and field staff

organizations however, and based on

tank and

when

they cannot afford to repair their vehicles,
the field staff feels she

Initially, then, the level

after the

the field (either

Director suggests that the field staff will
simply have to take

understand the difficulty of getting

work.

now

in

members

Initially

suspecting that leaders would,

a patronage-based model, share

of the
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same

power and

identity

group

power and

(in this case,

religious denomination

and ethnic group), the

very fearful and resentful
about

events took place, however,

much of my
it

is

information

how

at staff

came from

members of CARUDEP became

resources were being distributed.
Most of these

meetings that
field staff

entirely possible that at the very
least,

alleged accusations; they

field staff

may even have

I

was

no, invited to attend and
since

and other outside observers,

CDOs

Once

trust

fabricated them. Nevertheless,
whether true or

me

indicates that there

between them and the management.

herself and field staff

members

are not involved in decision-

making, then they often circulate suspicious
rumors without any
mistrust

was a

again, lack ot transparency contributes
to lack of trust. Since the
director

makes most decisions

The

believe that

might have exaggerated many
of these

false, the fact that staff regularly
reported these incidents to

fundamental lack ot

I

makes

field staff question the correctness

decisions on the part of

management and makes

performance and record keeping of the

the

facts to contradict them.

of and motivations for various

management question

the

staff.

Foitunately, over time, the level of trust both on
the part of the field staff towards
the

management seems

towards the
field staff to

field staff.

to be gradually increasing

and on the part of the management

The new Director has added some

complete each month and

kind of work that they are doing

I

have a sense

in the field.

reporting instruments for the

that she

For their

is

Just as in a

trusted very

good marriage,

lelationships between

much, has moved on

respect, trust

management and

to

fact that the old

do other important work.

and honesty are the essentials of healthy

field staff.
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the

part, the field staff are also getting

used to her leadership style and becoming comfortable with the

management, who they

becoming aware of

The more transparency managers can

muster, either making decisions
that have to be

allowing the participation of
hkely

field staff in

field staff are to trust their

which

sets aside resources

made by management

staff openly, or

decision-making whenever possible,
the more

managers.

If

there

and time for management

increase respect between staff
members, and

trust.

a good monitoring system

is

staff to ge, to the field,
this

When

there

is trust

in place,

can also

and respect and

all

are allowed to participate in
decision-making that affects the long-range
policies and the

short-range operation of the organization,
then field staff and
to

be successful

in

management

staff are likely

working towards the same goals, joyfully.
Planning

The organizations included

in

my

research and,

I

would argue,

the vast majority

of organizations carrying out various
social service provision activities in
area, tend to underestimate the

would enable them

When

to

organizations

commonly

that

held vision, mission.

conduct a thorough, and participatory, planning
exercise; they

miss an invaluable opportunity
fit

research

importance of carrying out careful planning
processes

ensure that stated goals reflect a

fail to

my

to

make

sure that specific policies and operational
choices

with the organization's overall goals and,

in

doing so create a wider gap between

policy on paper and real-life practice (Fowler 2000).
In this section,

we

will see

1

)

whether or not each organization has done adequate

planning, 2) whether they have defined clear visions, missions,
philosophies, and goals,
3)

whether

field staff

and management

staff share similar understandings of the vision,

mission, philosophy and goals 4) whether those involved

have incorporated participatory content

into those goals

each organization’s planning

and objectives

ensure the participation of marginalized populations; goal
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in

2:

to help

(e.g. goal

1

communities

:

to

develop higher levels of self
confidenee, self reliance; goal

mem be is new

to teach

3:

community

sustainable development skills).

POD
Ha^ng ma de

regular stiategic plans tor four
three-year phases (1998-2000.
2001-

2003, 2004-2006, 2007-2009),
has demonstrated
the

its

POD

ability to plan in such a

end of a phase as an evaluation

POD
reflected

has clearly established a habit
of careful planning.

does plan, and

that

it

can effectively use those plans

in the past, its

goals and objectives have consistently

POD’s

stated vision

sustainable living conditions in Nigerian
communities and
is

to

underprivileged communities in Nigeria.”
that

Based on

it.

can

is

its

to

promote improved and

more

clearly stated mission

do so “through effective community mobilization
and capacity building of

philosophy

its

underpin

POD can

them from

its

most recent

values, philosophy and methodologies in this way.

POD encourages communities
local resources.

to plan using local

POD endeavors

for

the

tries to

use

by helping communities

to set

community.

POD

their capacity to be

knowledge and

to

to institutionalize the process

of

up community development committees

will continue to facilitate the process of full participation in

“weans”

POD

one

strategies that facilitate people’s full participation in
decision-making,

implement using
participation

pursue

to

strategic planning report,

implementation and evaluation of development projects, thus building
self-reliant.

the

readily articulate the values and

mission and the methodologies that can be used

articulation of

sum up POD’s

development

this

at

tool.

overall vision and mission.

its

way

It

development

after

that

POD

uses Participatory Learning and Action (PLA) activities

community capacity-building

efforts.
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Through interviews and frequent
discussions with individual
clear that

POD

field staff

process by which community

their

lor

POD should

will

own. The

members

try to

that

POD

in the

same

new

annual budget for subsidies.) Rather, they

POD does

in

that eventually,

to defray

not do development

that

POD

is

devoted

.5% of POD’s
to carrying out

develop increased self-reliance. Clearly, the

full

in

a

way

that enables

participation of the entire staff

basics— formulating

vision,

mission, philosophy, core values etc.— has contributed
to the desirable situation
staff share the

same understanding of the

understanding into practice

The negative donor
the

in their

goals, objectives and mission.

efforts to think

beyond the

to

which

in

nature of those “basics” and put this

day-to-day community work.

reaction to

new management determined

some new

in

and projects that communities can plan,
implement, and evaluate for

a rather thorough planning process that attends to
the

most

work

communities’ expenses

strategic plan, allocates

know

facilitate a

own development. They

themselves, using local knowledge and appropriate
technologies,
to

is

participatory development process
on

understands that

carrying out development projects. (The

them

should

promote sustainable development so

be able to continue

field staff clearly

and

participate in their

communities and does not guarantee subsidies

activities

it

POD CDOs understand that the

POD.

target beneficiaries should be
the Nigerian rural poor,

communities

members,

have over the years developed
a good understanding of
the

baste vision, mission, philosophy
and values of

understand that

staff

ECWA’s

prove by

its

changes

in

POD

actions that

it

management has made

intends to achieve

its

The current management team has made considerable

strategic plans

and approaches of the former phase, has

goals, and has even re-defined the period for
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set

which the organization should

plan ahead to

accommodate

a longer-view vision of
sustainability (beyond
donor

support).

POD's new

plans, however, are very

much

oriented to quantifiable
goals and

objectives and project- and
technologies-based development.
Ironically, as a

new

goals stand

result, the

contrast to the stated philosophy,
values, mission and vision

in

statements that seem more connected
with the process of development
represented
goals and objectives of previous
phases' plans.
director,

to

I

From

believe that one reason for this change

is

produce data during monitoring and evaluations

POD director

The current
process of setting

devotion

to the

job and reflect their

discussions with the current

the pressure he feels from the
donor
that highlights project-based
results.

newly formed management team through
a

led the

new goals and new

objectives that would reflect the

own

in the

unique vision.

new team’s

In the process,

however, the new

leadership lost sight of the importance of setting
goals and objectives consistent with the

value and philosophy of the program.

was easy

It

POD

results,

wish

2).

faces

to do.

some

In addition to (perceived) pressure to produce
quantifiable
fairly significant

to bring its contribution level

POD

budget

s efforts to

(to

some of
vehicles

make up

back

date to ensure that

for

ICCOs backing

budget restrictions

to the

will

have

to

EED

does not

pre-ICCO-assistance period (See Chapter

ECWA contributes a larger percentage of the
out) have not succeeded fully. At the

the original expenses included in the

—

at present.

be included again

in

first

phase

budget— particularly

upcoming budgets because

vehicles have decayed to a point of regular break
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down

same

time,

for

the original

(and a two or three vehicles have

POD

been stolen).

has had ,o

w„ fry

aboul long-range sustainability;

program running without as much
donor

The new

POD

management has

how

i,

win keep the

assistance.

set as its goals for the

two upcoming phases

(2004-2010):

m

,ll Ze a nd build ,he
capacity of the target communities
’
T°.
P|
toward
sustainable development,
4)
'

.

communities through

5)

«Kr?s^S

6)

To promote

Ihe pr

community based

services,

harmonious relationships

in the target

*«T°

7)

To

improve the economic well being of the
and youth.

build and strengthen the capacity of

POD

program.

These goals

The

fifth

reflect significant

and sixth goals addressing

peacemaking and advocacy and

to

target

for

*
a

health care

communities

sustainable development, and

women

of

snpply by empowering the target

healthy communities through

*«To promote

—
for

communities especially
H
y

smooth operation of

its

changes from the goals stated for previous
phases.

relational

empowerment through

attention to

economic empowerment were not included among

goals ot previous phases. Also, earlier plans included
what are

now

the

the second, third and

fourth goals under the general rubric “sustainable
development.”

The goals

are attainable.

However,

it

is

not always clear whether the

“strategies/projects” and “objectives” linked to particular goals
in the plan have enough
specificity to ensure that the goals are met.

community

selection,

awareness

raising,

For example, for the

community
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field visits,

first

goal, the plan

lists,

community meetings,

intercommunity
volunteers

visits,

DCC

at the

objectives simply

achieve

all

list

community weaning,
level

and

CDC

project implementation and trainino

members

the activities that

their objectives; but there is

as “strategies/projects”. If
strategies and

POD CDOs do,
still

then they are guaranteed to

no guarantee

that carrying out those activities

will contribute to achieving stated
goals.

Community

selection,

community

tield visits,

community meetings, and

implementation are essential undertakings for achieving
sustainability. Yet

if

project

the notion

of sustainability includes “building the capacity”
of communities, then specific things

must occur during the selection process, during
implementation,
spell out

how

etc.

field visits

and during project

Since the necessary things do not always happen,

it

is

important to

capacity will be built through each of these activities with
specific details.

Under goal one

that

speaks of promoting sustainable development then,

I

would

expect to see strategies pertaining to the process that must take place
before communities
are

“weaned”: community meetings are held once or twice a month-at which

settlements in the

community and

all

gender, religious and age groups are represented

and participant-for a certain number of months. The following
treated thiough

dramas or

PLA

are observed that prove that

trom those dramas and

activities at those meetings,

topics, x, y

The following

skills a, b,

and

with the

CDO,

are

and

c,

the key lessons

are learned

following indicators are observed that prove that communities can put these

A CDC-made

z,

and the following indicators

communities have understood and applied

activities.

all

and the

skills to use.

up of men and women, young and old-is formed; meets on a regular basis
receives training in the areas

t,

u, v;
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then successfully meets on

its

own on

a regular basis; plans and implements
a project on

own,

its

The

etc.

list

of possible

objectives and indicators could go on.

Since

every day, a
successful

is

it

impossible, however, for

CDO could

list

management

this

mean

towards meeting POD’s goal? Not necessarily.
for carrying out sustainable

meetings that most community members
successfully met the goal
are

meant

to

fail to

that the

difficult to

It is

development
attend.

CDOs’

activities

his or her report as a

CDO has taken a significant step

The

imagine

activities

CDO can

he calls community meetings, but

if

monitor

even a sparsely attended meeting on

community meeting. Does

members’ capacity

staff to

if

the

how community
increased by

is

rightly say he has

community meetings

achieve sustainability of development efforts, then
he will have to do more

than call meetings to achieve the goal.

The objectives
criticism.

identified

They

POD

planners listed under goal one merit the same kind of

set as their objectives,

communities each

community twice

a

ensuring that

year, using

1)

CDOs

work

POD criteria for partnership,

month, seven months a year,

3)

remaining five (rainy season) months, they know that
difficulty

doing the same number of

zones “to empower

CDOs,

inter-community learning

communities by 2009,

8)

visits for

CDOs

CDOs

facilitators

field visits.), 5)

and

CDOs

7)

assist

CDOs wean

communities

in

will

at least

CDOs

50%

have

visit

organize

of

criteria at the

implementing projects

community members’ means, and two “new”
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each

are met,

TOs, POs and/or COs

and target communities yearly,” 6)

communities

visit

months a year (The

management reviews community-weaning

beginning of each phase, 9)
appropriate to

facilitators

2)

communities training needs

4) Zonal Facilitators carry out field visits twice a month, seven

more

in at least 12

or “revised” ones for the

upcoming phases,
2005 and

(POD

1

1

.

)

2003a,

specific

1

5

communities

CDOs

train

50

DCC

volunteers in 2004 and conduct
a follow up

% of program costs per phase are set aside for subsidies

2-

enough

10)

3).

1

to

Although

ensure that

to

communities

of these objectives are appropriate,
few of them are

all

POD achieves

to achieve sustainable

its

goal one, to build the capacity of

good idea
that all the

of

how

CDOs

to

its

development.

Again, the strategic planning team did not
pinpoint indicators of success
achieving the objectives they have

in

set out, so

it

is

difficult to

achieve those goals or not and

it

is

know whether

even more

in

they have a

difficult to

imagine

could detect the necessary signs to establish
that they had achieved the

objectives and goal set out by the planners.

Therefore,

at first

glance, most of the objectives set by the strategic
planning team

are quantitative and easy to verify since, for example,
one can merely check the

daily activity sheet to see that s/he has carried out the
requisite
visits.

Since the strategic planning team basically

staffs’ daily activities as strategies, projects

listed

POD's

CDO's

number of community
field

and management

and objectives, they have guaranteed

these stiategies, piojects and objectives can be achieved no matter

how

that

poorly or cleverly

they aie performed. This approach to planning leaves no room to specify
the expected
quality of the performance of these strategies, projects and objectives.

Furthermore, having

and objectives,

POD

set

s strategic

only easily verifiable and quantifiable strategies, projects
plan team effectively

content of goal one out of the plan

POD expects

to see participate in

all

together. There

left

is

community meetings,

activities-whatever those are.
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the qualitative and participatory

no mention
in trainings

in

the plan of

who

or in pre-weaning

By removing

the content of goals 2 (food
security and sustainable
agriculture), 3

(sustainable water supplies), and
4 (community-based health care) from
goal

POD’s aim

states

to

remove

their overall

development process

commitment

to the

beneficiaries. This indicates a shift

members' capacities

to

In its effort to

POD

where

away from

that

might

work toward

facilitate

the

that

more

improve the chances

will try to carry

POD can

POD's

the sustainable

has added two components to

pseudo-CDOs who

DCCs

a particular set of development
technologies from

empowers

some

no longer afford

build a guest house that can be used tor

efforts to build

POD

and of

community

their

communities.

long term sustainability (Under

plan; one, a cadre of volunteer

its

POD

principles and practices to communities in

to place a full-fledged

POD

set out as goals in

development of

POD’s

for

the intended

participatory bent of earlier

which these particular technologies were not

themselves but as services

goal 7,

which

“mobilize and build the capacity of the
target communities toward

sustainable development;" they

strategic plans in

I

CDO;

and two, a plan

to

meetings and for generating income for the

program.

I

tear that both of these plans

may

drain valuable resources

budget for carrying out the community work

philosophy and

that

it

already has in place.

true to

its

CDOs

and communities and of not “weaning” communities

its

until they are

take on other activities that will require large inputs of capital

—

If

POD

is

to be

long-held practices of building lasting relationships between

continue the participatory development process on their own, then

all

away from POD’s

if

it

ready to

probably should not

they are able to work

at

the construction of a large guest house and conference center will likely take a lot of

resources

away from

the

CDOs’ work

that is already in place
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and even the volunteer

force will need to be equipped
both with training, and with
other tools like

and well-digging equipment and
possibly motorcycles,

POD

to carry out

if

GRAAP series

they are truly going to be
able

work.

ICBDP
Nearing the end of

its

second phase,

ICBDP

sessions and one external (end of phase)
evaluation.

has carried out two strategic
planning

They have

laid out clearly defined

vision and mission statements, and goals
and objectives for achieving those
goals. Their
vision

is

mission

have

to

is

self-reliant

communities who meet

to facilitate a process

also include

in their

their

own

whereby community members

mission networking, or as they put

it,

in their vision

seems out of place but

(and evaluate)

management and

hints at the fact that as

field staff

The

in

how

to

do

The

They

inclusion of networking

ICBDP

continues to plan

if

they want to achieve their goals within

which they work.

final report

from

the phase

one evaluation has a useful summary of ICBDP's

goals and strategies for achieving those goals, but the project proposal offers
a

more

so.

become more and more cognisant of the

importance of building organizational capacity

communities

learn

needs and their

“linking communities up with

relevant organizations for mutual benefit and
cooperation.”

the

holistic

much

detailed and comprehensive set of goals and objectives set and submitted
to the

donors

at

the

In the

end of 2001 and the beginning of the second phase from 2002-2004.
Evaluation report

wing of the organization, which
toward achieving

its

ICBDP
if

cites three goals for the

community development

achieved would take the organization a long way

vision and the mission (exclusive of the networking piece):

help communities organize themselves to successfully
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initiate

1

)

to

and implement projects,

2)

to train

communities

to ensure

in holistic

development

strategies that

dynamic leadership and team work within

the

promote

communities

self reliance,

in

and 3)

which ICBDP

works.

ICBDP

has wisely laid out quite a few strategies
and sub-strategies for achievin

those goals:

a)

Community

Community

Participation

communities and

the

program

participation and co-operation between
the

for a period of time.

Creation of awareness. Start with small
number of communities/groups.
Relating with other organisations for mutual
benefit.

Building up community capacity to help others.
b)

Participatory

Management

Informal training, planning, monitoring and evaluation

in

cooperation with the

staff.

Awareness

creation.

Shifting Responsibilities.

Ensure accountability
c)

to all.

Commitment and Dedication

of Staff

Training of staff both formal and informal.

Review

staff welfare.

Spiritual development,

d) Holistic Training

Development of training program with communities.

Network of competent

trainers

and advisors (ICBDP 2001b).
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POD’s

Relative to

“program/strategies,”

focused on the qualitative content
of
holistic

ICBDPs

ICBDPs

strategies are

much more

closely

goals: sustainab.lity,
self-reliance, and

development. Strategy a supports goal
land strategies b and d
supports both goal

2 and goal

Strategy c

3.

well-trained staff,

is

arguably necessary for

ICBDP can

achieve nothing

all

in its

three goals-without dedicated
and

communities-but

is

probably

intended to support goal
In its

phase 2 project proposal,

2.

ICBDP

lays out the following

much more

detailed

of goals:

set

Sustainable Agriculture

'•

Farmers are empowered

to stabilise soil fertility

sustainable farming methods.

and erosion by applyino
®

Subsistence farmers are economically empowered
and enabled to introduce
farmer’s initiatives.

Primary Health Care

1

.

To have

regular supervision of village health posts and
immunisation campaigns.

Well-trained Preventive Health Promoters promote
preventive health services in
the rural areas through community training on health,
hygiene, sanitation and training
of Village Health Workers.
2.

3.

Well-trained Traditional Birth Attendant are available to promote
safe deliveries

in rural

communities

Awareness on
community level.
4.

the spread and prevention of

HIV / AIDS

is

substantially raised on

Community Empowerment
1

.

Communities

and ownership
2.

Women

in

are empowered to become more self-reliant and high
community initiatives is promoted.

participation

development

is

promoted

at all level

initiatives.
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participation

of decision-making and

in

Peaceful coexistence and strengthening
the canaritv
P
Y

3.

for their

4.

own development

is

0mmUn,t

'

eS ' CaPaC ty
'

'

S

enhanced

community

Communities' awareness

is

RUrai C ° mmUnitieS are educated on

Rural communities are

'<*by

improved.

sources of potable

huma "

eights

empowered and enabled

and awareness has substantially

to increase their

activities.

13

*»

raised on environmental
degradation.

risen

8.

initiatives is

™d clean

t0 access safe

wate J
6.

COmnll "’"' es

promoted

Accessibility to rural communities
through
<

r>f

^1316 and qUalified resource P ersons for all

community

available

economic

training are

Networking
Search and collaboration with more organisations
locally and internationally for
exchange and sharing of information has increased
and improved internal communication
system.

Impact Assessment
Database for impact assessment

in place;

sourced with reliable data obtained through

participatory methods.

Sustainability

1

Participation of

.

all

stakeholders

in the

operation of

EYN

Integrated

Community

Based Development Programme ensured.
Strategy for sustainability through locally generated fund developed.

2.

Staff

Welfare and Motivation

Highly motivated and qualified

staffs

run the organisation.

Staff Capacity Building

General

staff qualification

has risen and policy on staff capacity building
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is in

place.

ICBDP

designated the following strategies,
O
sub-strategies and objectives
to

achieve these goals:
Sustainable Agriculture-Training and
Farmers’ innovation.

Formation of farmers’ cooperatives

On farm

research

Promotion of farmers' innovative
1

.

To

initiate

10 farmers cooperative yearly

among

the

working with.
2.

To have

3.

Every

communities we are

staff (Community Development
Officers) trained on on-farm
research and promotion ot farmers’ innovation
by the end of 2003.
all field

field staff to initiate

innovation with 5 farmers

on farm research and

in the

to

implement farmers’

year 2004.

Piimary Health Care Participatory training and awareness
creation.
Training of Voluntary Health Workers
Training of Traditional Birth Attendants
Training of Preventive Health Promoters

Training of Communities

1

.

To

organise a one-week refresher course for preventive health promoters
on

yearly basis.

2.

To

3.

To

organise decentralised a one-week refresher course for Voluntary Health
Workers on yearly basis.

organise 2 (two) trainings tor 20 Voluntary Health Workers for two weeks

each on decentralised basis.

To organise 2 (two) trainings for 0
week each on decentralised basis.

4.

1

Traditional Birth Attendants for one

5.

To employ

3 female preventive health promoters in the year 2002.

6.

To provide

supervision to

all

the Village Health Posts once a month.
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(

1

traini " gS

Community
Paiticipatory

°" aWareness and P^vention of
HIV/AIDS.

Community Training

Training on Peace building and advocacy
Training on gender and development

Training on income generation and micro
finance
Skills acquisition training

Appropriate rural water technologies
Training on environmental awareness

From January 2002

1.

to June 2003 to organise for each topic
one week trainings
on peace building and advocacy, gender and
development,
income generation, micro finance and environmental
awareness.

for

all

the

CDO

s

Each Community Development Officer
implement in the year 2004 a total of three

2.

to plan in the

year 2003 and to

(3) trainings on peace building and

advocacy, gender and development, income generation, micro
finance and
environmental awareness.
3.

In the

year 2002 to organise a one-week training for the

Community

Development Officers on well digging, dam construction and

rain water

harvesting.

4.

By

the

end of the year 2004

Communities
5.

To

the

subsidize

of a community

6.

To

programme

community

is

to

have a

total

of

1

5 Stations with a total of

1

50

working with.

initiatives to a

maximum

of

15% from

the total cost

initiative.

organise every year two (2) trainings for community leaders on relevant

issues centralised at the Guest

House

/

Networking
Linking and liaising
Learning tours /educational

visits

Newsletters
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Conference Hall

in

Garkida.

Membership

networks

to

0

lou^Td

fori'
e

iz :t °c:

T cr
° rganise

for each de P“tment

one

pro raIa basis one

(

(

>

I

)

w

National Learning

Imemationai

To “ehange experience and information within
the organisation by
producing
"
Newsletter twice a year with a volume of
200 copies in the year 2002 and
2003
and to increase the volume in the year
2004 up to 500 copies.
From 2002 to 2004 to link up with additional
two (2) National
Organ isation/NGO’s Networks and one
(1 ) International Organisation.
3.

Impact Assessment
3.

Monitoring and Evaluation
In June 2002 to have an effective
Monitoring System for the organisation
place tor continuous monitoring.
1

.

To

in

Mid-Term Evaluation (Internal Evaluation) in the year
2003 and
Final Evaluation (External Evaluation) at the
end of 2004.
2.

hold one

To organize

yeaily one

(

consultancy retreat

)

1

in collaboration

with external

consultants.

Sustainability Training

Training for church leadership
Training for programme staff

1

.

To

EYN

organise two (2) training on sustainability for EYN Principal Officers,
National Executive Committee and Flead of Departments one (
in the
1

2002 and one
2.

To

(

1

)

organise for the entire staff one

the year

)

year

2004.

( 1 )

training in the year

2004 on Programme Sustainability

for

Programme

2003 and one

(1

)

in

staff.

Staff Welfare and Motivation

Improvement of

1

.

In

staff welfare

January 2002

to elevate staff

remuneration

in

general up to the level to the

current government level.

2.

To

organise yearly one

(1

)

spiritual retreat for the
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programme

staff.

3.

Statt Capacity Building

Formal training

On

the job training

To send one
on pro

ICBDP

Clearly

down

(1) staff

from each department yearly
from 2002 to 2004).

rata basis (nine (9) staff

has planned thoroughly.

a clear path by

which

all staff

clearly specified goals. Goals,

Its

lor formal training

strategies, sub-strategies

can determine their various roles

in turn, relate

and objectives lay
in trying to

clearly to the mission and
vision of the

organ, zation and correspond with the
stated values of the organization
that
the following

learn, ng

way. The program has chosen

and action and has adopted a

sustainable

community

initiatives, to

empower every community member
All staff

members must

service to people

is

exhibit

service to

to

holistic

employ

and people-centred approach

sum up

in

to facilitate

right to respect,

to take responsibility for his

to their

I

participatory approaches for

honor every stake holder’s

commitment

achieve

own

(quality of)

work-remembering always

God." They must also be humble and

and

to

life.

that

the willing to

work

together as a team exhibiting accountable and
transparent behavior. Participation must
also be fostered within the program so that

they are

empowered

to motivate

all

staff

members

community members

feel appreciated

to participate in their

and so

that

own

development (ICBDP 2001a).

The

participatory content of

ICBDP’s plans

is

clear not only in these stated values

but also in the content of the goals, strategies, sub-strategies
and objectives. For

example, undei the goal of

Community Empowerment ICBDP

the importance of self-reliance-ability to ensure one’s
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own

planners emphasized

physical and economic

development-self- initiative, women’s
participation, capacity to lobby

due assistance with development and
due respect of

ICBDP
Participants in

has given serious attention to
the

ICBDP's

that organizations

work,

it

their

human

critical issue

rights,

of organizational capacity.

strategic planning clearly
include people

can achieve almost nothing

in the

political leaders for

who

fully understand

communities where they

they do not have a well devised plan,
properly trained

staff,

strive to

and an adequate

system of monitoring and evaluation.
ICBDP's strategic plan could serve as a
model for

any development organization working

in

emphasis on networking would give them

Northern or Middle Belt Nigeria. (Their
the opportunity to learn

from

others, but others

could also learn from them.)
Ironically however, neither the

manager/Deputy Director, now a much

management

staff (in the past, only the

larger group) nor the field staff
demonstrates

through their actions and interactions anything like
a
this well-crafted plan.

impression

is

that like

observed, the field

Though

many

staff

I

full

was not present during

understanding of the content of

the strategic planning period,

other meetings, including the evaluation exercise
that

did not participate fully.

I

Director of the

fully

at

the

meeting— did much

I

suspect that the facilitator of the

planning piocess and the consultant-the two persons with formal
training

methodologies present

in participatory

of the planning while the Deputy

community development wing stood by giving

his tacit consent but not

imbibing the participatory philosophy which underpinned the entire plan.
I

members

will

examine further

exhibit a

full

in

subsequent sections the extent

to

which

field staff

understanding of the participatory content of ICBDP’s goals,
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my

strategies

and objectives and whether they

strive to achieve the stated
goals and

objectives or adopt the stated strategies.

CCDP

CCD?

staff

members have

carried out

processes. Their goals and objectives are

than

POD’s

ICBDP's

or

phases (six years) just

CCDP

s

much

ICBDP

I

has.

In lieu

was given was

the

thorough strategic planning

less clearly

and completely spelled out

EED

for

two

of a document called a strategic plan,
the

“CCDP

Second Phase Proposal.”

planning activities have probably been stunted
by a number of factors

related to the rather complicated nature of

I

less

despite the fact that they have been
funded by

like

published document that

much

will discuss the

its

management and

impact of leaders-with their various

personal ities-on organizational capacity

in

more

organizational structure.

styles, qualifications

below, but here

detail

it

and

will suffice to

highlight a few points.

While

in the

case of

POD

or

ICBDP,

management team has been well-schooled
abroad, no

CCDP staff member,

experienced

have

in participatory

all retired,

returned to the

elsewhere.

COCIN

one person associated with the

in participatory

committed

development,

at least

development management

to people-oriented

is still

development and

working with the organization. Others

returned home, or found other employment. The expatriate

UK in

(Some

the late 80s and the others

left as the result

leaders and

RD

all left

the organization to

among them

work

of a serious managerial shake-up that resulted

in

leaders bringing law suits and counter-suits related to charges of

embezzlement. The current Director of

CCDP and

its

Deputy Director were

attached to the Rural Health Program. Neither of them has been schooled
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initially

in participatory

development methodologies and neither
gives
of the

CDOs

in their

communities.

communities’ efforts

development process

to

primary attention

CCDP’s approach emphasizes

complete development projects but gives

that occurs as

to the activities

subsidizing

little

attention to the

CDO builds relationship with community members.

My observations of a limited
less

his/ her

number of staff meetings-, here have
simply been

formal planning, monitoring and evaluation
exercises and staff meetings to

observe— and my

interviews with former

management team members and

related

missionaries suggest that planning has been
carried out piecemeal by various
teams of

Nigerian managers and expatriates/missionaries
attached to RD.

formally involved

its

integrated the various

CCDP has

never

entire staff in planning activities and has
not really up to date

components of

the program.

The

latter is

evidenced by the

the current phase proposal does not include
planning or budget requests for

programs other than ones

related to

community development program.

COCIN

church-group trainings and the

fact that

CCDP
holistic

Agricultural and agro forestry programs, training and

education programs, and health programs, although

all listed

as

CCDP activities,

are left

out of the proposal completely.

At present, CCDP, recognizing
as

its

vision

to actively facilitate the

Kingdom of God.” Although

itself as the

development arm of COCIN, adopts

empowerment of poor communities

this vision is not clearly

worded, the implication

poor communities are empowered, they can escape poverty and
to

escape poverty

it

social justice reign.

can further the Kingdom of God, a kingdom

CCDP

sets for itself an overtly evangelistic

that if

in

is

that if

CCDP helps them

which economic and

mission to convert non-

Christians by following Jesus Christ’ example of assisting the poor.
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into the

CCDP,

then will

assist

poor communities

them opportunity

to

CCDP sets
members

in

Nigeria “to improve their quality of

choose eternal

as

its

life in

life

and

in

so dointt
g» give

Christ.”

“general goal” to facilitate the process
whereby community

participate in the identification of their
needs and in the process of working

together, using a holistic approach to
address identified needs; and as

its

objectives to

increase (rural communities’) level of
awareness of and participation

community development...,

in holistic

enhance the capacity of the integrated church
ministries to internalise (holistic
values) and (to) be actively involved in
(sustainable,) holistic community
development activities....
facilitate the

formation and re-organization and strengthening
of ...development
associations (at the community level) and empower
them to execute various
development agenda(s) based on (the) community needs
(they) identify, and to

promote and enhance information dissemination and sharing
by management and
communities through networking.
It

lists

as

its

programs intended

to

meet these objectives: “value transformation,

organizational development, holistic

networking, and

HIV/AIDS

community development, community

(education),” and as

its

organizing,

activities

Agriculture and Forestry

community/individual

tree nurseries

livestock, veterinary services,

improved farming methods,

etc.

Health and Nutrition

...health clinics

nutrition education/rehabilitation

Integrated Reproductive Health (IRH) service provision and training
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Water and Sanitation
well digging, protection of
streams/dams, rain water harvest,

Women

pit latrines.

Programs

training in

IGGP. micro

credit, holistic

development, family upkeep

Training

organizing workshops/seminars on key
issues HIV/AIDS/STI/
reproductive health

Education
Information Education and Communication
(IEC) activities

in health

development

and

Informal education and simple book keeping for
IGP groups

Emergency

relief

During natural disasters/crises through providing drugs
and materials
needed.

This statement ot "general goal, programs and activities”
reveals a lack of

how

these

fit

together.

The general goal focuses uniquely on community members’

participation in decision-making about

development

communities whereas one of the programs
their

into

Value Transformation program, aimed

(youth groups,

satisfy the

women’s fellowship groups,

second objective:

to

at

activities carried out in their

which they seem

etc.).

This program

is

enhance the capacity of the church

personnel what the purpose of doing value transformation
to generate support

to put the

COCIN

groups within

actively involved in holistic and sustainable development and

is

clarity about

among church

leaders and
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is

if

most energy

congregations

clearly intended to

to internalize

and be

you ask management

they are quick to say that

members about

the importance of the

it

is

program. In practice however,
beneficiaries of Value Transformation
programs have not

shown any

COCIN

particular cooperation with

has not increased

CCD? conducts

its

CCDP’s community development

support for the

needs assessments,

facilitates

various projects with church groups,
as

The
in

first

the process of

and third objectives

CCDP program.

I

)

if

In reality,

CCDP

it

seems

and

that

and subsidizes the implementation
of

they were

community groups.

about raising community members’
participation

development and increasing

their

awareness of the value of

development and 3) about strengthening development
associations

which

activities

works, most directly relate

to the goal

in the

holistic

communities

in

of increasing community members’

capacity to carry out the planning and
implementation of development projects.

Their fourth objective about networking
seveial categories under a broader

organizational capacity. Unlike

is

out of place and needs to be one of

program objective of strengthening CCDP's

ICBDP,

CCDP does

not include

much

in its

statement of

goals and objectives that looks to any other aspect
of increasing organizational capacity.

Under programs,

“community organizing”
aptly

fall

the difference

is

between

“holistic

not clear, networking

under the heading of a

CCDP program

is

community development” and

repeated and once again does not

(better as a strategy for organizational

capacity building), and organizational development (presumably referring
to

strengthening communities’ development associations)

CDOs
meet

is listed

although,

in practice,

do not do organizational development, but work with whatever kind of

in the

community

training to strengthen

(or

encourage them

them or

to

to

CDC they

form one) without giving them any kind of

empower them

activities.
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to

execute various development

Despite including

in its

organizations and as one of
specific activities

in facilitating the

aimed

its

objectives

tntention to strengthen existing
development

programs “organizational development”

strengthening

at

its

community development

the activities that they

do

to

list

explained

as

CCDP activities are

by the

in part

no

associations’ efficacy

activities pre-existed

to participate in the

fact that

CCDP.

CCDP

development programs even though they were
leaderships, funded

work

many of

that the

to see the value

of

process of development. This can be

COCIN’s involvement

In essence,

in practice,

not integrated into the

meet the general goal of helping community
members

development and

holistic

lays out

development process.

Despite references to integration and
holistic development,

CDOs

CCDP

has

in

many of these development

become

the catch-all for

COCIN’s

started at different times under different

by different donors, and informed by

different

development

philosophies.

Meanwhile,
received

little

Consequently,

and

to

CDOs

have not been

no training

CDOs

do not

left

out of the planning process and then have

in the

areas necessary to carry out these activities.

assist

communities with the

activities listed

under agriculture

forestry.

Health and nutrition programs are largely run under a separate Rural Health

Department. Although
every two months

work

in the

at

CCDP CDOs

the beginning of 2003, health workers and

same communities

CCDP CDOs

and health personnel started meeting together once

are

meant

(in

most cases, they do

to support

women

not give particular attention to that task. This

is
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in

due

CDOs

do not necessarily

not).

income generating

activities but

in part to the fact that,

do

during poorly

facilitated

PRA

activities,

communities almost never rank
women's needs

when CDOs cease working with
communities
their first-ranked

need to

train

Some

of

women

in

CCDP’s

income generating. (They may do
some of

some of the

in

that

because

areas

it

CCDP

really doesn't

capacity to help-steer communities

my community

visits,

women’s

community members

activities.)

to help

CDOs

complained

to offer little help to

activities.

did ask their

capacity to generate income for the
stated activities responded

that they

by saying

The same can be

other activities like well digging that require
significant technical

digging and thus were able

COCIN

have the capacity

not have the capacity to help them in that area.

specialized equipment. Several

never

kind of training as

away from women’s development

The CDO, apparently unaware of CCDP's

CCDP does

will

for

claims to do, or because they are not
fully aware of

tor assistance in developing their

family.

this

have no bearing on their community-based
development

to

For example, during one of

CDO

them a subsidy

church groups, but again, the trainings
they do with

CCDP’s CDOs-either

communities

CCDP has given

need or even their second or third
ranked need, then they

part of their training of

groups seem

after

Then,

first.

skill

said of

and some

had not been trained

in

communities when they highlighted

well

that

as a felt need.

The Emergency Relief

activities as well as the Training

(including HIV/Aids training funded by cedpa and the

volunteer from England) which are

in

IEC

and Education

activities

trainings started by a

practice one set of activities not two could

VSO
all

considered part of the health and nutrition programs and better incorporated into the
activities

CDOs

do

in their

communities

if

CDOs
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developed the kind of lasting

be

relationships with their communities
that allowed time for trainings
on a variety of topics

including preventative health issues.

Do CCDP’s

objectives and programs include
participatory content? Except
for

the mention of (seemingly non-existent)

“women's programs-training about income

generaling activities and micro credit loans,”
particularly participatory content.
in a

veiy general

way making

some

men

CCDP explains

to participate in

If

community development

They should already be

included.

If,

section about “Future Plans,” they intend to give
their

development

activities in the future,

this point, if not forgotten

many

organizations,”

women

s

participation in

CCDP

women,

(CCDP
all

its

CCDP CDOs

development programs” separately under

necessary.

make no mention

Women

as,

in getting all

activities, then listing

attention to including

this is

because their

CDOs

women

in

have up

to

as they are “often forgotten in the master plans of

2000)

at least failed to

give their

full attention to

ensuring

aspects of development planning and implementation.

has not done adequate planning and does not have a coherent vision,

system of monitoring

in place.

Because

their

performance

in place,

understand the goals of the program and then do some work

A

succeed

Programs does not seem

participated in what planning has been done, and because there

those goals.

objectives and programs

they argue in their concluding

more

perhaps

mission and goals and plans for achieving these

verifiable

of any

only, holistic for the economically
advantaged

other non-participatory way.

community members
"holistic

In general,

plans

reference to holistic development (which
might be

legitimately defined as holistic for
only, or in

CCDP's

key informant involved

in

CCDP’s 2004
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is

field staff

have not

no uniform and

they tend to do their best to

that think

would help meet

evaluation confirmed these

He

observations.

said that, despite very

had come to the conclusion,
their

program was trying

to

that

up

good

to present, they

accomplish or

continue to receive funding from

intentions, the organization's

EED

how

it

management

have not had a clear vision for
what

might do

in the future,

so.

and for

Hopefully,

own peace

their

they are to

if

of mind,

they will call in a qualified external
facilitator that can guide them
trough a planning

process that will help to put them on the
road to developing a vision, goals
and a plan for

achieving them.

CARUDEP
During the course of a September 2002 evaluation
of
evaluators discovered the lack of an overall
strategic plan
logical

framework” on which

undertaken to develop a strategy

that

of the multiple

to

it

the external

when they asked about

the program's activities are based.

intermediary management staff member, put

view

CARUDEP,

As one

“until very recently,

no

the

participant, an

effort

was

ensure the most efficient use of program resources

needs of target groups.” After some discussion, the group
agreed

because the program had “emerged from a number of separate
‘projects’,”

it

had

nevei been conceived of as a unified whole with a specific set
of goals to be achieved

one target

area.

The

staff

their particular “projects”

was more comfortable discussing

making an

their

program and

who

their staff’s

led the

performance

overall strategic plan for the program.

vision they had for the

evaluation report puts

program as a whole
it,

the

program

until

my own

mid-2002, they focused

in the field rather

than on

They had never communicated

to the entire staff in a

the

formal way. As the

“European experts... were extremely busy with
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in

the goals and strategies of

and not the overall goals of the program. Based on

discussion with the expatriate directors

on improving

in

the

implementation of development

members of the
two

different

activities in the field.”

staff present at the evaluation

management teams with

two groups continue

to

It

is

worth noting

that various

were hired and given job
descriptions by

different goals for largely
different projects.

have variant views about many
aspects of

how

the

The

program

should be run.

In

September 2002, the new director held a
workshop

the vision and mission of the

CARUDEP with the management and

members of

the Archdiocesan J.D.P. Rural and

was

time

the

first

CARUDEP’s entire

comprehensive vision for the

staff

had gathered

entire program.

in

a better quality of

life

field staffs

and with

Water Development Committee. This

At

that

through access

to

to focus

on formulating a

workshop, the participants came up

with the following vision of their organization’s
goal:

people live

that included discussion
of

“A

peaceful

community where

good food, potable water,

sustainable economic activities, good quality education
and are self reliant." They then

discussed

how

the organizations could organize

According

its

to the Final Evaluation Report,

under the aegis of the Catholic Archdiocese of Jos

Archdiocesan vision of empower(ing) and

activities to

forward

CARUDEP as
JDP

a

that vision.

program operating

should, aim to work towards the

liberat(ing) people

from ignorance, poverty,

sickness and violence, through active involvement in enlightenment
education, peace-

building and poverty alleviation.” Specifically, the program, again according
to the Final

Evaluation Report, should “help improve the livelihood of the rural people

Archdiocese through the promotion of sustainable agriculture,

rural

water supply and

sanitation as well as through supporting local initiatives and self-help.

report

lists

the following specific activities in

which

in the

The evaluation

CARUDEP engages:

as
rines,
'

5) Stimulating

to

dams

etc.) in

handle their

own

and strengthening the sense of ownership
and participation

community development.

During interviews both
organization was to use
less pi vileged
1

its

can be done

the second half of goal 4,

CDO and

programs
in

that

supei visoi

would have been able

stated in the evaluation report

promotion of sustainable

goal statement, especially

My

to

I

and

CARUDEP could

believe that

come up

the

number

rural

more

program needs

to provide

Of course,

helping the

if

pressed, the

set a

5,

and

whole range of

CDO and her

with a program goal consistent with the aim
...rural people...

water supply...") but

I

am

through

quite sure that they

specific descriptions of activities included in the

2, the

underlined portion of number 4, and number

assessment accoids with the conclusion of the

that the

in

ways (some which support goals 2 and

and quoted above (“to help

agric.,

would not have come up with

to “help the less privileged.”

do not) and

goals consistent with that broad aim.

affairs;

her supervisor said that the primary
goal of their

a variety of

some

order to

final

management and

evaluation report which suggests

field staff

with better orientation

regarding the initiation of development processes that can be sustained by the
beneficiaries even after the program withdraws from the project area.
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5.

Efforts to clarify the terms of
reference

and evaluates

is

performance and

to get a

unified program are top priorities for
the

CARUDEP

on which

comprehensive

the

program formulates

its

goals

strategic plan in place for
the

new Nigerian management,

but

at

present,

has not developed a clear strategic plan
or cohesive set of goals for the

program as a whole. By

default, then, the organization sets

its

goals in terms of what the

program currently does.
In

each ot these areas,

income generating

1 )

water, 2) sustainable farming practices
and 3) other

activities, staff

members

carry out the goals of their sections of
the

piogiam with supervision from an intermediate
staff are quite familiar

level

management

with the procedure of carrying out their

staff person.

own

activities,

the quantitative data offered in the Final Evaluation
Report as well as

my

Field

and both

assessment of

iespondents level of satisfaction with the program indicate they
carry them out quite
successfully.

As
what

staff

in the

case of

members

POD's

“strategies/programs”, the definition of goals in terms of

currently do creates a danger that any level of performance will be

defined as acceptable. However,

my

impression

is

that field staff

conception of the program’s short and longer-term objectives

implementation and they achieve their
consistently.

They simply have

vision, mission

is

own

members have

in their

a cleat-

areas of project

section’s particular development objectives

a less clear view of a big picture of the program’s overall

and strategy. This does not seem surprising

to

me

given that the program

basically project-oriented and primarily committed to promoting particular

development technologies, and
in the field, not

the last

on the net result of

that

two

directors focused on their staff’s performance

performance
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in

terms of broader end goals.

The

overall result of the first

have more expertise

communities
and

how

two

less thoughtful about the

process might be linked

that

to

themes mentioned

participation, self-reliance, and sustainability.

new

Director ot the program

think through

some of

is that

the staff

implementing the specific projects they
are assigned

in

implementing but are

in

directors’ approach

is

seems

It

members
to assist

process of development

the evaluation report, like

in

fairly clear,

more oriented towards leading

however,

the staff as a

that the

whole

to

these end goals.

Conclusion

POD

has done a better job involving staff

related decision-making

process so that

all

objectives. That

and objectives

POD

makes

at all levels in

and has more successfully involved
staff

it

in the field.

understand and share

easier for

ICBDP

POD CDOs

to

POD’s

all

operational and policy

staff in the planning

vision, philosophy, goals

work towards achieving those goals

has probably done the best job, on paper, carefully

laying out goals and objectives and then pinpointing indicators
of success

in

them. However, ICBDP's planning process has not been truly
participatory;

members, and

at

and

achieving

field staff

times even key management team members, agree to what the external

facilitator or the consultant suggests without

understanding or being fully committed

the ideas suggested.

is

field staff.

the field,

CCDP

These two factors combine

management

little

staff

CCDP

a

lot

I

must both plan

it

is

ICBDP CDOs

are not able to

can apply the same critique

plan on paper. Since the plan

members, then

of distrust between management and

to ensure that

what they have down on paper.

has very

the field.

At the same time, there

to

is

largely in the

to easily

do

in

CCDP.

minds of a few

very difficult for field staff to carry out that plan

better,

and involve everyone
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in the

planning process.

in

Even though
participation and

POD

ICBDP

and

empowerment

incorporate

POD at

into their plans,

of indicators that might be used
to determine

set

some concrete way. For
work with the program
changes
Neither

and

that

POD

occurred
nor

CCDP need

the

first

time

in late

some

CCDP

requires

to think about

CDOs

that

activities.

occur

CDOs

little

to

develop a

have been achieved

an intern assigned to

development work.

to report this kind of qualitative
change.

POD

report changes in levels of
participation

in their

They can

in

could use to report qualitative

result of their

how CDOs might

and psychosocial empowerment

community development

its

has done

ICBDP asked

2003

communities as a

least

that these goals

to design an instrument that

in their

goals related to increased

communities as

a result of their

then develop qualitative monitoring

instruments to monitor success and failure and
eventually begin to do better planning,
including indicators for increased participation
and empowerment.

Managers and

CDOs

have the tendency

to prioritize “getting

on with the job”

over planning, especially when planning gets
complicated—coming up with a concrete
list

of indicators for qualitative change

is

not easy.

They do

not always see the need for

“wasting” valuable time and limited financial resources on
formal planning exercises.

However, by jumping

to the effort to achieve the

build the piopei foundations

includes participation

in

end

results without taking the time to

a participatory culture within the organization that

planning, and planning for participation— organizations

jeopardize their ability to achieve the end results for which they aim.

These organizations’ overseas donor partners can do a
the value of planning well.

EED

lot to

help them appreciate

needs to make sure that organizations

always go through mid- and end- phase evaluations.
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It is

easy to do

like

this.

CCDP

They can

simply withhold funding

until they

submit

their report.

Moreover, they need

to

supply

the organizations with qualified
persons to facilitate the participatory
planning process

and they need to require them

to

budget ample moneys

to

cover thorough and regular

planning exercises.

Overseas donors avoid giving too many
specific directives
Africa,

assuming

I

think, that this

which they supply the money and
lesults in their contributing

There
paitnei,

We

is

call all the shots.

between

to plan, let’s

send— representatives

for patronizing, unequal
partnerships in

money, and nothing

a difference

need

would make

do

to strategic

it

This

is

a lazy

way

of thinking that

else, to the partnership.

telling a partner

what

to plan,

and

telling the

together." Overseas donors need to send

planning

activities.

communities, overseas donors can only stop sending
partner has learned to facilitate the process for
to

to their partners in

(Just like

their

him or

own

herself.

CDC

yes,

training in

representative,

when

These representatives need

expect ot themselves the same behaviors that their Nigerian
partners expect of

in the field.

exercises

In other

who

words, donors need

are able to spend

to

send good facilitators

enough time with

their

to the

CDOs

planning

their partners in Nigeria to

know them

well enough to ask the right leading questions to help them plan
what they need

to, in

then particular context, so that they can do participatory development well.
This means
that overseas

donors do not only need

walk the walk. They need

where

to

to be able to talk the participation talk, they

know how

to

to use participatory tools to facilitate a process

their Nigerian partners use their indigenous

their situation well

need

knowledge and experience

to evaluate

and plan well, using participatory methodologies and cultivating

within their organizations a participatory culture.
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In

subsequent chapters

we

will see

whether the organizations
include participatory

content in their monitoring and
evaluation systems and
participatory principles in their
day-to-day

work
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if field staff

in their

members apply

communities.

CHAPTER 5
MONITORING AND EVALUATION AND STAFF
TRAINING
Even a plan with

participation incorporated into vision,
mission, and goals,

not produce results-in the form
of

basic

components designed

to

empowering

social

may

transformation-* some other

enhance the performance of the
organization are not

incorporated into the plan.

Monitoring— on

a day-to-day basis, throughout the

activities— at mid- and end of
the degree to

and

to

phase— enable

phase— and

both management and field staff to
assess

which the organization as a whole has successfully
put

make necessary

evaluation

the plan into practice

adaptations to current and subsequent plans.

Adequate training

of staff

is

also crucial, even for organizations with
a solid,

participatory plan in place. In addition to field
staff participation in the planning
process

(discussed

in

Chapter Four)— field

staff

must be given the training

out the plans of the organization to the best of their
ability.

members do
luck)

do

Of course,

need

to carry

if field staff

not understand what they are meant to do, they will
not (by a turn of good

successfully.

it

Since

field staff

that they

it

takes time to achieve participatory goals,

managements must ensure

that

continue working in communities long enough to achieve long-term
goals.

Continuity of field

staff is essential to

community members have
between community and

Based on
themselves

’

my

to get to

CDO

success

know

a

in

new

participatory development

CDO the

—each time

process of building relationship

starts over.

observations, subsidies and “helping communities to help

are completely incompatible.

Development
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practitioners

must give serious

thought to

how

.subsidies

include subsidies

Answers
set of

in their

can be used
plan

to

support the participatory
process,

it

they wish to

at all.

to questions of

how

long

CDOs

ought

be assigned to the same
specific

to

communities and whether or not organizations
ought

projects

if

to subsidize

community

organizations want to enhance participatory
development might not be

Obvious. The expectation that organizations
that have to produce project
proposals and
concrete results to keep the funding flowing
would plan for monitoring and evaluation

seems obvious. Yet

for the organizations included in

has been easy, over the years, for organizations

need

to assess

whether

iesults possible.

their

who

In addition,

organizations and institutions

keep tend

to

in

it

not so obvious.

“helping fields” to overlook the
to

produce the best

good intentions

based on

Nigeria

my

— from

—

to help the

observations of

poor and those

manner of

all

the Driver’s License Office to the

not keep a computerized set of records and the
records that they do

be disorganized and inaccessible. These two factors combined,
mean

the oiganizations included in

my

research, need to learn

evaluation instruments and then get

in the habit

how

to

develop monitoring and

it

may seem

an organization would hire persons with less than a bachelor's degree
school certificate or a post-secondary but pre-university diploma

job and then not carefully
quite often.

train

them,

it

happens

in the

—

to

—

surprising that

a secondary

do a very

difficult

Northern Nigerian development

Only organizations whose leaders have exceptional
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that

of keeping the records necessary to

organize and pteseive the data collected. Similarly, though

community

is

send money to support their programs, have
been

satisfied instead with the organizations’

seminary— they do

research,

programs effectively used resources

They, and those

stricken with disasters.

in the

my

vision

seem

It

to put the

emphasis on

staff training that

really necessary foi
organizations to realize

is

'

their capacity.

In this chapter,

faming of staff as

1

will explain

how

factors such as monitoring and
evaluation,

well as the continuity of staff, in
particular communities, and
subsidy

policies affect the four organizations’
performance.

Monitoring and Evaluation

The

three organizations included in

with a three-year strategic plan
will disperse

EED

funds to them.

evaluation” half

way through

evaluation and runs

it

at the

my

research, funded by

EED, must

beginning of a new three-year phase
before

encourages the organizations

to

do an

its

own

to participate

more than

without any participation from outside observers.
At the end of

EED either

consultant to this evaluation or hires an indigenous
development consultant

on

its

behalf.

EED

emphasizes the importance of the end-phase evaluation

without doing the mid-phase evaluation.

end of term evaluation

at

the end of the

an EED-hired indigenous consultant as the

CARUDEP

is

some organizations

CCDP even

end ot the second phase however, they have

MISEREOR,

EED

the three-year phase; in this case, the
organization plans the

the internal mid-phase one and so

a full-fledged

it

“internal

each three-year phase the organizations must do
an “external evaluation.”
sends

furnish

just

managed
first

regularly slide by

to slide

by without doing

phase. This year, 2004, the

completed an external evaluation with

facilitator.

required to submit reports to

its

primary funding agency,

but has no particular schedule for formal evaluations, nor specific

requirements for

how monitoring

of organizational performance should be done.
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In

terms ot organizational well being,
skipping these evaluations

mistake, just as

MISEREOR

do

is

failing to

monitor performance throughout the
phase.

not stand over their partners'
shoulders and say,

now you should do

is

a serious

EED

“now you must do

this,

that," avoiding or letting slide
either of these opportunities
to assess

performance makes planning

realistically for

upcoming phases nearly

impossible.

Moreover, without regular monitoring,
organizations cannot tweak practice
results possible,

and

and without both monitoring and evaluations,

NGOs

concrete to share with others, including their
donors, to show their

to get the best

have noth ire'
'6

results.

POD

POD assembles

its

entire staff annually for a

procedure and do additional training. Since

week during which they review

POD’s management

uses a participatory

approach during the trainings, held staff-members have
opportunities
understanding of the topic

at

topic in the field. This gives

field staff

may be having

hand and about

management

to talk about their

their experience with applying the
discussed

staff a

chance

to pinpoint

any problems the

with carrying out their work and field and management
staff

opportunities to look for solutions to those problems together.

They can

report problems

they are facing in the field with project implementation or
relationship with community

members.
In the past,

field activities,

they have engaged

management

critique each other

s

staff

in role-plays

of community meetings and other

and members of the

field staff

use ot participatory tools and their

members. Through such
process of development

activities staff

in

way

have an opportunity

ot relating to

members can address problems

addition to with the development projects.
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to

community

that arise in the

In

between annual workshops,

CDO P^fomance
annual

visits

in the field

POD has a clearly

which includes monthly

from senior management

staff,

laid out

system of monitoring

from Zonal

visits

Facilitators,

and a monthly submission of
daily

activity

summaries.

During the interview with the Chief
Officer, he said
their field staff in the field twice
every

reduction

them,

m

number of Zonal

needed equipment

CDOs

Facilitators

would say they average

I

month. Based on

to the staff,

CDOs

if

CDOs

other equipment, and sometimes they
,

bring their

CDOs’

new

in the responsibilities

leadership,

POD

community and expenditures

have any problems with

visit

their

work betoie being given

some budget

cuts

from

some of

meeting

PO
in

I

CDOs

in the areas

community work, and

Zonal Facilitators were each giving

4.

motorcycle or any

their

its

donor

staff

EED

also

to their

where they were assigned

in the

As

former four

zones.

CDO the challenges he

visit

was

an area where Muslim communities were showing a lack of willingness
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to

a result,

traveled with the Zonal Facilitator and the Program Officer to

and the Zonal Facilitator discussed with one

to the

the Zonal Facilitators

less attention than the

CDOs’ work

and

and has not replaced

the additional Zonal Facilitator’s responsibilities.

they give less attention to their

Zone

records

some of the CDO’s communities. They

has rationalized

are also carrying out responsibilities as

one case,

given

once a month. They may bring

one Zonal Facilitator who resigned. Currently two out of
three of

In

observations, given the

salaries.

Unfortunately, recently, due to
decisions of a

visit

and they usually check CDOs’ monthly
planners where

record their daily activities and their other

Zonal Facilitators check to see

Zonal Facilitators

my own

and the increase

visiting their

that

to

cooperate with him (purportedly
because he worked for a Christian
organization) and
visited

own

some of

his

communities. There, they discussed
with community members

feelings about their interactions
with the

recommendations

to the

CDO. They

visited another

had just completed a well together
with

community members
with

POD.

In

CDO and

POD. During

CDO's

area,

PO

ECWA

body which supervises the

POD CDO) to make

More
away from

We

recently

and willing

1

visited

his assigned post

would have

visited

whose all-Muslim community

this visit, they

Church Council

District

them

to

thanked the
continue working

(the church administrative

sure that he

was aware of POD's

to cooperate with him.

one

CDO

with his zonal facilitator and

campaigning

one or two of

communities with him,

his

PO

report to the head office to

work so

that

make an

just to see

how

his

work

and Zonal Facilitator met with the

secretary and confirmed that they were satisfied with
the

CDO to

we found him

for a political position in the local
government.

was going, but we met him not working. The

He

made

and the Zonal Facilitator met with
a newly

appointed chairman of the

DCC

CDO

for their cooperation and to
encouraged

another

activities in the

the organization and
ihen

their

CDO’s work and

official request for a leave of

DCC

they asked the

absence from

he could run his political campaign with the approval of
the organization.

did this and, having lost the election, has resumed work with
the organization.

Such

members

visits to the field are crucial.

get an idea of the field staff

strengths and weaknesses, they meet the communities in which they are

succeeding and the communities

and boost

Managers

their

in

morale by taking an

which they are
interest in the

managers can encourage communities

to

do

not.

work

They can help CDOs improve
the

their best too.
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CDOs

POD

are doing, and

must make sure

that

budget cuts do not get
should continue
stations to hear

CDOs

the

in

to involve

from

the

way of these managers’

genuine

CDOs,

visits to

communities

bound

is

communities, not simply

without seeing with their

to suffer

When POD management
change

in their

and verify

work

CDO

visits to the

eyes, the

that they

decides that

all

CDOs

have modified

their practice.

who

presents

Both levels of management check the work
of
files are

kept

at the

CDOs

Facilitator can drop

the field.

planner

CDOs

Monday

work

that the

by

at

stations with the

the expenditures

them
all

to the

particular

CDO

in his

zone

sheet-must be

Program Officer

CDOs

the

for approval.

once a month. Community

monthly planners so

any time, figure out where the

through Friday.

their

CDO

is

PO

that

or the Zonal

working and join him

in

work

In this

manner, management

in the field

staff

and their record keeping

can

at

was gathered from

visit field staff,

any time.

the beginning, and

community meetings.

Unfortunately,

visit.

They may

month.

I

met

make some

At the end of every month, the CDO’s

folders contain any baseline data that

records from

to

are expected to either be at their station or in
the field as per their

them and check

Community

need

practices, then the Zonal Facilitator
will visit each

turned into the Zonal Facilitator

37

own

field visits

over time.

two monthly written reports-the daily planner
and

in

and these

are doing. Without these field
visits, the morale of the
staff and their performance

in their

find

field visits;

POD CDOs often

try to

CDOs

do

all

do not keep

of their paper work

on several occasions either

at

their records

once

in the

at the

up

to date after

each

end of the month, once a

process of drawing maps or

filling

baseline information after the fact before an evaluation team would be coming or with

a
Among

other things, this shows that they are not using these methods ol monitoring for their
making sure that they are in the file when superiors come to check.

hut are only
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own

benefit

ihe.r records no!

Facilitator.

up

to date in a

Perhaps as a

result

manner
of

this

that

delay

because they do not see the importance
of

would meet
in

involved

moves

in

to a

recording the tnformation,
perhaps

it,

new

and are solely

CDOs

community meetings. Even

planning and implementing a project

is

often write very

little

detail

basic information about

not always recorded.

about

who was

When

one

CDO

location or position in the organization,
there are few written records
to

pass along to the

When CDC

their

PO or Zonal

or perhaps because
management only

it,

infrequently verifies whether they
are keeping

what they did during

the approval of their

CDO that replaces them.

in the

hands of the

Many

CDO. They

trainings are held in a particular

of the records are also not
photocopied

stand a good deal of risk of being

DCC, no

lost.

standardized written records are

kept of those meetings.

This said

POD

has by far the most organized and advanced
system of monitoring

and evaluation of the four organizations. As
we

keep any kind of systematic records

how

do adequate reporting.

to

POD

at all

and

will see below,

EYN

is in

CCDP CDOs do

the process of teaching

has had an adequate reporting process

in

not

its

CDOs

place for

years (two phases).

Even though
place,

the

it

POD

basically only counts outputs, the activities

outcomes of

its

it

carries out.

work or how much impact they have had on

which they work. As a

may

has a better than average (quantitative) monitoring
system

result ot this focus

POD does

the

in

not assess

communities

in

on outputs, unintended outcomes or impacts

be ignored, and achievement of activities takes precedence over the possibility
of

sustainability of similar activities into the future (Fowler
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2000

169).

POD
visits.

safeguard against this has been
the management staff
members' frequent

s

Along with

DCC

the

leadership,

POD's management ean

look beyond the

quantitative information in the
reports to see that healthy
relationships are being
built and
.ha,

a

empowerment

map

that

is

CDO's
select a

whether or not the
is

are expected to record

At any time, any management

station.

community and

monthly reports from the

he/she

CDOs

of their communities on

all

available to the Zonal Facilitator
or any other POD-related
visitor upon

request at the

CDO's map,

occurring.

is

CDO

visit

it.

CDO assigned to

is

Since the

the

DCC,

staff

DCC

member can

look

at the

leadership also hears

they can also verify at any
time

actually having a positive effect in
the communities in which

working.

POD’s

reporting instruments also tend to focus
on quantitative indicators of

success and not on qualitative ones. There
are only two places, on the “Record
of Village
Activity,

and on the “Daily Activity Record”

wheie they have room
communities.

On

changes

the “village activity” form,

open-ended answer
village activity.

to discuss qualitative

to the

On

in the

CDOs

paper work that
that

have occurred

the pressure of

it,

if

enough room
If

to write a

they have been

they follow the instructions they have been given, and
that a

some

management

staff

member

they have

have done

qualitative goals and indicators here. Typically, the

CDOs

enough

adequately cover the qualitative aspects of

put

if

will verify that they

information that

detail to

to give an

following two questions “Purpose of visit” and
“Type of

the ‘Daily Activity” form, they have

knowing

they might include

in their

have the opportunity

sentence or two about the outcome of their activity of the day.
instructed to do so,

CDOs complete

in

those spaces, however,
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is

too brief and does not go into

POD’s

goals.

As mentioned

POD's

above.

all

of

its

strategic plan for the next

two phases does

objectives are quantitative ones.
Unless,

instrument for

its

list

it

any indicators

has achieved any of

its

i,

is difficult to

communities, so the organization seldom
has baseline data from which

how

i,

in their

CDOs

hurry to get to the project implementation
stage so that they can maintain
the
in

see

can identify

it

qualitative changes. Baseline studies
are often not done, in part
because

members

but

qualitative goals.

almost never gather baseline data
before they begin working

cooperation of community

a, all,

creates an entirely different

i,

mid-phase and end of phase evaluations
then,

can evaluate the extent to which

CDOs

no,

working with them, and

in part

are in a

full

because the

organization has not given ample thought to
what information would be relevant.
None

of the three organizations consistently does
baseline studies
enter.

The only animation

communities

that

their

exercises,

community. They

map by

groups, the

many

are given

little

the facilitator/CDO. If the

community

facilitator

CDOs

community members

as a

some of their

in at least

community mapping. During

are invited to

draw

community has been divided

whole may be asked

to

in the

compare

way

might then ask some leading questions

are other important things in their

is

use

communities they

their

own map

direction about what needs to be included on

various groups taking note of any differences

The

of the

could serve as a partial baseline study

community mapping
of their

activity that

in the

community

the

maps drawn by

that they see their

to get to verify

that they

into different

would want

the

community.

whether or not there

to put

on

their

map.

This exercise can offer baseline information about physical infrastructure on ground;
but
there are

many

other exercises that might help the

community

to pinpoint the

key

decision makers in the community, the powerful and the weak, the marginalized and the
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well-connected, etc.

None

of the organizations uses any
other

PRA

tools to

mine other

qualitative data.

Some POD CDOs carry
members

are asked to think about the
infrastructure that exists

development interventions
the past

period of

'

and then

some

manner

the

out an Appreciative Inquiry.
Here, too,

in

that

In

what they would

both cases, the data that

which they are carried out by the

inhastiuctuie alieady on ground

in the

is

like to see in their

completion, a copy of the

into the

CDO

s

community

detail— tor example,

map
the

is

no longer

in

in the

primary school and

and “The

file

CDOs

is

is

after a

activities given

quantitative data about

community.
to

provide baseline date,

if.

after

or a written account of the AI discussion
was entered

with the

CDOs

written analysis of the

map

adding

case of the map, “The well that the community drew
on the

use," or

community, but they

map

community

produced from these

This mapping and/or the AI could only be
used
its

community, the

have been made either by them or
by some outside body

t0 think about

years.

in their

community

“The well

will

community provides enough water

in the

for half

need another one near the school...” and “The school

is

a

staffed by the local government; forty students attend
the school,”

clinic...,” etc.

In light ot the oiganization s goals to

participate in the

analysis of the

make

sure that marginalized groups

development process, however, baseline information should include an

make up

of the community

ot data could be gathered during the

in

terms of people groups.

mapping

exercises. For

Some

example a

of this kind

CDO

might

discover during discussions that ensue during a mapping exercise that a community has a

water shortage and no wells. The

CDO

might also observe
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that the

community

is

divided

m,o

three settlements.

the distinct identity

ECWA

groups-one

who

s/he

jumps

s/he

may

is

settlement near the

that the three

wards are made up of

ECWA church

peopled primarily by

who

participates actively in the
meeting,

who

is

absent and whether or not persons
from the three settlements
cooperate
is

the kind of baseline information
that a

into the well-digging process.

miss an opportunity

If the

CDO

must know before

CDO ignores this kind of information,

encourage potentially contentious groups

to

to cooperate

development of the whole community, and s/he
may make decisions— only
by

listening to

down

might observe then,

CDO might also note

with each other. This

tor the

CDO

members, one settlement peopled
mostly by Muslims and one
settlement peopled

by Catholics. The
present,

The

the

some groups and

all— that

not

create

enough tension

in the

community

to shut

development work altogether.

POD— along with

the other organizations— typically fails
to gather the kind of

baseline data (beyond projects implemented)
that would be relevant to the participatory

development process. Though there are a range of
participatory appraisal
to

help

CDOs

and community members assess the economic and

operate within their community,
projects are used, and the

their time,

way

that

that of

how and by whom

manner

in

to assess the

number of physical development

baseline information are gathered

community,

for

example

—

this

political structures that

particular physical

development

which various groups within the community use

none of the organizations has made any

would enable them

tools available

effort to use these tools in a systematic

impact of their programs

projects completed.

— about

If

in

terms other than

any other kinds of

the social and political organization of the

information

is

part of the observations that the
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CDO

makes which

are no, recorded

anywhere

for the organization as
a whole, or a successor

CDO to use.
For some of their communities

Form" which contains
government

POD CDOs

the following information:

area; population of

have

filled

on, a

“Community Data

name of community;

male and female-each divided

state; local

into old,

young and

children; major occupations;
religion(s); available
infrastructure-including access roads,

schools, clinics, water supply; and
additional space for adding other
information.

asked

CDOs

to relate to

me, without referring

Irom the Community Data Form, most
could

to their

community

Often,

POD

doing

I

visited a

work

community

together; the

community, or only with

make
in

full

a

more

goals

It

POD CDOs did

one settlement (out of
if

three, four or five

they are separate

more relevant baseline data had been gathered and/or

working with

that

community

in

a small group within the

careful analysis of the original baseline data, they
might have

in

not see the

which various people groups do not
cooperate

settlements), or with the various settlements
separately as

communities.

any of the data

use of the data.

CDO either works only with

the people of

I

relate the gist of the data, but
not

necessarily the specific numbers.
Furthermore, by and large,

value of the data to their work or

files,

If

the

made

CDO had done
it

one of

their

to address the issues that divided the groups.

ICBDP

ICBDP
theii

does not keep community

community work

now, due

at

files

but

regular staff meetings

CDOs

write and submit reports about

— those meetings were held monthly and

to financial constraints (with costs of transporting

are held quarterly. Accordingly, these progress reports are
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and feeding a bigger

now

staff)

submitted four times a

year Mislead of twelve. These are
kept

One

headquarters.

by the report
of their

report should include the

staff

CDO's

activities during the period

CDOs

field staff

challenges they

may have

members can comment on

faced

and management

appropriate

ways of facing

reports and

comments on them

CDOs

in their stations

staff

CDOs

leave

some

members

the challenges.

the reports

staff.

making corrections and

can also ask questions about

during the past month/quarter. The

discuss these questions and try to find

The management

also reads the written

before the entire staff during the following
staff meeting.

reports are the only written record of the

community. The

covered

report.

giving advice based on what they have heard.

The monthly

CDO station at

meetings, these reports are presented orally
to the entire

Management and

entire field

associated with each

each of his or her communities.
Sometimes however,

in

communities out of a given

At

in a file

keep no other reports about

work

that the

CDOs

do

in the

their daily activities or about their

expenditures. These records primarily cover communities’
progress or lack of progress
in

implementing

projects.

In these reports, there are occasional

communities from persons associated with ICBDP, and/or of
communities. There

is

visits to

trainings held in various

very infrequent and erratic reporting about participation of

various (marginalized) groups

related in qualitative goals like

for

mentions of

at

community meetings and no discussion of

empowering community members

to

progress

be more

self-reliant,

example.

When

I

asked the Deputy Director of the program what system

place to explore

how

ICBDP has

in

successfully and to what extent goals are being met and programs

carried out, he mentioned the end of the phase evaluation, but not any kind of regular
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monitoring process. However,
the consultant and the
assistant
well as a short-term intern
have done monitoring

PRA activities and community meetings

vartous

about their experience working
with their

do monitoring
have. For

all

in the field, but

stations closer to

ICBDP’s headquarters

EYN

Headquarters

in

stationed at Garkida and supervises the
stationed

at

Kwarhi and supervises the

in

The deputy

.

work of

the

CDOs

in that area.

visits to the

CDOs

Consultant has

CDOs

their request.

more than others but

to visit

some

visits

working
In

all

three

in stations

in

initial visits to

pertaining to the projects that the

38

CDOs

2003,

in

ICBDP

in the

to

has

their

the

now

set

as he

also supposed to

is

supposed

to

include©

director of

in his area.

is

The Consultant

There has been,

staff.

when

until

work

at

October

The
requested him

at least

ICBDP

headquarters, the

visited in the field.

gathered and recorded a substantial

It

is

the intern arrived and the

although most of

set

this data has

of guidelines that managers

will use

some questions aimed

at

worked on

during their observations

gathering data related to the

structures within the community, some aimed at gathering data related to community members’
participation in decision-making and project implementation and some aimed at gathering data related
to
the
s ability to use participatory development tools.
his set of guidelines was not in use during the

CDO

period

when

I

I

conducted

my

impact study.
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38

includes substantial data

the organization have

power

ICBDP

consultant’s area have received

community.

the field. 1 his set of guidelines includes

is

Some CDOs have

CDOs work

community and

developed a new

much

Deputy Director were never

ICBDP
which

Director

by the management

to the period

closer to the

terms ot baseline data,

been gathered alter the

In early

CDOs

Deputy Director was reassigned

of data about the communities

ol

upon

from the consultant. Prior

assistant to the

CDOs

visits to

doing

Garkida, and the other including
the

Kwarhi

CDOs

CDOs

are divided into 2 areas: one

2003, no regular schedule for

made

observing

CDO. The Deputy

ICBDP CDOs

Deputy Director as

and talking with community
members

admits that he has not done as

practical purposes,

the stations closer to

in the field

to the

together and the contributions
that have been

ICBDP

project.

date of

firs,

notes the

made

to

ensure the completion of
the

name of the community,

its

local

contact between

community together with
whether

this

project),

who

the

CDO and community,
CDO,

government and

any project taken up by

the involvement of

men and women

state, the

the

(they do no, note

involvement occurs during the planning
or the implementation of
the
contributed materials and wha, the
organization wants to do next

in

terms

of contributing financially to the
completion of the project). This data
could be used as
baseline data for subsequent phases.
This data does not include qualitative
baseline

information— information,
marginalized groups
settlements, at the

first

following number of
the following

The

in the

for instance, relevant to ensuring
the participation of

process-, he community

community

men were

made up of x number of

the following settlements

present, the following

number of Muslims,

fact that the

is

the following

2003 guidelines for evaluating

were represented, the

number of women were

number of Christians were

CDOs

in the field

present,

present, etc.

(mentioned above)

include the following question: “Is there baseline
data from the communities available?”

suggests that prior to 2003,

ICBDP

has not had an organized system of gathering
baseline

data about the communities.

In this, their

phase evaluations.

second phase, they are now on a regular schedule of mid- and
endIn the prior phase,

ICBDP’s

practice had been to have evaluations at

the end only. Due, in large part, to the influence of the
consultant to the program, and to
the person normally recruited to

f aci

1

itate

evaluations;

ICBDP

end-term evaluations with the participation of some (or
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carries out

all) field staff.

its

mid- and

In general,

during the pas, phase,

ICBDP

has

made

serious efforts to improve

monitoring and evaluation with
management making plans

to visit

its

more communities and

With an intern being assigned
(in September 2003) to
develop a monitoring tool for

measuring qualitative change

in the

communities-changes

in levels

of empowerment

and participation.

CCDP
visited a

I

CCDP meeting in

evaluation for work done
to the

in

February 2003

that

was meant

to serve as an

2002. Three (of the five initially-hired)

meeting with written annual reports ready

to present,

CCDP CDOs came

one did not bring any

report,

and one did not come. The leader of the
meeting, the Deputy Director of the
Program,
had also planned

work and
this

was

CDOs

to use the

meeting

the Rural Health work.

to discuss integration of the

(CCDP

is

supposed

to

be an integrated program but

the first time the rural health staff had
attended the

were given a chance

to talk about

how

their

work

community development

monthly meeting.)

relates to health

CCDP

work, but were

not invited to cover the contents of their annual
reports. Health workers had not prepared

anything prior to the meeting and attempted to give
some basic quantitative information
about the areas to which they are assigned (number of
clinics, clinic workers,

workers were also asked

to identify the disease they

frequency with which they had treated

meeting weie not able
they should furnish

it

to

it.

Most of

Health

had treated the most often and the

the health workers present at the

provide this information. The Deputy Director suggested that

later on, in writing.

This was the extent of the use of formal

monitoring and evaluation for the year. Apart from the monthly reports

CDOs

etc.

submit monthly and their written report
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at

that five

the end of the year, there

is

no

teams of

standardized system of keeping
records of the work that
time. There

field

is

also no record of what

two out of

five

CDOs do on

workdays or two out

is

done

in

a daily basis.

ten, there is

communities over

If

they only go to the

no daily record of

their

work

performance.

In reality, the

management uses

communities as a means of monitoring

CDOs

its

record of the subsidies

CDO performance.

CCDP gives

The assumption

is

that if

are doing their jobs, then they
will motivate communities
to implement projects-

wells, bridges, clinics or

CCDP

CCDP is on
evaluation

schools-that merit CCDP’s material or
cash contribution,

has not carried out mid- and end-phase
evaluations

their

at the

at

second three-year phase of funding from
EED, hut

end of the

first

any point during the phase.

phase. There

In early July,

regular intervals.

it

never did an

was also no formal mid-phase evaluation

CCDP carried out

its first

at

full-fledged end-

phase evaluation.

CCDP
I

used to hold monthly staff meetings, but during
the period of

observed these meetings

field staff for

to be very irregular in content.

monthly meetings.

aie not iequiied to attend the

staff

members who have

to attend the

Two

present written reports.

working

stationed in a distant location

regularly. Field

returned to the university for further study are also not
required

legulaiize the lepoiting system for

still

members

research,

CCDP assembles part of its

monthly meetings, another does not attend

monthly meetings. At meetings,

some of them

was

field staff

my

there, the

CDOs

all

CDOs

present oral reports and sometimes,

The former administrative
the

CDOs

secretary attempted to

but he has since resigned.

Even when he

did not submit reports according to his format on a

regular basis. His system involved asking the

CDOs
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to report about the value

transformation trainings they have
earned out with the church,
their holistic community

development

efforts, including reports

on what stage projects are

communities, any networking with
other

programs

in

which they have

participated.

information and others did no,.
the system resigned,

I

NGOs

Now

that they

Before,

that the

do not think any of the

progress that a

in

were

CDO made

disorganized paper work.

gone through

Many

this

filed

according

in a particular

My guess

is

to

some CDOs

regularly turned in this

management team member who designed

CDOs

turn in the reports

all

any more.

the reports and any other

CDO rather than community, tracing the

community

that

various

have done and any training

Because the record keeping system was
rather relaxed, and
paper work turned

in the

requires sorting through a

none of the current management

lot

of

staff has ever

process of sorting.

times

when

CDOs come

the

for their

monthly meeting, they receive

salary but have no opportunity for reporting
about their

work

in their station.

their

Sometimes,

they have an informal meeting with the Deputy
Director, but other times, the managers
aie not really present for their

monthly meetings. Sometimes other

scheduled

CDO meeting.

in lieu of

a monthly

activities are

This year, there were supposed

to be joint

meetings of rural health and community development workers
every two months. These
did not happen on that schedule, but

observed only one.

I

believe three meetings were held of which

39

Monitoring of

field staff’s

performance was scanty

no management team member had ever
there (on a

day when an arrangement

39 t r
I

found

it

I

quite difficult to observe

CCDP

is

visited their

not being

at best.

communities

made

Some CDOs
to

said that

observe their work

to give a subsidy); others

meetings since management would often reschedule them and

not inform me.
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reported that a

visit.

Two

management

of the fieid

more regular

visits.

member had

staff

staff,

them once

after they pleaded for
a

located closer to the headquarters
reported only slightly

Management

subsidies sometimes

visited

staff did visit

communities who became

more than once-one time

arrange the ceremonies

to

eligible for

which the

in

subsidy would be given and one
time to attend the ceremony.

On

the

day when the subsidy

community members
encouraged

Women
and

s

to attend

in

is

to be given a big event

attendance. Important

and

to

make

their

own

setting, the

attend and food

management

staff has little opportunity to

interacts with

community

prepared for

CDC

community members

the

are also

COCIN

church leaders

the special guests. In this

all

observe the

community members on an ordinary workday

or a

all

financial contributions to the
project.

management

is

held with

members of the community

fellowship groups prepare special music
and dance.

CCDP

is

in the

way

their field staff

context of a

meeting. They are not able to gauge the
participation of
in activities

Contrary to what the

CDO.

organized by the

CDOs

my own

reported and to

observations, the

Administrative Secretary said that he and the Deputy Director
make planned and surprise
visits to their

CDOs’ communities and

about the performance of their

more vibrant than others and
success

because

in their

CDOs

He

cited

at that

He added

in

that

some CDOs’

CDOs who

are having

more communities. (Again,

almost always subsidy-geared.)

stationed closest to headquarters

43 as one

time.

feedback from community members

that they tend to visit the

communities and working

theii visits are

the

CDOs

that they get

He

far.”
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more

think this

is

also said that they tend to visit

more often than those who

CDO whose area is “a bit

I

areas are

The CDO, who

is

are farther away.

farthest

away,

in

Molai, receives infrequent

visits

from

the

management

staff

and does no, participate

in

monthly meetings.

the

CARUDEP

CARUDEP does

work with

not

entire

communities so

it

does not gather a

lot

of

baseline information about the
communities in which applicant groups
live. According to
the evaluation report,

CARUDEP's

development interventions

information that applies generally to the
areas

Program addresses

the

most crucial issues

which

in

are based on baseline

CARUDEP

in the target area:

first,

substantial efforts to improve the drinking
water supply... second,

works. “The

it

undertakes

it

enhances

agricultural production and productivity
on a sustainable basis...” These goals
are based

on the following baseline information

The land generally

is

not rich but has been sufficiently fertile
to maintain over

ninety percent of the population as farmers
toiling

However, environmental hazards,
result in an

traditional

soil

at

subsistence levels

in

degradation and large-scale erosion

the past.

in particular,

alarming decrease of agricultural production. Due to
population increase the

bush fallow and shifting cultivation cannot longer be
practiced

Vegetation cover

is

problems prevail

in the entire project area,

diminished

at

an alarming

rate.

in

many

places.

Serious water and sanitation

and health and education are

in a

deplorable

state.

The management of CARUDEP has

recently undergone a change.

organization was founded eight years ago with a

MISEREOR
sent

to

be

its

from Germany

to

director.

Four years

later,

The

German development worker
a

new MISEREOR

sent

representative

by

was

continue the work. The organization's programs were changed
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to

some

extent each time that the

management changed. Both

actively involved in development

of management (a person

in

agricultural section) in place

working with the

CDOs

theii

in the field.

There was also an intermediate

charge of the water section,
and one

from the beginning up

in the field.

involved with the work going on

t ulai reports to

work

ofthe.se directors were

donois

in

Of the

four,

in the field.

till

date

who

in

charge of the

are actively involved in

CARUDEP's management

Germany about

the

work done

in the field.

which

submit standardized and extensive
monthly written or verbal reports,

forward

in all

when they

Vom

all

have asked always do know,

one community

in

most

how

all

Though

all

of the staff

staff are

their projects are

an area, they pass through other
communities.

are able to check whether projects
are

community members
Because

is

moving

of the communities. Their communities
are concentrated three areas and

visit

manner they

I

staff

These two subsequent directors
have made

there has not been a formal
process of monitoring and evaluation
in

expected to know, and when

level

are in need of

coming along

whether

any form of assistance or further intervention,

three areas are situated reasonably close
to

(just outside

well,

In this

of Jos), community

members can

CARUDEP headquarters

etc.

in

Kuru-

travel to headquarters to elicit

assistance or pass a message through a local
Catholic priest

who might

be traveling to

the diocesan headquarters in Jos.

In 2002, the organization

new

was handed over

to a

Nigerian management team. The

director visits the field less often but meets with the staff
weekly to hear about

piogiess in the

field.

She has also developed a more comprehensive written reporting

system for fieldwork. Record keeping has been regular but sometimes
hard
tor an overall evaluation.

It

is

to organize

project-based, not community-based so any one
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community may have

several files kept

in different locations,

one for poultry rearing

example, one for sustainable agriculture,
and one for water programs by the

for

CDOs

responsible for those various activities.

The new management has developed
plans that, in the future, will serve
as a
supervisors. Field Supervisors are
w.ll be carried out,

how, and who

now

a format for bi-annual and
monthly work-

means of monitoring and evaluation
asked to

list

activities

will be involved in them.)

for the field

planned (noting when they

They

are also asked to note

the purpose tor the activities they
have planned (presumably the goal that the
activity

aimed

at

achieving) and to

(qualitative

list

verification (including feed back

and quantitative) indicators and means of

from beneficiaries)

have successfully achieved the goals they

is

that will help

set out to achieve.

them

to

know

that they

At the end of every month,

they are asked to write a report discussing the
activities on the monthly activities form
that they did carry out,

and the indicators they observed

that they carried the activities out

successfully and discussing any activities they did not
carry out and the reasons

why

they

did not do so.

As

the final evaluation report puts

to this point not

been taken

full

it,

advantage

means of monitoring and evaluation have up

of,

because “(a) the format was introduced

only a short while ago, (b) follow-up and monitoring of activities

and

(c) a

not yet satisfactory

systematic assessment of experiences (has) not (been) taking place” (Kayit,

Chomock and
is

is

Fischer

8).

My

impression

is that,

under new directorship, more attention

being given to monitoring and evaluation as well as to staff training.

The organizations included

in

my

study have been slow to appreciate the

importance of actually setting aside the necessary time and funds
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to evaluating their

performance. They have given even
of

set

field staffs

community work.

less attention to day-to-day,
or

monthly, monitoring

Basically, they have seen both
merely as requirements

by their overseas donor instead
of as useful, performance enhancing
and affirming

exercises.

overseas donors, like

If

partners, and participate as

EED.

enter into closer partnerships with
their Nigerian

have discussed

I

in the

previous chapter, in their strategic

planning exercises, then they can guide
their partner organizations

in

making

the

necessary provisions of time and moneys
for thorough and accurate monitoring
and
evaluation.

Thorough evaluations can be used as opportunities

come up

with a very definitive

failures.

They can help them

list

to

to help organizations

of strengths and weaknesses and
successes and

sharpen their vision, mission and goals for
upcoming

phases, from well-intended, but too general,
goals to

much more

specific goals, based on

the concrete results produced by the
evaluation.

The oiganization must develop

a consistent

can leport qualitative and quantitative change

should give their Nigerian partners help
qualitative

schedule to

change— and management
visit,

observe and

Managers should keep a

train

in their

staff

must

staff

—overseas

partners

up a regular and frequent

communities

—on

a

visitation

monthly

basis.

written record of their findings from their field visits, and

need

member

CDOs

may

should do some

change has occurred. Field

visits

be needed to cover this task, but every

field visits.
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all

and managers can remember the

to establish that qualitative

take time, and intermediary statt persons

management

set

in their

iecoid keeping needs to be kept current so that
level of detail that they

communities

CDOs

developing instruments for monitoring

in

CDOs

and organized system by which

Organizations need a monitoring

system that ensures that

communities

at least

CDOs

take time for content-filled,

a, leas,

half-day

visits, to their

twice a month.

Education and Training

The importance of the education-level
of development organization
subject that

is

open

to

some

debate.

On one

hand, as one key-informant—a
seasoned

development practitioner from Northern
Nigeria-insists, the
education obtained by
all

POD, ICBDP and CCDP

three field staffs’ abilities to take their

implementation

were able

consequently to hire more qualified
staff a

low

level of

it

development process. He argues

more competitive

salaries to their staff

would be much easier

and

to cultivate in field

firm grasp of facilitating participatory development,
especially

in the

areas of

using these methodologies to achieve social
transformation and democratic change.
the other hand, another key

that

staff

some

of his staff

members with

informant— the consultant

members with

less

and

less

that level

to the

On

ICBDP program— argues

formal education perform better than some of his

of education

is

not a very

good indicator of high

performance.

Based on
Education

is

my

observations,

I

would argue

that, to

some

extent, both are right.

not the primary determinant to good performance and mastery of

participatory methodologies by field staff.

Some

However, generally speaking, individuals willing

less

well-educated staff are better.

to accept the

organizations offer, on the whole, will be less well educated.

developed

on

development work beyond project

to offer

staff,

relatively

staffs has a significant negative
effect

to a rich practice of the participatory

that if these organizations

staff is a

less of the critical thinking skills

and
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flexibility

low-wages

As

that the

a rule, they will have

of thinking necessary to

effectively facilitate a participatory
development process than better-educated
(and thus

necessarily better paid) staff.
Justice

My

Development and Peace Commission
(JDPC)

development organization based
are vastly better

do
do

brief observations of the
develop,,, ent

in

southwest Nigeria, support

educated-many of them have

turn in better performances in
the area of
the staff

members of any of the

in the Ijebu

work of the

Ode Diocese,

this point.

a Catholic

JDPC’s

staff

bachelor's degrees or law degrees-and

democracy and human

organizations included

in

my

rights education than

research.

In general,

they understand the principles of
participatory development better.

Nevertheless, as discussed above,

by the three organizations, the

level of

among

performs better than
of education.

education.

staff of

ICBDP

or

members who have been

to be the

key determinant

to variation in

any one of the organizations. One cannot say

CCDP because

its

field staff has

All three organizations' staffs’ generally have
the

POD’s

hired

education— varying between high school diploma

and other pre-bachelors degrees— does not
seem

peiformance within the

the staff

that

POD

obtained a higher level

same (low)

level of

better performance suggests rather that the staff any
of the

organizations are able to hire, whether certificate holders or
diploma holders, can learn to

perform
training

at

is

equal levels

if

they are given adequate training. At least for the field

staff,

the key.

For training

to act as an equalizer, organizations

on-going process. All staff

must ensure

members— including managers— need

development principals and practices on

at least

need opportunities to discuss challenges

that arise in their

so that they can learn together

how

to

that training

an

reviews of basic

an annual basis. In addition,

CDOs

communities with other

meet those challenges. This kind of mutual
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is

also

CDOs

consultation should happen
at frequent and
regular staff meetings that

managei s attend. As
oppoi tunny

to practice their

in their thinking.

field training

This
are hired

CDOs

ways

to

problem solving

skills

and

to learn

how

to be

more

flexible

also conduct regular field
visits to

do

in the

on a one-on-one basis with
CDOs.

may seem

any time

like stating the

obvious, but

all staff, field

or management,

after the organization first
puts staff into the field also
first.

The organizations included

in

my

cases, they simply concluded
that the

and they were generally given

less

new CDOs could

who

need the same

research have no, tended

give their second and third
groups of field staff the same training
as the

some

and

meet those challenges, they
have an

Management must schedule

iraining as those hired

to

think of

CDOs

all

learn

from

first set.

their

In

co-workers

imperatives and/or guidance from their
donors to do

so and chose to prioritize other
things. (Of course, by the second
or third round of hired
staff,

organizations have other budgetary
concerns to factor

in, in

addition to training

staff.)

Ot course,
as well.

it

is

In their case,

also worth considering the education
level of the
it

appears that formal education

development and/or participatory management

is

in the

have shown more willingness and
organizations and to train staff
priority

in

Managers trained

in

staff

areas of participatory

correlated to an organization's

palpable participatory culture within and better
performance
paiticipatory development without.

management

in

more

implementing

participatory methodologies

ability to cultivate a participatory culture within
their

using participatory tools. They have also put a higher

on the participatory development process, as opposed

implementation.
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to prioritizing project

POD
Whelhei they have then formal
training

community development
training.

or

some

areas: Animation;

raising/Training”

POD

other field,

The 2003 evaluation team assessed

in agriculture,

staff

34). Staff

members

health work,

are given regular staff

the staff as “competent in
the following

Community Development, Water

(POD 2003b

community

Supply/Construction; Awareness

members have

opportunities for training

at

annual national workshops and
thrice-annually-held zonal refresher
workshops. At the

most recent national workshop,

POD staff members were trained on

topics including

Advocacy, Beliefs Values and Behavior,
Sustainable Agricultural, and Conflict

Management. At

the previous

workshop they covered Advocacy and

Participatory

Impact Monitoring as well as Community
Weaning. Areas where the evaluation team
lelt that

the field stall could

improve

their

performance were “sustainable agriculture,

advocacy and resource mobilization.”
Recently hired
particular area, are

CDOs, who may

sometimes sent by

organizations with which

who joined POD more

POD

was

me

need additional training

to training activities held

in their area.

I

know,

for

at least

needed more

in a

by other

example

that

sent to receive further training on using

that she felt she

headquarters. This training included

POD

POD

networks

recently,

an area where she expressed to

feel that they

training, at

one

PRA

CDO

tools,

CRUDAN’s

a couple of days of in-field practice.

also maintains a Resource Center

at

the headquarters in Jos

where can check

out literature like

Where There Are No Doctors and CDs on HIV/AIDS which

more information

for their

Awareness Training
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activities.

give them

POD's former management
team
degree

in Participatory

included one

member who had

earned a masters

Development Management. This
management team was

instrumental in shaping the
annual training of staff and
the schedule of visits
by

management

staff to the field that

permit regular on-the-job
training. The current

management team has no management
member who has received higher
education
field

of participatory development
or participatory management
but has continued

in the

to

encourage the participatory
aspects of POD’s program
as incorporated into POD's
organizational culture,

its

planning, staff training and
day-to-day activities by the
former

management team.

ICBDP

ICBDP CDOs

receive regular one or

two day in-house

trainings,

two or

three

times pet year, on topics that
support their community work.
This year, they have
already received training on peace
building and advocacy work and
they are planning

another training which will cover
three topics: “soil and water
conservation, PLA, and

popular participation
training for the

in

development.” These

most recently hired female

have already covered. All

more

ICBDP staff,

latter

staff

two topics should serve as further

on topics

that the originally hired

including the managers and

all field staff,

CDOs
need

training.

Based on

women’s groups

my

observations,

in their

some ICBDP

communities, yet the

CDOs

CDOs

are encouraging the formation of

have not been trained

with these groups the range of activities that
they might engage

might consider more training for their women’s
groups
hygiene,

HIV

in

in together.

to explore

ICBDP

preventative health care and

education, soybean processing as a possible income
generating scheme or
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other income generating
activities.

I

know

the 80s, introduced soybean
farming to the

CRWRC,

and the Rural Health program

know-how

some

for

is

that the Rural

ICBDP

is

in

project area with funding
from

qualified to

particular areas of training

Development arm of ICBDP.

do HiV awareness work. The

CDOs

there, but

training on the importance
of promoting participation, on

how

need more basic

still

to use specific

participatory tools, like the
semi-structured interview (SSI) and
perhaps most

importantly, on

how

make

to

the

most of

their

community work when they

are not

working on a physical development
project with the community.

ICBDP
as the

CCDP

to other

members were

staff

staff

members were, with

West African

countries.

as those to

whom

performance of the
there

training help

The second group

the first group for a period of three

way

hired in three groups.

from

hired

The

first

group was trained

CRUDAN and
was attached

months and they learned

to

do

their

to individuals in

work

CDO

to

whom

at that

time

who was

not attached to

work with a veteran

CDO,

so one

wait for his training after the others finished their
own. His training was

when he

training.

During

allowed

to ask the

to iide

them

got

it.

The

third group,

months primarily by

ICBDP. The female

same

they were attached.) There were two
exceptions, since

and there was also one more newly hired male
than veteran

tiained toi eight

in the

they were attached (for better or worse,
depending on the

was a female hired

than the others

a learning visit

made up of

the director of the

CDO

was asked

much

to

briefer

three additional females,

was

community development arm of

hired during the second round of hiring also joined them for

their training, they did

some community

visits

during which they were

communities questions. They were given motorcycles and trained how

the fourth female

CDO,

hired earlier
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was

still

not given a motorcycle. In

an informal interview with
the female

much during

learn so

receive as

experienced

CDOs

of detailed training

likely to get

much
is

in

there

training as possible. Attaching

valuable experience for them, but

about

how

to use participatory

from apprenticing with other

was no de

member—the

consultant to the

management team

consultant to the

them

is

working on

his

to

(of the

week.ong

make

sure that

work with more

development tools

CDOs who

program— who

careful to

in addition to that,

they need a

lot

that they are not

also need further training.

community development

facto integration) included one de
facto

tiaining and expeiience and

current

2003, they said that they did not

CDOs. ICBDP should be more

ICBDP’s former management team

when

May

the eight-month period of
training as they did during
a

apprenticeship with the veteran
all staff

CDOs

arm—

management team

has significant participatory development

Masters

for the de facto integrated

in

development

studies.

The

program has formally added

the

management team. His knowledge of participatory methodologies

greatly influences the training of the staff
as he often facilitates and/or recruits facilitators
for staff training activities.

which he trained

staff

He

has, in the past,

conducted a number of

and he always takes opportunities

to

do so

field visits during

at staff

meetings.

CCDP
Although

CDOs

are expected to guide

communities through the process of

carrying out activities like well digging on their own, the

how

to

do

so.

have not been trained

(The organization also does not have the equipment for

community members

to use for well-digging.)

assessment, a community decides that

community

CDOs

figure out

how

to

it

needs

Consequently,

and

during a needs

to dig a well, then rather than help the

do the work by themselves, the
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if

CDOs

CDOs

must help them

to

find professional well-diggers
with

CCDP community members
who, never came

to

they can contract to do the
work.

reported that they had twice paid

do the work. Another

ol the local pastors in his

never used the

whom

money

community

where a community decided
what would be the best way

that

it

The

needed

to build

it.

money

to dig a culvert, the

community members do development work on

In

need training on

how
to

areas where they cannot (or even to train
the

Without knowledge of
communities,

them a

CCDP CDOs

part of the process.

that requested help with

key role

in

activities that

visited a

would be

community with

women’s income generating

insuring health and nutrition

useful for

a

be aware of

community

women

in their

to gain their trust

CCDP community

activities.

home and

in the

know

CCDP staff).

miss some valuable opportunities
I

not

to help the

other trustworthy organizations that
they might be able to call on to help the
in

One

another case,

CDO also did

own, or they need

their

problem.

for a well to be dug, but then

well diggers never came.

CDOs either

one

to dig their well

CDO complained of the same

collected the

for that purpose.

someone

In

Women

and make

in late

2003

obviously play a

they can also be important

providers of supplemental income generation for the family.
Training sessions can center

around a number of income generating activities—from the
making of everyday materials
like

soap and pomade/body cream to

groups

may come up

with their

in a

CDO help them

learn to

Now

and dye cloths for special events. Women's

ideas but

still

POD community—closer to

women’s group

bathing areas.

own

tie

make cement

need some “how-to” training. One

the

main road— had requested

that their

slabs for household use as floors in toilets and

they are doing this as a successful business. In

perhaps the best businesses might be those that
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CCDP's

CARUDEP shares with

its

project area,

communities;

low-end soybean processing
(which could be used
expensive meat or sold

pump

water

in the

home

HIV

workshop

to train

its staff.

CDOs

improve

their

However,

HIV

in

as long as

CDOs jump

CCDP CDOs

community

they need to

it,

it

held one

in a

way

know how

right into

would be most

HIV

education as a

need training on so many topics

that privileges the process

their

is

wise

useful for

to give

needs assessment,

I

CDOs

can

if

first

priority

among

they are to do their jobs

over the project. At the minimum,

to use basic participatory tools like

communities think about

that

trainings

because given the current level of awareness

Nigeria, communities will not put

their tell needs.

the

2003,

work performance. The management

confidently say that they will never
use

in

In

program on HIV. However, the
management does not organize these

training.

about

place of more

schemes.

on a regular basis and they are not
necessarily on the topics
helping

in

market) and high-end dry season
farming with ren,-.o-own

CCD? occasionally offers a
training

the

in

mapping and SSI

to help

needs more carefully before they rush into project

implementation, and they need to

know how

to train

communities about preventative

health care and sustainable agricultural practices
and other topics that are less capital

intensive so that they can enrich the lives of their

community members even when

projects are not underway.

Originally five

CCDP CDOs

were trained

at

CRUDAN

and taken on a learning

tour of development organizations in Burkina Faso,

Togo and Benin. Some of them

are

periodically sent to

CRUDAN, CBD-NGO Forum,

and

CBDD. They

CDOs

workshops and meetings held

have few opportunities

however, and some

CDOs

are

to share

what they have learned with other

much more
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at

CCDP

likely to be sent for training than

any of

the others.

One

CDO reported

having been trained on advocacy

been given an opportunity to share

this

to the areas to

CCDP

staff

this

information has not been shared
with the

which the

members were assigned

original five

could learn from what the veteran

CDO that they are assigned

to

CDOs

CDOs do
work

In

training.

some cases one member of the
In

some

cases, the

CDOs

to

work

in

areas in close proximity

were assigned. The assumption
in

the field. Their training

was

is

as

that they

good

as

with. Thus, in the case of the
trainee assigned to

work with one poor performing CCO. who
poor.

but has no,

CDOs.
The new

the

CRUDAN

information with his co-workers.
His partner has

been trained on financial management
but
other

a.

is

pair

not doing

was

in

much work,

the training

was

school and not really available for

were separated by a distance

that

made

daily

work

together costly and impractical.

CCDP

has no

management

staff

members

methodologies or participatory management

trained in participatory development

skills.

CARUDEP
Given

program

relies

that the

CARUDEP focuses on

on each

statt

promoting particular technologies, the

person’s level of formal education and then gives them

training in specific technologies that they need to

know,

if

these were not covered in their

formal education. Training on participatory development
methodologies has not been a
priority with the

former directors,
ad hoc basis,

two expatriate

directors

who preceded

staff training in large part

in the field

— though

programs organized— one

in

the current director.

Under

the

has been carried out, quite efficiently, on an

there have been

some water technologies

conjunction with ICBDP, and
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training

CARUDEP has also

sent

S°

me

°f

itS

S ‘ aff ‘° trainin

8 session organized by one Southern Nigerian
agricultural

research center. In late 2002 the
current director arranged for a
training of the entire staff

m

participatory development
methodologies.

new

direction in

CDOs

which

will

As of 2003, she

is

nudging the program

in

a

do community-wide participatory
animation work

wherever groups or individuals have
already been approved

for a

development

intervention.

All former

development

CARUDEP directors

studies.

have had formal education

The current Director has had no formal
education

paiticipatory development or participatory

While education
development process
variety of issues, then

in the

is

area of

in the areas

of

management.

not a key determinant to ensuring a
fruitful participatory

staff, training is.

If

CDOs

community members

are not able to facilitate training in a

will perceive the

CDO as only

having a

function during the project planning and
implementation phases, or worse, they will think
that their

CDO

CDOs

has nothing to offer them besides the hope of a
subsidy.

need training on

how

to achieve participatory goals like involving

or minority ethnic and religious group
participatory tools, like

in the

how

to use

mappings and semi-structured interviews. Although

their

having

since they can be trained;

totally

new

come which

in

it

is

is

not the key determinant to their success

important for those

need many opportunities

skills for

They need

training on

not obtained a veiy high level of education

that the staff will

process.

women

them especially given

who

facilitate the training to

to practice their

new

skills

because these are

the educational system out of

no way encourages any kind of flexible thinking.
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remember

which they

CDOs

and management

staff

members

will

have to practice over and over
by

doing role plays or discussions
how to handle various barriers
participation in their

community work. They

“What do we do when

the

community says

Fulani do not want to enter the
church?”
Christian ward, forgets to invite the
Ihe

community does

not want to include

will

need

to learn

how

have

to ask

we want

that

to

women

to the

in the

committee?”

meet

in the

the

church, but the

ward head from one

meeting?" "What do we do when

CDC or to allow them

CDOs

to use other kinds of

marginalized groups'

themselves questions like

“What do we do when

Muslim ward

participate once they are elected to the

members

will

to

PRA

and management

to

staff

tools to gather other essential

baseline data that will help them
understand from where the challenges to
participation
are likely to

come.

CDOs
retraining and

need more training

more

retraining.

and frequent training for
constantly

organization.

management

POD

—

many

areas; they need training, and they will
need

Organizations must plan and budget for adequate,
regular
Clearly crucial opportunities for staff training arise

all staff.

the organization’s

it

in

management ensures

a participatory culture within the

has experienced more success in the field

particularly the first

management

in large part

— worked hard

because

its

to cultivate a

participatory culture within the organization. Since managers
did not view themselves as

higher

— and

field staff as

—

lower

in

an organizational hierarchy, they were able to create

an environment where every staff member, no matter what his status, could
learn from

every other staff member. For
staff

need more training and

all

this

four organizations,

can be done

in a
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at present,

participatory

management and

manner so

that

field

everyone

and management staff-works
together

field

to gain

more knowledge and

better ability to contribute
to the participatory process.

Continuity of Field Staff

One important
planning so that one

community meeting

in the

Same Wort- Amt,

aspect of planning for effective
participatory development work

CDO can
to the

work with

the

same

set

of communities from the

weaning process. While a well can be

is

first

built in a matter of

days

or weeks, clearly facilitating
changes in behaviors and power structure
that impede

development within communities takes more
time. Helping community
members
develop the

and confidence necessary

skills

to assess their needs, plan,

and execute

necessary measures to meet those needs
takes time. Helping a community recover
from a
devastating

need

to

communal

conflict, or helping a minority ethnic

group take the steps they

ensure that their local government respect their
rights; both take time.

organization that

to leave its

is

CDOs

committed

working

in

to

the

An

doing good participatory development work
must plan

same community

for years.
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POD
Because
involve them

POD

all in

has

made

an effort to adequately train

the planning process,

all

POD

its

entire field staff

staff share the

POD

POD could

CDO to a different

it

fairly well

prepared to take over where the previous

necessary,

send a

CDO had

challenge to a smooth handover would be the fact that

that they all

be handed over from one

to achieve.

area and s/he would be

left off.

POD CDO’s

Nevertheless, an organization should also

comparable, and

to

vision and

philosophy and understand the mission, goals and objectives they
are meant
Theiefoie,

and

The primary

record keeping

is

make sure that the performance of each staff member is
keep records of community work so that work in a particular community can

CDO to another if that becomes absolutely
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necessary.

irregular

and

far

from

perfect.

Some CDOs do

Others keep virtually no records

most cases however,

In

initially

assigned to work.

quite a

good job keeping detailed records.

CDOs

in the

at all.

POD

Some

has

left its

places where they were

of them have been working

in the

same area

for

more

than 10 years, and only the most
recently hired or transferred staff
have been working
their

communities for

less than 2 years.

Kagoma) have been assigned
propose candidates for the

know

the language

In

CDO

these

position

POD CDOs

one case,

to

are indigenes of their

They

POD

CDOs

complained

member

to

is

hei

new

placed an ethnic Gbagyi

Miango

CDO

in a

when

they

ideas and with a zeal for

performance

benefits.

in the

to an area

CDO

are

predominantly

work areas were not very

CDO’s husband

populated by her

own

has completed

ethnic group.

other area had been less than impressive, by

quite successfully. Using ethnically similar

Not only

in a

predominantly Gbagyi area. Both of

that the peoples of their assigned

and she has been reposted

now working

two

Local people

be assigned to an area near where

comfortable working with an outsider. Now, the female

While

DCC.

are typically better accepted

must, with a host of

allow a female staff

ethnic area and a ethnic

his studies

Fadon

has encouraged them/allowed them
to

who

area.

(e.g.,

development/change.

her husband was schooling,

Miango

CDO, POD

and culture of the

enter the community, as
facilitating

a

When newly created DCCs

in

CDOs

better able to relate to

CDOs

in

all

reports, she

communities has

community members when they

share ethnicity as an identifying characteristic, the fact that they are stationed
near their
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homes makes them more
in

ensuring continuity of

Over

CDOs

POD

assigned to

funding constraints.

management
expected
the

work

in

work

its

in the Southeast.

some

cases, they

Then they

promoted

let

few other

a

CDOs

villages they had

worked

CDOs

its

go due

to

to intermediate level

Newly appointed Zonal

were replaced by other CDOs. Zonal

CDO

had

Facilitators

left

were

since none of

Facilitators also had to continue with

in as

CDOs

while doing

all

their zonal

as well.

The new

POD

management team incorporated

the training of a sort of volunteer

POD CDOs

in

DCCs

where

POD

POD

staff

management and

coverage and

to

into

who would

field staff.

This

is

DCC

POD’s

its

try to

currently does not have a

These volunteers would be nominated by the

POD

very important

reach in recent years. First they
phased out their

over the supervision of communities
whose

some of the

is

has had some successes in
promoting the continuity of

positions without replacing them.

to take

CDOs

In

work. This

41

has reduced

DCCs

POD

staff.

POD

the years,

This said,

staff.

likely to stay satisfied with

most recent

strategic plan

do some of the work of

POD CDO

and sent for

assigned to work.

training

initial

attempt to ensure a broader

accommodate some of the DCCs from which

the

POD CDO

by the

POD
has been

withdrawn.

POD

has had

some success

helping them to develop their
(participatory)

own

at

working with communities long enough and

capacity to organize themselves to carry out

development work without the

facilitation of a

CDO.

I

observed one

The only disadvantage of assigning CDOs to work in their own ethnic areas, is that if they are too close
home, they may, as in the case of one CDO 7, set aside their POD duties to carry out the requests of
their senior family members. DCC officers, it, as is most often the case, assigned to their own home
to

regions,

1

may

not report their poor performance to

POD

because of the ethnic loyalty.
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"weaned- community where

a group of

POD trained community

to meet, organize trainings for
themselves,

attend to development needs in the

engage

in

members who continue

income generating

community without

the urging of the

activities

CDO—though

they sometimes invite him to
facilitate trainings. For the most
part, however, as

discuss in the section on

a long

the

way

to

go

in

CDC

formation and training and

development process

to a point

where a majority of

its

it

will

I

Community Weaning,

developing a reliable system by which

and

POD

has

consistently institutionalizes

communities can continue the

participatory development process on their
own.

ICBDP
In

ICBDP's

stations for

some

area,

community development

time, but

two

of the original

new round of female CDOs were
transfer of

two seasoned

consultant, field staff

who had been

staff

officers

CDOs

assigned their

own

had been assigned

were transferred recently when the
stations.

The reasons

outside observers, to be political.

assisting the consultant as well as taking care of his

CDO station

influence with the consultant.

CDO to the

Deputy Director did not allow enough time

CDO was

some of

the

One of the CDOs

a position of possible

communities

that

should

new one were dropped because

the

for the transfer of staff to take place.

In

replaced by a

consultant (and to me) that they have had to

community and

for the

work area was

which would remove him from

‘In the other case,

have been handed over from the old

cases where a veteran

same

were judged by most who know the organization,

members and

transferred to a distant

to the

new

start

one, the

new ones have

both

reported to the

over their relationship with the

build a level of trust before they can continue working with them.

42‘

As of mid-2003, his job description has been rewritten and he is now assigned
Deputy Director and is posted to ICBDP headquarters in Garkida.
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to

be the assistant to the

Where communities were
accustomed
a female one, they need
to take
•heir

work should be

ICBDP

staff in

the

same

some time

or different.

to

working with a male

to assess

whether

Though

resulted in a temporary
setback for

in

CDOs

means

some of these

CDO

that the nature

the initial reports

indicate that their

CDO who

was

initially not

given a motorcycle

won

new

her

communities' hearts by walking long
distances to reach them. The
community
With admired her effort so

much

that they

m the community very seriously.
assigned a female

female

CDO

were inclined

Nevertheless,

CDO raised doubts about
was not able

to take

spoke

whatever she came

to

do

some community members who had
been

what they would do during periods
when

work because of maternity

to

I

leave.
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CCDP
Of

the tour organizations,

CCDP

has shifted

its

field staff

from one

another the most. Transfers have
occurred for a variety of reasons.

away from one

transferred

conflict in

some

station to

Two CDOs

were

area where there had been significant
Muslim-Christian

villages during 2001 and in others during

2002 and early 2003.

CDOs

have been transferred on two occasions
because they demonstrated a poor performance.

They reported finding communities unwilling
difficulty

of the

torn area that the other

The

to

work with them and/or meeting

working cooperatively with the pastors and leaders
of

were assigned. (One

the old

transfers

CDOs’

of

have shown an amazing
willingness to work hard for
the progress of the

community. One female

their

now have

cases, the transfer of

some communities,

from communities who have
been reassigned a female
female

this

CDO and

two

two “poor performers” was

CDOs

have just been made

initially

were withdrawn from, but

at the
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RCC to

which they

reassigned to the war

in late

beginning of 2003 so the progress

areas will need to be studied further.

the

2003

that the

has, according

new CDOs make

in

.0

unconfirmed reports, been

three have at

fired

from

his

CCDP

work.) Ou, of the five original

one time or another been transferred
as a

their studies.

Two of those

three

were assigned

to

result of their desire to
continue

work

the University of Maiduguri,
and the Veterinary School
station to continue his studies
in

three ot those cases, the

attention to their

were introduced

CDOs

to

CCDP

in

in

areas close to their schools

Vom) and one

Maiduguri without being assigned

to

simply

any RCC.

have concentrated on their studies
and have given

community work. As
by one

a result of those transfers,

CDO,

that they

CDO

involved

in the

had not introduced the newly assigned

had been working. The new

CDOs

CDOs made

little

effort to

had very

most recent

CDOs

little

set

to the

communities

in a

community— development

history, socio-political

hire five

they

new

made

their plans for the

designated the original hires Rural

44
II

is

worth noting that

which they

a

dynamics within the community etc.—

second phase,

cover the entire area

which they addressed

proposed new hires

in

admitted

newly assigned CDOs.

field staff to

strategic plan in

all

in their

completed

Thus the information gained from working with

As

little

information about any work the former

and/oi subsidized project.

the

In all

communicate

of transfers

might have done with the community, unless the
work resulted

was not shared with

left his

some communities

with each other even the basic information
about the work they had been doing

CDOs

(at

then assigned a second and then
a third within a

period of four or five years.
Unfortunately, the

assigned area. The three

CDOs.

which

COCIN

their intention to hire five

Community Development

field assistants.

CCDP's

in

CCDP decided

If

priority here

development program but the desires of all

has

RCCs.

new

staff,

Officers

I

read

is

clearly not the populations that

RCCs

it

in the
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that they

needed

to

44

In the

they

(RCDOs) and

the

correctly, the strategic plan did not budget

church

to benefit

might best benefit from
from the program.

its

any money for training these new
apprentice with one of the

field assistants.

RCDOs. When some

Instead, they

RCDOs

of the

were assigned

to

began applying

to

continue their university studies, the
field staff members were
expected to take over the

communities where the

CCDP

then,

RCDO returning to university

lost its ability to better

staff

members were

which a

able to take over the

field assistant

the field assistant

also a full-time

cover the large area

RCDOs communities (to

they did cover the original

had been working. Effectively

RCDOs communities).

work area

to a

student— this arrangement

at

COCIN

the extent that the

apprenticed with a non-performing

was assigned

which

in

In

based but

newly hired

field

two cases-one

RCDO and

some distance from

left relatively

is

the other in

his

in

which

RCDO who was

untrained staff persons in charge

of two areas (the field staffs and the RCDO’s).

An end
of

of 2003 assessment of

work with communities

Of the

original five

completed

RCCs

RCDOs,

only one remains

at

work

for

in the

neighboring

— and communities
members

RCDO

hired to

in

RCC

is

now

to

is

almost no continuity.

CCDP and

his university study, will be virtually beginning

communities

field staff

transfers have effected the continuity

reveals that there post-transfer; there

originally covered by a

assigned

how CCDP’s

anew

in his area.

completely abandoned

which a newer hired

having

he,

— so

field staff

is

One

RCC

of the

the

had been

another three have been added to the workload for the

work

in

neighboring RCCs.

4:1

At the end ot 2003 then, in RCC 1, one RCDO left his work to join politics, having run for
government counsel during the 2003 elections; his partner field staffer remained successfully
neighboring

just

and could give attention

has been assigned to take the place of the

to the

RCDO

RCDO's
who

former

left to

RCC

as well.

In

RCC

2,

local
at

one

work

in the

field staff

continue his schooling, but she does not have a

means of transportation and spends a majority of time at the headquarters and/or involved in HIV trainings.
The partner field staff, assigned to the neighboring RCC, remains hard at work in his RCC and also
provides some continuity for the other RCC. In RCC 3, no RCDO or field staff is assigned to work,
leaving behind communities that are in special need of support and encouragement as they recover from the
ravages of war between Christians and Muslims there. In RCC 4, one field staff is working in his own
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CARUDEP
CDOs

working

concentrated areas.

the agricultural section are
assigned to

in

CDOs who

work primarily

two

in

are agricultural extension
workers, poultry specialists,
or

animal husbandry specialists have
remained the same since the
program began. At
they

worked

all

in the pilot area.

Communities have had

CDOs

a

and may continue

Later, they

good opportunity
to

to

began working

in

two additional

develop a relationship of

apply for additional services front

trust

first,

parishes.

with these

CARUDEP as they

wish

46
.

Subsidies

Sometimes, managers and
their presence in the

field staff alike see subsidies
as a

community. This

is

way

of justifying

most often the case when they lack training

in

various areas of participatory development
practice and are thus unable to assist

communities

that are not in the process of carrying
out a project.

Unfortunately,

when development

organizations give subsidies, they almost

guarantee communities’ dependency on them
and they pretty
all

of their communities and

all

much

guarantee as well that

of their field staff will be focused solely on
projects

implementation.

It

they give subsidies

have put forth
little

boost. This kind of subsidy

C but does

little

RCDO schooling
and

will

remains
the

now,

in

managers should only give them

their absolute best effort to

tieated like an appreciation

RC

at all,

RCC

RCC

but he

2004, have begun

is

culturally appropriate in Northern Nigeria;

of the

members working

in earnest

in the

just a

can be

community

RCDO who has left the program. There is the RCC 3
DCC 5, one RCDO had finished his studies

working

in his

ol the

stall

effort the

it

that

not working there. In

area again.

He

work he had done before in, at most, two communities. The
neighboring RCC was let go at the end of 2003.

The

communities

complete a manageable project but need

by the organization of the significant

to attend to the

in the

is

to

will be able to pick
field staff

member

up some

assigned to

water technologies section do not work long term with the same

community.
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has made.

.here

If

a guarantee of a subsidy from
the beginning, however,
then

is

communities come

to expect

etrown n e ht from

i,

and tend

the beginning.

to plan projects bigger
than they

In this latter case,

they assume (hat the
organization,

funded by wealthy “turawa" (people
of European descent)
needs

it

they but select the one they want
to have met

can achieve on

will

be able to meet

all

their

first.

Clearly, this kind of dependent
attitude undermines a development
organization’s
potential to

to teach

empower communities

them new

development

skills.

staff that

I

to

recognize their

full potential to

help themselves and

once asked some community members and
some of the

was working with them,

if,

now

that the organization

had

built

one

rather large and capital intensive water
project with them, could they replicate
that project

on

their

own. All

program

my

view,

wants

ol those that

staff laughed.

is

I

was questioning, community members and
development

“Of course

not" they said.

The

strategy of giving subsidies, in

probably the single most damaging strategy a
development organization

to effect social

change

in its

that

communities can adopt.

POD
POD’s

attitude about subsidizing project implementation
has

There was a period when they gave quite a few subsidies
complete projects

that required

Gradually the former

way

to hop, skip

POD

and jump

community meetings

more expensive

management

to get to

know

the

communities

CDOs

were using subsidies

"if

you do

this

community and they were

and

them

as a

implementation. They were not holding
not giving any

attention whatsoever to the process of development; they were simply

community and saying

to help

materials, especially bags of cement.

realized that

right to project

to

changed over time.

this
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and provide

this

and

coming

this,

we

to the

will provide

these things and

will

complete

was changed so

.subsidies

could afford
that they

we

to carry ou,

that

this project together."

communities were encouraged

without outside assistance and

their level

to plan projects that
(hey

CDOs

that

were given no guarantee

to

some unforeseen

difficulty, then the

that they

hu Slnce lhe
'

CDOs w °uld

communities would do

no longer be sure of

their

their best to carry out their

had no, been able

Management assumed

community’s getting a subsidy,

development

activities without waiting

for assistance.

ICBDP

ICBDP

has

in the past

given subsidies to some communities that
have made a

gieat deal ot effort in trying to carry out

development

activities

on

their

own

but have

leached a point where they simply cannot progress
to complete a project. In one case,
a

community

built a school building

beginning ot the rainy season.

of

mud

ICBDP

blocks and could not get

assisted the

community with

it

with blackboards for

its

school.

ICBDP

ICBDP

roofed before the

the

plastering substance that they could cover their bricks
with to protect

organization could roof the building. In another case,

money

them

furnished a

for a

until the

community

has not given out any subsidies since 2001,

however, for lack of funds.
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if

Zonal Facilitator could arrange

with the management for that
community to receive a subsidy.
'

that this

had planned a reasonable
project

should have been able to complete
on their own, but

complete due

on

of self-reliance, discourage
dependency on the program. Then,

Zonal Facilitators became aware
of a community

to

result, the policy

could get a subsidy for any of
their communities. The
assumption was

would build

that they

As a

Unfortunately,

may

they

gel a subsidy,

own. This

their

some ICBDP communities where
they seem

in

community members have

expect that

quit trying to carry out the
project on

the primary risk of giving
out subsidies.

is

to

If

communities believe

that

they will eventually ge,
assistance from the organization
they are working with, then
they
will

drag their feet

some

until the assistance

other purpose.

comes saving

their

own

energies and resources for

The absolute assurance of being given
a subsidy weakens

the

determination of communities to plan
development activities that they can
complete on
their

own

without waiting for outside assistance.

understand better

work on

their

how

the possibility of a subsidy
affects their determination to

interview with

worked— now

formerly

3

ICBDP’s

he has been transferred.

it

difficult to get the

think

is

because several of them believe they are

communities

program and they do not intend
I

visited

one community

their school.

They

Up

to

in early

to date, they

the

to continue

do more on

their

In that area, the

new

CDO

is

working. The consultant seems to

now due
own

for

some

assistance from the

until they receive that assistance

2001 that had built several new classroom buildings

have

still

at

not realized the funds to complete the project.

are clearly hoping for a subsidy.

Part of the

giving subsidies.

problem with subsidies

ICBDP

Program.” Communities
all

do

consultant, he mentioned the area in
which

finding

it

research needs to be done to

own.

In a recent

CDO

More

the materials

ovei the

EYN

and a

area.

evolved out of
in

ICBDP's

lot of the

Despite

its

for

ICBDP

EYN's

today

is

that

it

has had a history of

so-called “Self-Help Well-digging

project area

remember

that that

program provided

labor to dig wells in huge numbers of communities

all

name, the “Self-Help Program did not encourage any
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Show of

ICBDP.
Ihe

willingness on the pari of
like

POD has done,

will continue to

program, but they can do

further

moneys

community members

so, gradually,

for subsidies in the

have to

and

to help

a, all.

fight the expectation
of help

have

will

themselves

to since they

from

have not budgeted

upcoming phase.

CCDP
Subsidies are,
all

my

in

view, the thing that keeps

(though they are also part of what
has killed

are so

trained to teach

ill

attend to ensuring

manure

ICBDP

to stop the

and

that they

CARUDEP CDOs can

I

CCDP

stocked with drugs with a

I

to

how

to use

to

green

that

HIV

encourage communities

I

have seen reported

myself had visited a year

CCDP subsidy

not succeeded in running the clinic well

ieplace the drugs as they were used.

demise of a

communities,

how

toilets,

POD.

awareness)

to build

subsidy, they can turn into an often
temporary clinic or a

use the word “temporary” because

torn

and VIP

teach their communities (other than

have basically no other function but

report, a visit to a clinic that

was now

in their

to dig wells

alive at

CCDP CDOs

work.)

growth of corn-killing crops, or any of
the other things

buildings that through a
school.

CCDP’s community

community members how

more hygienic conditions

CCDP’s community work

I

but

earlier.

in

one

to recuperate the

visited another

annual

This clinic had been

was no longer functioning

enough

CDO’s

since they had

moneys needed

community where

the

to

community

by conflict by various individuals who blamed each
other for a similar

CCDP subsidized clinic. When

CCDP-subsidized

clinic

a third

community with

asked for help with another activity

a still-functioning

— they wanted

a motorcycle

and a simple cooler system with which the clinic worker could
more rapidly transport
drugs that need refrigeration

to the

community
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(located on a long and terrible

road)— the

CDO rather hel P' eSS 'y a " d
hand

What he
so

We can

out.

was

said

«°od up and

P' tiful| y

true.

However,

I

wished

that

them down

sa,

ge, fuel since the nearest
black

would

how

often they

the full tank back to their

get the drugs

community

market

right there to

you a

as they

and why the

free

how much

have a discuss, on about the

would have

to

was several miles up

i,

say

to

would

cos, to

buy

they

the

their

own

pay public transportation to help

community. He might have asked them
where they

local

were supposed

know how

He might have asked them where

seller of fuel

he might have asked them, then,

tank for storing fuel and

them carry

are no. here ,o give

he had been trained to

costs of running and maintaining
a motorcycle.

terrible road,

”We

only encourage you to do
whatever you are going to do
on your own.”

much more. He might have

would

said

government did not provide them

to their

This was the opportunity for him

to do.

to

have a

conversation, or to schedule a meeting
with them to discuss the possibilities
further. But

he didn

even think

t

motivated

CDOs

to suggest that.

that

work

for

It

seems

CCDP have

to

me,

that all but the

only one tool

one or two very

at their disposal,

and

self-

that is

subsidies.

Even

the subsidy tool

management. The
ol

two or

CDOs

three of the

subsidies. This

may

is

controlled not by the

stations closest to the

CCDP

dominant ethnic groups of
be because pastors and

CDOs

CCDP

headquarters that cover the lands

COCIN

COCIN

but by the

receive a majority of the

leaders also often share these

same

majority ethnic identities and are able by one means
or another to influence the process

by which those communities are selected

management who
motivated to

rarely gets out to visit

visit the

communities

to receive subsidies. This

its

that are

CDOs

in the field naturally feel

more accessible
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may be because

to

the

more

them by truck

in

one day.

(In interviews they

made

clear that they

it

located closer to their homes.)

management

It

may

do

interact

be also,

in

did not get along so well with
the

more with

CDOs who

the

one case, simply because the

It

may

also be, in that case because

he was not well-liked by his
communities and thus did not make
progress
with them that led to their
implementing projects

not (as

in

we

view of

my

discussed

in

in

need of subsidies

observations in his communities that
other sections work

in

CCDP CDOs

will

have

little

may

impact

I

(I

visited).

work

in,

if

communities

in

is

CDOs

the

do

they are quite

with only

be given to those communities, then

in the

working

in

think this

If

many communities, and

limited in what they can do in the
communities that they do

limited control over subsidies that

CCDP

CDO assigned to a particular area and

therefore refused to support his
communities efforts.

unlikely

are

it

some

is

clear that

which they do work.

CARUDEP
In

many

of

CARUDEP communities, CDOs working in

have promoted some valuable sustainable
agricultural practices

the agricultural section

that

community members

have eagerly adopted, these practices have gone
largely unsubsidized,
year

in

which the new technology/intervention

is

introduced.

at least after

The organization has

the

also

helped communities build wells, water catchments (where
wells were not feasible

because the water table was too low), and small dams.
with a substantial erosion control project as well.

of these water projects.

Initially,

it

contributed

It

has assisted one community

CARUDEP has subsidized

80%

almost

of the costs for the materials that are

not locally available (cement, iron rods, etc.) to build wells and
water catchments.

communities contributed the remaining 20%. Now,
contribution to

40%.

In the area

it

has changed the community

of agriculture, various projects were
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all

initially

The

significantly subsidized,
for

rented to

community members over

community group had
The

to the cos.

now

new

finished using the

seed,

each year

teaches the groups

front.

years,

i,

i,

then sales

until

the advantage for the

up

a three-year period.

pump

agriculture department has
decreased

introduced a

it

example seeds were sold below

is

,,

how

group

is

has the

money

to

to

to maintain their

tha, they

is

all

of

community members
them

a, all.

pump and

do no, have

to

pay

and water pumps were

.ha, time,

for ,he three years,

subsidies to

no, subsidizing

the oigantzation

Still,

it

its

A,

cost,

its

i,

by .he ,ime .he

would be worn

projects.

for a price

in the

Once

more

has

consistent

ease of the water pumps,

then sells them the

all

it

out.

pumps-

of the money for the

pump

not subsidizing the prices
as, at the end of the three

buy a new

pump

for the next

group (instead of having an

old.

worn-out pump.)

As we saw

chapter three, the combination of high
baseline level of willingness

in

and capacity tor community development
work and the very large subsidies

Irom the organization, means

development and

On one

hand,

CARUDEP’s
is

technologies,

its

On

achieves

the other hand, as

communities' attitudes about cooperation for

I

effort to

minimize

the negative impact of subsidies
by

good. In the process of subsidizing
capital-intensive

primary goal, to promote particular sustainable
technologies.

mentioned above, when

I

asked some community members

could cany out another water catchment project
without the presence of
assist

terms.

it

did,

them, they laughed

CARUDEP has
it

came

their level of self-reliance did
not increase.

gradually reducing them

it

that the

that

would have

to

(at

me)

in

amazement. The answer was “no”

if

CARUDEP to

in

no uncertain

not set promoting self-reliance and self help as
primary goals.

make

significant changes in
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its

programs.

they

If

Conclusion

Even

for those organizations
that

have incorporated participation
into

planning and set goals consistent
with empowering community
members

communities

in

which they work, managers must
give more

elements discussed

in this chapter.

If

good planning, with

their

in the

attention to the crucial

qualitative content,

is

not

followed up by monitoring and
evaluation, which checks the
same qualitative content,
there

is

no way to know whether individual

staff or the organization as
a

achieving the goals and objectives
spelled out

ICBDP

have

(at least

organizations’ plans

other hand,

in the field

CCDP at

more recently

hired

one or two)

least,

CDOs

On one

hand, both

do an excellent job carrying out

with an eye to meeting organizational
goals.

and probably

CDOs, have (more

carrying out their organizations’ plans
goals.

that

the plan.

in

whole are

ICBDP

than)

too, if

two

in the field

Without ample reporting requirements and

I

CDOs

take into account the

that

do a

CCDP and
their

On

the

work of

less than excellent

the

job

with an eye to meeting organizational
visits to the field,

managers can neither

ensure their field staff members are doing
a good job, nor help them address their

weaknesses when they are
have
that

the

in place,

every

not.

To

they need to incorporate into their plan a
monitoring system that ensures

stall puts forth his or her best

performance both ot individual

planning

effectively carry out the plans these organizations

foi future

phases.

They

performance.

CDOs

Good

instruments for assessing

and the organization as a whole

facilitate better

also provide valuable evidence of success for donors

47
.

Unfortunately,

in a time of dwindling budgets for the Northern
development NGOs that fund Southern
and a time ot increased pressure on Northern organizations to show the positive
results of their
programs too Southern development that cannot prove that they are doing a
good job may gradually

NGOs

—

lose

funding.
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Monitoring and evaluation
instruments need

changes relevant

to the goals of participatory

to include indicators

development,

if

of qualitative

they are going to offer any

information about the extent to
which the organizations are achieving
increased
participation and

that

it

wants

its

empowerment.

CDOs

in

indeed, in

to use participatory

and community members, then
progress

If

more thorough planning,

development tools

to

CCDP decides

empower communities

needs to reconsider the best ways
to evaluate

it

achieving that goal. The number
of a given

CDO's communities

its

that seek a

subsidy for a project will probably
not be the best indicator.

POD

has the most thorough reporting
system for

nevertheless fails to ask

its

baseline information that

CDOs

to gather

would permit

its field staff,

but

POD

and document the kind of detailed
qualitative

a monitoring and documentation of
changes in

relationships between (gender, ethnic,
religious) identity groups within the
community,

changes

in levels ol participation

in levels

of psychosocial empowerment (self confidence
and self-reliance). Most of their

by various groups

leporting contains quantifiable data only.

tevealed that he interprets

woik

EED’s

An

in the

interview with the current director of

pressure for concrete evidence of results of

as a desire to see quantities of projects
completed.

would be

satisfied, read happier, if

psychosocial and relational

development process, changes

POD

I

POD

POD's

suspect however that

EED

provided them with concrete evidence of

empowerment

in the

form of cross-checked qualitative

data.

48

Even
skills

the best-laid plans cannot be carried out

CDOs

are not given the requisite

with which to do so. Participatory development necessitates flexibility
and a

reasonable amount of knowledge about a
48

if

Further discussion with

EED

staff

lot

would be needed

of different development topics. Since

to verify this.
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CDOs

must vary

their day-to-day
activities according to the
needs

of each community

in

which they work, only those
who are we„ trained can aptly
adapt knowledge and
practice
for each community,
and incorporate
participation into

At present,

in

studies,

it

is

methodologies. Development
organizations must

and

aside funds to train field

CCDP se,

staff.

in

learn

participatory

train their

own

development

staffs.

up their integrated, participatory
programs, they

Both organizations placed
significantly

(and set aside less funding for)
training staff that they hired

CCDP assigned

in

impossible for development
organizations to

any formal educational
background

When ICBDP

stages of the process.

Northern Nigeria, given the
curriculum of Diploma
programs

development or agricultural
find field staff with

all

later.

less

Both

se,

emphasis on

ICBDP

and

the staff that they hired later
on to the veteran staff so tha, they
could

on the job. Both organizations
should have supplemented

with formal training which involved

all

original hired staff,

all

managers. This would have given the
management a chance

to

this

on-the-job training

newly hired

make

staff

and

all

sure that the fine

points of the various participatory
methodologies were passed on to the newly
hired staff

and

A

it

would have given the

originally hired staff a chance to
review the

same

material.

cycle ot teaching, practicing and
reviewing skills— through field visits and
monthly

stall

meetings— over and over throughout each

poor educational background

phase,

would eventually make up

that these organizations’ staff

for the

have from the beginning.

In

addition to training and retraining on the
basic principles of participatory development

methods, the staff of
tiaining

on the

all

the organizations— but especially

skills that they will

want

to share

—

with their communities

agricultural techniques, well-digging, operating
a clinic,
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CCDP CDOs— need

managing

regular

sustainable

a school, preventative

health and hygiene, traditional
birth attendants’ praetiees,
etc.-they need training and
retraining in

all

these skills.

really crucial that the

POD

has given the most attention
to training

new management does

not

let

its staff.

It

is

budget cuts distract them from

continuing to put priority on training
and retraining. Since

POD

is

planning

to enlist a

cadre of volunteer field workers,
their training must also be
given ample attention and

can also serve as an opportunity
for seasoned

field staff to

review their method.

Clearly developing systems for
monitoring, evaluating and training
staff
to building the capacity

of any organization, no matter
what

impossible to imagine that development
organizations

its

purpose.

It is

is

basic

almost

Northern Nigeria would hire

in

poorly educated staff to do a very
complex job and then give them inadequate
training.
Likewise,

it

is

impossible to imagine that the organizations
could

set out to

do

their

work

without a plan and without a system to
evaluate performance so that donors would
see the
fruits of their

funding. Furthermore, the need for
training and interaction between

management and

field staffs is

even more pronounced

use participatory methodologies.

If

in

an organization that

into the field never to be visited or heard

same community, from community entry

many

years to

complete— it becomes

simply do not understand what

is

members cannot be

from again. Here, as

organizations giving subsidies, and their failing to

will take

meant

to

every staff member’s contribution to the achievement

of the organization's goals is to be valued,
then field staff

in the

is

required to

to

make

in the

sure that

“weaning”

case of

CDOs

stay the course

—even though

that course

clear that the staffs of these organizations

make

participatory

community-based

development work. They have good intentions about empowering
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sent out

the powerless, and

helping the poor to help
themselves, but they are no,
completely versed

would require

maximize

to

the frequency with

thus impossible for

It is

me

to

methodologies themselves are the
problem.

conclusion

I

some small evidence

is

draw from my study

participatory development a

is

NGOs

On

that they

development
is

a lot of

them

NGOs

room

them

for

to decide

in fighting

what

to

who

poverty

like

know

to

their partners well

enough
tools.

representatives

who

enough time

dialogue— in

to

in

know what

specific context.

funding

in

Chapter

results.

to learn to

The

do
their

is little

I

role for Northern

would argue

their partners that they

that there

can help

on budgets. Donors should make firm
suggestions
is

that

adequate funding as they

adequately train newly hired staff persons.
They should take the time to get to

monitoring and evaluation

them

have

developing world,

organizations expand slowly always ensuring
that there

expand

discussed

me—as to how to how to do this.

work closely enough with

to prioritize

I

development

some help and guidance, from

argue that there

in the

study of the (weak)

that participatory

that these organizations

Contrary to Smilhe and others

my

can bring about empowering

Northern donor partners-and from
researchers

i,

happens.

the contrary, as

better and they need

lot

this

conclude on the basis of

organ, rational capacity of these
development

Three, there

which

wha,

in jus,

some

community

them

in

developing some qualitative

This could only happen

if

donors were able to send

could spend enough time

in the field

with their Southern partners and

the context of a participatory workshop, for

example—with

kinds of qualitative indicators they might be looking for

Donors have

ot this

projects

to be able to assist

—

to

encourage their Southern partner

money could come from moneys

to set aside

adequate

previously used for subsidizing

for planning, monitoring, evaluation and training.
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in their

In the

case of the Northern Nigerian
development community, there
are not

enough development
training

practitioners

and experience

who have

experience

to assist organizations
in

in the field

and the necessary

going through the process of

participatory planning, evaluating
and monitoring.

The few

lhat are
an available

and

qualified for such work, end
up being so stretched between one
organization and another
that they are not able to give

organization can

all

any of them their

full attention.

Until

managers of the

obtain the knowledge and
experience they need to facilitate
careful

planning, monitoring and evaluations
on their own, the donors will have
to play a bigger
role in

sending qualified folks
In the

communities

case of organizations like
to get to

representative to

tell

know them,

make

the

POD

whose

CDOs

spend ample time

in their

they do not need a Northern donor
partner to send a

them what rural-dwelling Northern Nigerians
need. They

however, need partners
trained to

to facilitate these activities.

that will help

them make sure

that field

most of participatory development tools
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do,

and management

staff are

that they are trying to use.

CHAPTER

6

going through the motions of
the participatory process

we

II

establish that field staff and

management have thoroughly planned
together

a vision, a mission, goals,
objectives/strategies and activities/programs
for the

organization;

if

we

establish that

all staff,

especially field staff, have been
well-trained to

understand the participatory content
of those goals, objectives, and
indicators, the next
•step is to

their

day

see

to

community

how

successfully the field staff put the
participatory values into practice

day work

stalling with the first stage in
the

selection,

and looking subsequently

entry, the conducting of

the

community

community animation and

community has shown

its

entry and the

each stage

in

the process:

community

trainings, the formation of

ICBDP

reached between community and

puts

CDCs, and

and helping so

CDO

community meeting

it,

are

done and the

CDO

in the participatory

once a “working agreement” has been

CDO— then the CDO begins facilitating the

development process by using various

community members

first

willingness to work together with the

development process— or as

The

community-based process,

exit.

Once community

gifts

at

in

PRA

tools and/or

GRAAP picture series to help

assess their strengths and weaknesses, their challenges
and their

that they

can assess their development needs.

will then facilitate a process

of addressing those needs.
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whereby community members plan

a

way

When
Whereby

the

the planning process

community

carries on,

planned project or participate
Aftei a training

facilitate a

in a

is

complete, the
plan; either

its

CDO will

facilitate the

community members

program or a project has been
completed,

process through which the
community

of the

After the

another look

at

CDO). This

stage

community has gone through

what projects they need

how

to

implement a

members

the

CDO should

also

assess wha, they have
learned

skills training

and

called Participatory Impact
Monitoring <P,M).

is

to

the

PIM

process, then they

work on and begin

participatory development process
works out like

gradually learn

will

planned training.

Irom the training or from the
project implementation
process (with the
facilitation

process

it

should,

may

take

the process again.

If the

community members

go through the analysis, planning,
implementation and evaluation

process on their own.

If

organizations want to institutionalize the
participatory development process,

they must see that their

CDOs

eventually train a

CDC)

to facilitate this process in their
stead.

select

CDC

members

community development committee

CDOs

that can learn to lead the

(a

must help community members

community through

the process of

participatory development without the
organization’s assistance, and they must train

CDC

members with

Development

the requisite skills to facilitate a participatory

practitioners in Northern Nigeria call this exit
strategy “weaning.”

Fiom community
a solid plan in place to

chapter

we

development process.

will see

entry to

make

how

community

sure that they

exit,

make

development organizations must have

the process participatory.

In this

each organization’s approach to planning, monitoring and
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evaluating, and statt training,
prepares the

CDOS

to

handle each part of the
development

process.

O' C0urse as

1

SUggeSted abo ™, the field staff
members’ ability to

development process from community
entry

to

community

facilitate this

depends enormously on

exit

the degree of training field
staff have received in
putting participatory developments
to
their best use.

If

during the entry process or the

power or does something

to offend a

in

to justify the

which

to

CDO

delay-, he

them another

will find

work. Since their job security

number of communities,

CDOs may

be a catalyst for development.

on board however,

CDOs

deem

herself with one less

performing successfully

when

to

valuable

community
in a

given

they appear to

they prove a hindrance to keeping the

tempted

in

putting off the needs ranking and

activity that they

him or

is tied to

CDO alienates those

use participatory methods only

Where

will be

meeting a

community-like

project implementation without
offering

enough

first

community

drop the emphasis on participation (and

focus only on project implementation)
rather than lose a community’s interest.
Unfortunately,

when CDOs have

well, they will otten contuse the

ptivileging their indigenous

tight to take

any

CDOs

them and,
their

CDOs
make

knowledge and experience with

to

to use participatory

to participate

do just

methods

by

the act of relinquishing

all

any input or guidance to the development process.
Put

equate participation with letting the community walk

tathei than tacilitate the

communities

how

an of encouraging communities

initiative or give

another way, some

less training in

all

over

community’s development process many, they permit

that.

need to have a good understanding of exactly

jeaj negotiations about mutually agreed goals...
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how much room

and how power

there

is to

will be shared”

(Fowler 2000 97) between

CDO and community and

community. They should not relinquish

their

Instead, they have to strike
a delicate balance
that fall “within the
parameters”

them
(97).

to achieve

CDOs

In short,

members

outcomes from

make

to

need

be

to

own

between men, bets of the

role in negotiating

community

between guiding communities

goals.

to se, goals

determined by the development
organization and helping
their efforts that nevertheless
“reflect people's priorities”
in control

of the process and to guide the
community

decisions that reflect their needs
but also which are manageable
given

the resources available to the

community. Good community work
requires

striking a

balance between pulling and being
pulled, and between carrying out
a project before a

community
projects.

stall

loses interest in

working with the

CDO and doing nothing but carrying out

Learning to strike the right balance has
so much

members

are trained in doing participatory

to

do with

development work

especially in organizations that emphasize
training less, individual

when

it

comes

to their understanding of

successfully they can

Most

members
Yet

CDOs

field staff

their

members

skills

and encouraging

often

fail to

of the expert and

come

training and a lack of

CDOs

empower

behave

like big

managers who behave

how

to strike that balance

well.

CDOs

Unfortunately,

vary quite a

and thus

in

lot

how

communities.

define

empowerment

as

augmenting community

their active participation in the

empower community members because
in

the extent to which

development process.

they assume the position

with an attitude of superiority. This too reflects a lack
of

modeling of participatory culture within
men/big
like big

women when
men

in the

their organizations. If

they are in their communities

organization— then they
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—emulating

will surely teach

community members new

skills

and behaviors without
aetually building

confidence or their sense of
self-reliance

their self-

at all.

Community

Selection

POD
POD

has probably the most
structured plan for selecting
beneficiary communities.

DCC ° fflCer
lhat they

'

the

CD0 a " d

determine to be

in

he

‘

One

EMS coordinator for the DCC jointly select
communities

need of development assistance.
They are allowed

to select

communities too on the basis of DCC’s
aims and outreach and evangelism
programs.

They

try to target

have an

communities with

ECWA church

in the

not be

who

POD

s

are expected to

Having

for selecting

30, kilometers

with Evangelical

communities

from the CDO's

is

that they

station so that s/he

communities by motorcycle.

Strategic Plan tor the next

intention to ensure that

CDOs

ECWA churches in areas where there

try to plant

The other guideline

more than formerly 50. now

Will be able to reach the

development need whether or not they

community. They often partner

Mtsston Society (EMS) workers
are currently no Christians.

significant

all

CDOs

work

in

two phases includes the management’s
twelve communities.

wean older communities and

site

new

a definite set of criteria for sighting

In addition,

POD CDOs

ones.

communities ensures

that

(marginalized, poorer) communities are chosen
based on the target beneficiaries needs,
lathei than

on church

CDO or DCC. POD

politics or a less

needy community’s special connections with the

policy specifies that

CDOs

and

DCC

leaders select communities

that lack access to clean drinking water,
health care education, and/or
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good roads or face

'O'" 6 Pa 1iCUlai enVlr°
nmental challe
'

'

'^ ‘hat can

be addressed by adopting
sustainable

agricultural practices or by
building firewood saving
stoves.

ICBDP
ICBDP allows

CDO station.

surrounding the

one of

to site

each of

his

to a

communities. One

is

Other

its

own communities

CDO

CDO

within the area

may

elec, to travel

received a request for his services
from one

a half’s drive over rough
roads on his motorcycle
in that

from

community, only recently handing

i,

his

over

CDO stationed nearer to the community.

CDOs

site all their

ICBDP management

these decisions on their

the following criteria;

community and

to select

no limit to the distance a

He consequently began working

newly hired

not the

CDOs

There

community about an hour and
station.

its

2) the

have any say

own.

I )

communities close together. Neither the

No

CDOs

in

how communities

are expected to and

seem

other development organization

community has never “undergone

campaign.” 3) The community does not have a

CDC

EYN church

CDOs make

are sited;

to fairly consistently use

is

working within the

a successful mobilization

in place.

4)

The community

suffers

trom a significant deficiency of basic health,
water, food, educational needs and/or
5) has
a high illiteracy rate and/or 6)

is

its

members

are denied their basic

located in a remote area with inadequate road-access.
8)

comply with

the

human

rights and/or 7)

The community agrees

it

to

working agreement between the community and ICBDP.

CCDP

CCDP is
CDOs

involve

using two plans for community selection simultaneously.

RCC

communities on

theii

leaders in selecting communities but also allows the

own when

the

RCC

leaders do not
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It

prefers that

CDOs

show willingness

to

choose

to cooperate.

Leaders of
lo

to

and

influential pastors assigned
to the

help with the siting of
communities

work

in their

CCDP will

RCC,

project.

(sometimes others
their

power

tended

to

if

have been willing

they get along well with
the

CDO assigned

they feel that implementing
a project in eooperatton
with

Completing such a

in the

vis-a-vis the

be

less

assigned to the

havmg

and/or

when

RCCs

bring in a subsidy from the
program to complete a capital-intensive

development

the

RCCs

community

CCDP work

too), help

COCIN community

cooperative

RCC

project,

in

selecting

community

CDO assigned to their area.

RCC

or

it

benefits

and the community

own

when

COCIN members

leaders and pastors to consolidate

communities

perceive a risk that their
in their

when

in

at large.

RCCs

have

cases where the pastors

authority might be diminished by

they simply do not get along well
with

In these cases, they

discourage their community

members from cooperating with CCDP.

RCC

leaders have

criteria other than political

formal

way any

little

incentive to choose communities on the
basis of any

expediency since

leaders do decide that

or communities wish to benefit from a

selecting them.

management has

its

it

is

politically expedient to

CCDP subsidy,

the

head. In such cases, communities select

In

one case, a community contacted

community

to

complete a

of his congregation

clinic.

approached a

CCDP

CCDP

selection process

headquarters and requested

CDO about

COCIN

pastor and

helping them with a subsidy

Neither of these communities would have
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work with

CCDP rather than CCDP

help with a very costly and high tech water project. In
another case, a

some members

not established in a

other criteria for selecting communities.

When RCC

gets turned on

CCDP

fit

the criteria that

instance, uses to choose
underprivileged communities,
but

CCDP on

the

other hand, responded to
their request by coming
to their assistance.
In

terms of the expediency of
the community selection
process,

management has done

community

little

to ensure that

Some CDOs, when

selection.

determinant for their working
at

which the

RCC

CDO

ls

supposed

to be

working

cases assigned to work
the

two

CDOs

CCDP CDOs
of

CDOs

live

is

in

CDOs

staff

in five

the

member

community
I

communities. Since

teams of two with the

in far

working

communities,

in

in

ten

2003, each

CCDP CDOs are

CDO assigned
in ten

to the

pair.

in

most

two or

RCC.

In reality.

Only one

communities; three others are working

most; and one pair of CDOs only works

in

CCDP

neighboring

communities.

fewer than five communities each, ten as
a

more than

at the

selection process. 49

interviewed

together would thus be expected to
work

work

proceed quickly with

interviewed, suggested that the
primary

moved through

one management

to

or

only a small number of
communities was the slow pace

in

leadership had

According

RCCs

CCDP

in

pair

four or

three

communities.
Clearly, communities should be selected
as expediently as possible since
faiily

obvious

much

less

larger

that

it

CDOs

impact than

it

are

would

working
it its

it

is

2 or 3 communities the program will have

in

CDOs

were working (effectively)

in the

projected

number of communities.

49 ry

By my own observations, there might be other, more compelling, reasons why
they only work in a few
communities; namely, that in the absence of thorough and participatory training,
they are not really
committed to the vision of empowering the poor. Also, because there is no
system in place to monitor their
on the job performance they only have to do as much work as they want
to do. Nevertheless, the
politicized process that follows

down

when

the

RCC

gets involved in the

the process.
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community

selection clearly does slow

It

I

)

CDOs

such

is

important to note that

is difficult

it

to establish the exact

frequently drop communities
and do not designate dropped
communities as

in their reports.

communities
communities

in

In

other words, they continue
to

which they are working.

that they

have begun working

subsidizing underway. 3) In
general,

and scanty written reports

in, if

tellable records

The

work
field

CDOs

in

only

ol the

staff,

I

participated in the

that they

2004

in

its

which

is

slow and

view as worth

will

CDOs

report

community

only to submit infrequent

content and the

to

fail to

management keeps

CCDP has given

subsidies.

observations and thorough interviewing of

belief

of twice a

or

this,

if,

month.

all

communities

in

that they

is

exaggerate the number of

confirmed by an interview with a key

During

this evaluation.

more communities each. There

is

CDOs

absolutely

as they also reported, they visit the

It

added so many communities between the time
2003) and the 2004 evaluation, held

CDOs often

CCDP evaluation.

in thirty

could physically do

communities a minimum

my

believe that the

which they work. This

in

who

communities

management

requires

uniform

Based on

teported that they were working

no way

progress in the

number of communities

directly.

and management

informant

dropped communities as

themselves are not always honest about the
number of communities they

when asked

communities

CCDP

that are not

list

Sometimes, they also

2)

they have not gotten a project
that they think the

4)

number of

is

also impossible that they could have

that

I

observed their work

(in

June unless they are counting among
have ever visited either

their

to initiate a project or to

do a one-time training workshop with some church group within
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2002 and

the

community.

CARUDEP

CARUDEP does
groups and individuals

work with whole communities and

not

that

it

works

with.

It

offers

its

it

does no, select the

services on the basis of

applications from groups or individuals
(depending on the service)
the

program or through the parishes

management may
at

not

any given moment,

and individuals
activity that

has never

studying

final

i,

exactly

how many communities

should be able

who have

diocese of Jos. So while the

to

directly to

CARUDEP

the field staff are working in

produce figures tracking the number
of groups

applied for and benefited from any
particular development

CARUDEP carries out during a given

set

all

know

in the

who apply

up a database containing

the project files

year.

this information,

one by one. (Much of

this

However,
and

it

ARDWP management

would have

to

be culled by

information was compiled for the

evaluation report).

Based on the examination of POD’s and ICBDP's
community selection process
one can conclude

that

community

selection can

decision making process, as

in the

the process, as in the case of

ICBDP. Probably

selection process are simply

1)

case of

work well

POD, and

if

if

the church has a hand in the

the church does not have a hand in

the keys to having a

planning and 2) an adequate monitoring system.

the staff of an organization has a clear understanding
of what they

community work, then they can

smooth community

set clearer criteria for selecting

aim

to

When

achieve through

communities

in

which

to

achieve that aim. Organizations also need an adequate monitoring
system to ensure that
the field staff have selected

working

in

communities according

them.
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to the criteria

and are genuinely

Involving the church

engaging the church

work

in the

well done, this

is

community

in the

work of

may

the

development organization.

create an opening, as in the
case of

(and prayer) support from the
church and
sustainability of the

from the
church

EYN;

in their

organization

this

be due

MUST set

must abide by these.

If

ICBDP enjoys

CCDP

church leaders are able

or, if

POD,

to

little

development

to gain financial

open and active support

they have never involved the

model shows

clear criteria for selecting the

that politically

needy communities

the

If the

thus contribute to the long-term

in part to the fact that

community work. What

communities so

may

development program.

may

selection process has the
advantage of

us,

however,

is

that the

communities and church leaders

unduly influence the selection of

expedient communities are chosen instead
of genuinely

CCDP,

to gain favor,

chooses community on the basis of

their

connection with influential church leaders, then
the stated “intended beneficiaries” will
not benefit at

all

and participation with

fall to politics.

Community
The information
which s/he

that a

will facilitate the

community.

It

will take

CDO

needs to have a

development process

some time

new information

as they

in the

understanding of the terrain

will vary

community.

work together with

they should open their eyes and minds from the
first

full

from community

to gather all of this information

probably have to talk to a range of people
discovei

Entry

CDOs

the entire

moment

and the

which they

community

they enter the
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will be

to

CDO

will

will continue to

later on. but

community

time and they should take advantage of any opportunities that arise

socio-political and the physical terrain in

in

to learn

working and the

for the

about the

development history of the
community. To ge, as much
information as possible
before
the first

community meeting, they should
spend ample time

The entry process

is

gradual and consists of a

weeks or months with various
leaders
communities numerous times simply
and willing
leaders

terrain

at

to

to find the leaders they

visits in

entry process.

meeting over a period of

CDOs

must

have come

which the

visit

to see at

CDO

home

meets no

afford other opportunities to
observe the socio-political and
physical

to discuss

with other community members.

The community
that the

CDOs

community. Often

meet with them. Even community

home can

and

in the

in the

entry process

is

also crucial in terms of the

community’s leaders know him or her and

CDO’s making

his or her organization well

sure

enough

to

understand the philosophy of the
organization, the nature of the assistance
the
organization

is

ready to render and the obligations
and responsibilities that

community members. When,
as their

hopes
going

first

as in

I

visited,

provide them with the

community members rank

whom

tar,

they are engage in the development
process

hospital or road.

CDOs

must take the time

understand what the organization can do to
to

do on

its

own

leaders of the

community

meetings and

to tell

in

is

the bulldozers, the concrete, the steel
girders, the

medical equipment and the specialists— everything
that they will need

community

the

need a specialist hospital and tarred roads
to their communities, they do so

that the organization with

to

one community

fall to

to help the leaders of their

assist the

to build their

communities

community and what

before they ever meet with the

community

right

The

community

from the beginning, what they can expect

from a partnership with the organization. Otherwise,
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expects the

as a whole.

will be in the best position to organize the initial

community members,

it

all

those people

who do

not

understand wha, the
con, muni, y

may

CDO and

feel

his or her organization
intend to

disappointed

when

do

to assist the

their inaccurate or unrealistic
expectations are

not met.

Unfortunately, there are few written
records about the entry process
and usually,
Ihe only time

CDOs

report details about their
entry process

they were trying to enter
rejected the
in the

Ills

community

means

i,

tha,

not being 'ejected. Since

I

CDO.

Therefore,

if

when

is

the

the

community

CDO has reported working

he undertook some kind of entry
process that resulted

only visited communities

in

which

CDOs

claimed

working, entry processes were no,
recorded for the communities included

Given
entry process,

m

Ihe time constraints

on

my

could not spend a

lot

of time observing

I

the entry process.

laige part,

I

my

from

I

my

draw

tha,

in

my

in

be

to

research.

research and the time consuming
nature of the

CDOs

while they were involved

conclusions about the success of their entry
processes,

observations during community

in

visits.

took as signs of evidence of successful
work with the community including

s uccessful

entry

in relating to

:

the

community’s positive

him or her and

attitude about the

CDO/their

or their relatively high level of trust in the

level of

CDO,

comfort

cases in

which a laige and demographically diverse number
of community members could and did

name
and

a lot of things they had learned in

women

working with the CDO, good attendance of men

and other representatives of the various groups living

meetings called when
of community

I

was

visiting the

members about

The signs

ot a

the entry process (as

in the

community

community, an evident understanding on

at the

the part

the participatory/self-help approach of the organization.

bad entry process could be more readily (but not always) linked

opposed

to

some

other aspect of development that
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comes

to

later on):

CDOs
my

could no, answer basic
questions (or both of us
discovered for the

interview details about the
history of development

political

the

dynamics or demographics of

CDO should have

members of one
settlement

came

the

in the

community or

community which shaped

known; community members
did not know

ethnic, religious, or other
people

ou, to meet with the

CDO,

only

firs,

the

its

time during

the socio-

development

CDO;

tha,

only

group or persons from only one

members of one

ethnic, religious or

other key people group spoke
up during the meeting (not always
a sign of bad entry);

only the political leaders or
pastor, members of a

CDO scheduled a meeting and
commonly

associated by

mosque or

church,

site

to

meet with the

no one came; or meetings were held

community members with one

of a traditional

in

CDO;

the

a location

particular religious group (e.g.
a

Community members had extremely

ritual).

unrealistic expectations for the
extent to

development

CDC came

which the organization could subsidize

their

efforts.

POD
All indicators point to the fact that
a

way

with

that

makes

POD CDOs

their

to assist

initial

first

community meetings, and

women

most cases,

il

the

their entry process in

couple of community meetings of the means by
which

communities. They understand their

give

do

signs of dependency and developed a clear
understanding

communities (including trainings
etc.)

typically

subsequent community work participatory.
Communities working

show few

during entry or the

POD CDOs

message

own

activities that

tor

VHWs,

that they

the entire population

is

role in

POD

POD CDOs

work. The entry process,

do together with

and on topics including

can and should participate

not Muslim,
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POD aims

men and women

in

their

nutrition, hygiene,

POD

activities.

participate in

In

meetings.

They

are able to

during past participation

in

Meetings are held

answer questions

POD

activities, the

CDOs

in neutral

meeting places, no.

mosques or churches. Where

in

settlements within the

community have shown

work together with members
of other settlements

in

doing

a

POD

have, in most cases, treated
the settlements as separate
communities

and worked with them separately.

community refused

have learned

activities.

community members from one or
more
lack of willingness to

that indicate the things
they

In a

couple of cases, some settlements
within the

POD activities and

to participate in

the

CDO did

only with the willing settlements.
Both of these approaches rob

all

of his/her work

POD CDOs of

opportunities to work on building
relationships between identity
groups and rebuilding

estranged relationships within
communities. Fortunately,
the cooperation of folks

Only

in the

CDO did community

case of one

at

most cases,

from the various settlements included

enthusiasm about meeting and discussing
with the
inadequate efforts

in

the point of

community

in their

members

CDO.

entry, but

I

POD CDOs

community.

consistently

show

a lack of

This could have been due
think

quality of his efforts in meeting with
and working with the

was

have

to

also due to the poor

community members.

ICBDP
Because

community
five)

ICBDP CDOs

entry process tends to vary

whose entry process

the leadeis of the

I

On

observed

community.

communities he was trying
times.

are left to choose

this occasion,

I

somewhat from

first

hand put a

went with him

to enter.

He had

we went and

communities on

lot

CDO

to

their

own, the

CDO. One CDO

of energy into getting to

to visit the village

already visited the

head

in

(of the

know

one of the

community two

or three

greeted the village head, and sat with him and
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meeting place.

We

-

™der

a shade (created

were given refreshments
and we

ate

by a grass

ma t),

and drank. Then the

his

CDO

reminded the village head
about who he was, wha,
organization he represented,
why he
nd what the organization
was proposing to do in his
community. He also told
tHe V '" aSe heUd ab0U
‘ an° ther

working. While

we were

community nearby

a day

to the

when

Much

CDO had

to say.

community, he would request

the entire

which he had already

seated there and talking
other

greeted us and listened to what
the

came back

in

community could meet

He

community members came and
told

them

that the village

that the next

in their

area to

time he

head consider scheduling

together.

of the time, and increasingly
often, communities invite
the

assigned to work

started

come and work

with them

in their

ICBDP CDO

community. They

have usually either heard about the
Self-Help Well Digging Program
out of which the

ICBDP’s community development arm
grew, or
another community

in

which an

ICBDP CDO

is

they have had

some connection

with

working and have seen the benefits
of

the program.

Based on

my

observations,

ICBDP CDOs

use the entry process primarily
as an

opportunity to teach the community
leaders they meet something about
ICBDP’s

development programs. The
advantage

in

CDOs

do not use those

initial

meetings

to their full

terms of taking them as opportunities to
learn about the community’s

development history and

socio-political dynamics.

They do

not gather qualitative

baseline data.

ICBDP CDOs

were sometimes unable

to

answer questions about basic

quantitative data in their communities like their
demographic make-up. In one case
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CDO encouraged the community

recently, the

He

building.

the

me and

was no problem holding

.ha, there

m

explained to

community. Within

members

to another visiting

to

meet

in the local

ICBDP management team member

the meeting in the church
since there

five or ten

minutes of his making

to attend the

Clearly, the

CDO

there

occurred

in the

beginning,

it

in this

community.

In

another case, upon repeated

who was ever prepared

to

meet with the

visits to the

CDO or me or the

team was the chief of the community.
Clearly a break down had

communication about ICBDP's development
program

the

had shown up

meeting bu, were no, sure
whether they should enter the
church.

the only person

visiting evaluation

that

had not done his community
entry homework since he did
not know

were Muslims

community,

were no Muslims

this claim, a discussion

ensued because there were some
Muslim members of the community

and wished

church

CDO was working directly with

right

the chief and not with the

from

the

whole

community.
In

some cases ICBDP

community members

CDOs

have done

less in the

the importance of including

women

way of impressing upon
in all

aspects of the

development process, especially discussions,
decision-making, and planning. However,
this is

due

Muslim

in large part to the attitudes

or mixed

Muslim and

towards

women

exhibited by (even the non-

Christian) ethnic groups of

Borno and Adamawa

states.

CCDP

CCDP
the

has two methods ot entry.

CDO or the RCC on

development, then the

the basis of the

If the

community’s

CDO may work through

community, meeting with them

community has been
all

around need for community

religious or traditional leaders in the

to explain the kinds of activities that
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selected by either

CCDP carries out

and seeking

community
h

their

pension

to exp, ore the
possibilities of

CCDP.

the

It

likely use the

RCC

COC.N

CDO who
invited

and

in

assist

invites the

a

community

it,

entry process

them with a

The

project.

for a meeting.

COCIN

CCDP

mock needs assessment

in

assessment process.

that feels

It

little

more pressing

communities get

since the

that they

Increasingly

is

information about

its

in a

community has

have already planned

omitted and

to a majority

into project implementation

CDOs

that the

in

skip

community

of community

and subsidy.

communities before beginning the needs

also spends less time trying to convince
communities of the

importance of willingness for self-help because
their project

it

is

usually ready to give a subsidy once

underway.

teims of ensuring that

CDOs

which a

in

leader) requests that

which they supposedly confirm

members before launching immediately

process,

few cases

management team sends

Of course,

them with a development project

does not have some other need

In

introduce him or her to the

in the

hopes of receiving a subsidy, then the
whole entry process

CCDP gathers

most

will

follows this process: a
community (with a

often the home-village of a

community

CCDP to assist

right to a

CDO

community.

CCDP community entry

congregation

CCDP come

who wi„

the

not already in pursuit
of a subsidy for a preconceived
project.

often however,

COCIN

CDO to a particular community,

sends a

CCDP CDOs only do
is

doing community development
work together

pastor as a contact person

political leaders in the

community

(and assignee with
arranging, to meet with
the entire

all

identity groups are present

and participant

in the

tend to reach out to practitioners of traditional
religion and Christians and

they encourage them to work together. (This

is
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to he expected, since Christians

and

prac, Loners of traditional
religion do no, usually

Concurrent with the 9-

1

1

attack and our

Muslims and Christians has
increased
peaceably

in the

work mostly

in

skills training

CDOs

to

same

war on fra, conHic,

to the point that

CCDP CDOs do

village.

resist the idea

in

of working together)
P.ateau state between

Muslims and Christians

rarely

with their communities,
there are no, the
opportunities afforded to

other communities
the Plateau with

in the

which

ive

no, address tins issue
directly but simply

predominantly Chrtstian
communities. Because they
do no, do a

encourage community members

|

to share the skills that
they

lo,

of

POD

have learned with

surround, ng areas. Finally,
the non-Muslim ethnic
groups of

CCDP works

typically involve

women

in

community

development decision-making
(with or without the
encouragement of a community
development organ, za, ion.)

CCDP CDOs do

no, thus concern themselves
so

much

with

encouraging women's participation.

CARUDEP
Since
basis, there

is

CARUDEP CDOs

work with groups and individuals
on an application

no community entry process.

Community

One day
community

place, the

went with two

after the

carried out a

select the

I

CDOs

CDOs

Meeting*;

to the first

had, on the last

visit,

PIC/CDC meeting

held a

community meeting

mapping exercise a needs assessment and
had

PIC/CDC members. (With
community was ready

held in a

the

its first

project with

which they

community members

the needs assessment completed
and a

to begin

at

committee

CCDP).

This particular community was made
up of two settlements separated by a small
distance.

Each of

the

two had

its

own

school.
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The

CDOs conducted

the initial

in

community meeting, mapping and
needs assessment

we were

visit

initial

waiting for the people to
assemble

meeting, the

community members had

toad to their village, so
that

community members
round.

As we were

would be

to the hospital,

sitting

we began

ble,

i,

to

in the

settled

one settlement and on

in

under a shade

on building some culverts
on the

that vehicles

them

to ge, sick

could enter the community
year

tree in the schoolyard
waiting for the

observe the conditions

seeond

other settlements. During
tha,

easier, during rainy
season, for

and so

this

in that

committee

settlement's school. There
were

only four classrooms but five
classes; so one group of
students was meeting under
another tree on the other side of
the yard.

Some of the classrooms were

shape. Several of their teachers
were not around.

no. in

good

The children were running around

the

schoolyard playing, unsupervised.

The
what

CDOs

their real

began to say to themselves, “these
community members do not know

needs

needs assessment.”
lust meeting,

are.

As we

He

He

this settlement at all

also did not have a

community members from
meeting.

discussed his comment, the

he had not visited

school betore.

last

They should have put a classroom ahead
of the

CDO acknowledged that

at the

and had therefore not seen the

good sense of whether

the settlement

culvert in the

where we were

a reasonable

sitting

number of

had been present

at the

did not know, therefore, whether their
settlement had been fairly

represented during the voting process that was
part of the needs assessment.

This

is

tar

from the

begin guiding the

ideal situation.

CDOs

community through

the needs assessment that leads

process tor the project they will carry out.

time to facilitate

must know a community well before they

Knowing

some good community meetings
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the

community

up

to the selection

requires taking the

before the needs assessment

is

done.

S.nce none of the
organizations have really
eonsidered using the
entry process to
nta c e as a tool to
learn about the
community and to record
helpful

qualitative

baseline

baS C
'

data-developmen,

history, socio-politica,

dem ° graPhiC

data in the

CDOs,

fins,

^ *«**

ICBDP and CCDP CDOs, jump

meeti " g

**

'

d0i " 8

- **

sure tha, the development
process
Ihe process,

is

is

approach to development and
2,

I

to

,

,

community

wil, dtscuss

right into needs

^ -h

baseltne

below many

assessment

in the firs,

of the knowledge
necessary to

make

participatory to slip through
their fingers.

done well, however,

(participatory, animation
tools to

the

- gather this essentia,

couple of community
meetmgs. However, as

especially

If

dynamics within

help the

help the

CDOs

will use

any of a range of

community understand

CDO

learn about the

the organization's

community

the things

s/he needs to facilitate
the process-including,
again, tha, qualitative
baseline data that
Will be crucial for

doing community development
work well.

Both of these tasks are

essential.

expectations about what the
organization

community has

If

the

is

going to do

disappointment and a dependency-based
stagnation can
to

kill

the

and inaccurate

community,

community’s willingness

cooperate with the organization.
It

the

CDO does

together-who
the

in their

unrealistic

not learn

the

dynamics which

will drive their

work

typically dominates the
decision-making process, in what locations
within

community and by whom

etc.-then s/he

enough about

will not

past development interventions
have been carried out,

have the necessary foundational
knowledge on which

a participatory process that
contributes to the psychosocial and
relational

community members. The

CDO should

know whether or
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no, the

to facilitate

power of

community

is

made up

Ot smaller settlements

CDO Sh0l" d

haVe a,read
>

community and how
The

key players are

really

CDOs

empowerment and

To
and

that the

more

This

tradttional leaders-e.g.
chief, village

and people groups. The

is

all

community members understand

that all people/identity

happen

it

If,

the social

is

already

tnvaluable

related to

the organization’s approach

dynamics

groups are present

for example, there are

in the

community,

at the initial

s/he

meeting. This

Muslims and Christians

in a

the meeting should not be held
in a church under a shade
tree.

participatory content

is

its

included

CDOs

have

to decide.

It

does not matter

in the strategic plan, vision,

goals of the organization. During the
entry process and the

meetings, the

is

s/he holds the meeting in a
neutral place that does not
exclude

The development organization and

how much

or not there

know who

participation.

any given people group.

community, then

head or ward

CDO should

work towards achteving them
organization's goals

the

that history.

the kind of qualitative
basehne data that

CDO gets a clear picture of all

likely to

each settlement. The

between these people groups
shaped

community decision-making and
whether

in place.

ensure that

needs to make sure
is

the relationships

in

are to

live in

a bit about the history
of development efforts

<*

relate to the various
settlements

some kind of CDC
if

'«"*

CDO should get a sense of how

heads
the

and whtch ethnic and
religious groups

first

mission and

couple of community

CDO sets the tone for the rest of the development work

in that

community.

S/he either sets a precedent for participation
and builds the foundation for a participatory

development process by
s/he

jumps

prioritizing the participation of

everyone

in the

into a rapid project implementation
process without care for

community members

are actually involved.
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community, or

how many

If in

the initial nteeting
the

CDO carries ou, a needs assessment

determines which physical
development project the
community would

working on) and s/he
encourages the community

CDC or a P,C

(a

have missed the

committee
las,

chance

to

to

manage

to precede with the

(whtch
like to

begin

appointment of a

the implementation
of the project), then
s/he

win

discover the dynamics of
the community that
will most

hkely shape the project
implementation process before
launching into

it.

Without a solid

understanding of the social and
political dynamics, the
process can often be
controlled by
certain groups in the

community without

the

CDO even

realizing

it.

POD
In

neither

in

most cases

POD CDOs

mosques nor

in

hold their

churches, bu,

in

community meetings

in neutral places,

central locations in the

community. The

notable exceptions to this rule
were the two
I

would argue

Muslims
Christian

that these

living in the

CDOs

same

Hausa neighbors

are

making

areas take

little

CDOs who

a mistake to

work only with Hausa
do

so.

Certainly the Hausa

interest in the level of

are able to achieve.

They

also

show

Christians.

development

little

that their

willingness to work

together with a Christian
organization, since they are, by
comparison, well provided-for

by their Muslim Hausa-dominated
local governments. However,
given the experience of
the

community which

neighbors

now

built

use, these

and

CDOs

holding community meetings

is

operating a highly successful clinic
which Muslim

might also do well to steer their
communities towards

in neutral

places so that non-Christian

might eventually see some benefit of
joining
event

is

being held

in a

in

Christian place.
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and not hesitate

to

community members

do so because

the

POD CDOs have
locations, bu, also to

meetings. In one

been taught not only

make

PRA

sure that

activity

I

women

to

hold

community meetings

are actively included
in

observed, for examp, the
e,

nitially planned meeting
because on that date, only
the
the meeting.

The

CDO explained

to

them why

it

CDO

in
i,
neutral

community

rescheduled the

men of the community came

was important

that the

women

also be

involved and then encouraged
them to choose another date
when they would a„,

women, be
I

able to attend a meeting
together.

went with

women

CDO to the community, and

the

It

was on

my

observations and conversations
with

period of working with them

and do use

some of

a. leas,

management

at

that

many

in the field,

the

PRA

and

lean say

tha,

POD CDOs during

a long

most of them know how

GRAAP tools that they

to use

have learned from

in-house workshops. Most of
them did no, feel comfortable using

the tools that they

have been taught, but they generally
had

that they feel confident using,
use reasonably well,

CDOs

day

present.

Based on

I

men and

the rescheduled meeting

sure enough, on this day
there were

to

did see one

at least

all

all

of

a few favorite tools

and use frequently.

CDO mishandle a community mapping exercise; so all

are not using the tools correctly

their

of the time. Instead of using

it

of POD's

to create

opportunities to discuss the infrastructure
that they had on ground, he asked
them to

explain

how

a stranger might find their

by road. Producing

women, who

this

community

if

he was coming from a nearby town

information was difficult for community
members, especially the

rarely leave their village, so the
question did not facilitate conversation

about the community’s development needs.
The same

CDO clearly did

not have a full

understanding of the process of Appreciative Inquiry
but was using a pseudo- version of
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it

in his

communities essentially as a

questions.

great...”

"Wha, kind of development

and "Wha, do you wan,

committee and get

started.”

POD

Since

more a year

a, the

management and

do

in the

this point,

I

If

a

who do

members have

let's

form a development

at the national level

and twice

opportunities to review the methods

CDO does no, understand fu „ y how t0 use any

parllcular tool , the

understand the tool should be able
to assist during these
workshops.

would argue

that.

POD CDOs,

work with, take

their

time

implementation stage. Often, they

may

hold

I

fu,ure?”_”Okay.

done7”-”Tha,'s

50

zonal level, staff

other staff

organization that

to

two basic

interventions have you already

holds in-house trainings
once a year

they are expected to use.

At

rapid-fire needs assessment
asking

more than

in getting started

the

CDOs of any

with the project

community wide meetings on

several

occasions, doing various mapping
exercises and discussing the history
of the

and the development infrastructure
already

POD animation

50

„ nn

„

C

T T
t

,

•

the pr °J

ts

things they have done well using
their

CD0

’

?

^

resources

and to

(e.g.,

underst00d

excellent

CDO

^d

‘f
a rapid
means ol doing a needs assessment and the
ormation and project planning. Instead of getting
the

became

own

its gifts

Ap P recia ti ve fnquiry as a two step process in which the
Pr0JCCtS thC C ° mmUnity has aIready done on their
own,
then inquires
that the y mi ht w >sh to undertake in
§
the future. In essence, in the hands of
this

y
,

,

community

place and using appreciative inquiry
(AI) or

techniques (PAT) to help the community
recognize

many

appreciate the

in

other

CDO

CDO

AI

followed up with equally rapid CDC
community focused on the aspects of the process of
achieving past development goals so that they
could use those same social dynamics and individual
community members and groups’ gifts to pursue future
goals, by the time the community the CDO had

lmshed the AI exercise, the community was repeating like
a mantra something
now we are no longer able to do it. We are too tired, too
weak

hut

like

and we need you

"We

did this before

to help us.

.

CDOs’

could (and should) use Appreciative Inquiry to look
at the process of development and to
find the positive
within it. II lor example, the three questions the
CDO had used had been used as jumping off points for
discussions about how those changes had come about
and who had been involved in making those chaimcs
happen and what resources and whose gifts were used to
see those changes occur, then the discussion h;Tve
highlighted a self-reliant path community members might
follow towards developing their community.
Unfortunately, because the
focused on the projects they had completed, then he was not able
to tap
into the aspects ol the process that the community
could appreciate and view positively.

CDO

12).

From

(Elliott 1999, 10,

there, he

stated directly in

would have a

POD’s

better ability to tackle

current goal one.
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some of the development

goals implied but not

building skills, the most
productive farms

used by

region, a

will discuss in the

I

larger vision to see

its

POD

take their time to build the
ktnd of deep knowledge about
communities that would

allow them

to

be of

real assistance.

The management had

realized (because of an

adequate monitoring and evaluation
system (see below) that CDOs, lacking
a

full

understanding of the participatory
development process, were speeding through
the
entry and animation activities
without getting to
straight to planning a project
that

leach the

to

is

following section, the decisions
the management made

about guaranteeing subsidies
for communities was par,
of

CDOs

mosque or church which

the surrounding communities,
a functioning clinic).

all

As

in the

CDOs

budd deep

would draw

that the participatory

a

know

POD

the

communities and then jumping

subsidy.

The management

development process does

relationships with communities such
that

initial

CDOs

in fact take

can

tried to

time enough

facilitate the

kind of

animation that helps community members
get to the root causes of the challenges
they
lace and

work towards

Even
pioject, the

if

lasting solutions.

communities decide

CDO can

do

trainings

The management

that they really

need

to

trained the staff to slow

work on

and various kinds of animation

down

a particular physical

activities with

them as

they piepare and raise the hinds for the
development project they are going to launch.

Thtough tegular

visits,

POD CDOs show their communities,

motivate communities to do projects. They have a

ways

in

which they can

assist the

lot to

that their sole

learn

community and many ways

and a

lot to

that the

duty

teach;

is

not to

many

community can

assist itself.

This

is

simply report

where the development process comes

that their

CDO has helped

them

in.

Community members do

not

get medicines for their clinic (through a
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subsidy,, they

They

d0 no, just

also repot, ,ha, their

him or

her, that s/he

trustworthiness,

has

,ha, .heir

become

from

emphasis

a

CDO

has taugh, then,

is

,o buiid

member of ,heir community,

,heir

we

is

CDO

for others.

They

their marital relations

talked ahou, in

more depth

in

a well

,ha, ,hey trust

repot, tha, through the
things

have improved. These are
the

chapter three, that

come ahou,

put on deep and lasting
relationships with communities
and a

participatory process of
development that has worth far

POD

how

has taugh, them (perhaps
reminded them of) the
importance of

kind of changes (that
the

CDO

even

commitment, and caring

<ha, they learned

when

repot,

strong in taking

i,

easy both

beyond projects

that

may be

built

and subsequent community

in initial

meetings, striking a balance
between working toward major
projeet implementation and
other kinds of training programs
and individual projects (like
firewood saving stoves and

VIP

toilets,.

In

other words, the needs assessment
part of the process

something besides implementing a big

POD has

held

at least

where intended beneficiaries
program

CDOs

to see

larely

whether

it

lead to

project.

one workshop segment

Participatory Impact Monitoring

may

(PIM)-tha,

is,

(at

an annual staff meeting) on

the part of the

development process

participate in analyzing a completed
project or training

was worthwhile, well-done,

do any kind of PIM

in a

etc.

In practice

however.

POD

formal way.

ICBDP

ICBDP CDOs
call

first

PR A

but which

project.

They

is

typically use the

most standard animation

tool

which they often

needs assessment— to get communities
organized

to

begin their

also use dramas, games, and storytelling
to help communities learn
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about ICBDP's development
philosophy before launching
into the needs assessment
process.

The

CDO whom

I

observed was quite skilled

in

getting

community members

excited about working together
with the organization by using
dramas and
the entire

community engaged

philosophy by asking them

skits.

He

go,

thinking about his organization’s
development

in

to participate in a

simple game. Five community
members

comprising one team were each given
a broom. Five community
members comprising
the

opposing team were each given one
piece of broom straw. Both teams
were asked

sweep a similar sized area

one minute. Then

for

all

those present

meeting were asked to assess which
team had swept

members observed
those

who

could accomplish a

working together

make

the

same

who

across.

to

On

lot

more,

day

if

they used bigger

that

CDO had already had

them

a

drama emphasizing

conflict

better job

CDO asked

Community

sweeping than

them what

number of people

this learning

fully

(or

broom

straws)

CDO successfully got the point

witnessed a needs assessment

as well as

foui pievious meetings, they

late,

I

several other

community members understood
willing to do to assist

much

community

terms of community development. They
said “That they

in

accomplish the task.” The
the

their area cleaner.

used brooms did a

used one piece of broom straw. Then
the

might teach them

activity

to

that those

a, the

to

in

community meetings

he wanted

another community,
to ensure that

what the organization would and would not be

what the

CDO’s

expectations for them might be. In

had done a drama about the

the importance of

between two communities and how

perils of

team work, a

to solve

story, told

to

by the

meetings

CDO,

about

problems between groups, and

another drama about teamwork. At the meeting, prior to the one
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coming

I

observed, they had

also elected a

community development committee.
On

the

day of the needs ranking

everyone was there for the meeting
and enthusiastically participated

in the

CDO’s

activities.

The

CDO

work together

is

thus able to help the

to carry out

community

development projects

to understand that they
will need to

in their

community and he may

also get

across to them the notion that
they should learn to help
themselves instead of waiting

around for government or other
organizations

to

come and do development

interventions

for them.

Nevertheless, by launching into needs
assessments in the

community meeting, ICBDP
project-oriented. At the

not

CDOs

meeting

in

CDOs

September

still

send the message

staff meeting, there

first,

or even the second,

that their organization is

was discussion about whether or

should stick to a policy made by the
Deputy Director during the previous
July that during the rainy season,

CDOs

should only

on Fridays and Sundays when community
members would be

The discussion continued with

a reminder

by

less

them by going and meeting them on

their farms.

communities

busy on their farms.

the consultant that while

might not be ready to carry out projects during
the rainy season,
interact with

visit their

staff

that

it

communities
is still

important to

CDOs can

This way,

maintain a close relationship with their communities
throughout the year.
It is

many

cleai

from

this discussion that the staff

still

do not understand

that there are

things that they can do with their communities in
between the periods

communities are working on a
trainings in their

project.

In

some

communities— CDOs, with

and carried out trainings on

cases,

ICBDP CDOs do

when

the

carry out

the support of the consultant, have arranged

HIV awareness and on
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the use of natural medicines. All in

all.

however, the emphasis

in the relationship

between

CDOs

and communities

is still

project-oriented and the deeper
relationships that occur with
effort and frequent,
regular
visits are no.

occurring-especially, based on

my

observations

a. the staff

meeting and

with interviews with various
management team members, with the
second and third

round of CDOs. (To

many ICBCP CDOs

POD CDOs'

two or three

are visiting their

visits to

a given community

month,

communities once.

terms of choosing neutral locations
for meetings, some

In

in a

ICBDP CDOs

are quite

disciplined about holding their
meetings under a shade tree. Others
hold meetings in

EYN churches
the

EYN

present

it

with the understanding that
Muslims-often of the same ethnic group
as

Christians

still

the meeting place

mentioned above,

members

will

in their

paiticipate

it

CDOs

is

be willing

They ask

to attend.

objectionable to them. In

are clearly

unaware of

message

will

they do not even

know

they are there.

It

would be

in all

better for

implementation committee (PIC) and move on

the

members

community).

all

EYN CDOs

cases so an exclusionary

as a

that should

occur over and over

way of carrying

assessment part of the process. They then encourage their
communities

some

will be willing to

never be sent.

community meetings, ICBDP uses needs ranking

that in

are

Muslim community

community. They cannot possibly know whether
they

Regarding the four-step process of development
at

Muslims who

cases, as the one

the existence of

hold their meetings outside of the church
building

to

some

the

cases, the

of the

to

CDO facilitates the planning and

cases s/he meets with the whole
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to elect a project

planning and implementation.

I

believe

the implementation process with

committee (without holding another meeting of the

In other

out the needs

community

entire

to discuss the best

way

10

go about addressing a perceived
need and how

implementation.

ICBDP CDOs,

process of getting community

like

POD CDOs

members

to

proceed with planning and

pretty

to evaluate a

much omit

the fourth step in the

completed project (before they

begtn the process of needs
assessment again,. At the September
meeting, there was also
a discussion led by the
Consultant

which indicated

that the

CDOs

were completing the

evaluation of funds spent by
communities on a given project on their
own, instead of

gettmg the community members

Beyond

the cost of implementing the
project,

activities in

It is

their

its

plans

worth noting

second

tell

that if

members

to

PIM

than one project together with

simply encourage the community
needs assessment exercise.

encourage the community

to take

to take

If

the

on second the

community

up the project

takes

that fell third

needs assessment. This practice eliminates
the process of community

learning something in the fourth stage of
the process that might

reassess their needs in a different

to

does not have any kind

ICBDP CDOs do more

in the initial

third project, then they

in their initial

ICBDP

at all.

community, they tend

project that

on a

to participate in the process
of analyzing funds spent.

implement a different project

the initial needs ranking

makes

way

in the

the

in the

subsequent stage

one— and

make them

have the desire

subsequent stage two. The heavy dependence on

whole development experience much more

project-

oriented and less participatory.

CCDP
Based on

community

that

CCDP CDO

my

observations of one “community meeting” that was to occur

had requested

CCDP's

in a

assistance on a water project, in cases where a

responds to an invitation by a community
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to

come and

assist

them with a

CDO does

particular project, the

process.

group

to

On

day

the

ot the first

extend invitations

we have discussed above, go
through

not, as

community-wide meeting,

to the entire

community

come

to

CDO

the

relies

to the firs,

the entry

on the inviting

meeting

fc>*

The problem with

community meetings

this strategy is that

that involve

and sound oul the opinions
of a wide range of

community members-including those
who

who

those

will support

community

as a

that all

groups

in the

will

ano.her-CDOs have no

whole and they

individuals) within the

without the entry process, and
genuine

are forced to

community come

community

end up

in

support of one project, and

idea about the social lay out
of the

work with whichever groups

to the

meeting. There

are included in the

is

(or

no way of guaranteeing

community meeting

or

in

the

development process.
In the

person

who

they should

case of the needs assessment of this
nature that

had solicited the help from

come

The only kind
on

my

several

one

in

ot

for a meeting at

CCDP CDOs who
which those present

all

I

on

that

that day.

four organizations and based on discussions
with

at the

in the first place.

That

is

little

felt

need wins the

meeting, but then, the planners will have surely only

CCDP’s

support with the project they have pre-

the desired project has been carried out and the

typically relatively

community

can imagine coming out of this process,
based

them with

invited those inteiested in getting

is

the rest of the

for the meeting, not surprisingly, will vote
for the thing they

majority vote of those present

there

tell

invited to attend, the

had worked with communities under these
circumstances,

called the organization to assist

Once

forgot to

was

therefore, the meeting did not hold

needs assessment that

experience working with

selected.

all;

CCDP

I

CCDP subsidy

additional interaction between the
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CDO and

received,

the

community.

any case, the

In

working only with a few
there

is little to

between

no

real

CDO

COCIN

in

such cases,

I

have suggested here, often

people, no, with the whole
community. In these cases,

opportunity for the participatory
development process to occur

CDO and community because

community

as

is,

there

is

no relationship between

CDO and

at all.

CCDP CDOs also do a

lot

of trainings with church groups
about holistic

development. With these trainings,
about the program and

how

it

CCDP hopes to

fits into

COCIN’s

raise

COCIN

members’ awareness

theology and mission. These meetings

too could perhaps be useful, in
terms of ensuring the long term
sustainability of the

program, however, they also leave no
immediate opening for the participatory

development process
up and no room

to

occur since these meetings continue for
two days with no follow-

lor the kind of lasting relationship
that

would allow

for social

transformation to occur.

Even when
two

CDOs

CCDP CDOs

have gone through the normal entry process—
and only

have more than two or three communities

community does

not have a preconceived

best assessment ot their needs because the

first

community meeting—just

like

CDOs

this

category— and

the

make

carry out needs ranking activities

ICBDP CDOs

do.

They do

the

at the

not gather the necessary

facilitate a participatory or

process.

Essentially, in the first meeting with the entire

introduce

fit

need, communities are unlikely to

felt

information during the community entry process to

empowering

that

CCDP to

members mention

the

the

community, carry out

major characteristics ot

a

mapping exercise

their
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community,

community

CCDP CDOs

in

which community

(e.g.,

school here, church

mosque

here,

here, farms here, house
of chief here, well here), ask

few questions, one of which
the

CDOs

project

always, “what are your

to address, the

Once

CDO encourages

some form of CDC

development needs?” and then

felt

the

the

community has pinpointed

community

in place in the

to elect a

community)

to

a need that they wan,

committee

(if

there

is

not

organize the implementation of

a project to address the first
“felt need.”

Alter that

CDC. At

initial

a preliminary

CDOs

meeting,

CDC

who had

focus their efforts on meeting
primarily with the

meeting (the

community-wide needs assessment)
people

the

not been elected and

first

CDOs

meeting held

in

were surprised

who were

not present

at

the

community

to

have

the

first

in

one, he encouraged those

newcomers

to

after the

attendance

community

meeting. Rather than back track and
explain to them what they had missed

in

meeting

observe only while they made their plan of

action for the project implementation.

Unfortunately, although the needs assessment
should not be the only time

women

when

or other marginalized groups are remotely
involved in the development process

(other than in traditional, gender-appropriate
roles during project implementation), this
often the

case—especially when women

are not elected to the

facto position on the committee, but no voice.

location that

would exclude some from

most cases, community meetings

many weie
cases

in

«

organize a voting process which
enables the community members
to select a

a needs assessment.

already

is

community members

held

at

that

I

In

CDC,

CCDP CDOs

have a good record. In

observed were held outdoors

which a group from a church had invited
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or are given a de

terms of not choosing a meeting

the meeting,

the site ot a completed project.

is

in

a neutral

place-

The notable exceptions were those

CCDP to

help them with a project.

When
or

these meetings were no,
he.d

at the

the project site, they

a,

CCDP

times, the

at

management has encouraged

conduct a variety of training
programs,
for

church groups

since the

CDOs

in the

management does

peitormance, they

like the

community they do

a church

may

not even

do

to

know

my own

out these trainings,

any training prior
Since

to

in the

development

I

Value Transformation Training

that they

not often do these types of
trainings and

that.

One

CDO

several trainings with each

carry out a needs assessment, but
that most
consistent with

CCDP CDOs to

not have a system in place
to monitor and evaluate
the

management had asked them

to

in

pastor’s house.

Although,

do

were he.d either

CDOs

told

me

that the

community before they

never do so. His comment

is

observations; and even though he said
that he regularly carries

observed

at least three

of his communities

in

which he did not do

doing a needs assessment and launching
a project.

few cases

at all,

which

in

CCDP CDOs

take a community-based approach

they almost always launch right into
projects instead of taking the

time necessary to develop a deep relationship
with their communities, the results are 100
percent project-based and almost no social or
political change occurs. Since often, after
projects are completed and subsidies rendered,

any kind of regular

basis, there

is

no way

CDOs

that they

stop going to the

community on

can encourage their communities

to

through the lepeated process of needs assessment, planning,
implementation and
evaluation.

CARUDEP

CARUDEP takes a completely different approach
community

entry and meetings.

to

community

CARUDEP staff members do
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selection,

not meet with the entire

go

communuy
agreed

to

bu, with the individual
or groups of applicants
with

work. Their primary aim

development technology for which
Although

CDOs

I

have focused

is

which

the

program has

to assist the applicant
with the particular

that indtvidual or

group has applied.

in this section, in
particular,

have with their communities,
these

initial

on the

meetings clearly

first

meetings

that

se, the stage for the
res,

of the relationship with the
community. Chapter Three covers
what can be the outputs of

CDOs
away

regular and frequent meetings
with their communities.

CDOs

If

into the project implementation
process with their communities,
there

likelihood of building significant
relationships with communities
and
participatory development
process to bear

CPC T raining and
While

initially the

committee must

Preparation for

CDO

learn to take the place of the

skills

it

chance for the

W^nino

CDO serves as the facilitator of the process, eventually,

through the development process.

developed the

little

is little

its full fruit.

community development committee (CDC)
should be

needs

When

to lead the

a

in

community only coming back

to the

CDC. The community may

leading the

community forms

community through

community from time

call the

CDO

to

a

selected or elected. This

analysis, planning, implementation
and evaluation, then the

the

launch straight

a

community members

CDC and

the

CDC

has

the four-stage process of

CDO can

to

“wean”

the

time or upon the request of

conduct particular trainings or

to give

feedback on any of the four stages of the development
process.

POD, ICBDP and CCDP
committee,

if

there

is

all

encourage communities

not one in place. If there

with the existing committee although

this

has

is

its
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one

to

in place,

form a development

most

CDOs

tend to

advantages and disadvantages.

It

work
is

interesting to note that

already have a

CDOs

to

CDC

ICBDP

in place.

Where

nudge the community

Sometimes communities do
that put

intentionally attempts to select

women on

so;

in

do no,

that

possible the three organizations
encourage their

the direction of including

sometimes they do

the committee,

communities

however, there

not.

is

women

in their

CDCs.

Even among those communities

no guarantee

women

that the

allowed the same freedom of
expression as the men serving on the
committees.
process has been completed that has
enabled
facilitating the participatory

CDCs

to take the place

of the

development process, then the community

is

will

be

When

CDO

a

in

ready for

weaning.

POD

POD
the

has given significant attention to training

communities and leaving the

one ot the organizations

members

(in

that has a

in

had been covered and

Workers and Traditional

CDCs

they reviewed everything they had learned

how

well the

CDC

It is

the only

CDC

Birth Attendants and

observed a training session held by one

I

were

in part

in part

one,

I

two of a training program. Since
got a good sense for both what

members remembered and understood

one had lasted a week so they covered quite a
holistic

with the goal of weaning

structured format for training

Committee members).

her Zonal Facilitator. Her

CDCs

place to facilitate the process.

somewhat

addition to Volunteer Health

Project Implementation

CDO and

CDCs

its

lot

it.

Part

of material emphasizing the merits of

and participatory development.
In part

one

ot the training, they did a

practitioneis in Nigeria

called

drama

The River Code,”

dependency. The drama depicts three men trying

— well known

to

development

that highlights the

to get across a river.

problem of
First there are

two

Who

reach the river and feel that
they simply cannot cross

it.

A

man, a

third

along and after some pleading
on the part of the two strangers,
agrees

He

across.

carries the first

one half way across and pleads

local, con.es

to carry

them

that he’s tired, he leaves

there in the middle of the river
and goes back to get the second
one.

He

puts his

arm

around the second one’s waist and
they cross the river together,
neither carries the
but they help each other along.
local

man

asks him

man

But the

in the

if

leave

development success

their

own

the

him stuck
that

in the

help

is

stuck in the middle of the river.

him cross

middle of the

to

make

members

the point to their

group and the problems

will

to help.

have

while using whatever language

(holistic)

to

building

is

all

that arise

when one
it,

sits

make an

understand and even embrace as they
It

also gives

them a

most comfortable

practical

written handouts, no need for a

for the

make

the point

community.

they also cover the topic of cooperation, and they study
the wheel of

Without

all

the

development wheel round and

of the spokes (fixing roads, attending to health issues,

farming, learning marketing and income generating

skills,

schools, etc.) the wheel gets lopsided and no longer rolls along well.

They

toilets,

crossed

This drama underscores

understand. This drama can

development whose many spokes keep

rolling along well.

who have

This and other activities like

community members— no

language that community members do not

In part one,

The

as he has helped his friend.

river.

begin facilitating the development of their
communities.

way

other,

can occur when everyone works together
and contributes

around doing nothing, waiting on others

CDC

one

he needs to be carried. The two

that

effort to the success of the

important point that

first

come back and

middle says

wave goodbye and
the

he can

Still

him

the importance of gender balance.

They used

a stick to illustrate that.
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If

building

also discuss

the

man

is

holding his side higher the
h.gher then the

man

woman

project

the

in

the

that

They

comes

If

the weigh,.

the

the weigh, equally

If

is

holding her side

two work together and hold
things
between them; the

a, the

point, they need to

in

the importance of careful
budgeting (keeping track of

and the money

that

comes

out).

also began to discuss the
differences between

compared and contrasted

which— top down

woman

the

development process. They discussed
resource mobilization and

management, focusing on

money

all

feels all the weight.

same height then they share
have equal roles

feels

good and bad

leaders.

They

autocratic rule with participatory
leadership, and discussed

leadership or bottom up leadership—
is better. Finally, everyone
was

asked to make an action plan of

how

they might take

some of

the things they had learned

during the training back to their
communities and make use of them. The
action plan was
also to include plans tor additional

In the

second part of the

gioups of participants

development

training,

which

activities in the future.

I

observed, the facilitators asked small

to explore the character of a variety
of

animals as a means of

discussing what makes good and bad leaders
(and followers) for community development

work. Groups

is

said, for

example

that the elephant

would make

strong he will lend his strength to the work the
other

and

that the toad

exercise

is

that

it

would be an excellent leader since he

have thought ot a toad as an animal
a leadei

who might

with their

own

take on too

(Who knew

is

come up

that a toad

projects at once in an

culturally specific conceptualization of

are doing

very patient. The beauty of

who hops around from one

many

good leader because he

community members

allows people from different cultures to

inteipietation ot the character of animals

a

both with their

was

patient?

I

this

own

might

thing to the next, making

uncommitted manner.) and

what makes a good

leader.

(I

was

surprised to hear from one group
that they would not want
a clever rabbit leader
because

who was

a leader

too clever might be a bad thing.)

ascribe to the animals, the
exercise leaves
leaders they want to be.
cultural

assumption

one group said

also leaves

It

became

counselor and

that a peacock-leader's

beautiful.

now

he

is

room

for

matter what character the groups

good discussion about wha, kinds
of

for a clever facilitator to
challenge

some

might undermine participatory development
approaches-when

that

have been the perfect opportunity
leader

room

No

If,

for

to

beauty could make the community
proud,

ask the group to discuss whether

example, he was elected as their

diverting

all

of the

money meant

Mercedes, he may be beautiful for the wrong
reasons,

local

i,

matters

The

might

how

a

government

for the region to

etc.

it

buy a

participants also said that

a snake leader would be bad because
snakes are too wicked, but that a snake could
be

used to provide security for the community.
Here again,
their notion

of the kind

it

might be worth challenging

people they want providing security

ol

in their

Law

communities.

enforcement olficers and vigilante groups who can
be “wicked" with impunity should not
perhaps be their

first

The exercise

choice.

also gave the participants opportunity to think
about

with people with various characters

To

ot those of different characters in the

donkey

very stubborn, he

is

donkey might not make
steadily

move

1 he only
all

of their

the

weakness

a

is

good

way
in

how

to

community, one group pointed out

leader, the energies of

along.

of the

work

to

make good

that while the

So while a

donkeys can be harnessed

to

organized the activity was to have them write

animals. The participants (who are not good writers

writing correctly in

use

51

that the facilitators

answers about the character

Hausa) got too bogged down

of

also strong and can endure long hard work.

community work

of the

illustrate this last point

how

Hausa and were not focused enough on

the exercise.
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down

the

in

the content of

The Zonal
at

Facilitator held a session in

which he asked discussion questions
aimed

getting the participants talking
about democracy. Taking

questions that he had helped

communities (one

part of

me

my

translate

when

I

ideas

conducted interviews

words “ gaskiya ”

(trustworthiness) (transparency and accountability).

gaskiya and rikon

amana

from

my

research

in his

research biases another part), the
facilitator led the

participants in discussing their understanding
of the

nkon amancT

some

God

are § ifts

also discussed the fact that they

do enjoy a

that

(truthfulness) and

They

said that

can bring peace and development. They

of freedoms as citizens of Nigeria. They

lot

enjoy freedom of movement and can go where
they want

to

without their husbands. They

enjoy freedom of religion and practice Christianity
though the majority of their ethnic

gioup

is

Muslim. They also said

know enough about them, and
simply,

"We

need

to

know our

that

though they know they have

that they often

rights...

until

do not claim

rights, they

their rights.

do not

One person

we know them we won't know how

said

to

have

them.”

One man

said that the

LGA

has built schools, wells and roads for communities

around but has done nothing for us here. Even a Nigerian Electric Power
Authority

was brought
their

to other villages in their area but

community

passing

line.

elected, the

all

line

passed them by. The lines go right past

but they are bypassed. There are no feeder lines to connect them to the

He added

that they

Muslims do nothing

always have
to help

to vote for

Muslims, but then

after they are

develop the communities of the Christians

area.
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in the

The

participants then discussed
possible choices of

talking to their local

outside the

that

might have connections and

the fact that in their local

cunana. The facilitator asked

if

there

(Within their families, they said

The women, they

said, are

are out looking for girls.)

rikon

amana

trustworthy

let

government there

is

was gaskiya or rikon amana

women

committed

They

political influence.

was

in the

not.

They

no gaskiya or rikon
in their

to staying with their

husbands while

also talked about whether or not
there

talked about

how

church. They said that since

even the president of the church go,

if

homes.

more accountable than men...

are

within their church leadership and they
laughed and

truthfully there

handle the situation:

to

government counselor, involving pastors
and other people from

community

They then discussed

how

he

is

the rules, then he can be asked to resign.
This

it’s difficult.

their

was gaskiya and

some of them

they handle those

husbands

who

said that

are not

ECWA has a constitution, then they could
not trustworthy and truthful.

whole discussion gave them

If

he breaks

the perfect

opportunity to think more about the absence of trustworthiness
and truthfulness within
the political arena and

where

home and

They

the church.

it

In

another

democracy.

and

talked a

that session, they took time to

communities leadeis

is

is

not present at the

little

answer some general questions and

to

it.

After

encourage each

and then they closed the meeting.

training session that

In this training, they

local level of the

more about what they might do about

to write an action plan

POD CDC

much more

I

attended, they also discussed

discussed the rights of community

members

as citizens

of Nigeria. Small groups answered the following questions: “What does the word
rights

mean

?

“How do we

rights?” Interestingly, they

get our rights?”

came up with

“What prevents us from enjoying our

religion
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and ethnicity and lack of cooperation

and unity when
facilitators also

talked a

little

In

it

came

to the

answers

to

what prevents us from enjoying
our

added “fear” as a preventative of

more about some of

both instances

in

which

their

enjoying their

rights.

The

rights.

They

also

the rights that they have.

CDOs

and Zonal Facilitators discussed

rights,

am

I

certain that the organization had
not given the facilitators careful
instructions about the

content of their democracy education
section, nor had

understanding of
to the

why

they should cover the topic

CDC training and

this is safer,

it

because the organization

In general,

incorporated into

that theii sole

would aigue

I

its

would argue

purpose of the

purpose tor doing

CDC

that

CDC trainings to

that they

CDC

training and

how

CDC

is

in the

POD

is

community development.

clearly afraid of

staff

members

communities’

CDCs

these sessions lays a

own
a

some

(In

drawing too many

yet to really think about

links

is

to

the

what needs

weaning process.

I

to be

believe

support that process; but, again.

I

is.

CDC trainings, POD aims to have CDCs and VHWS

trained to a

point that they can lead their communities through the development
process even

POD

rather

community and community members’

make them support
training

fits in

it

might not have drawn a strong conclusion about just what the

training

Through these

in their

into their vision for

between the development work they do
rights.)

given them a complete

weaning process. As a consequence, they did
something

abstract without incorporating

ways

it

are not around.

(After weaning,

CDOs

will

still

when

meet with the

once every two or three months.) Clearly the material they cover

good foundation of

POD principles on

which the

CDC can

build

in

its

routine of going through the development process. Certainly though there are quite

number of

things that need to be not only discussed one time, but understood
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thoroughly before a handover takes
place.

CDCs

its

One major improvement

CDC

section.

is

much

further

members on
Though,

its

that they

can make on their

the four-step process

for the

most

part,

in the

CDOs

need

area of PIM.

be a

to

bit

They

I

mentioned

visits to

in their

observe the

training

is

to

work with

in the introduction to this

POD CDOs are

in the

CDCs

the

CDOs

POD

development process

communities, and then they need

to

are

particularly

typically skip this step with their
communities.

CDO training has been completed,

bimonthly

too needs to

the criteria for weaning.

CDC

incorporate training about each stage of this
process into their

After the

it

the road of helping

POD CDOs do follow this four-step process, they

more conscious of the stages

follow as they facilitate

But

CDC training sessions and

not fully aware of the process that
they are following and

weak

down

to understand these things
than the other organization.

continue working on the content
of

the

POD

that they

consciously

CDC

training program.

can use their quarterly or

in action facilitating the

community’s movement

through the four-stage process and helping them to
always be mindful of the importance
ot the full participation of

community members,

all

especially traditionally marginalized

groups.

ICBDP

ICBDP
(POD
the

s

has a leadership-training program, which

trainings last almost

same puipose. ICBDP

s

is

a less intensive training

two weeks, ICBDP’s, two days) but
leadership training lasts two

full

serves, to

works

is

invited to send

participants are the

CDOs

two participants

themselves.

Two

to the
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in

which an

ICBDP

—

the remaining

CDOs

facilitates the

workshop

or three of the

extent,

days (with arrival and

departure on the preceding and following days). Each community

CDO

some

workshop
leadership.

this

gives those

The leadership

CDOs

training

During the meeting held
answers

-What

a good opportunity to model
a participatory

in

is

held once a year.

June 2003 the participants

to the following questions
as a

is

“Who

leadership?”

the qualities of

and respect

good leaders?” “What

to a leader?"

“dependency” were also

Over

the

“How do we

the role of a leader?”

is

may

attend a

means

to lead:

“What

are

things bring honor

two days, sessions on HIV awareness
and

held.

not present for any one meeting.

ls

it

with

good leader?” -What

get a

Since only two persons from each community
attend,

CDC

come up

means of thinking about what

a leader?”

is

tried to

it

is

clear that the entire

However, over time, the various

CDC

members

workshop (ICBDP 2003).

CCDP

CCDP gives
CDOs
them

typically

as

They do

if

lip

service to the need to train

work with

theii sole

not give

the

CDCs

purpose was

that they

CDCs

meet

in its strategic plan,

in the

however,

community, and basically

treat

to streamline the process of project implementation.

them any kind of formal

training for the time

when

CCDP “weans” the

community.

CARUDEP

CARUDEP does
community
the

or with forming a

CDC

where there

empowerment of the community

development process.
for

not concern itself with whether or not there

It

as a

is

not one.

whole or with the

It

is

a

CDC

in the

does not concern

itself

with

institutionalization of the

works only with the individuals and groups who have applied

CARUDEP assistance.
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Even though organizations should have
which they look, a

members and
the

the

a specific set of criteria/indicators
for

of characteristics of the relationship:
between community

set

CDC, among community members, between
community members

CDO, and between community members

and the organization,

that they see before

they even think of weaning the
community, none of the organizations included
research has a clear set of criteria for

with the exception ot

POD—fail

when

wean an

to

to realize at all that

development involves more than simply coming

community

to dig a well or build a school.

development projects on

similar

organization must teach

POD, though

it

does

it

CDC

have a clear vision of

how

their

own

If the

organization.

in

my

The organizations-

doing sustainable community

into a

community and helping

community

the

be able to do other

is to

after the organization leaves, then the

a particular set of skills and attitudes before
training sessions with

to tailor the

and

its

communities,

still

CDC training to ensure that

it

leaves.

Even

does not seem to

these weaning criteria

are met.

Conclusion

The community

community meetings,

selection process, the

community

psychosocial

first

the facilitation of the tour stages of the development process

assessment, planning, implementation and analysis

development process

entry process, the

at

—

there are so

many moments

in the

which organizations can lose track of participation and

empowerment and become focused on

project.

Given the

relatively

little

planning, monitoring and evaluating that the organizations do, and the relatively small

amount of

training and formal education in the area of participatory development studies
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that

both field and management staff
have obtained,

it

is

extremely easy to see

how

oiganizations might lose track of the
participatory process.

At the end ot the day, even
programs, they have

to train

CDCs

if

they successfully

empower

to take their places if they

the poor through their

want

to scale

up

their

progiams by weaning some communities
and selecting some new ones. The
challenges
are

enormous.

CCDP does

If

as

its

not get off track, right at the beginning
of the process by choosing

intended beneficiaries communities and
sub-groups within communities that are

associated with

its sister

religious affiliation,

it

church instead of choosing the most needy,
no matter what their

risks to

go off

track,

along with ICBDP,

stage process of development that occurs within
the context of

Both

CCDP

get mired

and

down

making sure
bring about

The
the

more

ICBDP CDOs
in the

less

which

self

that

we

discussed

POD continues
CDOs

in

on

all

and

chapter three.

are to pick up

physical development projects),

new knowledge and

skills that

can help

confidence and reliance and become empowered to participate

making process

fewer and fewer

to lose focus

take the time to build relationships with their communities
(and

community members

them develop more

It

empowering changes

too quickly and then to

encourage the participation of

community focuses on quickly completing

the less likely

the decision

the

CDOs

way

to get started

of the four-

community meetings.

needs assessment stage of the process, only

that all other aspects of the process

some of

the

have a tendency

at the level

to

that

in

determines the development of their communities.

respond to budget cuts by giving more responsibilities

and Zonal Facilitators (and

to fulfill those responsibilities) then

POD
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less financial resources to

too could lose

its

to

them with

potential to have a

significant impact on

communities. There

its

development process takes time and
frequent
continuously trained and retrained

Even

members

it

in the

in

simply no way around

visits to

This kind of

it.

communities by well and

staff.

the organizations experience

communities

is

some success

in

empowering

which they currently work, there

is

the

community

no guarantee

that they

can scale up the impact of their programs
unless they can eventually wean
communities
wilh which they have developed
successful long-term relationships and
begin working
with

new communities. Developing

better

CDC training and

weaning

strategies

is

imperative.

Yet, none of the organizations has fully
developed a plan for institutionalizing the
participatory development process by enabling
communities to reach the weaning stage

where a committee within the community can continue
process

in the

absence of the organization.

any ot the other organizations, but a

components of the
after the

CDC

CDC

lot

learned into practice, before weaning

The organizations included
effective organizations doing

and Northern Nigeria

still

in

CDC
is

in this direction

more follow-up by

members

the

CDO

are able to put

research,

who

are

among

community-based development work

need

than

needs

to

occur

what they have

ever considered.

my

the strongest and

in the

to build their organizational capacity

techniques right before they can achieve
their

has gone further

development

of thought needs to be given to the various

training and a lot

training to see that the

POD

facilitating the

much

programs.
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in

most

Middle Belt

and get the

terms of empowering the participants

in

EED
skills that

has an important role to play
in helping

they need. In the next chapter

we

its

partners in Nigeria develop the

will discuss the organizations’
relationships

both with their donors abroad and
with their partner churches
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in Nigeria.

CHAPTER

7

RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER STAKEHOLDERS,
AFFILIATED

CHURCHESAND DONORS

The operational and policy decisions

that

managers and

field staff

make

together

(and independently) are not the only
factors which influence the ability or
inability of the
organizations included
their target

NGOs

in

my

research to do effective participatory
development work

communities. As Hilhorst (2003) points out, key
stakeholders with

interact—community members, donors, and,

included

in

my

research, affiliated church leaders

in the

—

in

whom

case of the organizations

also influence them.

The

organizations’ parent churches and their overseas
(funding) partners also have an

enormous

potential to

When

it

comes

enhance or detract from
to the relationship

churches, the situation on ground

is

a

their ability to

if

little bit

we

their

work

between the organizations and

civil society

their parent

through which

have grown organically out of and have

planted

and history of the place, as opposed

to

their roots firmly

ones that have

been imported from Western culture, as Gyimah-Boadi (2004) argues— are more

have a

real influence

likely to

on the wider society.

Moreover, both religions have a structure
rural areas

to

accept Kasfir’s (1998) theory that traditional

institutions ot civil society that

in the particular culture

well.

surprising. Nigeria’s religious

organizations appear to be the ideal (organic) units of

support democratization processes,

do

in

place that reaches the most remote

and the most densely populated urban centers.

It

makes sense then

to use

these existing structures to disseminate information and to impart ideas supporting

democratization rather than to expect

new

organizations
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— whose memberships

are

made up of

typically

the higher, often Western,
educated elite, predominantly

southern region of Nigeria-to

come

into the rural areas of Northern
Nigeria

from the

and

to gain

a willing audience for their ideas.

A

“grassroots” conference that

example of

the alternative

I

attended

in the city

Gyimah-Boadi proposes

institutions to reach the grassroots.

of Jos provides a useful

working through genuinely

to

local

The “town-haH”-style meeting was organized
by

Country Women's Association of Nigeria

(COWAN)

the

and was attended by a

representative of United State Information
Services (USIS), an agency that had funded
the event.

and

local

The meeting was intended
and

state

to facilitate a dialogue

between grassroots

women

lawmakers. Few lawmakers attended the conference
however, and

because the American
English. There were

woman from USIS was

women from

there,

most of

the event

was conducted

in

the surrounding (rural) area present in the hall,
but in

large part they could only participate in the event
to the extent that they understood

English. Such events

much impact on

may have

the grassroots.

an impact on lawmakers, but they certainly do not have

Based on

my

observations of those

participated in similar conferences over the four years that

argue that grassroots participants
besides a

new wrapper/dress

or

in

such events return

some

other souvenir.

I

who have

lived in Nigeria,

I

would

to their village with little else

They enjoy

the feeling of

importance associated with attending a meeting where foreigners and politicians are
present, but they

meeting,

do not so readily share with others what they learned. With

COWAN did not reach the grassroots at

The widely publicized

refusals of

its

town

hall

all.

some Northern Nigerians

to receive Polio

vaccinations from those sent (by the Bill and Linda Gates Foundation) to administer them
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provide a good example of

Western strangers.

this

dynamic. The villagers did no,

In contrast, the level of trust
for

have a much more constant presence

example

in

the

that contrasted their mistrust
for

Organization
research and,

in

I

POD CDOs

community.

I

of

was high because they

interviewed one community for

another organization—the World
Health

cooperation with researchers

think, to offer

trust the assistance

at

vaccines— with

ABU

Zaria,

their trust for

who had come
POD.

POD

in to

do

had been

working together with them over a long
period of time and was associated with

ECWA.

which had been around even longer. They
trusted POD's intervention, but they
did not
cooperate with the

Working

WHO researchers at

all.

to strengthen civil society through

with religious institutions does have

development organizations connected

some drawbacks however. Leaders of the Northern

Nigerian states that refused the polio vaccinations
were able to convince the people that
there

was

sterilize

Chi

i

a religious

Muslims

st i an

in

component

to the issue

Northern Nigeria.

development organizations

to

and

that

American Christians were

Some Muslim communities do
work

in their

not

trying to

welcome

communities.

Fuithermore, given the economic conditions that affect every
organization
Nigeiia,

church

when church

is

leaders see that the development organization associated
with their

comfortably funded by outside funding agencies, then they

lend the chuich

s

support to the programs; they

uncooperative.

If

employees of the outside-funded program

receive

in

more allowances and

will see

may even become jealous

no need

an

are paid higher salaries,

benefits (slightly closer to Western expectations of

employee compensation) and/or enjoy more luxurious conditions (new headquarters
buildings and tine

new

vehicles), then church leaders
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may throw up

roadblocks to the

to

development organization's success.
They can delay

come through

their account to the organization.

the transferal of funds that
have

They can

refuse to

fill

a position that

they are responsible for staffing
or to appoint a board of directors
that they are
responsible tor appointing.

They can simply

let

know

pastors

that they

do not value

the

contribution of the program or worse
say outwardly negative things about
the program

and leaders

that

cause congregational pastors and their
parishioners to withdraw their

cooperation— this can undermine community
entry and
In general,

many Nigerian

the

whole development process.

Nigeria's current economic conditions
create an environment in which

religious institutions are highly dependent
on injections of

co-religiomsts outside. Since ideas are often
attached to the

organizations accepting outside

money

with the funds. In the world of Islam

come

in large part

to

a

new

in.

ideas that

Northern Nigeria, outside funding has
it

more conservative forms of Islam— and

them

meaning many

at different

embrace new ideas presented

Westerners— Nigerians put

flows

For the mainline Christian churches, the ideas coming
with

different churches pushing

have tended

in

from Saudi Arabia, and with

the outside funds have varied considerably,

many

that

often change as they adopt the

come

less tolerance for Christians.

money

money from

lot

of trust

in

to

times.

different ideas adopted

Some

by

Christian organizations

them simply because

the ideas

anything that comes from turawa

came from

— or because

they wanted to receive the financial boost associated with embracing the
idea.

Overseas donors hoping

to strengthen civil society

by forwarding

their ideas

about participation and democratization through development organizations associated
with religious institutions face the challenge of discerning whether the organizations are
sincerely committed to forwarding their ideas or whether they are merely interested in the
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funding. Perhaps in the end,
there

nothing wrong with working
with institutions that

is

reach into the grassroots, but
then infusing these organizations
with
outside. Ultimately,

I

think this

is

what

BED

is

trying to

new

ideas front

do by encouraging

local

churches development organizations
to do integrated, community-based,
participatory

development.
This brings us then,

to the relationship

development organizations included

in

my

between overseas donors and the

research. If these organizations
can call

themselves integrated, participatory,
people-oriented, and/or community-based,
and

still

have difficulty incorporating participatory
content into any aspect of the development
process besides the project implementation
phase, then there

between

their intentions to

As we have

seen

in

make

their

is

obviously a disconnect

programs participatory and

their ability to

cultivate a participatory culture within their
organizations.

They

importance of strategic planning, monitoring,
evaluations, and

much more

members

training

participatory and

In the

so.

Chapters Four, Five and Six, managers of the
organizations do not

have a firm grasp themselves on the participatory
process. They find

lesult field stall

do

it

are hard at

work

they are really to

it

often

difficult to

fail to

staff training

in the field despite the fact that

make every

see the

and as a

they need so

stage in the development process

empowering.

name of avoiding

paternalistic

partnerships— probably,

in reality,

because

they lack understanding of the real challenges their Southern
partners face, because they

have not
to

set aside sufficient

funds and time to send their

own

staff into the field

understand these challenges, and because they too are not good

monitoring and evaluating their

own performance
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at strategic

— Northern donors tend

enough

planning,

to leave their

Southern partners
or support

in

to plan,

monitor and evaluate and

without any guidance

developing these areas of
organizational capacity.

Unfortunately,

at

present the organization’s
relationships with overseas
donors

and with their parent churches

enhance the

train their staff

short of the kind of relationships
that

would

best

of the organizations to do good
participatory development work.

ability

the rest of the chapter,

actors as they are

fall

will discuss the organizations'
relationships with both

I

present, concluding each section
with

at

conditions that would have to hold

in

In

of these

some comments about

the

order for development organizations
to get the

support they need from their parent
churches and from their overseas donors.
Relationship with the Thnrrh

ECWA
POD

and

POD

leaders have been ambitious, well
educated, successful and very powerful

and have enjoyed enormous financial support
and much deserved respect from EED, a
Christian donor from

Germany

issues than the mission,

arose between the

first

that is fairly dissimilar in

SIM, which founded

POD

ECWA.

management team and

theology and position on social

There were times when tensions

the

ECWA

leadership.

These

tensions were probably less the result of the theological
differences between the

influenced

ECWA and the EED influenced POD than they were the result of the

ditfeiences between

management

own

SIM

style.

ECWA and POD on

views about organizational structure and

(Read debates about whether

ECWA could access POD funds for

its

purposes.)

Tensions between

management,

field stall

ECWA and POD reached a high

point when, according to

members, and donors, the leadership of
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the church invoked a rule

never before applied to

POD that would

The same rule-that senior

PO

disqualified the

disallow the Chief Officer front
his position.

pastors must live in the

same place

from taking the CO's place. By
evoking

ECWA effectively fired the two leaders of POD who
pressure to 'loan”

be repaid.

money

to

ECWA-money,

the

as their

this rule, the leadership

POD

leaders feared, that

likely

because the new director was able

do not have any

I

latter is consistent

with

reliable source to

my experience

in

organizations.) In any case, at the point

POD,
the

the church

showed

ECWA churches all

ottering tor

2002,

POD and

POD scheduled

program,

would never
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in

ECWA and POD have improved perhaps because the church
quit

wishes.

of

had consistently resisted their

Since the new management took over
the organization

more

wives-also

that year

it

to fulfill

2002, relations between

POD.

pressuring

more of the

ECWA

confirm which of the two

is

but

leadership's

accurate (but the

four years of working with a variety of
Nigerian

when

signs of increasing

over Nigeria had a

the

its

new

leaders took

financial support of

POD day

up

their positions in

POD.

In

2001.

all

where they collected a special

collected three million naira (approximately
30,000 dollars). In

an entire

week of education

raised pledges for

more than

for church

members about POD's

three million, but received in the end,

slightly less than three million naira.

For

POD

and then pastors

come and

who wished

could request

visits

from

explanation based on the management of the

was an ethnic component

to the politics that led to the

interviews with multiple key informants,

ECWA

posters, explained the

staff

POD

program

members during

to pastors,

the

week

to

lead the program. Otherwise, pastors were given a program including
Bible

In addition to this

there

week CDOs went with

leadership to complain about

POD

change

in

budget, some have suggested that
management teams. According to

some members of ethnic groups from

POD

s

Plateau state wrote to the

always being headed by folks from ethnic groups of Kaduna

state.
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PRA

study and

activities that they

well and they raised a
levels

lo,

could carry ou, on their own.

more money on

went up and so did the awareness

The 2003
(less than

POD

their

POD week

wen, off very

ECWA POD collection day.

Contribution

level about

week however produced

600 dollars)-nothlng near

see contributed by the church

if

EED

the

POD's program.

negligible contributions 90.000
naira

amount of money

continues to reduce

that

its

POD

its

week and

POD

activities in the

some

constraints on discretionary spending, but
since

relatively wealthy

who

aie abroad,

1

churches

have inteiacted most closely with,

program and then they give
Here

is

influenced

to its

work,

the church.

living

worked
it

is

at

the staff did not lead as

many

ECWA does have

and working

in

its

share of

Lagos and Abuja others

Typically, in the Nigerian churches

it.

a matter of convincing

members of

POD comes

I

the value of

freely of whatever they have.

Because

in.

POD

ECWA and

takes a less directly evangelical approach

ECWA members are less inclined to see POD's relevance to the mission of
Whatever

their

economic

status,

ECWA members contribute much

the operation of the Evangelical Mission Society

and young pastors

POD

POD put

where the theological difference between SIM influenced

EED

likely,

believe they could have raised something close
to the three million

naira of previous years if they had

the

that

is

Most

The Nigerian economy may have placed

in their area.

members, some who are

eventually needs to

contribution.

the primary reason for the drastic
reduction in level of support

significantly less energy into planning

POD

that if they

to areas with

do not make

no Christians

the

(EMS)

to

a program that sends catechists

to plant churches.

most of the opportunity
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more

POD

2003 should have taught

week

affords to help

ECWA members see the

POD

value of

work,

it

will never get the funds

it

needs from the

church.

I

once asked a

POD CDO who

has a diploma

contribution amounted to in relation
to the annual

week only provided
would happen

to

in

POD

accounting what the
budget.

a minute fraction of the overall
budget.

POD's program

if

the donors

who

I

He

POD

week

indicated that

POD

asked him then, what

contributed the lion's share of that

190 million naira pulled their support.
He said that nothing bad would happen
because

God would
with

no.

POD

let

God on how

to get

overall budget (and

stepchild.)

fold.

POD

They

has a

of work

lo,

s

church’s

how

to get

of the

ECWA

ECWA to see

of

POD,

POD made

leadership a

leaders about the real impact

initial

of concerned,

as board

members were and

and

As discussed above,

full

two

like

its

arrangement

that

something other than an ugly

significant contributions to cultivating

understanding of the value of

POD

program. Out of

also

saw

influential,

carried

the

to

it

that

people

POD's program.

this activity

among

came

the

the

them

management was on

new management of

seat (2002), they invited the

one case the leadership of a particular
>

POD

understood what their responsibilities

out.

DCC carried

receives in

some

POD

has certainly cultivated a

ECWA. The

POD

of turning

year that the

week and had

them

ECWA quarters at present.
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first

new

ECWA executives to lead their spiritual

out their

end of the week hut then embezzled the moneys instead
level of respect that

ECWA regularly appointed a board

who

closei personal relationship with the leadership of

low

making

discussion about the possibility of collecting an
annual offering to support

made up

In

in
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POD. The former management

”

do

invited the leaders of the church to visit
the field, creating awareness

church

the

to

ECWA to contribute a significantly more sizeable portion of

The foimer management
on the part

still

in to

a

POD collection

POD. This

at

indicates the

i-etreat

and planned for the

management has worked
weeks and

is

retreat to

be held

ECWA headquarters.

at

The new

POD

closely with the leadership of
the church to organize

POD

very sensitive to the concerns
of

ECWA as

it

makes

its

strategic plan for the

future.

I

assume, although

impetus of

DCCs
is

POD

I

have not verified

this

recent decision to train the
volunteer

s

where, given current budget constraints,

that they feel that this

country. At present,
contribute

more

support of

devoting their

full

sustainability lor

i,

to the

Clearly both

ECWA’s

with the

mostly the

POD

POD

DCCs who

week offering

POD

have a

It is

in

to

work

to station

in

the

ECWA

a paid

CDO,

ECWA churches across the

CDO assigned

to

them who
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.

management teams have had

POD.

pseudo-CDOs

POD cannot afford

might increase awareness of

is

POD management, that

their

eye on ways

to increase

crucial that they continue to stay focused
on that goal

energies to carrying through with any plan
they make. Long-term

POD

respect as they treat

will

depend on persuading

ECWA to treat POD with

same

the

EMS.

EYN and ICBDP
ICBDP

has not had an actively negative or mistrustful relationship
with

church, however,

ICBDP was

it

has also not always enjoyed

a merger of an

EYN’s

its

sister

proactive support or trust either.

EED-funded well-digging program and

a

CRWRC-funded

Rural Development Program that had been weakened by the devastated
Nigerian

economy. When
Program,

CRWRC wanted to withdraw

EED encouraged

integration.

its

funding ot the Rural Development

At the point of integration, the

EYN

This may not he the wisest way to work towards getting ECWA's support however,
too thin, they will no longer he able to do their work as well as they do it now.
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if

leadership

POD

spreads

itself

selected a Director for the entire
program and

programs and

it

his

dissolved as

district

ICBDP

EYN

work. The board,

itself

in the

Adamawa

made up

State

government and

EYN

entirely of

pastors,

was

also

went through a restructuring process
established a system of

church councils. The Deputy Director
of the community development arm
and

the consultant to the program both
confirmed that

members

when

was

there

a board in place,

its

regularly failed to attend meetings
and, as pastors, were not necessarily

qualified to serve on the board of a

research period, there

When

I

met

development program and

that for

most of

my

was no board appointed.

ICBDP management

for the church leadership to elect a

Throughout the 2001 and 2002
of the

for each of the three sub-

appointed a board to supervise and
support the activities of ICBDP.
The

Director was given a political
appointment

abandoned

Deputy Directors

new board and

year, the

Deputy Directors organizing

staff for the first time in

the

to hire a

new

2000 they were waiting

director for the program.

program managed without a

programs

in their

own arm

director, with each

without too

attention to the integrated body. This long period
without a Director slowed

organization’s ability to integrate

its

programs. The

EYN

much

down

the

leadership’s reaction to the

evaluation team's expressions of concern about the absence
of Director and the absence
of an active

they did

Boaid with the leadership of

little

EYN

was

not hostile or unconcerned; however,

to correct the situation until 2003.

While the relationship between

was not always

EYN

as mutually beneficial as

it

and

ICBDP was

not openly antagonistic,

it

could have been. There were hard feelings on

both sides. According to interviews with more than one key informant, the leaders of the

church had been frustrated by ICBDP’s unwillingness
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to share

its

resources with the

church

for example, Ihey

wanted

ICBDP

to use

There were also tensions between the

vehicles for other kinds
of church work.

ICBDP staff and

the leaders

and pastors of

EYN as

a result of differences in salaries
and resources like motorcycles,
trucks, and other

materials necessary for their work,

made

available to the

ICBCDP

staff.

In

my

interview

with him, the Deputy Director
expressed his view that the church
often handicapped the

program. Other

On

ICBDP

staff did as well.

the brighter side,

EYN

advantages.

ICBDP’s connection

EYN

with

has brought certain

has played a role of disseminating
information about the program to

churches and communities.

EYN

has also supplied the program with

its

basic vision:

declaring the gospel and working towards
establishing God's kingdom here on earth
and

EYN

pastors have increasingly often been actively
involved in encouraging parishioners

and church leaders

to support the

program. However, as four out of five of the

interviewed pointed out, pastors do not

know enough about

the program.

estimated that less than forty percent of the church
knows about what
the church

it.

weakens

According

they should

to that

program by not knowing more about

same CDO’s

know about

EYN

the

estimation,

program

to foster

rural health

ample support

ot the program.

to

programs are supposed

can contribute from their profits
Unfortunately, so

to the

far,

the

it

does, thus

and by failing

to support

less than half of

what

for the church.

ICBDP.

to

of them

ICBDP

EYN pastors know

does not make a tinancial contribution

development and
that

the

One

CDOs

Instead, the rural

be income generating enterprises

running of the community development arm

RD

significant profits.
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and

RHP programs

have not produced

COCIN
The

COCIN

church

and

initially got off to a

program called Faith and Farm.

A

CCDP
good

with

start

Sudan United Mission

Partners-missionary, Peter Batchelor,

who was

its rural

development

(SUM)-now

Action

very devoted to the concept of
people-

oriented development, led this
program. After his attention shifted
to a pan-African

development program based

in

Nigeria and then he returned to
England, the

development program, by then renamed
dysfunctional

directors of

tor libel.

state.

RD

When

I

COCIN RD, came

arrived on the scene, the

COCIN

to find itself in a

COCIN

leadership accused the

of embezzlement and the director
of the program counter-sued

In the end, all those in

management

positions in

COCIN RD

COCIN

lost their

jobs and

foreign donors suspended their funding
of the program. Without external funding,
the

program limped along under

COCIN

and

and the proceeds from RD's

itself

leadeiship

the influence of

was appointed

EZE/EED

SUM

missionaries and funded uniquely by

sale of agricultural products.

to run an integrated

In 1998, a

new

community development program (CCDP)

agreed to resume funding.

Undei the new leadership,

COCIN

leaders are willing to contribute

some

financial

support to the organization and the General Church Council
(GCC), the highest

governing body within the
the

COCIN

structure,

CCDP management. COCIN RCCs

assigned to work

work

in their

in their

must approve

all

CCDP

policies,

made by

are expected to provide housing for the

CDO

area just as they would provide housing for a pastor assigned to

RCC. RCC leaders— as

participate in the selection of

well as the pastors assigned to the

CCDP CDO’s communities.
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RCC—

Ironically, given a rather

bad relations with

CCDP has

funding),

church

is

COCIN made

involved

rocky

it

start,

more

or possibly because of

difficult to

supporting

CCDP

convince the donor

perhaps made the biggest efforts
to ensure

in

it

to

realized that

continue

that the entire

CCDP and to ensure that church

COON

leaders understand the

hnks between community development
and the Christian concept of God’s
kingdom on
earth.

Most

CCDP CDOs spend

at least

training sessions at the

RCC and DCC

programs are designed

to

help church

half of their energies on “Value
Transformation-

level

of the

COCIN

church. These training

members understand

holistic

development and the

work of CCDP.

An

interview with the external evaluator for

CCDP's most

recent evaluation

confirm church participants' enthusiasm about
the Value Transformation training
sessions; and the active, and enthusiastic
participation, of

evaluation and their avid interest
In addition,

because

in the

CCDP puts

COCIN

COCIN

are

strongly support

it

COCIN

its

many

communities, and because

communities

aware of CCDP’s existence, aware of the services

(for

in the

of these communities that receive subsidies,

leaders, pastors and parishioners located in

CCDP subsidies

of

activities in

in the

a heavy emphasis on the granting of subsidies in

congiegations are some of the most active participants

community development
then

church leaders

program.

the forms of building supplies and medical
supplies to

leaders of

COCIN

that

it

have received

provides, and

obvious reasons.) Even the village from which the Vice President

hails has received help with a bridge.

Beyond

subsidies and the Value Transformation trainings, one

worked well with

the church leaders in the

LCC
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to

which he

is

CDO

who

has

assigned to work, serves

as a

good example of how

as he

was assigned

relations

to his post,

between

CDOs

and church leaders can be. As
soon

he began to meet with the
leaders of the

other pastors assigned to the area.

He

practices, greeting the leaders,
asking

regularly followed

all

them-his seniors-for

willingness to demonstrate

He

held

RCC

PRA

some

was

how

the

CCDP CDO and

program works

activities including a

located and eventually helped

their advice about his

right there in their

borehole

to

population

supply

all

their

support ol the

COCIN

happy with

pastors in the area.

and respects the cultural practices of the
sure that

I

COCIN

went and greeted

the

He

area.

greets church leaders in the areas in which he
to greet

them

in

wading through
according

to

work

own community.

community

at

large and the

that he

I

visited

He

works and

in

which

which had been

on

him

COCIN

COCIN

that takes

any

makes

full

protocols

at his station,

also routinely

two other

CDOs

he

made

sure that he

visitors (like

offered as an explanation for the small

which they work, the significant
the

difficulties they

me)

number of

have experienced

slow RCC-driven community selection process. Another

both his

own

testimony and responses
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in

interviews

I

built

this

does and he enjoys the
all

his

of the

in the area, rely

consistently follows

When

He

as well.

In contrast,

communities

churches

the chief of his village.

reverends.

Now many members

water needs. The community

particular are very

in

in the

to renovate a borehole

by local government but was no longer
functioning.

community, including many who attend

COCIN

very wisely expressed his

needs assessment

them

and the

the appropriate cultural

work, and generally showing them
the respect they deserve as
also informed them of his duties as
a

RCC

had with

in

CDO,

field

and

management

staff,

simply does not get along with
the pastors of

he has experienced extreme
difficulty

According
there ex.sts, in

jealous of the

to

some

one

cases, a certain rivalry

CDOs’

since they

know about

not, they

do

pastors.

As

them with accommodation
housing or no housing

ot the bush.

RCC

a result, though the

(as

it

In

at all.

CCDP because they

to

CDOs

its

one case a

CCDP’s

power and
is

with less respect than they give their

which they are assigned

does for

to that

it.

pastors),

CDO

abandoned missionary house out

Arguably, despite

do not want CCDP’s

someone else— especially someone who

—enjoy

leaders respond by treating

to live in an old

RCC.

between pastors and CDOs. The pastors
are

They wish they had access

not wish to see

younger, and not even a Reverend

RCC

lack of cooperation in his

motorcycles and fueling and maintenance
allowance. Sometimes

to be carried out in their areas.

do

communities.

CDO who had experienced a

they pretend that they do not

programs

in siting his

RCC. Consequently

his

efforts,

CDOs

is

supposed

to

provide

are often given unacceptable

recounted that the church assigned him
in

a very remote, and rather unsafe, part

many

in the

church do not see

CCDP as

part of the evangelical outreach of the church.

More

optimistic observers, like the most successful of the

above), insist that progress has been

COCIN

felt that

CCDP

in getting the

(discussed

church on board. At

should share external funding with them and when

pastois lesponded by showing

little

communities or needed housing
optimistic argue,

made

CDOs

CCDP staff

enthusiasm when

in their

CDOs came

RCC. Through

to

work

it

first,

did not,

in their

these awareness trainings, the

have convinced many ot them

that the

money was meant

lor participatory, people oriented, holistic development, not just for anything under the
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sun.

COCIN

pastors are probably

work are receiving subsidies from

The

truth

probably

more supportive now
the

program

in

between.

somewhere

lies

that

communities

that benefit their

The Catholic Arch Diocese of Jos and

CARUDEP has also experienced
church. This

is in

part

due

to the fact that

second half of 2002, there was
at all

times.

COCIN
their

Church

a lot of ambiguity in

at least

COCIN

in

congregants.

CARUDEP
its

relationship with

from the inception of the program

one expatriate involved

which they

in

managing

leaders, be they leaders of the Catholic
church or of

its

until the

the

program

ECWA. EYN,

or any other mission-founded church, tend
to defer to expatriates’ leadership

presence

in the

leadership position provides access to valuable
resources available

from foreign donors and/or
church leaders seem

to

at least to

assume

place a

that they

lot

of trust

in

them. Northern Nigerian

always have good intentions and

that they

can

any organization without much monitoring or much assistance.

efficiently run

While

if

the chuich gave a lot of leeway to the expatriates
to shape the

according to their vision, the expatriates did not share the same
vision. The

program
first

expatriate leader of the program had visions for the program
drastically different from the

vision of the subsequent

employed and

sent

by

two expatriate

CARUDEP’s

directors of

main donor,

CARUDEP—German expatriates

MISEREOR—especially

the degree of connectedness there should be to the church structure.

envisioned that

all

The

in the

first

area of

leader

development interventions should be promoted by an animation team

through the Justice Development and Peace (JDP) structure. Under his leadership the

animation team visited communities located within one of the Jos parishes
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first

and then

groups from that parish could apply
for development assistance,
sending

JDP

through the

in their parish to the parish
priest

The subsequent, MISEREOR-sent,
interested in increasing the speed with

and on to the program.

directors of the

which they could

program were much more

get to the point of carrying out

development interventions, and bypassed the
JDP structure and

two

who came from MISEREOR/AGEH

directors

workers— skilled

in either

technologies— out

some

to the field to

would be

it

later, after the

development technologies.

In

prioritized getting their

was pushing.

(If

animation would be

community was hooked on

many ways,

especially

when

lot tuithei

university studies or sought

the

the program’s

two MISEREOR-sent

JDP program
Now,

JDP and

to

little

CARUDEP,

The new

employment opportunities with

other

expatriates didn't replace them.

that the first indigene, a Catholic Sister, took

CARUDEP,

the first leader

handed

over the

the job of supervising the diocesan

over to a Nigerian counterpart.
as the

new JDP

leader tries to define his view on the relationship between

CARUDEP— he essentially sees CARUDEP as an organization that as JDP

Coordinator, he supervises— Sister Esther

wants

directors put a

several of the animators hired by the original
expatriate leader went on

At the same time
directorship of

development

work or water

distance between the Catholic diocesan structure
and the activities of

organizations.

The

the cursory animation needed to
promote the

sustainable technologies that the program
prioritized,

the parish priests.

aspect of agricultural development

do

their application

reshape

CARUDEP in

is

also in the process of deciding

how

she

her image. During the evaluation that really marked the

beginning ot Sister Esther's tenure as Director of the Program,
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at least in the

eyes of the

donors, discussions indicated tha,
there

between the Catholic diocese of Jos and
Esther

is

its

lot

connected

are not; thus, under

to the

its

new

some

director,

the

CARUDEP program.

Sister

way

that missionaries sent

by

CARUDEP became

more closely

Archdiocese.

The power dynamics between
clearly defined.

of ambiguity about the
relationship

JDP and

definitively answerable to the Bishop
in a

MISEREOR

exist

a

is still

As

CARUDEP and

the Archdiocesan

JDP

are yet to be

stated in the final report issued after
the evaluation, “There

uncertainties with regard to respective roles
and mandates of the

seems

to

JDP Water

and Rural Development Committee on the one
hand and program management on the
oth er

(

Chomock and

a yit,

Fischer 40). These uncertainties were
underscored by the

following evaluation report recommendation and
the footnote attached to
the

JDP Water and

retain its responsibility to

the policies and guidelines formulated by the

stiongly objected (to) by (the

in the

“The

JDP

Committee” and footnote “This was

coordinator)

decision-taking of program

implement the program within

who wants

management”

the

(41).

committee much more

These issues

will surely

be revisited as these two relatively newly appointed Nigerian supervisors
continue

work together

role of

Rural Development Committee should be supervisory,
while the

piogram management should

involved

it:

to define the

to

proper working relationship between development

organization and church.

One dynamic

that will

have

to

be considered

if

CARUDEP were

to

be put back

under the direct supervision of JDP and applications for development assistance required
to

a

come through

much more

the

JDP

structure and the parish priest,

“for Catholics only” feel. In

my
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is

that the

program would take on

interview with one of the

CARUDEP

intermediate level managers, he said
that

convince community members of other

Muslim,
Church.

that they

were welcome

In addition,

it

took a long time for the

faith persuasions,

whether Protestant, Catholic or

to participate in projects affiliated

working through the JDP

CARUDEP CDOs to

has, in the past,

with the Catholic

proven

to

slow down the

piocess ot providing assistance to communities.

At present none of these organizations has
a completely unworkable relationship
with

its

parent church. Each of them must begin
to incorporate into

potential threats to

its

planning the

workable relationship— ignorance of the
organization's

relation to the mission of the church, lack
of clarity about chain of

the organization's

management

those to the best ol their ability.

my

its

structure relates to the

It

they do so,

I

activities

and

command and how

churches— consciously addressing

believe that the organizations included

research can build the kind ot relationships with their
affiliated churches that

in

may

eventually help to ensure the long-term sustainability of their
programs, where as

Gyimah-Boadi (2004)

rightly point out,

most other organizations

will

have a hard time

ever finding business sponsors or others that can afford to take the
place of overseas

funding partners.

In their planning, they

must aim

to ensure that

church leaders fully understand the

organizations’ programs and impact on the communities in which they work.

Organizations should encourage seminaries to incorporate holistic and participatory

development principles
so that

church.

all

pastors

CDOs

into their church mission

know how

and other

and evangelism curriculum for instance,

the organization’s activities

staff

should

visit

church about the role of the organization

fit

into the ministry of the

churches to inform the lay members of the

in the
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ministry of the church and of their duty to

pray for the organization's work
and their duty to support
set aside for

a campaign to organize field
visits for

i,

financially.

members from

Funds should be

likely high

contributing congregations to the
communities in which the organization
are working
‘o’

(Development work should not be done
need wells

etc. at their

churches and

for those

in their

churches-even though, they too may

communities.) Hopefully, as the
churches

begin to see the activities of the
development organizations as enriching
their

outreach programs, this will clear the
relations

way

own

for understanding and
cooperation regarding

between managerial structures of development
organization and church.
Relationships with the DonorfO

The donors
civil society

that support the organizations studied
here expect that they can build

by supporting development organizations

poverty, strive to

empower community members

that, as part

to participate in the decision-making

process that shapes the development of their
communities.
pretty clear vision of

what they expect from

of their effort to fight

EED

and

MISEREOR

have a

their partners application of participatory

development methodologies.

They define

participation in terms of

appreciation of that involvement

in, all

community members’ involvement, and

aspects of the development process. They, like

othei western donors, define participation as extending to
inclusion of marginalized

gioups

especially

women, and/or

the traditional leadership structure

participation brings about

those

—

in the

skills

find themselves outside

development process. They assume

empowerment defined

digging and general problem-solving

overcome

men and women who

that

as learning practical skills like well

and as helping community members

their attitudes of resignation to their circumstances
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and

to

develop the

to

confidence necessary to rely on their

2001

andMISEREOR

abilities to

meet development challenges (EED

2001).

Participation and

democratic value of

own

all

empowerment

are treated as ends in themselves,
akin to the

people having an equal say

decisions that affect the generation

in

and distribution of the tangibles and intangibles
they need

EED

and

MISEREOR

also see participation and

another end, sustainability. According to the
is

meant

at

community-level” which

to

trigger oft a self-propelling

Ironically,

actually shaie the

it

is

enjoy a high quality of

to

empowerment

MISEREOR

as

means

to

evaluation report, participation

development process through capacity-building

will lead to the sustainability of the process
into the future.

not at

all

clear that the organizations included in

same understanding

of participatory

development as

my

the needs assessment process and

exercises, mostly) in getting to

sometimes they use participatory

know communities,

empowerment, and expediency over

but they

still

research

their overseas

donors. Definitely, they almost always use one particular
participatory tool

trainings) over

life.

tools

in facilitating

(mapping

prioritize projects (and

fostering full participation. In

my

view, they simply do not fully understand the potential of the methodologies
to transform

power

structures within

homes and communities

empowerment of marginalized groups and
This

is

the

in

ways

that

community

can eventually lead to the

as a whole.

not too surprising in light of the fact that they have

participatory approaches but are nevertheless as ready

parent churches, for example

—

to say to their

—

little

as other organizations, like their

donors the same thing

In the evaluation report, sustainability

training in

that

communities say

is used to refer to the perpetuity of the development process in the
development organization pulls out) and also to mean the financial viability of the
development organization, should German organizations withdraw their funding support, (see executive
summary.)

community

(if the
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•o their

CDOs, “We welcome your

you want us

to

do?” One

POD

help,

whatever help you have

manager used a familiar proverb

to

offer-so what do

to explain

how

he feels

about his organization’s relationship
with the donor and his organization’s
autonomy, “he

who pays

the piper calls the tune.”
In that interview, he

feel free, as the director

of the program,

to define

made

it

clear that he does not

and measure success

in his

terms.

On

the contrary, he feels obligated
to adopt goals, approaches and
measures of success

consistent with the donor

Why

s

terms.

would fledgling development organizations

partners’ suggestions? External

facilities, better

micro-managing

its

part, as

discussed above,

EED

day— sometimes

that turns in

releases

its

I

that a partner that

has adopted the approach of not

EED

funding support and

does not

live

up

it

hours— once

had with EED's representative
to the plans

it

requires a

minimum

visits its partners for

of

no

or twice a year.

to

has

its

Nigerian partners,

made

for itself and/or

misleadingly positive evaluation reports will eventually die a
natural death.

EED

neither monitors performance carefully nor micromanages the
planning

ptocesses that the organizations go through.

funding as a way of expressing

and

possibility of having nicer

the contrary,

a half-day or a couple

to an interview that

assumes

Theiefoie

it

EED

On

partners’ performance.

reporting information before

According

donor support creates the

donor

vehicles and higher salaries than other
church employees.

For the most

more than a

reject their overseas

its

level of

EED

does however from time

to

time use

comfort with decisions made by

its

partners

their sister churches.
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POD
POD

perhaps most painfully aware
of

is

management proposed and

some

donors warned them

ol the initial capital

be reinvested.

that they

In

would face budget freezes despite

and was informed that

EED

EED

warned them

were planning

that they

recommended

a

would

that

it

was planning

to

in

the fact that

vehicles)

would need

upcoming phase with

to cut

back

their total support

of POD.

Dutch organization, ICCO, which would

cease funding

A

year later however,

many of its

about cuts

to cover.

The new

in staff, letting

go

all

POD
but

ICCO

its

informed

African partners, including

management has made

one of

In the

step in and

Nigeiian ones, and would not continue to carry the
portion of the budget that

decided not

its

EED

had

several tough decisions

health promoters and

some of

its

support

staff.

This changed

EED

somewhat abrupt decision
worked closely

for

some

willingness to support

to force the

years) to step

POD

was

to

be committed to supporting

However, they have not raised

it

directly related to

former management team (with which

down. Gradually, over

again be developing a more trusting relationship with the

seems

to

not agree to increase their funding.
Furthermore,

cover the amount they were planning to cut
back.

POD

made

floated a larger budget for the

EED

was

2002 with a new management team
on

investments (particularly those

The new management

short term, they

At the end of 2000, the former

got accepted a budget for the
2001-2003 phase which

larger than the budget for the
previous phase.
seat, the

this fact.

new

for at least another

their support

back
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to the

time,

POD

EED

ECWA’s

EED

seems

had

to

once

management and

two phases, 2004-2010.

pre-management-turnover

level.

Throughout POD's

EED

strategic plans.

history,

has also

EED

has been quite participant

in its

recommended POD's former Program

consultancy work. Under the management
of the former team,

EED

evaluations and

Officer for other

never raised

questions so serious about strategic plans
and budgets as they have for the 2004-2006
phase.

Though some of

the

CDOs

expressed dissatisfaction

at

had been handled, for the most part they
only had positive things
longstanding relationship between

through

POD

its

EED

and POD. They said

funding and by visiting and giving advice.

to get the

equipment

it

needs for

oui end of phase evaluations.

POD

Without EED,

been there (though

its

was then

called

EZE)

feel

bound by

EED

s

how

POD

expectations for them.

the pipei picks the tune,

a

dreaming of shaping
unwilling to

POD

make any

in their

fleet

little bit

They both used

of

own image

significant changes in

strengthens

when

POD

I

POD

they participate

EED

EED

has

POD.

more

its

reticent in

comments
that they

the expression “he

effectively dictates to

who

pays

them

think stems from the period

when

vehicles needing repairs, and

of the program only to face a donor

its

would support.
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in

for those evaluations.

and the Program Officer said

they must run their program. Their frustration,

rundown

about the

positive things to say about

to express their feeling that

they were examining a rather

gives input

since the genesis of

EED. The new management was

about the donor. Both the new Director of

EED

funding cuts

into existence in the first place.

The former management had nothing but
lelationship with

that

to say

that

supports staff training and helps

They provide resource persons

would not have ever come

it

EED

work.

It

way

the

level of support or the types of things

it

The new management

He

impact.

also lamented that

qualitative aspects of the

finds

is

also aware of

POD’s

development process related

difficult to establish results in
project

it

expects them to show indicators
of

believes that this impact must be
quantifiable and thus feels compelled
to

focus on completing projects, yet he

He

EED

terms of promoting participation.

I

to participation

terms while

believe that the

find the right balance in reporting
that will allow

long-standing focus on the

performing well

still

in

new management merely needs
to

it

and empowerment.

show both success

to

in project

implementation and the process of relating
to/partnering with communities for mutual

development and learning and

Though

the

curient funding level.

the former

POD,

included

way

will be

still

seems

happy

to see both kind of results.

to be a little shell

a bit sensitive to the possibility that

POD’s performance, my own impression

the current progress of

if

EED

new management

demands of donors, and
with

that

POD

and

that

it

is

that

EED

EED

is

shocked by the
might not be

reasonably comfortable with

will continue to support the organization at

However, whereas

EED

has continued

its

in

its

my

new management,

research.

It

is

now back on

EED

has the willing financial funding of

will accept

whatever

it

in the region,

it

is

as

a footing with the other organizations

of close relationship— and even where funding

granted that

its

close relationship with

program officer of POD, offering him consultancy work

with

satisfied

is

EED,

concerned,

but

little

POD cannot

else in the

take for

proposes.

ICBDP
Since the evaluation

in the

beginning of 2002, the program has made a very

detailed and doable strategic plan and has been

plans successfully. Throughout

its first

working hard

and second phase,
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to see that

ICBDP

it

carries out

has continually

its

worked

to

improve

performance

its

in a

number of areas:

it

augmenting participation by female
community members,

it

hired female staff in hopes
of

ceased giving subsidies—

which had helped down play the
organization’s image as a cash-rich
benefactor of poor

communities-to communities,

new

appoint a

to a

management

staff

EED

has

affiliated

is

insistent

it

has trained up

number of new

CDOs

holds

ICBDP

and willingly lend

however on seeing

its

release of

its

own

ICBDP

support.

leadership to

it

intermediate

which

in

is in

that

EYN

total

it

(and

all

budget that

made

has

it

works

hired.

of

to support

its

EYN

percentage of the funding

responsible for the promises

its

some new

ICBDP's progress and continues

churches) contribute the percentage of the

the beginning, delaying

EED

to the

EYN

has worked steadily towards real and
workable

and has increased the number of communities

clearly comfortable with

become more

it

arms of the program,

number commensurate

EED

has finally succeeded in nudging the

Director for the program,

integration of the three

level

it

it.

other partners

promised from

when

necessary.

but continues to faithfully

the process of exploring

ways

to address this

situation.

In

terms of contact with ICBDP,

infiequently, but since

ICBDP

EED

visits, as

I

discussed above, fairly

has regularly carried out mid- and end-phase evaluations

with an EED-approved consultant, the former Program Officer of
then these evaluations have been done well and

EED

POD,

as the facilitator,

having seen those reports

will

have

thorough knowledge of ICBDP's current performance-level.

CCDP

CCDP has
as

it

slid

by without conducting

should have done but

EED

its

mid-phase and end of phase evaluations

has continued to fund
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it.

EED

mandated

that

CCDP hold

an evaluation

June 2004.

It

Pnoi
planning

at the

end of the current phase.

enlisted the former

As

monitoring.

oi

CCDP

to this year,

I

CCDP has just completed

Program Officer of

POD

to facilitate this process.

has not given ample attention to
the processes of

discussed

in the

section on planning,

CCDP has also

given ample attention to setting an
obtainable mission and goals for

extremely limited systems of performance
monitoring
for

see

CCDP
how

then to establish the case with

EED’s

lower than

BED

that

its

than to any ol

expectations for

its

EED

itself.

evaluation,

EED

much more

We

EED.

to this point

will

It is

been notably

CCDP

has not given any more attention to

CCDP

is

other partners and has only visited their project
area to the limited
at least prior to the

has probably not had a clear view of

futuie will

depend

strategic plan

in large part

and the extent

have learned from the evaluation

how much

CCDP needs.

on EED’s reaction

to

to heart.

which the

An

paiticipated in the evaluation indicates that the

doing better

difficult

perhaps because

planning, staff training and monitoring evaluation

upcoming

This

not

and has

doing an excellent job.

POD’s and even ICBDP’s.

extent discussed in the introduction. Therefore,

s

is

It is

CCDP's performance have up

expectations for

has set low performance goals for

CCDP

it

in place.

itself

evaluation and strategic plan for the next
phase are received by

its

clear that

that evaluation in

CCDP

recent (June 2004)

assistance in the areas of

Conclusions about

to their evaluation

management

takes what they

interview with a key informant

management may be

and

who

enthusiastic about

in the future.

CARUDEP
During the years

MISEREOR,

there

in

which

was complete

CARUDEP had
trust

a director sent directly

between donor and organization.
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by

Now

that the

new indigenous

director has taken over, the level
of trust

from the donor

high.

is still

The

evaluation held in early 2003 presented
the organization as a highly
successful

The former

organization.

MISEREOR,
film about

has hosted visits from other

CARUDEP’s

some moments when

MISEREOR may
seems

to

director of the program,

MISEREOR

staff participate in the

making of

new

is

is still

my

interview with the former director,

in its

CARUDEP,

approach

to

the one organization that places

development,

overseas donor takes the most hands-on-approach to supporting

were

CCDP,

to take an active role in

to

guiding

its

is

the one

whose

it.

Nigerian partners, especially

budget moneys for planning, monitoring and training,

it

would

help them to increase their organizational capacity and improve their performance
field.

While risking some degree of paternalism,

strategic planning

EED

should participate actively

and evaluation exercises, learning along with them, and

time, enabling their

managers

exercises on their own.

EED’s

at a

very enthusiastic about continuing to support the program.

emphasis on participation

and

fact that

around, working on a similar kind of development
work

honically, ot the tour organizations,

EED

a

leadership and wish to stop funding the program,
this

be simply the fear that comes from a transition—
and perhaps from the

MISEREOR

ICBDP

Nigeria for

the current director and the field staff have
indicated their fear that

higher administrative level. Based on

It

in

highly successful development work.
Although there have been

distrust the

the former director

the least

working

still

The

to

develop the needed

present

representative to Nigeria to

EED

know

visits,

its

at

the

in the

in their

same

skills to effectively facilitate these

once or twice a year, do not permit

organizations well enough to support them
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in

any tangible way. (The brief

EED

relationship between

visits also severely limit
the possibility

POD

and the new

of rebuilding the

management.)

Conclusion

Many

of the challenges

that

come

up, generally,

when overseas donors

are

considering whether or not to use
organizations with religious affiliations
as vehicles for
their efforts to strengthen civil
society

and

to build

democracies resurface

relationships between the development
organizations included

parent churches.

POD, ICBDP, CCDP and

churches perceptions of their

activities in

churches probably hold the key to

much, much harder
understand

it

how

to

their

their

CARUDEP

mind

as they

in

my

in the

research and their

must always keep

their paren,

do

Their

their planning.

long-range sustainability, but only

affiliate

they work

if

help their affiliate churches’ leaderships
and lay populations

development work

fits into their

churches’ larger mission and only

they work to resolve unhealthy competition for
resources and power over decision-

making between

theii

own managers and church

leaders.

Overseas donors can help by taking a more active and
oiganizations that they fund, or as Hilhorst
(2003) puts
partneis,

who

care

enough

to

know

their partners well

care that they expect their partners will

Not only should
and

CCDP

EED

and paiticipate

should be ready with a

list

know and

it,

direct role in the life of the

by becoming trustworthy

and support them with the same

support their communities.

send representatives to spend more time with

in their strategic

POD, ICBDP

planning and evaluation exercises

of recommendations about areas

organizations should focus their time, energies and

money

in

which

all

it

three

to build greater organizational

capacity. In addition to planning, monitoring, evaluations and staff training,
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— but

EED

should

encourage

all

three organizations to
devote time and

money

to

developing plans for long

range sustainability that include
awareness building (and relationship
building) with their
affiliate

churches.

II

EED’s Nigerian

partners do not understand

contributes to civil society building,
into all aspects of their

empowerment

development

end goals for

as

responsibility that both

if

they do no,

activities

and

how

participatory

know how

to incorporate participation

they do not see participation,
and

if

their organizations activities,
then

management and

field staffs

development

of

all

it

is

EED's

the organizations get the

training that they need to understand
better.
will talk

I

say that

I

find

it

expected to send

about this

in

more

detail in the final conclusion,
but here, suffice

very ironic that the organizations
included

CDOs

to the field to build the kind of

partner communities that gradually result
in
that result in

they are part

of

changes

when

in the relationships

my

deep relationships with

empowering changes

the donors themselves

to

research should be

their

communities and

in the

between communities and the

polities of

which

do not take the time do develop the same kind

deep and empowering relationships with

the

in

it

their

own

Nigerian partners that would foster

same kind of empowerment.
Before going further with

this point, in

Chapter Eight,

I

will discuss

one

last

specific aspect of each of the four organizations’
capacity that pertains to their ability to

empower community members
arena of which they are a

to act with

confidence

part.
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in the larger social

and

political

CHAPTER

8

THE ORGANIZATIONS AND DEMOCRACY
EDUCATION

In

Chapter

I

,

I

argued

that in Nigeria democratization
requires cultivating a

culture of popular participation
at the grassroots level.
Attention to the grassroots

because of the fifteen years of military
rule
Republic. During this period, power
a president

who

infrastructure

ot

completely concentrated

to his

all

government.

levels of government, including local
government,

irrelevant to the grassroots (Adedeji

interaction between rural

community members who
leaders nothing

community members and

government

local

very

The

at all.

to expect

more than periodic campaign

visits

during which maggi (bouillon cubes),

employment

is

to

from

their local

government

some; occasional, and very poorly

piovided tor one or two members of the community; and/or

development projects are most often either promised but never

in

is

come

paid

be

largely

interviewed have

I

and onto (laundry detergent) are distributed

that, after

became

1997 and Eteng 1997). Even today there

salt,

oi

the person of

the conditions of absolute rule and
total neglect of public services
and

infrastructure,

completed,

in

any form of public service provision, and
who quelled absolutely

and immediately any opposition

little

to be

Second from the Fourth

looted the public coffers at the
expense of any maintenance of vital

and

Under

came

that separated the

is vital

completed unsatisfactorily with disappointing

started,

staff

between the average Nigerian and the

political elite has
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begun but not

performance. The fact

nearly six years of Fourth Republic democracy, the people

a working relationship with their local government

still

shows how wide

become.

erratic

do not expect
the

gap

to

In .he

wake of ,he 998
,

transition ,o

then tor an old debate
discussed by

democracy, Nigeria proves

Pateman (1970) between what she

contemporary democratic
theorists-Schumpeter and
representative version of

Dahl-who

democracy with limited popular

Clearly,

in

in

which

be

a ,es, case

calls the

preferred a

participation (only) during

elections; and the classical
democratic theorists-Rousseau and
J S

a participatory democracy

to

Mill-who

citizens participated as equals
in decision making.

all

Nigeria elections and the institutions
of “representative democracy”

national level

come up

a

little bit

preferred

at the

short for the average Nigerian
citizen.

Participatory development theorists
and aid donors have banked their hopes
for

strengthening African democracies on
development organizations’ ability to use
participatory

development methodologies

democracy. They assume

that for

to foster Rousseauean-style
participatory

democracy

to be cultivated at the grassroots
level,

ordinary Nigerians must learn to appreciate
the value of participating
that aflects their local

then, that participation at the local level
will eventually create

“necessary qualities and

their elected leaders

decision-making

situation— specifically, the planning and
implementation of

development projects— and
in citizens the

in

skills to

enable them to assess the activities of

and hold them accountable” (Pateman
32) as participation

itself

increases citizens zeal and ability to participate.

My

preliminary research

in

2001 included some observations of the Justice,

Development and Peace Commission of the Catholic Diocese of
Ijebu-Ode programs.

My

observations seemed to suggest that this kind of scaling up of
participation from the

local level to the larger political arena

is

possible.
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Although

CARUDEP did;
been wrongfully
rights

JDPC
it

Ijebu started out doing the

same kind of development work

currently provides free legal
counsel for those

in, prisoned

or have,

in

some

who

feel that they

other way, been denied their
basic

and provides free mediation
services for people

who wish

to settle

democracy education

these valued services,

JDPC

staff are invited to

have

human

domestic

disputes and other issues outside
of the courts. Having gained
recognition

community by providing

that

in the

conduct

training sessions with interest
groups like the public transportation

drivers' union, the mechanics’
union, and the market

women’s

conducts democracy education training
sessions with students

associations.

in

JDPC

public schools

at

also

the

junior secondary, secondary and
university level and facilitates the
organization of

democracy clubs within those schools. JDPC
does budget keeping
democracy education

for elected officials at the local

organizing their campaigns.

It

government

training and

level, assists

also follows up on this training by
sending

democracy

monitors to local government meetings to promote
accountability, particularly
of budgeting.

It

organizes

run tor political office and

rallies

and campaigns

women’s

located in

Kwara and Kogi

— two

Southwestern region. In those
confionting

theii local

in local

area

number of women who

particularly in the areas of legal-advocacy

governments,

states influenced

POD

in the

participation in the electoral process generally.

Having witnessed JDPC’s success,

work and democracy monitoring

to increase the

them with

I

also visited

POD communities

by their proximity

to the

communities respondents reported

government about

its

failure to

communities.
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do

its

same

directly

part in developing their

Since, in the North and Middle
Belt,

I

intended to work with

POD

and other

organ, zations held to be
successfully putting participatory
development methods into
practice,

research.

expected to find similar examples

I

My

in the

communities interviewed

for this

research in the Middle belt and
North, however, proved that
there

is

no

guarantee that this kind of scaling-up
will occur.

Although

my

research suggests that organizations
like

some impact on psychosocial and
does not support the next step

(EED

reports

discussed

in

2001 and

relational

in the

MISEREOR

empowerment

argument made by
2001

)

Pateman (1970) and other proponents of

that participation in local

and

and

MISEREOR

Rousseau and

participatory

decision-making processes leads

ICBDP do

have

within their communities,

EED

as well as by

POD

J

it

in their

S Mill,

development theory,

to increased levels

of

participation in the larger political arena. 56

The
little

clearest indication that the majority of
the

relational

empowerment

in interactions

communities have experienced

with other actors

in the external political

arena as a result of the activities that they did
together with the development
oiganizations

came from

You have

their

answers

said that your

CDO

learn the kinds of preventative health

is

to the

following Question

able to help you to dig wells, build clinics, and

measures you can take

to

keep your families well or

things like that which contribute to the development
of your community.
said that

government

is

not very responsive to your needs.

Has your

You have

also

CDO also helped

The only area in which a large percentage ot communities have engaged local governments, as
a direct
work they have done together with their CDO, is in the area ot asking their local governments

result ol the
to

provide teachers (and classroom equipment) or clinic workers (and medicines and equipment)
for the

schools and clinics that they

built.
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you

to find

ways

to see that

government

is

more responsive

to

your needs? Could he/she

help you achieve political
development? Has he/she already done
so?

Only

live percent ot the respondents
to this question said that
their

CDO had

already facilitated training sessions
enabling them to learn more about
their democratic
rights

and responsibilities or had acted as

their

advocate before the local government

get assistance in staffing or completing
a school that the

chart below.

a-vis

When

asked,

“Do you

government?" a majority

think your

felt that their

CDO can

CDO

community had

built.

See the

empower your community

might be able to help

to

vis-

in that area.

Yes, maybe

No

We

already have

political influence

Figure

It

8:

must be added

These communities said

CBabu

help

and

that the

too, that of those

that there

who

was no way

vis-a-vis

said “no,’'

that a

Government

many were

quite insistent.

development organization could

hanyaY')\ that politics has nothing to do with the work they do with the

only thing that could improve their situation was a change

the politicians.

their

Empowering Communities

One community

CDO (or the

empowerment

said that they did not

interviewer) or see their

at all.

Ten more

CDO get

in the attitude

to talk about politics with

involved

said that although they
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want

CDO

in their political

would be happy

if

their

CDO

of

could help them

In this area,

they could not envisage any

development organization could help them

way

that their

CDO or a

have more power vis-a-vis

to

their local

political leaders.

Donors may firmly believe
will bring

that participatory

empowered communities

political leaders.

to a point

Development organizations

from using participatory methods

where they seek
in the

CDOs

political

state.

CDOs

it.

CDOs

cases, the

at

CDOs

staff

should not engage

in

meeting

in

how

communities

at

communities about

this affects the social services

simply do not fully understand the
level.

members

any kind of discussion

ot the

feel free to talk

2002, the current director instructed his

causes for communities’ underdevelopment.

organization (and to the

He

that

would investigate

To some

the

feared the risks to the

community development committee

the urging ot the organization.)

on

causes and consequences

do understand however, they do not necessarily

During POD’s annual

that they

political

many

looking

causes of underdevelopment— especially beyond
the local

Even when
about

In

to exert their influence

rarely talk with their

the poor performance of local political
leaders and

provided by the

to their full effect,

North and Middle Belt shy away

When

to this end.

of various challenges related to poverty,

methods, used

extent this view

is

set

up by

shared by the

other managers but in one case, the manager seemed to be indifferent
to the political

systems

in

which underdevelopment occurs.

These

attitudes are pretty hard to believe in light of the fact that respondents to

my

interview; indeed, everyone in Nigeria, at

some

that

government

citizens’ needs

is

deliberately neglecting

its

level of their consciousness,

promises or ensure that good quality development work
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is

and

that

done, even

it

knows

does not keep

when

it

finally

its

takes the initiative to use

know

They know

that

why

and

that they cheat during the
election

government does not make wise decisions;

needs or hear their concerns.

understand

is

federally allocated funds for
that purpose. Respondents

that politicians regularly lie
to get their votes

process.

their

some

If

they

know

all

of this already,

it

that

is

it

does not meet

hard to

discussing the underlying, political
“causes” of their underdevelopment,

so risky.

For

below

now however, whether

that the organizations have,

discussions that might result

the risks are real or not,

up

to this point,

in relational

done

empowerment

it

is

clear in the sections

little to facilitate

at the level

trainings and

of communities

interacting with political leaders.

POD
POD CDOs

do work

for

many

years with the

same communities; and over

years, they maintain a regular schedule of
visiting their

communities two

month. They build the kind of trusting relationships
from which they can
democratic changes.

They

Do

to three

the

times a

effect

they then actually achieve social transformation
over time?

think they do.

In

interviews

POD’s CDOs were

to the

democratization project

about

how

this

in

rather optimistic about their ability to contribute

Nigeria and showed a reasonable depth of understanding

could be accomplished. They seemed

to divide their contribution to the

democratization project into two major areas.
First,

they see the participatory development process as

democracy building

people get involved

in

full

of opportunities for

policy-making, everyone learns to exercise
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their

freedom of expression, the

community’s confidence

CDOs

Second.

communities.

Some

women

status of

in their

sometimes put themselves

an advocacy role with their

in

of them see the potential for
democracy building

capacity

packaged

are

in

community members’ capacity

speak out. He said

POD also

Another

and action.

In this

POD CDO

Another

about

men and

POD CDO pointed out

that

other areas; they also increase their

in

making

pointed out that training

are

POD CDOs

are learning about

in

that are necessary for

that effects his life.

CDCs

empowered

to

VHWs

and

means

that a

be more effective leaders of

community’s development process. She also pointed out

incorporated into their

who

democratic process;

manner, they learn behaviors

number of each community’s members

One

coming together

models democracy by involving community
members

a citizen to be involved in influencing
policy

workshops,

the

democratic values as they work to increase
community members’ willingness

reflection planning

is

in a

are given chance to speak and
to participate.

as they build their

their

in their

their rights as citizens of
their

CDO said. “We empower people." We encourage

men and women. Our meetings

women

to

elevated and the

government.

One POD
of

is

is built.

encouraging community members
to know and exercise
local

communities

that at national

democracy and then

this

and zonal

democracy education

CDC training.

CDO asserted that POD CDOs create awareness among community members

theii lights.

In paiticular, he said,

represents them;

we

try to get

them

we

try to help

to ask

trustworthy?”
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them

to

become more aware of

themselves “Is he accountable?”

“Is

he

Advocacy,

rights

and democracy

communities expect from

program

know

really has

their local

grassroots level and what

governments. Another

government

We try to encourage

them

to

to

go

come

to

instead of going to government

government and demand

services they deserve as citizens of
their local governments.

by encouraging them
discussion with

to

me by

government and

I

writing a letter to their district head.

am

to ask

CDO echoed

an advocate for

government

program’s

POD

activities

CDOs

from pushing communities

CDOs

that if they

leaders they

jail.

He

may

cited

it

is

the

people.

them

same

in the

idea:

ways

to stand

to challenge

up

to

fit

ought to do.

quite pessimistic about the

The

government and

too risky. At a workshop

fact that

director

is

since

ECWA

is

I

to

demand

to stand

POD
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his

their rights

attended in 2002, he warned

up

to corrupt political

worked whose

CDC

local politicians.

ECWA take a stand

a large

it

clearly

community development committee being thrown

Director advocated rather that the leadership of

deems

it

to talk to

government. He discourages

been jailed when they took an assertive stance vis-a-vis corrupt

it

head responded

give the less

I

that

in its strategic plan).

one example of a community with which

political arena as

district

encourage them

I

encourage community members

risk the entire

The

management seems

community members

because he simply feels that
his

We empower communities

promoting democracy (despite the

included some democracy-building goals
afraid of encouraging

my

to assist

At the same time, the current
possibility of their

the social

cooperate with each other. In one case, a
community finished a

by building them a bridge. Another
privileged a voice.

POD CDO said that the

had an impact on communities.
Community members often do not

their rights; they just wait for

with their needs.

start at the

in the

into

had

The

Nigerian

enough body, backed up by

the

Christian Association of Nigeria

(CAN),

consequences. The only context

in

democracy

CDC

is in

during the

members who

and discuss

which he has

up to government without
negative
really agreed to allow discussions
of

CDC training (as discussed

in the

previous chapter) but the

attend the trainings, are not given
any kind of mandate to go

that topic with their

mandate, the limited discussion

would not equip them

to

do

communities, and even
that occurred in the

home

they were given such a

if

CDC training sessions that

I

observed

so.

POD communities

Only two

to stand

CDO had advocated on

reported that their

their

behalf that local government should assist
with a school or clinic.
In

one notable case, discussed

in

Chapter Three, a Christian ethnic-Hausa community

that

has been consistently neglected by a local
government dominated by Hausa Muslims

developed the confidence necessary
protect the

autonomy of

community

themselves enabled them

community development

contiol over theii

their chief, tried to take

over the clinic

for preventative health training

Attendants.

to receive

They

RHP

s

also

government and

its

local chief to

own

indicated that increased confidence in

to deflect

projects

that they

community, a Christian Hausa community,

members

to local

staff).

Christian ethnic-Hausa

their ability to help

up

the clinic that they had built and were operating
on their

(with a community-paid clinic

One

to stand

had

challenges to their autonomous

when

the local government, and later

built together with

built a large clinic

POD. This

and sent some community

and others for training as Traditional Birth

worked out an arrangement with

ECWA’s

assistance with medicines for their clinic.

running quite successfully, the local government
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tried to

Once

buy

it

Rural Health Program,

the clinic

was up and

from the community.

They wanted
the

change

to

community

name,

its

feared, build a

staff

with local government (Muslim)
appointees and.

it

mosque

threatened by the possibility of having
a
lose the

employment opportunities

The community refused

there.

mosque

in the

the offer.

They

community, and did not want

the clinic provided to their

manage

the clime and

some money

to assist

them

in

running

politely accepted his offering of advice
but declined the

eventually tiy to take over the clinic. The
community

and
ot

Zonal Supervisor

his

all that

to

come

to a

to the local

members

to write a letter to the

government and

maintaining the autonomy ot the

money

it.

the

envy of

clinic.

the entire local

The community

in fear that

then

RHP

he too would

summoned

the

CDO

and the

ECWA

to the chief) enlisting their support in

Their confidence grew, vis-a-vis the chief and

the local government, as they realized that they
had built on their

become

how

meeting where they informed the Zonal Supervisor

had happened and made a plan

church (copied

to

own youth and women.

Next, the chief approached the community
offering to give them some advice
about
to

felt

government

area.

In face

of the local government, they had proved to themselves and

own

a clinic that had

of the longstanding neglect

to the rest

of the area that

they could help themselves.

ICBDP

ICBDP

is

on track tor steady improvement

relationships with communities

themselves. Thanks

encouraged
challenges

During

CDOs

in

if

consultant to the program, the

to systematically visit the

staff meetings, the

area of building long term, deep

they stick to the strategic plan that they have

in large part to the

those communities

in the

when

they

management and

same

set
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out for

management has

of communities, to address

come up and
field staff

set

to stick with the

work together

communities.

to help

CDOs

find

ways

to addiess the challenges
they face in their

management has seen

to

it

that

ICBDP

communities. The program’s

field staff receives training
in

some of the

process-oriented aspects of development:
advocacy and peace building, gender
sensitivity, the holistic approach.

CDOs

The consultant

also insisted on the hire of
four female

and on their training, and over time,
these females are establishing
their

ability to

contribute equally-though sometimes
differently-to the program. During
an interview,
the consultant noted with satisfaction
that the female

and decision-making done

model

in the field

members

at staff

CDOs

are participant in discussions

meetings to the same extent as men. They

with the rate of participation

in

ICBDP activities

set the

same

by female community

increasing.

The plans on paper

are good.

The

aspirations on the part of

some of the

staff are

very clearly oriented towards a participatory
development process. Nevertheless, there

have been some

fairly serious set

ot participatory process.

Some

backs to ICBDP’s achieving

staff

members have been

relationship building has had to begin again in

members

are

still

very project-oriented

need more training

communities

CDOs

do not make as many community

transferred,

approach— in

when

visits a

have been discouraged from doing so by

its

goals

their

there

month

is

in the

which means

area

that

field staff

large part because they

lack ideas about what to

to achieve social transformation

of

many communities. Most

in their

— and they therefore

all

do with

still

their

not a project going on.

as they

should— and

Deputy Director on

of

late,

they

the grounds that funds

are tight.

Nevertheless,

links

some of the

veteran

CDOs

that

I

interviewed were able to see the

between participatory development methodologies and democracy building. They
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pointed out that the participatory
nature of their development
approach gives voice to

members of the community
against any

often touching the lives of

members of the community. One of
them

development approach also encourages
collective

This

community

CDO notes

that

to

With ICBDP, there
field stall

the

meet

their

He added

that

ICBDP’s

would be necessary

is

so

much
to

ICBDP also

Nigeria would be

in

promotes leadership
skills.

promise. This vision can spread to
most of the

augment

their

impact on democratization. Potential

Deputy Director who, during an interview,
responded

to

my

that the links

is

question

about ICBDP’s potential to support democracy
with apparent disinterest. He said

hopes

for

needs and respect their

develop community-selected-leaders
leadership

and they may be able

hampered by

pointed out that

an appropriate definition of
democracy

oriented, no, individualistic.

by the people and works

people and no, discriminating

action, (which

citizens at the grassroots level
to see political leaders
rights).

all

all

between democracy building and community
development are

he

that

there,

or can be cultivated, but his organization
has not given the social transformation
and

democracy building aspects of
that

it

is

only

me

the researcher

have not given attention
the organizations

who

to

participatory development

who

thought.

not.

Even

see the links, having one key person on the

ICBDP,

He suggested

looking for these links, but he and his organization

whether the links are there or

does not share the vision, especially
his position with

is

much

at a

moment when

if

there are those in

management team who

the consultant will probably leave

presents a real threat to the organization’s promise being

realized.

One ICBDP CDO’s communities
on

reported that he too had successfully advocated

their behalf at the local level to see that they received
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some

assistance for their school.

There was no evidence however-in
the form of changes

in their

own

attitudes about

themselves and their relationship
with governmem-that
communities had exhibited
increased relational empowerment.

CCDP

CCD?

management claims (and

I

think believes) that their

CDOs’

value

transformation training sessions and holistic
development workshops with church groups

evidence the program’s potential

management

staff put

needs to be involved.”

it,

impact daily

In these training sessions,

They discuss

CCDP

promote democratic values. As one of the

“political decisions

importance of exercising civic
in politics.

to

rights, justice

life

we

feel that the

church

another added, they cover the

and peace, responsible voting, and

women

the Biblical precedent for equality.

has also done a women's enterprise development
workshop (with a

Training of Trainers format) for women's fellowship
groups

During

so

this training

of

women

on basic

skills for record

they also covered basic democratic awareness building.

in

Vom

keeping

...

It is

in

and Panyam.

business

not clear

management

how much

impact any of these training programs have had.

With the exception of the evaluation conducted
any follow-up
oi

any

to see if those

of the othei trainings

had learned. Whatever

its

who

communities

in

June 2004, there has never been

received the value transformation training

went back

to teach other

impact, there

transformation workshops enable

in

is

to suggest that value

bring about democratic change

which they work.
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churches

members of their groups what

no evidence

CCDP to

in

in the

they

CCDP's approach
business

management

democracy education

to

Why combine

skills?

extent did the business

management

skills

inspires

that with

workshop

many

Why

questions.

democracy education? To wha,

facilitators focus

on the democracy

awareness building? And most
importantly, should not community
members

communittes

in

which

CCDP CDOs

work also receive such

decisions also effect their daily lives?

managers expected

manager

CDOs

said that yes,

CDOs

mobilization. Based on

my

to be

my

doing

do

that

think, to say that

kind of training

observations of CDOs

in his

I

would say

community

CCDP CDOs’

training since political

asked one of the management staff

this

in the

in their

if the

communities. That

kind of training as part of their
community

conversations with them however,

included such training

I

take on

at

work

that

mobilization.

in their

communities and on

only one of them has,

It

community mobilization

at

times,

would be more accurate,

I

consists of needs ranking and

project undertaking, everywhere, every time.

CCDP

management

up with government
none

ot the

CDOs

communities
result of

I

CCDP CDOs

to receive social services that their

mentioned

this as

encourage communities

CCDP CDOs

communities need. However,

an organization-wide policy and none of the

CCDP

like.

CCDP CDOs.

do seem

As one

CDO

to

understand what empowered Northern Nigerian citizens

who had worked

in a

predominantly Muslim area put

the educated people there felt positively afraid of the poor being

communities were empowered then they would go

demand

to link

interviewed mentioned contacting their local government
leaders as a

encouragement by

would look

also says that

their rights.

These

CDOs

to their local

it,

empowered because

government leaders and

stand almost no chance of working against the tide
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if

within their visionless or
multi-visioned organization to
effect democratic change

in their

communities.

One

CCDP CDO said

when one of his communities
commissioned a

that

he encouraged them to invite local
government politicians.

government chairman comes, the
services to the

community.

In a

CDO

said,

it

local

puts pressure on

in his

area to enlighten

about their rights and the importance of
participating

CDO spent

a

him or her

to be the

On

in politics.

needs of the community

in

When

community members were most

I

interviewed the community,

CDO also

community members
his

own

initiative

which he was

day teaching his community members about

democratic political system.

to provide

government's help. This particular

pointed to the specific trainings he had
done

wot king, the

for example, the local

If.

way, the community shames the
chairman by showing

them what they can do without the

and based on what he perceived

project,

their role in a

among

those things that

enthusiastic about having learned from their

CDO,

were:

the importance ot participating in politics
rather than just sitting by and relinquishing
any

power

to influence the political

common

assumption held by Northern Nigerian Christians

should avoid involvement
toi

system they might have. He had also challenged the

in

“dirty” politics.

that as

He had challenged them

elections in hopes that they might see candidates elected

trustworthiness and concern tor the people. Finally,

CDO tor having encouraged

them

to

“good Christians” they

who

to field candidates

exhibited honesty,

community member

remind politicians

that they

would

praised the

elect

on the basis ot peisonal character and manifesto, not because they were given

As pioot
local politician

that

some

ot his

communities were getting the

had invited the members of one of
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his

them only
bribes.

point, he recounted that a

communities

to attend a meeting,

presumably '"tended

members

refused to

rights with the

at

to shore

show up

CDO,

the

any other time and his

them

feel

unwilling to

up

their votes in the

for the

memory

upcoming

meeting because having talked
about

of this politician's failure to
ever

failure to provide services
to the

show him

The community

election.

their support (despite

their political

visit their

community

community

in the past,

made

any free handouts that they might

have received had they gone.)
Ironically, his training

d° ”

In

CD 0 ran

2003 the same
’

influential party in his area,

When

campaign.

would have

to

voting. This

When

I

was

salt

party

for local

of “do what

trying to raise

money

to give to the various

say, not

the

that

many people

them because PDP

political suicide.

He explained
lot

that

he

would be

precisely the kind of bribing he had taught
his communities to refuse.

will vote for

under a

I

most

that

I

is

the

will try to run

me

under the

winning party.

To

little

PDP

that

now

more than

banner and

associate with any other

asked him where his discussions about voting for

candidates on the basis of character and manifesto, not on
the basis of free

gone.

what

for his political

wards

asked him what his party’s manifesto was, he
could offer

would be

I

government counselor with

PDP. He was busy

and bouillon cubes

“PDP Power!” He added
many

like a classic case

asked him what he would do with that
money, he admitted

I

buy

became

that he

stuff,

had

himself was running for political office, he was

of pressure from the party bosses to play politics as usual.

CARUDEP

CARUDEP staff
communities about

their

pointed out that they do not give

much

attention to informing

democratic rights and responsibilities, though sometimes they do

discuss with their communities the fact that government does have
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some

obligation to

provide communities with
certain social services.
Their
include holistic development
aims, so
attention to the political

new

director put

it,

it

is

own

goals do not however

not too surprising that
they do no, give

development of the communities

in

which they work. As

the organization does no,
have a strategy for supporting

much
their

democracy

building or other forms of
political or social development
and people do no, present their
po! ideal

and social development as primary
needs

CARUDEP as

more

facilitation

Community members know

an organization that assists
by promoting sustainable
agricultural

approaches and water technologies so
they
getting

either.

help. Indeed, they

would

of community meetings

educated outsider

like their

if

always

not, unless

to help

causes of their underdevelopment.
Clearly,

Northern Nigerians quickly

will

prioritize these

CDOs

were able

them see the larger
this

to

needs

in

hopes of

use skillful

political

and systemic

kind of revelation will not

come

to rural

they are not motivated to think along
these lines by an

CDO.
Conclusion

The

bright side to the data in the chart above

is

which each of the four organizations work,
suggested

CDO

might be able to contribute to

arena

in the future.

their relational

While managers may be pessimistic about

members

political transformation,

Communities believe

that their

democracy and human
that they

rights or

that majorities of

that they

empowerment

the

outcome of

community members

CDO can

in

faith that their

in the external political

striving for

community

are pretty optimistic.

help them either by educating them about

by advocating

might get a specific intervention

had some

communities

to

for

them

at the local

complete or
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government

level so

to staff a particular project.

My

research

wrong. There

is

shows

nothing

in

that the

my

communities may be

research to contradict Rousseau’s
and

conviction that participation builds
responsible citizens.
the organizations have a

is that

perform their work well.
that

My

do not build long term,

do not

lot

it,

of work to do

in the

What my

J

S Mill’s

research

shows

instead

areas of building their capacity
to

research also suggests that
project-oriented organizations

trusting relationships with their
communities; and

facilitate the participatory

imbibe

and the organizations

right,

have no opportunity

development process over and over

until

CDOs who

communities

to foster the social transformation
that participation

promises. Unless organizations address
these basic issues of “getting the
techniques
right," their ability to

government

empower

level will

JDPC’s

participants whether at the

level or the local

be severely limited.

successful program

organizations included

historical differences

community

in

my

in

Yoruba-land offers some hope

research can do more.

Of course,

that the

there are cultural and

between North and Southwest. Nevertheless, as we
look

at the

differences between organizations of the South
and North that shape the organizations’

performances,

it

is

clear that

many

of them are issues that Northern Nigerian

address to the benefit of better results

Rural dwellers
aie

in the

more influenced by

in the

area of participation and

in the early

can

empowerment.

North, as well as the staff of the organizations studied here,

tiaditional cultural

norms

(Adedeji 1997) and encourage deference to those

Yoruba on

NGOs

the other hand have a history

—

since

that

impede democratic change

in the political class

Awolowo and

days of independence— of openly rejecting the

not like. Local television and radio

programming
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in the

(Eteng 1997). The

his party, Action

Group,

political traditions that they

Southwest regularly promotes

do

democratic themes and challenges

young,

to the political status

political upstarts to discuss
their

that politics

was

arena altogether (Kas.efelt

1

a dirty

their

who came

game and

programs even though they intend

whether Christian or Muslim, seem

to

to

that they

994), the leaders of the

partnered with main-line churches,
find

that

allow

views publicly.

Moieover, because the missionaries
churchgoers

quo with programs

Northern Nigeria taught

should stay ou, of the political

NGOs

included

in

my

research,

very difficult to justify any
political content to

i,

to

“empower

the poor".

Yoruba Southerners,

have a zeal for participating

in

and voicing their

opinion about politics.

As

Hilhort (2003) suggests, participatory
development opens up one possibility

tor an interface

between two

cultures, diverse

worldviews and different ideas about

kinds of things including the role of the
religious

in politics

all

and the tensions between

hierarchical social and political structures
and participation. In these areas of social

mtei face, rather than a face-oft between two
binary opposite cultures (Western culture

and “indigenous

culture),

what

really

happens

is

what Hilhorst describes as “an

intricate

interplay and joint appropriation and
transformation of different bodies of knowledge”
(

1

0).

In this interplay of worldviews,

Nigerian

Herein

NGOs) have

lies

community members (and

the ability to appropriate

some Western

the staff of Northern

ideas on their

own

terms.

the opening for changes in attitudes about respect
for hierarchy versus

participation.

The

possibility for

change

is

there.

Facilitators of the

development process

ate teally facilitators of the interface situations that
bring change.
In oidei to facilitate well, the staff

much

training.

of

all

four organizations

in

my study

need so

Northern Nigerians and Middle Belters, including the staff members of
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the organizations included
in
their

staff,

my

research, tend to obtain lower
levels of education than

Southern counterparts (IDEA
2000).
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Consequently, both managers
and

field

get less exposure to Western
culture and less opportunity
to study participatory

methodologies and people-centered
development. They are simply
facilitate these social interfaces

and

less able to incorporate

less well

equipped to

democracy and human

rights

education into their programs.
Overseas donors must encourage
organizations to put

more

priority

education

on training

in the specific

staff.

They must budget more money

areas of participatory

for staffs formal

management and

participatory

development. (At present, when they do
send staff back to school, they tend

them

to study

any

field

they choose

at local

and affordable schools.) This

surprising, with limited budgets, these
organizations can only

Overseas donor partners have

to step in

do so much on

Nigeria.

He

more work

has a

lot

of

they have trained one person

skill in facilitating participatory
training

than he can do. If

for overseas

far,

donor partners

it

means taking on

to build the capacity

less

the training to

government

The lower

their

own.

of a few organizations

much

in

appropriate

in

Northern

it

would be

to

better

a point where

smaller amount of

a larger set of organizations that do not have the capacity
or

promote empowerment and participation

at the

community and

local

levels.

level of education

is connected to a shorter history of contact with
missionaries and also
system of indirect rule that left the North (and Middle Belt) under traditional Muslim leaders
did not place the same value on (Western) education.

because

who

at

not too

programs but he has

African partners,

they can build the capacity ol others instead of throwing
a
energy, time and finance

allow

and help. They should send qualified

personnel and commit the support necessary
to put Nigerian personnel

development studies programs. Thus

is

to

ol the
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It

is

crucial to

local levels,

remember

household and community,

psychosocial and relational

at

make

in their

own

is

empowerment

significant as the global changes
that

able to

work

that the

contexts.

that these organizations

also important.

The changes

development

NGOs

public mobilization

work

at

as they

US

the

in

As American and European

improve

their ability to

home (Fowler 2000,

at the

most

in levels

that these organizations
bring

doing lobbying, policy advocacy,
compliance monitoring

m their home countries and

do

of

about are as

and Europe might be

organizations get better

at the international level

and

do public education and

13), they will create

more room

for

African development organizations to
stand up to carry out the same kinds
of activities
their

home

countries.

As

the

NGO leaders included

in

my

study get more used to the idea

of advocacy and public education and
mobilization for policy change, then
will be

much more open

to their

the political as well as the

works best when

CDOs'

facilitating a

development process

economic causes of underdevelopment.

civil society at all levels

in

I

think they

that addresses

Civil society building

works together.

Moieover, American and European lobbyists can only do

their

job well

international level if they have a clear understanding
of the issues at the

most

at the

local level.

This understanding ot the issues has to be drawn from
an understanding of their
indigenous partners’ projects on the ground.

Again, the success of participatory development depends upon the
ability and
willingness of development organizations and donor agencies

in

build close enough relationships with their partners in Africa to

of shaied vision and joint ettort happens. African
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NGOs

Europe and America

make

to

sure that this kind

will be better at accessing local

communities and building with
community members the close and

trusting relationships

that social transformation
to take place.
In

in

I

he end. Figure 5 tin Chapter
3) offers lessons for any
organization-whether

the developing world
or in the developed

century. A,

of

NGOs,"

all levels,

is

world-, ha, hopes

to

be relevant

in

the 21°

relationships, and a clear
understanding of Hilhorsfs
“real world

key to building the kind of
partnerships

substantial to stronger civil
society at

all

levels.
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that

can contribute something

CHAPTER

9

CONCLUSION

Rousseau and

J

S Mill attribute to participation
an “educative function”-!,,
the

broad sense of the French word
eduquer
social

and

political action"

participation teaches “responsible,
individual

and helps individuals

the decision-making process
their

own needs and

to see the

value of taking into account

the needs of others. Practitioners
of

participatory development and the
overseas donor agencies that support
effort to strengthen civil society

assume

that involving

is

NGOs,

in

an

and consolidate democracy, share
the same vision. They

everyone, including marginalized groups,

decision-making process

in

the first step in helping

in the

them develop the

development
and

skills

experience they need to take responsible
social and political action as citizens.

The organizations included

in

my

study have far to go before they can
genuinely

put participatory development methodologies
to their best use to address the development

needs of their communities. Their communities
have
benefits of

at the local

yet to

already

government

moved on

do not believe

level.

that

to

and
in

political action

my

research have

and do participatory development well, some

critics

have

dismissing the participatory development agenda altogether.
They

NGOs

can foster participatory democracy and a stronger
that strong civil societies

anyway. Kasfir argues

Eduquei goes beyond

them

social

But while the organizations included

and they have lejected the notion

^8

go before they can enjoy the

Rousseauean participatory democracy, responsible

get the techniques right

transitions

far to

civil society

would strengthen democratic

that the institutions of the state are so

weak and

the

formal education to the way, tor example, parents teach their children as they bring

up.
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associations of civil society so
strong, then the latter

former to do

The
at

its

may undermine

the ability of the

job (1998).

fact

remains, however, that

the federal level

do nothing

in Nigeria, elections

to consolidate

and democratic

democracy. Schumpeter was

democratic elections do not create
the necessary conditions-“civil

institutions

right;

liberties, tolerance

of

others' opinions and 'a national
character and national habits of
a certain type'”_for a

democratic system

to

work (Schumpeter

put on the trappings of

in

Pateman 1970).

In Nigeria, the political elite

democracy without any of the necessary
character and

Attending to strengthening the institutions
of the

state then is not

enough

to

habits.

make

democracy work.
Market forces do

little

to build a

democratic culture

in

Nigeria either. The

balance of international economic power
works against ordinary Nigerians.
Multinational

oil

companies’ collusion with the Nigerian
government ultimately

results in

increased poverty while legitimizing the
political elites’ democratic charade.
Global

capitalism brings out our tendency to

more we succeed
fail in

make choices based on narrow

“The

self-interest.

as individuals (and states) in the global
marketplace, the

more we may

other areas of our lives and our relationships
with others” (Edwards and Sen 2003,

39).

Noithein donor agencies and development

NGOs

have no other choice than

to

look to civil society, the third way, to champion Nigerian
citizens’ right to their

“democracy dividend.” They have no other option than
pniticipatoiy

democracy and

—

if

to try to create the conditions for

there are to be associations at

all

— by supporting

growth of civil society associations. Participation has the opposite
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effect as global

the

economic

forces. Participation fosters
in citizens an understanding
of the fact that their

private interests and the
public

good

are connected (Rousseau
in

Pateman 1970) and

helps them to see themselves
as pan of their larger
community. The participatory

development agenda

is

an “explicitly value-based” one

organizations try to bring about a
change

over others

to

advance our

development of

The

all.”

in

power

civil society

power

building agendas of Northern

NGOs

partnering with Southern

and aid agencies

to facilitate the self-

will

NGOs

and aid agencies

century as the critics suggest.

need

in

transform their approach to

to

Africa— to

and participatory democracy

better support their

at the grassroots.

European and American organizations have a
unique opportunity
centuiy

will not be

st

NGOs—especially those

efforts to build civil society

“a shift from using power

38).

irrelevant to democratization
processes in the 21

However, Northern

which development

relations:

selfish interests” to using

(Edwards and Sen 2003,

in

in the 21

st

brought about by dwindling aid supplies and a
serious questioning of the

appropriate role for Northern

NGOs

in the international

development arena— to build the

kind ot healthy relationships with their African
partners that
solidarity.

They must leave behind

genuine international cooperation

Europe and

civil society

move beyond “sympathy”

paternalistic foreign aid mindset for the “rise of

between organizations of civil society

organizations

in

in

to

more

America and

Africa (Edwards and Sen 2003 and Fowler

2003a).

The

role of

NGOs — northern

new, participatory, social order
less

and

all

use the

in

and southern— in the 21

st

century will be to build a

which those with power “make room

power they gain

in

more responsible ways
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for those with

— “not submerging

their

own

self-in, eres ,

bough,

entirely-bu, modulating

a, the cos,

so ,ha, individual advancement

i,

).

Having conduced an impact study
of four development organizations
and Middle Bel, Nigeria,

my

research

limited success at the most
local

progress

more confidently

no,

of ,he broader conditions
required for a secure and
prosperous world"

(Edwards and Sen 41

made some

is

in

shows

that,

in particular,

and ICBDP. have

which community members participate

decision-making regarding their development
activities-, hey have

had almost no impact on community
members’ level of relational empowerment
larger political arena. Clearly, these

incorporate democracy and

work

Northern

though the organizations have
had

level-where POD.

in cultivating a culture in

in

into their programs.

human

CDOs

NGOs

need help

in

in the

building their capacity to

rights education, conflict
transformation

need further training about

how

and advocacy

to incorporate

discussions of political and social causes ol
underdevelopment into their exploration of
the causes

and consequences of underdevelopment.

could and should play a role

My study suggests
organizations

is

in

training these organizations’ staffs in
these areas.

that to varying degrees, the

significantly limited

Overseas donors need

by weaknesses

planning activities perhaps even lending their
of these organizations

participatory planning.

impact of each of the

in organizational capacity.

to participate directly in efforts to build these
organizations’

capacity to do participatory development well.

managers

believe that their overseas donors

I

can get

first

They should

own

participate actively in

facilitators to the process so that the

hand experience with

facilitating

559

1 he managers of these programs also need further opportunities
to explore finding the balance between
management decisions that do not involve everyone in the

using participatory planning tools and making
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Overseas donors need to help
heir organizations get the
basics
,

to

work with

their Nigerian partners
to

make

sure .ha,

right.

managers have ample

They need
training

about participatory management
models and participatory development
tools and that
staff receive

ongoing training

in all areas that

would improve

their ability to facilitate the

participatory process.

EED

and POD,

ICBDP

CCDP

and

monitoring and evaluation instruments
psychosocial and relational
tncluding

women,

need

that

to

work together

empowerment of

individuals, marginalized

measuring

improving

their

As long

as the

areas of

groups-

that organizations

managers of the organizations

measure

feel that their

their

overseas

their success in quantitative,
project-based terms, they will lean to

performance more

In Nigeria,

in the

as well as other groups that are
currently ignored by these

success does matter.

is

develop better

measure qualitative change

organizations-and communities as a whole.
The way

donor

to

it

is

those areas (Ritchey- Vance 2003).

in

simply too soon

to take to heart

Simbi and Thom’s (2000)

warnings of the dangers of “implementation by
proxy” whereby, under the guise of
helping African

in the

build their organizational capacity and
improve their performance

areas of promoting participation and

development
In the

of

NGOs

many

NGOs

simply get others

empowerment, American and European

to carry out their vision for

case of the organizations included in

African development

NGOs

my

elsewhere, there

them.

research, probably as for the cases

is still

a lot of

room

for northern

process Edwards and Fowler 2003). In addition, organizations also
have to experiment with “the balancing
ot creating sufficient firmness to ensure organizational
coherence and maximum impact, and then to
match this with sufficient flexibility to allow for local interpretation and application”
(Fowler 2003c, 79).
Ihese balancing acts require a nuanced understanding of participatory
management. The managers of the
organizations included in my research need more training and to see some
experienced facilitators
acl

modeling good

practice.
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and southern

NGOs

to

hammer

ou, shared vision buil, on
genuine exchanges of ideas
and

bodies of knowledge (Hilhors.
2003) and fortified by each
organization's contributing

its

special skills and areas of
expertise to achieving the vision.

The organizations included
their overseas

like

once

it

in

my

research

donor partners do, they understand

know

better

their

communities

far better than

what participation would look

has been “appropriated and
transformed" by rural farmers

in

Northern

Nigerian (Hilhorst 2003). Their
overseas donors however, understand
better the theory of
participatory

democracy and

the methodologies of participatory
development.

more experience with models of capacity
building and
European and American development

NGOs

participatory

They have

management.

and aid a
i gencies have a

lot,

besides money.

to bring to their partnerships with
these organizations.

Of course American and European development
organizations must
alongside African

NGOs

allowing them to do work

at

also

work

the local level, while they

work

address global economic forces that devastate
developing world economies
international level.

They must work

to educate the public in their

motivate them to put the pressure on their

own

states to

home

make pro-poor

to

at the

countries and

policies.

They

are

also in a better position to apply pressure
on multi-national corporations and on Southern
states to

reform their economic policy and to make institutional
reforms

good governance. Fowler (2003
development

The incentive

NGOs

"reach

tor African

encourage

NGO futures,

18) calculates that, at best, the world’s

some 20 percent of

the world’s poor” with their programs.

NGOs

their overseas partners’ ability to

is

that

to scale

up their impact by coupling

their

advocate for their intended beneficiaries

clear.
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programs with
in

other arenas

In the 2I'

1

century

NGOs

and donor agencies

will also

have to continue the

struggle of determining which
organizations contribute the most
to a healthy civil society

Kasftr

probably right to

is

insist that

democratization efforts can only be
strengthened by

associations of evil society that are
deeply rooted in society and
history.

Based on
included

my

in

my

observations,

it

seems

development organizations

that

ones

like the

study that are loosely connected
with deeply rooted religious

organizations are best situated to promote
participation

at

the grassroots level.

In fact,

since the majority of Northern and
Middle Belt Nigerians are rural-dwelling,
subsistence

farmers, these development

mosque

that reach far

NGOs

enough

are the only organizations apart

into the rural areas to

While Schmitter and Gyimah-Boadi
favor of newer

human

rights

from church and

make any impact

reject religious

at all.

and ethnic associations

and civic education organizations on the
grounds

and religious associations can be a part of what

Monga

that ethnic

has called the “uncivil” society,

and/or that they sometimes have the “intention
to govern the polity” (Schmitter
1998), these

Nigeria

new

organizations have no connection with the grassroots

in

in

Kasfir

Northern

at all.

A
members

foreigner— from another
all

mote

part of

Nigeria— may come and

day about any number of important democratic

promote religious tolerance among
their

in

even show up for the meeting. Even
is

the other hand,

telling

who

community

He/she may

different religious identity groups or try to

active paiticipation in the local political arena.

the outsider

topics.

talk to

if

some do come and

them, they will not stick to

has a regular presence

in the
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it

try to

promote

Community members

will not

politely agree with whatever

after the visitor leaves.

community over

A CDO,

on

a period of years and

Who

has actively promoted the
participation of

process, may,

if

all

religious groups in the

development

he/she does his/her job well,
eventually win the hearts of
the community

so that over time, they embrace
the

The organizations included

new
in

ideas that the

my research

CDO

is

trying to introduce.

really fall into a hybrid
category.

development NGOs, funded by overseas
donors, they are autonomous
enough
playing into the hands of religious
leaders

who might "want

to rule"

to

As

avoid

and they are

influenced, through their interchange
with the larger international
development

community

to

play by the “civil rules” that
Schmitter (in Kasfir 1998)

is

talking

about-

including adopting an pluralistic
view and accepting those with opposing
viewpoints.

At the same time, they are rooted enough
potential,

more than any new

in the society that

civil society organizations, to

they have the

overcome one of

the primary

challenges to survival that Gyimah-Boadi
argues they face: the lack of access to

indigenous sponsors to promote long term
sustainability.
Here, again, overseas donors

still

have a role

to play.

They can be honest from

the beginning of their relationship with
their partners about what funds they
have

available to assist

relationship.

them with and how long they

They can

sustainability.

are willing to maintain their funding

also help their Nigerian partners plan for
long-range

The organizations included

in

my

research have opportunity before them:

the opportunity to cultivate closer relationships
with their affiliated churches so that in
the long run their partners stand the best chance
possible of raising substantial financial

support locally.

As American and European
society and participatory

aid donors and

democracy

at

development

NGOs

seek to build

the grassroots 21st they will have to address
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civil

persistent concerns, raised
by critics like Kasfir, about
strong civil society
organizations’
potential to

They

undermine the

will also

have

ability

to deal

of relatively weak Afr:ican
states

do

their jobs well.

with the possibility that
government officials

increasingly vigorous resistance
as development

demands

to

NGOs

s
succeed in

may

raise

heightening popular

tor greater political
accountability and transparency
in their allocation
of public

resources (Fowler 2000).

For the moment,

this

concern

is

probably a

and the Middle Belt. Local
government

communities and the day-to-day
communities’ interactions with

officials are

activities of their

local

little

overstated in Northern Nigeria

still

largely content to ignore rural

inhabitants— including these

development organizations.

“

They

are probably

also fairly content because local
development organizations keep
communities off their

backs by channeling outside funding
to meet communities’
development needs. At
present,

development organizations have a

activities,

including

empowerment

at

the

lot

most

of space, then,

which

in

local level, without

to carry out their

government taking

notice.

Eventually, however, local governments

amied opposition
however, there

development

that hits

is still

them

room

tor local

activities “like an

layers to cover

in the

may

well raise

some

resistance to well-

Bayartian belly (Bayart 1989). Even

development organizations

if this

occurs

to “layer” their

onion” allowing “welfare-oriented service
provisioning”

empowerment-oriented layers

that operate

under the radar and promote

Ordinary citizens often assume

that if local government lines are drawn along
the same geographical
group’s lands, that those elected to posts in that local
government area will be
more inclined to meet the needs of their constituents. Based on
this assumption, ethnic groups often
mobilize to demand their own local governments. The irony is
that, in reality, even elected government

lines as a particular ethnic

officials of the

same ethnic group

constituencies, especially

if

as their constituencies rarely

do much

to

meet the needs of their
who can do little to help

the constituents in question are poor, rural-dwellers

the officials’ political careers or increase the size of
their
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bank accounts.

change

at the local level

democracy and human

(Fowler 2000, 121-22).

rights

and the social and

61

Gradually, discussions
about
political

causes of underdevelopment
can

evolve into dtrect interactions
with local government.
Fowler's insistence on “striking
a
balance"

NGOs

ap, here,

is

in

Northern Nigeria must strike a
balance between these inner

layer discussions of
democratic rights and responsibilities
and outer layer project

implementation and

NGOs

in

skills training.

Nigeria today, as Gyimah-Boadi
rightly points out, find
themselves

different point in history than
that of the
to

modify

as Rajesh

their

Tandon

Power 2000,

(in

government agencies
need

upgrade

to

trom donors,

little

NGOs

puts

to share, skills

their

own

).

Or.

As

collaborators they can

in

work together with

and development practice for government
agencies

service provision and their compatibilities
with the

society.

imagination, a

in

ways

they can begin to experiment
with engaging

it,

with government.

demands of a democratic
With a

will find

approach moving toward "modes
of constructive engagement”
(101

“critical collaboration"

that

Abaeha regime. Gradually, they

a

at

lot

more

training,

and well-aimed financial support

Northern Nigeria could work to strengthen the

state in

ways

that

also strengthen civil society and significantly
scale up the impact that the organizations
are able to have.

11101

They could do work

e tiansparent, and

oppositional stance.

have

to

Instead,

come

61

more accountable

might help the

to

its

The example of JDPC

state

become more democratic,

citizens without taking a completely

Ijebu suggests that

good governance does not

entirely as a response to the civil society watchdog’s
vicious growl.

NGOs

in the local

that

can conduct democracy-training activities with local
government officials

government areas (LG As)

in

which

(See his examples from Kenya and Thailand).
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their

communities are

located.

They can

do

this

kind of work in conjunction
with

tmprove

state

peiformance

Peace Program

a

is

in the

NNGOs

and

good example of Northern

NGO,

USAID

my

research,

to the

NGOs

and

local civil society

from the

DiFID began

organizations included

US

to discuss with the Christian
Rural

(CRUDAN)
my

in

and Europe and

is

a

member— this

I

they can

conducted

and Urban Development

— an umbrella NGO of which each of

research

how

which

in

eyes of the

in the

civil society to the table to
see

mutual advantage of both. During
the period

Association of Nigeria

The Carter Center’s

and DiFID have the clout and
respectability,

Nigerian political elite-to bring
state and

work together

state,

Ms and states to

with

area of social service provision.

organizations cooperation for democracy
building.
aid agencies like

states, or

the

kind of possibility.

I

think

it

is

a relatively unexplored possibility,
but a possibility nonetheless, in Northern
Nigeria.
It

the setting tor the training

is right,

television reporters are invited, local

government

receive the training (and the publicity).
State

government

invited to discuss

the piogiam.

liaison

its

Both

the proper protocols are respected,
and local

I

officials will

program and explores with

the Liaison

NGOs

was

there.

opportunity to

In this case,

it

in

which

CCDP was

how government might

and the Governor’s Office were glad

the willingness tor cooperation

at the

attended one meeting organized by a Plateau

between the governor’s office and

CCDP

jump

to get the publicity

assist

and

was government volunteering

to

help local organizations, but for the same opportunities for
publicity, local government
otticials

would

participate in

foreign funding.

how

to

Many

ot

programs organized by the development organizations using

them would do so not

perform their duties

in a

least

democratic context.
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because they simply do not know

Some

of them,

it

seems, are willing

to learn;

one

legislator

books for him on the
In the

from

Adumawa

State contacted

me

and requested that

legislative branch so that he
could learn

present context of democratic
transition,

sum, power over. The strengthening
of Nigerian

I

more about how

power does

civil society

obtain

i,

works.

not have to be a zero-

organizations does not

necessarily signify a weakening
of the state. Civil society
organizations, especially

development organizations, can cultivate
the power
political

development

in

to

Nigeria side-by-side the state

promote economic,
if

and

social

they play their cards right; and

if

they have the right support from
their overseas donor partners.

Ultimately getting the state involved
the level of the political institutions

is

in the

endeavor

not merely an optional

to strengthen

democracy

means of scaling up

impact of grassroots development organizations.
The social transformation
organizations are able to bring about
sustained

if

it

is

accompanied by

2003). Communities efforts

at

in the

communities

shifts in social

and

in

at

the

that these

which they work can only be

political

power (Edwards and Sen

sustainable agricultural practice can be undermined
by

deficiencies in national agricultural extension and
marketing systems,” a community’s
social

and

political action

can be “overwhelmed by more powerful

within the state or local economic elites,” “successful
experiments

political interest

in

primary healthcare

cannot be replicated because government structures lack
the ability or willingness
adopt

new

success

in

ideas.” Often local

development organizations’ success appear

an all-too-hostile ocean” (Edwards and

make simultaneous

ettorts to bring about

changes

Hulme

2003b).

in the state

and

If

in the society at the

time,

make

a striking illustration ol this point. “If you see a baby drowning, you

of their efforts

at the

grassroots

389

may come

as “islands of

organizations do not

same

all

to

to nothing.

Edwards and Hulme

jump

in to

save

and

it;

if

you see a second and a

third,

you do the same. Soon you
are so busy

saving drowning babies that
you never look up to see that
there

throwing these babies

My

research

are gotng to

if their

make

in the river"

shows

that

(Eilwood quoted

NGOs

in

in

is

there

Edwards and Hulme 2003b).

Northern Nigeria need

the best use of their skills
to

someone

empower

their

programs can ever promote the kind
of participation

a lot

of nurturing

if

they

mtended beneficiar.es and

that lends to

courageous and

responsible social and political
action by citizens in the larger
political arena. They will

need even more training and capacity
building, and teamwork with
partners,

state.

if

they are to work to bring about
changes

Given

the debate

between those

that feel that

at

my

research

shows

that

1

13,

Northern

Edwards 2003a)

NGOs

still

areas of organizational capacity building.

development organizations have a
still

need help

in

Northern

NGOs

NGOs, and

becoming

aid donors,

still

partnerships with Southern

have a crucial role

change

are

is to

occur

have

NGOs;

to play, especially in the

in

Nigeria, local

they cannot go

it

alone.

They

getting their techniques right.

CDOs

participatory goals

if

cannot make

I

have discussed the importance of close

much

progress in achieving their organizations’

they do not take the time to

times a month throughout as

may be

in

vital role to play; but

Throughout the other chapters,
telationships.

If

donor

the level of the institutions of the

increasingly irrelevant, and those that
feel that Northern

a role to play (Gyimah-Boadi

their overseas

much of the

visit their

communities two

to three

year as possible (given rains and roads.) Wells

easier to build, and to count, than relationships, but only
organizations that

prioritize building relationships of trust can bring about

change.
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genuine and meaningful social

It is

obvious

really;

overseas donors must cultivate
the same kind of close

relationships that they
encourage Nigerian development
organizations to build with
their

communities with

their Nigerian partners.

energy to go

to the field

that they are

doing

if

This means investing the
necessary time and

with their Ntgerian partners
to learn about and
front the work

there.

Managers and

field staff are “unlikely
to use

or value learning

they see learning" as the
unique responsibility of the
community members' they are

trying to assist.

ol learning

from

responsibility

By

the

same token, overseas donors

are unlikely to appreciate
the value

their African partners if they
see learning as their partners
sole

(Edwards 2003b). While partnership

things to aid agencies and
development

NGOs

has, over the years,

(Fowler 2003b),

62

21

meant many

s
'

century

partnerships between American and
European development organizations
will need to be
the kind of deep, interdependent
relationships in which both partners
are open to learning

from each other and

in

which they are both committed

contribute their best skills to the relationship.

in a

maximizing

They must be

conditions of Rousseauean participation
hold and

equals

to

all

their ability to

partnerships in which the

participants see themselves as

mutually beneficial community.

African

NGOs, and

the

NGOs

included in

my

research, have not

then need for partnership with development
organizations
have, however,

grown out of

overseas donors invest

America and Europe. They

the need for dependent partnerships

money

but not the time

partners closely and effectively.

The

it

requires to

where

paternalistic

work together with

their

future can be bright for partnerships between

American and European development organizations and

In this chapter,

in

grown out of

their African counterparts,

Fowler traces an evolution of the meaning of the term

context.
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in the international

if.

development

and only

making

m

if,

the

they learn to work together

most of each other’s

gifts,

in solidarity, if

and

if

they learn from each other.

they work hard to improve
their performance

promoting participatory democracy
both globally and

392

locally.
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